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THE STATE OF THE ART SURVEY OF TECHNOLOGIES APPLICABLE TO NASA'S
AERONAUTICS, AVIONICS AND CONTROLS PROGRAMS

Abstract

The state of the art survey (SOAS) covers six technology areas
including flight path management, aircraft control systems, crew
station technology, interface & integration technology, military
technology, and fundamental technology. The SOAS included
contributions from over 70 individuals in industry, government, and the
universities.

Flight path technology includes a description of the current navigation
systems and air traffic control systems as well as a preview Of the
next generation systems including GPS, BCAS, DABS, and other planned
ATC techniques.

Aircraft control system technology includes automatic flight control
systems, digital fly by wire systems, fault tolerant systems,
propulsion control systems, integrated flight/propulsion control, and
active control systems.

Crew station technology includes a review of digital displays, flat
surface display technologies, data entry and controls, and flight
systems management.

Integration and interfacing technology includes avionics functional
integration and architecture, microprocessor/memory technology, fiber
optics, bussing concepts, and external interference effects.

Military avionics technology includes surveillance, detection and

warning systems; IFF and ECM systems; JTIDS; weapons guidance and
control .

Fundamental technology includes information and control theory, optimal
control, Kalman filter and state estimation theory, direct digital
synthesis, electronic device technology including silicon and gallium
arsenide technology, low cost sensors, electro-mechanical devices,
analog to digital and digital to analog conversion devices, fluidics,
systems analysis, and system software including higher order language
and structured programming.

Key Words

Navigation, Guidance, Automatic Flight Control, Air Traffic Control,
Propulsion control, digital fly by wire, digital avionics, electronic
displays, flat surface displays, flight management systems, avionics
data bus, systems architecture, modern control theory, system analysis,
systems integration, fluidics, el ectromechanical devices, actuators,
electronic devices, silicon technology, gallium arsenide technology,
microprocessors, digital memory, software, higher order languages,
structured programming, direct digital synthesis.
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SURVEY OF THE STATE OF THE ART OF TECHNOLOGY APPLICABLE TO NASA'S

AERONAUTICS, AVIONICS AND CONTROLS PROGRAMS

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This State of the Art Survey is in support of the NASA OAST planning
committee for Aeronautics, Avionics, and Controls headed by Dr. Herman
Rediess. NASA OAST sponsored a Workshop for Avionics and Controls held
near NASA Langley Research Center 27-29 June 1978. This workshop
included invitees from Industry, the Universities, various NASA
Centers, FAA and other Government agencies. The workshop began with a
plenary session during which the ground rules were outlined. A three
hour oral summary of this SOAS Report was presented by the Editor. The
workshop divided into committees which considered the issues of the six
major sections of this SOAS Report including:

* FLIGHT PATH MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGIES
* AIRCRAFT CONTROL SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY
* CREW STATION TECHNOLOGY
* INTEGRATION & INTERFACING TECHNOLOGIES
* MILITARY AVIONICS TECHNOLOGY
* FUNDAMENTAL TECHNOLOGIES

The principal objective of this State of the Art Survey (SOAS) Report
is to identify the current State of the Art in each of these technology
areas and to identify emerging trends which are important to the future

development of these technologies. This SOAS Report will help the NASA
OAST planning and study committee fulfill its charge to define just
what NASA's role should be in these technologies during the next two
decades.

The timing for this State of the Art Survey is particularly appropriate
coming at the time when a virtual revolution in microprocessor
technology is taking place which promises to have a profound impact
upon the way avionics and control systems are implemented. There are a

number of System technologies which are emerging which promise to
contribute an even greater impact upon the way we structure the avionic
and control system architecture of the next generation systems. These
trends include:

NAVSTAR/GPS which promises to provide a common, accurate, worldwide

navigation system, which may replace many of the current navigation
systems. There are many painful trade-offs and transition decisions
which must be made before such a change can occur. The complete system

validation is still some seven years away.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL OPDATE which includes a Discrete Address Beacon

System (DABS) with a data link capability, Beacon Collision Avoidance
System (BCAS), Automatic Traffic Advisory and Resolution System
(ATARS), and Microwave Landing System (MLS). These ATC improvements
and others being considered will have a rippling effect on all aircraft
avionics.

DIGITAL FLY BY WIRE SYSTEMS (DFBWS) are imposing new looks in fault
tolerant hardware and software configurations which promise to reduce



aircraft weight and cost without compromising flight safety or
reliability.

THE ADVENT OF FULL AUTHORITY DIGITAL PROPULSION CONTROL SYSTEMS and
their integration with digital automatic flight control suggests new
economies and performance benefits to both propulsion and flight
control systems.

THE INTEGRATION OF DIGITAL COMPUTERS with flat surface displays and
integrated data control centers is producing a revolution in cockpit
avionics. The crew station systems technology is providing control of
more modes and functions in less panel space through the use of
interactive display and control techniques. The introduction of human
factors into crew station design at an early stage is simplifying the
operational procedures from the crew's point of view.

THE TREND TOWARD MODULAR AVIONICS architecture with distributed
microcomputers is accelerating and introducing new levels o_
flexibility to aircraft avionics. The digital multiplex bus concepts
are making needed information accessible to all modular functional
elements which makes for ease of system change and functional
expansion.

THE INCREASING CAPACITY AND DECREASING COST of airborne information
processing is having a dramatic impact upon the sophistication in
avionics functions and capabilities even for low cost General Aviation
aircraft which comprise the vast majority of all aircraft flying.

THE FEASIBILITY OF FIBER OPTICS for aircraft avionics interconnect and
busses appears probable during the next decade. The replacement of
copper wire bundles with fiber optics bundles will have a significant
impact upon reducing avionics wiring weight and elimination of EMI and
indirect lighting effects.

MILITARY AVIONICS TECHNOLOGY continues to provide system concepts and
technology transfer elements to mission areas which fall within the
responsibility of NASA OAST. For example, the military is on the
leading edge of high speed digital processing applications used for
such missions as hostile signal intercept, radar signal processing, and
imaging guidance sensors. The high speed processing elements are
already in the nanosec region and are progressing toward the
picosecond region. Also the Military Avionics Technology is
contributing to the State of the Art of high density electronics
packaging which must survive a severe temperature, shock, and
acceleration environment, such as the US Army Cannon Launched Guided
Projectile (CLGP). These mass quantity programs such as CLGP must also
result in designs which have a low unit cost.

MODERN CONTROL THEORY and Systems Analysis Techniques developed during
the last quarter century are providing synergistic benefits to system
design brought about by the low cost digital processing available
through microprocessor technology, low cost memory, and new high speed
mass memory technologies such as bubble memories and EBAM. Techniques
which were at one time belived by practitioners of system design to be
too complex (and not understandable) are now commonplace in current and
emerging avionics and control systems. These modern control theory



techniques include:

KALMAN FILTERSAND STATE ESTIMATIONTECHNIQUESwhich provide filtering
of data and accurate predictionof statevariables made possibleby
analytical models of the vehicle and its controllers.These techniques
have been applied to navigation,guidanceand controlsystemsand are
becoming commonplace even on General Aviation avionics.

OPTIMAL CONTROLLERS which use cost functionsto synthesizenew system
configurations to solve a wide array of complex control problems_

DIRECT DIGITAL SYNTHESIS is receiving renewedemphasisas real time
digital controlsystemsproliferatein the next generationavionicsand
controls designs. The challenge of multiloop,multi- samplingrate,
multi variable, time varying, distributedsystemsprovidesfor great
potential payoff of new methods.

THE USE OF LARGE SCALE DIGITALCOMPUTERSto simulatecomplexreal time
digital-hybrid systems is, of course, commonplace. A trend toward
using flexible, programmable breadboards of the actual system is
emerging which relieves some problems of fidelity of simulation in
distributed digital systems.

THE PROPORTIONOF SOFT,fAREcosts to hardwarecosts is growingwith each
generation of new systemsusing low cost digitalmicroprocessor/memory
technology. As a result,widespreadconcernover the the growingcosts
of software has caused a large groundswellin the avionicsindustry
aimed at curbing the escalating costs of software. This effort to
reduce software costs has resulted in a collection of techniques
referred to as 'ModernSoftwareProgrammingPractices'(MSPP).MSPP has
procuced the following trends in Avionics Software Design:

The use of Higher Order Languages for Avionics to replace
the previous technique of using assembly language programming
in the real time systems of avionics.

Top Down Software Development which defines the software
as a hierarchy of levels.

Structured Programming which defines independent software
modules with one entry and one exit.

Modular Software associated with distributed
microcomputer archictectures.

THE DISPLAY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT taking place to find a viable
replacement for CRT displays in the cockpit is accelerating with a
number of possible candidateson the horizonincludingLiquidCrystal
Displays (LCD's), Light EmmittingDiodes (LED),Gas PlasmaDisplaysas
well as exotic new technologies such as electrochromic displays,
electrophoretic displays, and electroluminescentdisplays.To date a
clear winner in the candidateto replaceCRT's has not emerged.



I.i OBJECTIVES OF SOAS REPORT

The SOAS Report is intended to aid the NASA OAST Planning Committee for
Avionics and Controls in making sound decisions relative to those
programs and technology areas which should be supported by NASA during
the next decade. The request for write-ups from the various
contributors to this report suggested that the following viewpoints be
considered in preparing the sections contributed to the report:

• Emphasize those aspects of the assigned technical areas
which require more investment of R&D resources in order to

reap the potential benefits through application to the
US Aerospace programs.

• Identify emerging concepts which are likely to have a major
impact on Aeronautics, Avionics, or Controls in the 1980's
and beyond.

• Point out technologies which you feel are going to lose
out to competing techniques as further R&D investments
are made.

• Highlight the one or two most important developments or
research required in your assigned areas which should be
sponsored by NASA considering NASA's roles and missions.

• Identify any items which you belive NASA should not-support
because of roles and missions of other government agencies
such as DoD, DoT/FAA, or because of the responsibilities of
±ndustry or the Universities.

• Suggest concepts of techniques developed by DoD which may be
adapted to NASA's Aeronautics, Avionics, and Controls
Programs.

One of the contributors, Mr. N. B. Hemsath, of Rockwell International
- Collins Avionics, stated the NASA role in avionics in succinct terms
which bears repeating:

'Industry addresses evolutionary, low risk, steady improvements to its
designs with great attention to implementation details as it must live
with its products amd meet the challenge of the marketplace. On the
other hand, government R&D is better able to evaluate more radical,
high risk approaches that potentially offer significant improvements
over conventional approaches. However, even after potential benefits
of new approaches have been demonstrated, industry must reduce the
resultant technology to products that can achieve commercial success.
Thus we believe that NASA should be supporting unconventional sensor
development and new display media research but should minimize its
efforts in evolutionary avionics systems work because industry is doing



1.2 SCOPE OF THE SURVEY

This Avionics and Controls State of the Art Survey (SOAS) Report
addresses the six technologies listed on the first page of the
Introduction. The Survey was conducted in a short time. However, the
large cross section of Industry, Government, and Universities
represented by the individual contributors provides a unique snapshot
of avionics and controls technology in 1978. Equally important,
however, since these more than 60 contributors are also working on the
next generation avionics and control systems, their write-ups and

viewpoints provide a preview of the future in these technologies.

The final version of this report was impacted by the deliberations and

conclusions of the more than 100 participants at the NASA sponsored
Avionics and Controls Workshop held at Hampton, Virginia, near NASA
Langley on 27-29 June 1978. The working sessions of the workshop were
organized into parallel groups which considered five of the six major
technology areas (all except Military Avionics Technology) covered by
this SOAS Report.



2.0 FLIGHT PATH MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGIES

This technology area covers the navigation, guidance, communication,
and air traffic control aspects of aircraft flight path management.
This section also covers the means for avoiding hazardous weather
conditions in flight. The civil aircraft considered by this technology
include the broad spectrum from the simplest general aviation aircraft
to the most modern wide body jet transport. The current state of the
art of flight path technology is based upon a number of national
navigation and air traffic control systems which will be changing
during the next decade.

2.1 NAVIGATION AND POSITION FIXING

The backbone of civil aviation navigation is the visual omni range
(VOR) and distance measuring equipment (DME) network which is now
implemented world wide for over land navigation. The airlines widely
utilize inertial navigation systems (INS) for transoceanic flights to
supplement VOR/DME in areas of sparse coverage. Another selfcontained
navigation system used on transoceanic flights is doppler radar which
suffers from larger errors than INS. Both INS and doppler require
position updates to bound the time increasing errors. For example, INS
typical error rate is approximately 1 NM/hr for most of the widely
employed civil units.

The primary navigation systems are being supplemented by other radio
navigation aids and, to a limited extent, by non directional radio
beacons whose primary use is for ILS acquisition. Omega is perhaps the
most widely used of the other radio navigation aids, since it provides
world wide coverage particularly when supplemented by the Navy's VLF
communication stations. Seven of the eight Omega stations are
operational with Australia's scheduled for operation in the near
future.

Loran C is another long range radio navigation system which has found
limited use in civil aviation primarily because of its limited
geographical coverage to date. The principal use has been in the
coastal waters and in the northern Atlantic and the Middle East.

The new satellite navigation system being developed by DoD, NAVSTAR
Global Positioning System (GPS), promises to replace the existing
navigation system in time and provide accurate, world navigation. The
estimates for when NAVSTAR/GPS will replace VOR/DME range from 1985 to
1995. The GAO (ref I) has recommended an early replacement of other
navigation systems by NAVSTAR/GPS to stop the proliferation of
overlapping navigation systems. However, other government agencies have
challenged the feasibility of an early replacement primarily because
of the early state of validation of GPS and the enormous effort
required to change the navigation infrastructure.

Without entering the debate on the date of switch over, it does appear
that before the end of the century it is highly probable that
NAVSTAR/GPS will replace VOR/DME and the other radio navigation
systems. The technology in receivers and digital processing are
progressing at a rapid rate which should prove the most optimistic cost
estimates for GPS receivers correct in the long run.



2.1.1 VOR/DME

VHF Omnidirectional Range (VOR)

The VOR transmittersends out a radio signalwhich in effect shows 360
directions at one degree intervals.The VOR receiverspick up the part
of the signal which correspondsto the directionto the transmitter.
Like nondirectional beacons, signalsfrom two VOR transmitterscan be
used to determinepositionon a map. An aircrafthaving a VOR receiver
and distance measuringequipment(DME)can determinethe directionand
the distance of a single VOR, therebyenablingthe user to position
himself on a map when within range of only one transmitter.

NASA Ames' advanced avionics system programfor general aviationhas
devised frequency switching methods coupled with Kalman filter
processing which yield accuratepositionfixingwith a singleVOR or a
single DME receiver.

VOR has a typicalrange of 200 miles, but its effectiverange is less
for low-flying aircraft because the systemuses line-of-sightradio
signals. Aircraft at 26,000feet of higher can receiveVOR signalsup
to about 200 miles. On the other hand, an aircraftat 800 feet altitude
can receive the signal only when within 35 miles of the VOR.

VOR has a typicalnavigationerror of about 3-1/2 degreesin direction,
which translates to 0.6 miles at 10 miles from the transmitter.At 75
miles from the transmitterthe error could be as much as 4-1/2 miles.
The distance measurement of the DME is accurate to 1/2 mile.

Many VOR transmitters are combinedwith the militaryTACAN system in
what are called VORTAC transmitters.These provideboth directionand
distance to civil or militaryaircraftequippedwith TACAN receivers.

FAA operates a nationwide system of 704 VORTAC transmitters,203 VOR
transmitters and 17 VOR/DME transmitters as the primary
radionavigation system used by civil and military aircraft for
overland flights. These transmittersare locatedbetweenairfieldsfor
enroute navigation. In fact, they form the electronicairwayswhich
lace our country. Additionally, they are locatedat airfieldsto aid
aircraft in approach and landings. FAA is requiredby international
agreement to operate VOR and DME until January i, 1985.

The military services operate VOR transmitters at many of their
airfields for the same reasons that FAA provides them at civil
airports. The Army has 17 VOR transmittersat airfieldsand plans to
put in 15 more at other airfields.The Navy has 6 VOR transmitters.The
Air Force has VOR transmitters at 14 airports.

USERS

VOR is used by an estimated 280,000 civilian aircraft and 13,000
military aircraft worldwide.EstimatedUS users include8,000 military
aircraft, 2,500 commercial airliners, and 130,000 private aircraft
ranging from company-owned jets to single-engined,propeller-driven
airplanes.



The Army currently has VOR receivers on 3,500 helicopters (40 % of all
helicopters) and many of its 800 fixed wing aircraft. The Army uses VOR
because VOR equipment costs less than TACAN and because Army
helicopters can follow established airways in the United States and
Europe. Current plans are to have VOR in 6,000 helicopters (70% of all
helicopters) by the late 198Z's.

The Navy has VOR receivers on most cargo, patrol and training aircraft.
Some helicopters and other aircraft also have VOR.

The Air Force has VOR receivers in most bombers, cargo, and training
aircraft and in some other aircraft.

Current Navy and Air Force plans call for the phaseout of VOR by 1990.

EQUIPMENT COSTS

A VOR transmitter typically costs about $45,000. The airborne VOR
receiver costs from $1,000 for the lowest priced civilian receiver to
$15,000 or more for a military receiver. Airborne DME costs from $2,000
for the lowest priced civilian equipment to $10,000 for equipment used
by commercial airlines.

2.1.2 LORAN C/D

The Coast Guard's Loran C, first used in 1958, is set up in chains of
three or more transmitting stations. Like Loran A, the Loran C receiver
computes lines of position based upon time-of-arrival differences

between signals from selected combinations of two transmitters of the
same chain. One's position is where these lines of position cross.
Although similar in operation, Loran A equipment cannot be interchanged
with Loran C and Loran D equipment, because they use different
frequency bands. The Air Force's Loran D system is a transportable
version of Loran C, and the receiving equipment is interchangeable.

The Loran C ground wave signals provide a position error of
three-tenths of a mile to as low as a few hundred feet. Loran D is more
accurate primarily because of the proximity of receivers to the
transmitters. Existing Loran C chains provide geographical coverage of
900 miles to 2,400 miles from the ground wave signal, but Loran D
covers less than 500 miles. Loran C sky waves, which provide a
position error of 2 miles, cover most of the Northern Hemisphere.

The Current coverage is shown in figure 2.1.2-1 with a new US coverage
planned for 1980 shown in figure 2.1.2-2.

The coast Guard operates seven Loran C chains, the East Coast chain,
and six chains outside of the United States primarily to provide
navigation for submarine operations. As discussed below, the Coast
Guard is building other stations along US coastal areas for civilian
use.

The Air force operates two Loran D chains in Germany to provide
all-weather navigation during combat flight operations. The second
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USERS

Loran C is currently used by an estimated 3,400 civilian maritime
users, some US military aircraft,and some Navy submarines.Military
aircraft carrying Loran C receivers includesome Air Force and Navy
cargo aircraft, some Air Force fighters, and some Navy patrol
airplanes.

Except for the strategicsubmarines,the militarywill be phasingout
their use of Loran C in the 1980's.However,the numberof civilian
users is expected to grow as Loran A receiversare replacedwith Loran
C receivers.

EQUIPMENT COSTS

A Loran C transmittingstationcurrentlycosts $4 million,Loran C and
Loran D receivers cost from $i,100 to $5,000 for civilian maritime
receivers to as much as $20,000 for a military airborne receiver.

A typical Loran C receiver which displays aircraft position in
latitude/longitude is shown in figure 2.1.2-3.

2.1.3 OMEGA

The Navy-developed Omega system will eventually consist of eight
ground-based transmitterswith each transmitterhaving a range of about
5,000 miles. Seven stations are at least partiallyworking,and the
last permanentstationwill be built in the near future,thus providing
world-wide coverage.

The Omega transmitters send out coded and preciselytimed signalsto
the Omega receiverwhich computesa line of positionbased on the time
required for signals from two transmittersto reach the receiver.The
receiver computesat least two linesof positionto determinelocation,
which is the point where the lines of position cross. The system
currently providesan accuracyof 1 to 5 miles over most of the earth's
surface and is expected to provideworldwidecoveragewith 1 to 2 miles
accuracy.

Solar flares can cause temporary errors of 10-20 nautical miles.

Coast Guard personnel operate the two US stations, and the other
nations operatethe other five.The Navy expectsto continuepaying the
operating cost of the US stationsuntil the Coast Guard assumesfull
responsibility in 1980.

I0



FIGURE2.1.2-3 Teledyne TDL-424 LORANNAVIGATOR
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USERS

Omega provides navigation to airplanes on transoceanic flights and
ships operating on the high seas. Although probably no more than 10,000
users now have Omega receivers, the number is expected to grow. The

Navy is putting Omega receivers on surface ships and attack submarines
and on some helicopters, patrol aircraft, and cargo aircraft. The Air
Force is putting Omega on some cargo aircraft. The commercial airlines
are experimenting with Omega for use on trans-oceanic flights, and
commercial cargo and some fishing vessels already use Omega.

EQUIPMENT COSTS

Shipboard Omega receivers cost from $2,000 to $8,000. The Navy,

however, recently paid $65,000 for receivers used on submarines.
Airborne receivers cost from $10,000 to over $60,000. Each trans-
mitting station costs $5.5 million to $8 million for installation and
equipment.

The location of the VLF Communication stations and OMEGA stations are

shown in figure 2.1.3-1. A typical OMEGA/VLF Navigation System the CCC
ONTRAC III is shown in figure 2.1.3-2.

2.1.4 INERTIAL NAVIGATION

Inertial navigation systems depend upon gyroscopic principles for their
operation. They are self-contained; that is they do not depend upon
external radio aids. They calculate position by measuring acceleration
or deceleration in relation to time and direction. Although they can be

accurately set at the point of departure, inertial systems have drift
errors over time. For example, systems commonly used by transoceanic
aircraft drift about 1 mile for each hour of flight time. Hence, the
errors are cumulative. Aircraft can correct for such drift either by
self-contained doppler radar, or by using one of the radio navigation
systems (Loran or Omega) described earlier. Being self-contained,
inertial systems can be used world-wide including areas not having
radionavigation coverage.

A significant trend toward strapdown inertial systems has developed
which may yield simpler, lower cost systems. New technology gyros
employing ring laser techniques are developing. One strapdown system
uses electrostatically suspended gyros. The most common gyro employed
in the current generation of INS is the tuned rotor gyro.

EQUIPMENT COSTS

Airborne inertialsystemsused by commercialairlinesand the military
services currentlycost about $100,000each and have a typicalerror of
one nautical mile per flight hour.

Strapdown inertial systems costs are projected in the range from
$35,000 to $65,000 for accuraciesin the range of 0.7 to 1.0 NMi/hr.

A typical inertial navigation system is shown in figure 2.1.4-1 (the
Litton LN-72). The block diagram for the LN-72 is shown in figure

12
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2.1.4-2. The LN-72 uses tuned rotor gyros.

Some 747 installations used for transoceanic flights utilize three
INS's.

USERS

An estimated 4,000 military aircraft,some Navy ships,and virtually
all Navy submarines carry inertial because unlike radionavigation
systems, inertial is not subjectto signaljammingor sabotageof the
transmitters. Submarines also dependheavilyupon inertialsystemsfor
navigation when submergedbecausesignalsfrom radionavigationsystems
cannot penetrate seawater to any appreciable depth. The commercial
airlines are experimenting with a hybrid Omega/inertialsystem using
one $100,000 inertialand one $20,000Omega receiverratherthan three
$100,0¢0 inertials. This hybrid system should give a maximum
positioning error of 2 miles, the Omega system error,as long as the
Omega system is operating.

2.i.5 NAVSTAR/GPS

2.1.5.1 Introduction

The Navstar/GPSis a space-basedradio navigationaid which can be used
by surface,airborneand space-bornevehicles.The precisionof the GPS
has been demonstrated to be less than 10 meters in three dimensions.
With the 24 satelliteconstellationto be deployed startingin 1983,
this precision will be availableto all users on a world-widecommon
grid. This section describes the navigation concept prior to
enumerating the critical technologyareas, so that the readerwill be
better able to appreciate their functions.

2.1.5.2 Navigation Concept

The GPS navigation techniqueemployspassiverangingto four selected
satellites of the six to ten satellitesof the total constellationin
view. From a knowledge of the satellitepositions,the user computes
his instantaneous three dimensionsof positionand velocity,and time.
This capability appliesto both moving and stationaryusers, with user
position and velocity measurements available, as often as the
navigation set will allow. Ranging is accomplishedby measuringthe
time of a correlationpeak of the spread spectrumsignal transmittedby
the satellite, with respectto an internalcrystalclock in each user
equipment. The spread spectrumsignalalso containsa satellite data
message containing updated precise ephemeris parameters, and
corrections to its own on-board atomic standard clock. These
corrections keep the satellite ephemeris parameters and clock
contributions to the ranging error to less than severalmeters.The
remaining causes of navigation error are user set noise pertubations
encountered in the measurement of range.The characteristicsof the
satellite navigation signal are given in Table 2.1.5.2-1. The
two-frequency transmission permitscorrectionfor ionosphericdelay by
direct measurement.
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TABLE2.1.5.2-1

GPS SIGNAT'. STRUCTURE

• L I, L z CARRIERS 1575.42 AND 1227.6 MHZ

• MODULATED WITH --

/ P CODE: • I0.Z3 MBPS PSEUDO-RANDOM-NOISE (PRN)

• LINEAR CODE

• OVER 300 DAYS IN LENGTH

• SHORT CYCLED TO 7 DAYS

• REFERENCED TO SATURDAY MIDNIGHT GMT

/ C/A CODE: • 1.023 MBPS PRN LINEAR CODE

• 1 MS IN LENGTH

• P AND C/A CODES QUADRIPHASE MODULATED ON L CARRIER
1

/ P OR C/A CODE BI-PHASE MODULATED ON L z CARRIER

/ P AND C/A MODULO-2 ADDED TO 50 BPS DATA MESSAGE

/ MESSAGE IS 30 SECONDS LONG (1500 BITS)

• SV CLOCK CORRECTION

• EPHEMERIS CORRE CTION

• TELEMETRY/HANDOVER WORD (NUMBER OF i.5 SEC

EPOCHS SINCE BEGINNING OF WEEK AT BEGINNING

OF NEXT MESSAGE)



2.1.5.3 User Equipment

2.1.5.3.1 Satellite Tracking

In order to obtain range and range rate from the satellite signals,
each user set needs to contain four real or virtual code and carrier

channels which can lock onto the code and carrier components of a
selected satellite transmission. A block diagram of a GPS User
Equipment is shown in Figure 2.1.5.3.1-1. Once the local coder phase
has been aligned to that of an incoming signal, the bandwidth of the
signal at IF2 signal is collapsed from twice the code rate (20.46 MHz
for P, 2.046 MHz for C/A) to essentially a CW carrier. At this time,
the code and carrier loops are closed so that carrier and code phase
track are maintained. The phase of code loop during track determines
range, while that of the carrier loop when differenced over a given

interval is converted to range rate with respect to the given
satellite.

High performance user equipment intended for rapidly maneuvering
aircraft utilizes four code and carrier channels to maintain navigation
accuracy. Lower cost sets can operate with as few as one channel,
which sequences between the four necessary satellites. Typically, in
the single channel case, two seconds per satellite provides adequate
time to make the necessary measurements, so that each satellite is
accessed once per eight seconds on the average.

2.1.5.3.2 Satellite Acquisition

After turn on, a set must be capable of selecting four satellites

which provide the most accurate navigation solutions. Ideally, the best
satellite geometry occurs when three satellites are equally spaced
around the user, near the horizon, and the fourth is overhead. Knowing

its own approximate position (input by the operator) and with an
almanac for all the satellites (stored in a permanent memory), a user
set can perform an intelligent search for the signals from the
satellites in view, with the aforementioned geometry providing the best
navigation performance. If an almanac is not available due to volatile
memory, a 'search of the sky' operation is initiated which, due to the
greater doppler uncertainty, takes longer than the intelligent search.
In either case, the data from each of the four satellites must be read.
Table 2.1.5.3.2-1 shows the data message format and content. TLM is a
telemetry message of the satellite health, while the HOW word denotes
the number of six second intervals since the beginning of the week. The
total data message is 30 seconds long, so that after signal acquisition
is accomplished 120 seconds is required to read all four satellites'

data, if done sequentially. If read in parallel, only 30 seconds is
required. Typically, the value is somewhere in between, since at some
instant after the first SV signal is acquired and while its data is
being read, the second signal may be nearly acquired, while the search
proceeds for the third and fourth signals.

2.1.5.3.3 Navigation

After receiving pseudo-range and range rate from the channels tracking
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the satellites, the navigation data processor must perform the
following calculations:

i. Compute the exact orbit of each of the four satellites for a
short time before and after receipt of the satellite signal.

2. Compute the position of the satellite at the time of trans-
mission.

3. Solve four simultaneous equations of range to four known
satellite positions for three dimensions of user position and
absolute GPS time.

Until the User Equipment'scrystalclock is synchronizedwith absolute
time, the range measurementshave the User'sclock bias incorporated,
and thus are called pseudo-rangemeasurements.As the carriertracking
loop makes adjustments in phase to compensatefor satelliteand user
motion and maintain carrier lock, these adjustmentsare differenced
every one tenth of a second.Satelliteinduceddoppler is removedfrom
each of the four measurements,leavinguser range rate to each of the
four satellites. Thus, once the user position is determined,
multiplication of the directioncosinesto each of the four satellites
and the respective range rates, results in the three orthogonal
components of velocity.

Each pseudo-rangemeasurementand range ratemeasurementis Sent to the
navigation data processor, where it is incorporatedinto an N- state
Kalman filter.N typicallyranges from 6 to ii. In the latter case, the
states include three dimensions each of position, velocity, and
acceleration, and user clock offset and clock rate. Measurementsare
input to the Kalman filterat 10 per second,with navigationupdates
provided to the CockpitDisplayUnit at that rate, also. The gains for
each component of the Kalman filterare updatedonce each two to four
seconds, depending on the number of states and the quality of each
measurement.

2.1.5.4 Technical Areas Requiring R&D Development

2.1.5.4.1 Data Processing Technology

From the foregoingdescriptionof operation,it can be seen that a user
set is required to perform numerous digital calculations, both for
navigation, coordinate conversion, and for receiver control. For
example in the Phase I development models, each navigation data
processor requires over 30,000 lines of softwarecode to implementits
functions. In addition,these functionsrequire32,000to 38,000words
of 16 bit memory, for storage of the navigation programs, of
intermediate results, and longer term data (almanacs,waypointdata).

Receiver control functionswhich includethe signalprocessingand the
code and carrierloop controlfunctionsin Figure 2.1.5.3.1-i,are best
implemented digitally in order to alleviatenarrowband analog circuit
drift with temperature. Such a digital implementationis usuallynot
attempted due to cost and limitations in performance due to the
throughput of such devices.Thus, while the GPS X and Y-sets (4 and 1
channel respectively)have digitallyimplementedcode and carrierloops
as well as AGC and carrierpower measurements,none of the remaining
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Phase I GPS sets (two manpack designs, the low cost Z-set, and the High
Dynamic User Equipment) has extensively employed digital control and
receiver signal processing.

There is, thus, a need for high speed (700K ops. per sec.) navigation
and receiver control data processing technology. Moreover, to reduce
installation and logistics costs, the size of the navigation data
processor must be reduced from its present 3/4 ATR size (for the GPS
X-set) to a unit with a volume on the order of 150 cu. in. Some of this

technology has been advanced with the low cost Z-set (single channel,
C/A only) implemented with LSI-II architecture and instruction sets.
More will be explored by the four Phase IIA contracts now underway, to
be developed in Phase lIB, starting in mid-1979.

2.1.5.4.2 Spread Spectrum Correlators

Current GPS receivers perform a serial code search at the expected
frequency (the exact frequency is modified by satellite and user motion
induced doppler) of the satellite being sought after. If time is
unknown to more than several milliseconds, the short C/A code is
searched for first. A typical search rate is 100 steps per second,
requiring about 20.5 seconds to look for all 1024 code phases of the

C/A code at 1/2 code chip per step.

Filters matched to the various satellite C/A codes could perform this
operation in under 10 milliseconds, reducing the four satellite
acquisition time from 80 seconds to less than i second, for each
frequency uncertainty step. Usually the doppler uncertainty (150 Hz)
requires about three receiver dwells so that the real reduction in
satellite acquisition made possible by matched filters, is from four
minutes to less than one second.

While a four minute time to acquire four satellites and navigate, is
not usually a burden, especially if conducted during preflight warmup,
there are many instances when rapid satellite signal acquisition is
needed. For example, during most aircraft turns, one of the satellites
being tracked is usually lost due to antenna coverage limitations or
wing masking. In this instance, the navigation filter has only three or
less inputs, and the navigation solution rapidly diverges from truth.
If another SV were capable of being acquired rapidly, this divergence
would not occur. The initial navigation solutions using a new SV would
depend on the accuracy in the almanac collected from Subframe 5 (see
Table 2.1.5.3.2-1) for each of the satellites. After reading Subframes
i, 2 and 3 (18-30 sec.) of the newly acquired satellite, full accuracy
would be achieved.

The technology for achieving matched filters of 1000 bit length
potentially resides with either Charge Coupled Devices (CCD's) or
Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) devices. Neither of the above technologies
is quite capable at this time of performing to the 1000 bit length
requirement, and require further development. Military aircraft
employing IMU's, as distinguished from the general aviation user, are
not disturbed by signal losses, as described above, since the inertial
units carry the navigation solution in such instances. For low cost
general aviation use, rapid acquisition would be beneficial, or the
use of an airspeed/heading dead reckoning may help.
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2.1. 5.a.3 Directional Antennas

The effective interceptedradiatedpower of the GPS constellationwill
be no more than about -153 dBw into an omni-antenna.

At -153 dBw, the signalpower is about ]7 dB above the thermalnoise
floor, in a high dynamic set having a 20 Hz Costas carrier loop
bandwidth. In order to provideadditionalmargin againstionospheric
fading and potential tropospheric losses,a directionalphasedarray
antenna is needed,having five to ten dB of gain. This device could be
made from a lesser number of elementsand lowergain beams than the
military set, since the latter'srequirementsfor directivityagainst
intentional jamming are much more stringent. The beamwidths of the
civil phased array would be on the order of 40 deg., so that the
pointing requirementsare not stringent,and could be implementedby a
single function microprocessor.

2.].5.4.4 Hardened Semiconductors

The high speed semiconductor technology employedin GPS is, for the
most part, NMOS. One contractor is using IIL, which has better
radiation hardening characteristics,exclusively.However,due to its
3MHz present clock rate limitation, receiver signal processing
functions are not digital, and the navigation processor has some
throughput limitations. Since the radiationhardeningproblemis one
which is being addressedby DoD, it need not receivefurtherattention.

2.].5.4.5 Low G-Sensitive Crystal Oscillators

The user clock is driven by a double oven crystaloscillatorhaving a
basic accuracyof one part in 10 exp. 9, and a sensitivityto vibration
of 1 x IZ exp. -9 per G. This latter parameter limits the ultimate
minimum bandwidth to which the Costas (carrier)loop can be reducedto
about 0.5 to I Hz. Furtherreductionin bandwidthmay be desirableto
improve the signal to noise ratio for precision approach guidance
applications, if the phase noise in the satelliteclockswould permit
this. In military applicationson aircrafthaving IMU's, the ultimate
minimum bandwidth is also a function of the quality of the IMU.

Some diverse effortsare underwayto reducethe vibration sensitivity
of crystals, in order to permit the reductionof Costas bandwidthand
to enhance the anti-jam capabilities of operational user
equipment.
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FIGURE 2.1.5.3.1-1 GPS USER EQUIPMENT FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM
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2.1.5.5 GPS for Civil Aviation

The operational requirements for civil aviation are significantly less
demanding than those of military aviation. Some specific areas where
these considerations apply are related to accuracy requirements,
vehicle dynamics, jamming, environmental factors such as operating
temperature and pressure range, shock and vibration. These reduced
demands could result in simplifications in some of the areas of
receiver design as shown in figure 2.1.5.5-1 which gives a detailed

summary of proposed GPS equipment simplifications. It is most important
to note that the most significant cost savings arise from the
possibility of single channel multiplexed operation rather than four
channel parallel operation of this receiver. Each of the other entries
in Figure 2.1.5.5-1 impacts the receiver cost in a lesser way but the
aggregate could be significant in reducing costs.

The combination of using a simple true airspeed/magnetic flux compass
dead reckoning system to augment the low cost GPS receiver may prove
an attractive system for general aviation users.

The broadcast of NAVSTAR satellite ephemeris data by FAA data link
facilities may yield additional simplification to the low cost GPS
receiver.

2.2 GUIDANCE

Comments on guidance section will be limited to outer loop control law
aspects. Other aspects of guidance such as flight path definition,
processor, and displey technology, and signals in space _re covered in
sections 4.3, 5.2.1, 4.1 and 7.5 and 2.1, respectively. As far as
critical technology is concerned it is felt that flight path definition
and control/display technology (amenable to ease of pilot/ATC
controller and pilot/computer interaction) are the critical guicance
technology areas.

RNAV and VNAV should be discussed in enroute, terminal and final
approach areas, the latter being subdivided into narrow (ILS or low
cost MLS) or wide angle (MLS) final approach guidance.

Lateral guidance techniques have approached a level of maturity where
only fine tuning is required. Enroute and terminal area accuracies and
ride qualities can be achieved from practically all recognized position
fixing systems in single VOR/DME or multisensor configurations. (ref 2)
Final approach guidance, even up to Category III, is not so much a
problem of control law development as it is one of revisionary
management leading all the way down to pilot awareness and takeover in
the event of system failure. The major problems in the latter event
are pilot factors and display technology. Acceptable means of
transitioning from enroute/terminal navaids to final approach aids is
also more a problem of providing acceptable means for the pilot to
monitor progress than it is one of the control system providing
performance. (ref 3) This is true whether the transition is to a wide
angle or a narrow beam final approach guidance system. (ref 4) The
procedures may vary somewhat but the control laws probably will not
since the signals in space have approximately the same accuracy and
stability characteristics. Aircraft 4D approach control has also been
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shown to be feasible for different complexities of ground and airborne
equipment. (ref 5, 6) Incompatibility of procedures for aircraft

equipped with sophisticated guidance systems and for those minimally
equipped appears to be the major stumbling block inhibiting
implementation of these techniques.

A similar situation exists for vertical guidance during final approach
where a fixed flight path is defined. The control law technology
exists to make close-in ILS captures from above or below the
glideslope; closer aproaches require more RNAV aiding. (ref 5, 7)
Curved approaches using digital autopilots have successfully
demonstrated the performancecapabilitiesof scanningbeam MLS. (ref8)
In contrast,verticalguidance in enrouteand transitionareas has been
poorly defined. Altitude changes are typicallyperformed eitherby
straight line segments (seldom)or by inner loop attitudehold/vertical
speed hold procedures. Differing aircraftcharacteristics(whichare
weight and temperaturesensitive)result in significantdifferencesin
flight profiles. Because of this, ATC has resorted to inefficient
vertical procedures to ensuresafe altitudecrossings.By using modern
airborne processors, these inefficiencies could be removed and the
resulting flight profiles could be known a priori. Revised ATC
procedures (discretionarydescentsfor example)would becomeacceptable
if it were improbable that aircraftwould overshoottheir endpoints.
Whether such descentscould continueto the final approacharea or even
to touchdown is highly debatable.NASA's experiencewith the Shuttle
and the CV-88_ demonstratorcould be used as a basis for developinga
full flightenvelopeenergymanagementsystem.This is the primaryarea
of guidance technologystill to be resolvedand an appropriateone for
NASA to address.

2.2.1 RNAV

Area Navigation (RNAV) is currently implemented using the VOR/DME
network with approvedRNAV routes and waypoints.The currentgeneration
of RNAV systems also includes means for the pilot to establish
waypoints which he defines.A number of RNAV systemshave been marketed
which use a combination of navigation sensors integrated through a
control and display unit with a digital computer for solving the
various navigation algorithms such as great circle routedistance and
heading computations betweenwaypointsor from currentpositionto any
selected waypo int.

A typical RNAV systemwhich uses VOR/DMEand defineswaypointsas range
and bearingfrom a VOR station is shown in figure 2.2.1-1. This system
also provides VNAV capability. This RNAV system also provides for
waypoint entry via a preprinted data card.

Figure 2.2.1-2 shows a VOR/DME based RNAV system which utilizes
waypoints defined by latitude and longitude. The computer
automatically tunes to the properVOR/DMEstationsbased upon aircraft
location. The unit stores the latitude and longitude of every VOR
station in the world which it can access for RNAV ccmputation.
mputation.
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SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM

F_gure 2.2.]-i Typical R-NAV system using range/bearing definition
of waypoin_s, 20 waypoint cepebility
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2.2.2 VNAV

The VNAV function provides for vertical steering to permit profile
descents from one altitude at a given waypoint to a lower selected
altitude at the next waypoint.The VNAV functionutilizes altitude,
speed, and RNAV distance in the computation.Some of the RNAV systems
such as that shown in figure2.2.1-1also includethe VNAV function.

2.2.3 TERMINAL AREA NAVIGATION

The most commonmode of terminalarea navigationat the presenttime is
ATC issued radar vectorsto the acquisitionpoint for an ILS approach.
However as terminal area trafficdensityincreasesthe dependenceof
radar vectors on terminal area separationbecomesless satisfactory.
The RNAV systems equippedwith multiplewaypointscan be used in the
terminal area. A strong trend has developedtowardusing 4D-navigation
which includes adjusting time of arrival to an assigned time for
traffic metering in the terminalarea. Such 4D-navigationsystemshave
been flight tested by NASA: for example, in the STOLAND program.

2.2.4 INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM (ILS)

The most common landing approach aid used by civil aircraft is the
VHF/UHF ILS system which has been in use for over thirtyyears. The
ILS uses a VHF localizerfor lateralguidanceand a UHF glide slope
for verticalguidancewhich is automaticallychanneledto the localizer
receiver. Most VOR receiversincludethe localizerchannelsas part of
the navigation set. A majorityof aircraftincluding general aviation
have localizer capability. Fewergeneral aviationaircrafthave glide
slope, although glide slope receivers are relatively inexpensive.

2.2.5 MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEM

Purpose

The Microwave Landing System (MLS) is an electronicaid to aircraft
navigation during the approach and landingat an airportrunway.Its
purpose is to provide a common civil/military approach and landing
system with improved performance and more flexibility for
implementation than existing systems.

In 1971, a joint developmentprogramwas initiatedby the Department
of Transportation (DOT), the Department of Defense (DOD) and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) (ref.9). This
joint development was undertaken under FAA management to provide a
National standard for a family of compatible landing system
configurations which would be adaptableto the needs of a wide range of
civil and military users.The systemhas also been designed to meet the
international need for a .newstandard Non-VisualApproachand Landing
Guidance System as a replacement for the existing ILS (ref. iZ).

Development Status

The development program has progressed through three phases, which
included (i) technical analysis and contract definition, (2)
feasibility demonstration, and (3) prototypedevelopments. Prototype
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development of a basic system configuration and a small community
configuration have been completed, but prototypes for an expanded
system configurationand militarytacticalconfigurationshave not been
completed.

System Configurations

The system has been designed so compatible system elements can be
combined to meet the needs of a specificairport facility.The three
major configurations were identifiedfor prototypedevelopment.These
are: (a) basic, (b) expanded,and (c) small community.Illustrationsof
these configurations are shown in Figure 2.2.5-1. (Ref. Ii)

Basic System The basic configuration consists of the following
functional sub-systems:

(I) Approach azimuth, nominally located on the runway
centerline beyond the stop end.

(2) Approach elevation, nominally located beside the
runway near touchdown.

(3) DME transponder, nominally located beside the
azimuth equipment.

Expanded System
The expanded configuration consists of all the basic subsystemsplus
the missed-approach and flare subsystems,locatedbeyond the approach
end of the runway. The expandedconfigurationis designedwith full
redundancy to meet all the operationalrequirementsof ICAO and all
Category III requirements.

Small Community

The small comunity configurationmeets the need for a minimumservice
system and consists of:

(1) Approach azimuth
(2) Approach elevation
(3) DME or ICAO standard marker beacons

This equipment is designed to meet Category I requirements in a
cost-effectivemanner and does not have all the redundancyfeatures
needed for higher category all-weather operations.

System Description

The MLS is an air derived system in which ground based equipments
transmit position information signalsto a receiverin the aircraft.
The position information is derived in the aircraft as angle
coordinates and a range coordinate.The range informationis provided
by the Distance Measuring Equipment (DME) technique. The angle
information is based on the Time Reference Scanning Beam (TRSB)
technique and is derivedby measuringthe time differencebetweenthe
successive passes of highly directive narrow fan shapedbeams which
scan through the coveragevolume in alternatedirections (TO and FRO).
The 'TO'beam is scannedwith uniformspeed startingfrom one extremity
of the coveragesectorand moves to the other.The beam then scans back
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again to the startingpoint,thus producingthe 'FRO' scan as shown in
Figure 2.2.5-2 for azimuth. (ref 12) In every scanning cycle, two
pulses are receivedby the aircraft.The time intervalbetweenthe 'TO'
and 'FRO' pulses is proportional to the angular position of the
aircraft with respect to the runway.An important•featureof the time
reference encoded scanning beam system is the high data update rate,
13.5 Hz for azimuthand 40.5 Hz for elevation.These rates permit the
integration of individual measurement samples to achieve guidance
information having a very small noise content.

All angle and data functions are time-multiplexed so that a single
receiver-processorchannel may process all data. Since the functions
are independententitiesin the time-multiplexedfunctionsequence,the
receiver may decode them in any sequence. This is accomplished by
providing each functionwith a preamblethat,upon reception,sets the
receiver for the function which follows.The functionidentification
preamble is radiatedas a stationarybeam by a sectorcoverageantenna.
The volumetric coverage of the scanning fan beam and the sector
transmissions are illustratedin Figure 2.2.5-3.(ref 13) The coverage
capabilities can providedata over a wide volume,boundedby +60 deg.
or -60 deg. from the centerlinefor approachazimuth,0 deg to 30 deg
in approach elevation and 20 to 40 NMi in range.

Signal Format

The signal format is time-multiplexed. It provides information in
sequence on a single carrier frequency for all the angle functions
(azimuth, elevation, flare and missed approachazimuth).The format
includes a time slot for 360 deg. azimuthguidance and other provisions
for growth of additionalfunctionsif required.There are 200 channels
provided for angle and rangeguidance.The angle guidancechannelsare
provided in C-band between 5031 MHz and 5091 MHz.
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2.3 AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

Introduction

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has primary responsibility
for the development and application of technology for air traffic
control in the domestic and contiguous oceanic airspace. The FAA

conducts engineering and development programs to exploit current
technology and examine future concepts to improve the National air
traffic control (ATC) system (ref 14). These research and development
efforts are aimed at keeping the current system operating safely with
maximum efficiency and improving performance to meet capacity
requirements of projected air traffic growth. To achieve these
interrelated goals, major technical developments for near-term
application (within 10 years) are being conducted by the FAA to provide
new capabilities for aircraft separation assurance, surveillance of
air traffic, reducing the constraints of aircraft wake vortex, and
increasing the level of automation in flight service and control
functions (ref 15). Developments in closely related areas, such as
navigation, communications and weather information, are presented in
other sections of this report.

Scope and Purpose

This section presents an overview of major developments for improving
air traffic control and investigation of technology options that may
have potential for future, longer-term (over 10 years) applications to
air traffic control. The principal focus of this overview is on the
functional rather than the technical aspects of the FAA developments.
More detailed discussions of the technical aspects of selected programs
are presented as subsections to this overview. Those subsections
discuss Altitude Encoding Transponders (Section 2.3.1), the Beacon
Collision Avoidance System (Section 2.3.2), the Discrete Address Beacon
System (Section 2.3.3) and Time Division Multiple Access Data Link
(Section 2.3.4).

The purpose of this overview of new technology applications in air
traffic control is to identify emerging concepts which are likely to
have major impacts on the National Airspace System (NAS) in the 1980's
and beyond. Where applicable, potential areas will be identified where
NASA technology efforts may best complement and support FAA E&D program
initiatives in air traffic control.

Major Technical Developments (near-term)

Aircraft Separation Assurance

The FAA is engaged in three major development activities as backup
safeguards against midair collisions. These are known as Conflict
Alert, Beacon Collision Avoidance System (BCAS) and Automatic Traffic
Advisory and Resolution Service (ATARS).

Conflict Alert.

The current software development program for the terminal and enroute
computerized control systems includes new features to detect possible
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air traffic conflicts. These improvementsin the processingof track
information on aircraftwith altitudereportingtranspondersalert the
controller to possible traffic conflicts.

The Beacon Collision Avoidance System (BCAS)

all-weather airborne collision avoidanceserviceby the FAA issuinga
U.S. NationalStandardfor BCAS avionics.The system is based upon use
of airborne beacon transponders and is independentfrom the primary
ATC system. Any aircraft operator desiring the BCAS service can
install appropriate BCAS avionics when fully developed and receive
warning of impendingcollisionor near-missthreat from nearby aircraft
carrying an altitude encodingtransponderas the cooperatingairborne
element. The systemwill have an activemode for BCAS-equippedaircraft
operations outsideof ground-baseATC surveillancecoverageand a fully
passive mode for operationin high-densityairspace.The BCAS-equipped
aircraft can operate compatibly with the presentAir TrafficControl
Radar Beacon System (ATCRBS) transpondersor futureDiscreteAddress
Beacon System (DABS) transponders.

Automatic Traffic Advfsory and Resolution Service (ATARS)

This is a conflict alert and resolutionservicefor use by pilotsof
ATARS-equipped aircraft. This capability is being developed
concurrently with DABS and will use the DABS data link for
transmission of ground-derived separation assurance information.If
potential traffic conflicts are not resolvedin a predeterminedtime
frame by the basic ATC system or independentpilot actions,a ground
based computer processing DABS data will be capable of issuing
separation maneuvering commands directly to the aircraft involved.

NASA Technology Support

The widespread acceptance and use of cooperativeairbornecollision
avoidance systemsmay requirestate-of-the-artapplicationsin low-cost
avionics technology and cockpitdisplays.The human factorsaspectsof
integrating these new types of informationdisplays into the cockpit
environment are also important areas of supporting research.

Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS)

This is a ground based surveillancesystemwith an integraldata link
being developed by the FAA to significantlyimprovethe qualityof ATC
surveillance data. DABS is being designedas a compatiblereplacement
for the present ATCRBS facilities. The new system will be able to
discretely address aircraft equipped with DABS transponders to
eliminate synchronousgarble of beacon responsesin high densityareas.
An integral two-way data link is being designed into the system for
control messages and other air-ground communications.

NASA Technology Support

The capability to use the DABS data link for control messages will
introduce a major new perspectiveinto the cockpit.The impactand best
approaches of using the data link for tacticalcontrolmessagesappear
to be areas in which NASA could pursue supporting research.
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Airport Surface Traffic Control

The Airport Surface Traffic Control (ASTC) program is two-phased to
improve the surveillance and ground control of surface traffic at major
airports. The first phase of the program is to replace existing tower
radar equipment with new Airport Surface Detection Equipment (ASDE).
The ASDE-3 now under development will increase system reliability and

provide enhanced target detection and display capabilities to assist
tower control of surface traffic in periods of reduced visibility.

The second phase of the program will develop a Tower Automated Ground
Surveillance (TAGS) system for use under all-weather conditions at

large airports. The TAGS system will utilize beacon transponder
surveillance to provide controllers with aircraft identity and position
information on surface traffic displays.

Wake Vortex Programs

A potentially hazardous condition can exist for aircraft departures and
approaches to landing when encountering trailing vortices from other
aircraft. Under certain atmospheric conditions and light winds, strong

vortices generated by large jet aircraft dissipate rather slowly and
can make aircraft encountering the vortices difficult to control. The

potential existance of this hazard has required changes in aircraft
separation standards and resulting reductions in airport capacity at
jet airports.

The FAA and NASA are engaged in development activities to reduce the

impact of trailing vortices on aircraft operations. The FAA has
developed and placed in operation at the Chicago O'Hare Airport a
Vortex Advisory System (VAS), which predicts the presence of
potentially hazardous conditions for vortices at the airport.
Development has also been initiated by the FAA on an automated Wake
Vortex Avoidance System (WVAS), which detects vortices and alerts
controllers and pilots of their presence.

NASA Technology Support

ultimately introduce design changes in jet aircraft to alleviate or
minimize the generation of trailing vortices.

Flight Service Station Automation

to provide service facilities for airmen to obtain flight planning
information and file flight plans. The FAA is engaged in a major
program to automate many of the FSS functions and provide more
efficient means for direct access by users to improve services and

reduce system costs. This program involves the development of a new
system configuration for automation, consolidation and collocation of
FSS facilities.

Increased ATC Automation

new automation features in the enroute and terminal control systems.

The bases for these programs are the NAS Stage A automation system and
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the ARTS III system. The NAS Stage A system is implemented at the 20
enroute control centers in the continental US (ref 16). It processes
flight plan information and aircraft track information on all
controlled aircraft. The ARTS III system is installed at 63 meditnn and
high density terminal control centers serving major airports. Several
new features are being developed to upgrade the capabilities of these
automated control systems. An overview of these new features is
presented below.

Enroute Control Automation

improve safety and productivity. Conflict alert has been implemented.
An enroute minimum safe altitude warning system is being developed as a
controller backup to aircraft systems. An enroute metering capability
is being developed to provide efficient handoff of traffic to terminal
area control. An Electronic Tabular Display (ETABS) is being developed
as an aid to improving controller productivity. This automated display
will eliminate the need for controllers to handle paper flight strips
and improve the controller/machine interface (ref 17).

Terminal Control Automation

flight safety and increase capacity in the terminal areas (ref 18).
Conflict alert is being developed to aid controllers in detecting and

resolving potential traffic conflicts. Software development is being
pursued to provide the controller with automated aids for metering and
spacing (M&S) the traffic flow in high density areas to increase
terminal area capacity. The Tower Information Processing System (TIPS)
is being developed for more efficient use of computer-stored and
processed data on flight information. This development effort will
provide an electronic display of the flight information and traffic
control data required by the controller.

2.3.1 Altitude Encoding Transponders/ATCRBS

Most Civil Aircraft are equipped with ATCRBS transponders. These
transponders are required to include an altitude encoding feature for
designated high density areas during IFR operation. All IFR operations
will be required to have the altitude encoding feature in the near
future.

The FAA ATC controller has the coded beacon return including altitude
printout displayed on his sector CRT display as an aid to lateral and
vertical separation of IFR air traffic.

The low cost 4096 code transponders for general aviation are about
$600. The altitude encoding feature adds another $600 dollars
cost.
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2.3.2 BEACON COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM (BCAS)/ AIR TRAFFIC
ADVISORY AND RESOLUTION SERVICE (ATARS)

2.3.2. 1 BCAS

The objective of BCAS is to introduce a new ATC feature to reduce the
threat of mid air collisions as the traffic density continues to
increase. The BCAS is intended to be compatible with both the ATCRBS
and the DABS altitude encoding transponders. The BCAS will provide
supplemental separation assurance within the coverage of ATC radars and
provide primary separation assurance in areas beyond the coverage of
ATC radars.

The BCAS concept for an airborne collision avoidance system is based on
the use of 1090 MHz replies transmitted by Air Traffic Control Radar
Beacon System (ATCRBS) transponders or the future Discrete Address
Beacon System {DABS) transponders. BCAS is also capable of transmitting
1030 MHz interrogations, using ATCRBS or DABS signal formats, and can
receive and decode 1030 MHz interrogations transmitted by the ground
based radar surveillance system.

Two basic modes of operation are contemplated, depending on the ground
beacon environment. They are the active mode, for use in areas where no
ground beacon coverage exists, and the passive mode, for use in high
density areas with ground beacon coverage.

2.3.2.1.1 Active Mode

In the active mode the BCAS acts as an airborne interrogator,
soliciting replies from other transponder equipped aircraft in
communication range. The time between interrogation and reply is
measured to determine aircraft range whereas altitude is determined by
decoding the mode C transponder replies. Established tracks are used to
provide vertical maneuvers in hazardous situations where other aircraft
are in close proximity.

Since the Active mode uses an omnidirectional antenna, all ATCRBS
transponder equipped aircraft in communications range reply to each

interrogation. To reduce the number of replies, an adaptation of the
side lobe suppression (currently used by ATCRBS transponders) called
Whisper-Shout has been developed. Whisper- Shout is a means of grouping
targets according to their detection capabilities which are principally
determined by receiver sensitivity and antenna gain. Aircraft are first
interrogated at a low power level, the whisper, picking up near and
very sensitive receiver targets. Once these targets have replied they
are suppressed. During this suppression period, nominally 35 micro
sec., a second interrogation is transmitted at a high power level to
pick up more targets. This procedure is repeared 5 to 7 more times with
the last interrogation, the shout, at full power, insuring that all
targets have been interrogated. This results in a smaller grouping of
targets on each interrogation and should reduce synchronous garble.

In addition to the Whisper-Shout technique, phased-array antennas are
being studied. Such antennas may further reduce synchronous garble
through directional interrogate and receive functions which limit the

processing load to relatively few aircraft. Other advantages accrue
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from the use of directional antennas. By using monopulse detection
techniques, the relative bearing to other aircraft can be obtained to
withih 10 degrees with the antenna now under consideration. Such
bearing accuracy would enable the active mode to provide Proximity
Warning Information (PWI). PWI will in some cases permit a pilot to
visually acquire other aircraft during VFR weather but will, in any
weather, provide an alert that other traffic is near.

The active mode DABS interrogations are based on the discrete address
transmitted via "squi tter" messages from DABS equipped aircraft wi thin
communications range. Squi tter messages are spontaneous - occurring.
approx imatel yonce pe r second and, in add i tion to maki ng the DABS
discrete address known to the BCAS interrogators, provide truncated
altitude. BCAS uses the squitter altitude report to determine if the
target aircraft poses a potential hazard and, if so, then uses the
discrete address for the DABS interogation. No other aircraft reply to
the interrogation thereby reducing fruit and garble.

The active mode will provide range, altitude, and, with a directional
antenna, approximate bearing. Thus, the active mode can yield PWI or
vertical maneuver data.

The active mode BCAS is a computer based system. The basic system
components are shown in system block diagram, figure 2.3.2-1.

2.3.2.1.2 Passive Mode

In the passive mode, the BCAS "listens" to ground interrogations and
the subsequent airborne replies. In addition BCAS ootains, as a
minimum, the interrogation repetition frequency of the ATCRBS site and
the bearing of the ATCRBS (DABS) relative to the heading of the BCAS
aircraft. This information can be obtained by BCAS without any
modification to an ATCRBS site using the BCAS unit's phased-array
antenna. However, is is desirable that radar-based transponders (RBX's)
be installed at the ATCRBS site to enable a BCAS aircraft to obtain
more accurate ATCRBS site information, such as site main beam position,
and to allow the BCAS aircraft to determine its range to the ATCRBS
site.

In all BCAS passive modes, measurements of differential times of
arrival between ATCRBS interrogations and aircraft replies are made by
the BCAS equipped aircraft. The azimuth of the target relative to the
interrogator is also measured and decoded from the target's repl ies.
This set of measurements and decoded data is then sufficient to provide
the target's three dimensional position.

A major feature associated with using an RBX is that a passive solution
can be obtained with the use of a single RBX/ATCRBS site when the BCAS
aircraft is within 20 nmi of it. In addition a two site passive
solution can be obtained over a greater region of airspace when range
to sites and ATCRBS interrogator main beam position are known (via RBX)
than when only the main beam positons are known (i.e., via North
reference pulse ATCRBS kits). The RBX presence also allows for a data
link interface with ATC.

BCAS cannot always operate passively, even when there is some ground
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surveillance coverage. BCAS performance can vary dramatically as a
function of the relative positions of the ground interrogators, the
BCAS aircraft, and the target. Certain passive modes of operation have
regions in which the positional errors tend to become unacceptably
large. When such singularities occur or when the positional error in
the passive mode solution is too large, then a semi-active mode of BCAS
must be employed in order to provide acceptable BCAS performance.

Semi-active means use of data from both the Passive and Active modes of

operation. Thus, BCAS will obtain data actively, passively, or
semi-actively, depending on the environment. These data can be obtained
in an ATCRBS or DABS environment with the total system performance
improving as the ATCRBS undergoes a transition to DABS (fruit and
garble levels are reduced).

Once potential conflicts have been detected, BCAS issues the
appropriate warnings based on its tracking data. When both aircraft are
BCAS equipped, the maneuvers are coordinated through the use of the
DABS data link. Thus complementary maneuvers are assured. If the target
aircraft is not BCAS equipped, maneuvers are based on the assumption
that no change in his present course will occur. An appropriate
display for providing the pilot with PWI and maneuver information is at
issue.

BCAS development efforts also require consideration of performance and
cost acceptability to all segments of the diverse airspace users.
Recent advances in avionics technology, particularly in the
availability of low cost digital microprocessors, have made airborne
signal processing and data linking available on an economically
acceptable basis. This technological advancement makes integration of
the ATCRBS transponder into a Collision Avoidance System concept not
only possible but especially attractive since wide-spread
implementation of ATCRBS has already been achieved.

Several major tasks require solution before implementation of BCAS is
possible. Of prime importance is the optimization of the threat
evaluation and evasive maneuver selection logics from the standpoint of
protection provided versus alarm rate. Undesirable or nuisance alarms
from aircraft not posing actual danger should be eliminated to the
greatest extent possible. Several aircraft configurations require study
to resolve problems peculiar to them which cause these alarms.

Another important task is the integration of BCAS with the other
elements of the FAA's aircraft separation assurance program. The
interactions of BCAS, ATARS, and the conflict alert program must be
defined and made compatible.

The BCAS program is divided into three phases:

Phase I Feasibility Determination
Phase II Engineering Model Development
Phase III Prototype Development
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Phase I has been completed.Feasibilitymodels have been fabricatedand
tested. The program is currently in Phase II whose output will be a
BCAS engineering model, completely flight tested, evaluated, and
capable of being reducedto a prototypein Phase III which is scheduled
to start in early 1982. The Phase III prototypeequipmentis intended
to supportthe writingof rules,regulations,and as a final productin
late 1983, a BCAS US National Standard.

2.3.2.2 ATARS

The Automatic Traffic Advisory and Resolution Service (ATARS) is a
ground based collisionavoidancesystem intendedto improve safetyby
reducing the potential for near misses and mid air collisionswhich
result from the increasong ineffectiveness of 'see and avoid'
techniques as traffic density increases.The collisionthreatdue to
pilot error/aircraft deviations, AT(: system errorsand to ATC system
hardware/software failures is also reduced by ATARS.

ATARS utilizes DABS for improved surveillanceand utilizesthe DABS
data link for automatic traffic advisory service. ATARS is cost
effective for general aviationaircraftwhich may not be able to afford
the airborne BCAS equipment and is compatible with ATC procedures.

ATARS is based upon the earlier concept of intermittent positive
control (IPC) and feasibility flight tests have already been
conducted.

The Automatic TrafficAdvisoryand ResolutionService (ATARS)utilizes
the DABS data-linkfor deliveringconflictresolvingadvisories.ATARS
is being developed to providethe pilotsof equippedaircraftflying
within airspace served by the DiscreteAddressBeacon System (DABS)
with a comprehensivetraffic advisoryserviceand resolutionservice.
For uncontrolledaircraftthe trafficadvisoryservicewill enhancethe
pilot's 'see and avoid' capabilitywhile the resolutionservicewill
provide separation servicesnot previouslyaffordedby the ATC system.
In the case of controlledaircraft,ATARS will serve as a back-upto
the ATC system in the event of a pilot deviation,system error or ATC
system failure.

For those equipped for ATARS service,protectionis providedagainst
all aircraft that are equipped with altitudereportingtransponders
(DABS or ATCRBS). To receiveATARS service,an aircraftmust carry a
DABS transponder which has altitudeencodingcapabilityand an ATARS
display. The transponder,in additionto its beacon function,receives
digital messages from the ground and relays them to the pilot on the
ATARS display. The ground portionof the ATARS system consistsof the
DABS sensor, which provides surveillance information and acts as a
communications link to the aircraft,a computer independentof the ATC
computers, and interfaces to the ATC facilitiesservingthe airspace
covered by the DABS sensor.
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Aircraft equipped for ATARS servicewill receivetrafficadvisorieson
aircraft that are determined by the algorithm to be proximate or a
threat. In the case of a proximate aircraft information will be
displayed to the pilot to alert him concerning the presence of the
nearby aircraft and to aid him in visual acquisition.When an aircraft
poses a threat, the traffic advisory service will declare it as a
potential threatand displayadditionalinformationto aid the pilot in
threat assessment. The threat data shouldenable the pilot to avoid
maneuvers which would aggravatethe situation.If the aircraftcontinue
to close relative to each other, one or both of the aircraft will
receive a resolution advisory at a predetermined time before the
estimated time of closest approach.These resolutionadvisorieswill be
compatible with the threat data provided by the traffic advisory
service.

Whenever a resolutionadvisoryis issued to a controlled aircraft,an
alert message will be issued to a controllerof that aircraftat the
same time. This resolution advisory alert would normaly follow the
alert generated by the conflictalert program residentin the enroute
and terminal computers.

The ATARS development program is being structuredto providefor an
orderly evolutionin servicebeginningwith a highly effectivetraffic
advisory service and transitioning to a full capacity resolution
service. Each phase of the program will result in a Technical
Development Package for use by the FAA operatingservicesin making
implementation desisions.

The objective of the traffic advisory service is to reduce the
probability for mid-air collisions and near miss encounters by
providing data to assist the pilot in visual acquisitionand threat
assessment. The traffic advisoryservicewill be a comprehensiveyet
flexible multi-level service that can be tailored, by means of a
cockpit display unit, to meet the needs of varioususer groups. It is
essential to the success of the program that the traffic advisory
service be implementable using a low cost displayin order to keep it
within the reach of the VFR community. ATARS will utilize cockpit
displays ranging from a simple display consisting of lights and
numerics (LED's) to a sophisticated'relativemotiondisplay.'During
the test and evaluation programthe trafficadvisoryservicewill be
evaluated and demonstrated using two and preferablythree levelsof
cockpit displays.

A general purposemicroprocessor-baseddisplaywill be developedas the
basic vehicle for evaluating the display types selected. The most
sophisticated display concept will be evaluated first since it
represents the most completeset of informationand thereforecontrols
the design of the DABS data-link formats. Evaluation of subsequent
display concepts will be accomplished by reprogramming the
microprocessor and changing the display faceplate if necessary.

The resolution service will be developedto functioncompatiblywith
the traffic advisory service. The two servicestogethercomprisethe
complete ATARS service. It is anticipatedthat, in order to minimize
pilot work load and ATC system interaction,controlledaircraftwill
rely more heavilyon the resolutionadvisoriesrather than the traffic
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advisory service for resolving potential conflicts. In these cases the
traffic advisory would serve as a means for alerting the pilot to the
details of the potential conflict and would prepare the pilot for the
possibility of an escape maneuver if the conflict situation persists or
worsens.

The resolution service will consist of positive and negative resolution
advisories such as turn left, don't turn left. Following development,
the resolution service will be evaluated for compliance with the
following performance goals:

i. ATARS resolution advisories must be safe
2. The resolution service must not disrupt routine air

traffic control by frequently issuing unnecessary
resolution advisories which force aircraft to depart
from clearances issued by controllers.

3. The resolution service must be highly effective in
preventing or resolving conflicts in all applicable
regions of airspace.

4. Major changes must not be required in ATC procedures in
order to make ATARS compatible with the ATC system.

Other resolution advisories such as turn to heading may also be
investigated during this period.

A typical ATARS scenario which a pilot may incur is as follows:

i. When aircraft become proximate (as determined by system
parameters), information such as relative bearing, altitude,
range, etc. will be displayed to aid the pilot in visual
acquisition. The extent of the information displayed will
be determined during ATTRS development.

2. If the aircraft are projected to be in potential conflict,
the corresponding aircraft indication symbol will begin
to flash. At this point a threat advisory consisting of a
more comprehensive set of intruder information will be
forced on the display to aid the pilot in threat
assessment. Information concerning the projected location
of closest approach may be provided.

3. Should this encounter progress to a conflict situation,
then the ATARS system will compute resolution advisories
for all aircraft involved.

The ATARS development will investigate all aspects of the traffic
advisory service thoroughly and evaiuate the effectiveness of the
resolution service. This test progran will be based on several sources
of data, namely:

i. Extensive flight testing by MIT Lincoln Laboratory at
DABSEF.

2. ATC simulations conducted at NAFEC with the Air Traffic
Control Simulation Facility (ATCSF).

3. Monte Carlo Simulations of the 12 mid-air collisions
provided by the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB).
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4. Analysis of ARTS III tapes for ATC interaction analysis.

These data sources along with the live flight testing done with the 3
DABS Engineering Models should provide an adequate data base for the
ATARS development and evaluation.

There are a number of operational and interface issues to be resolved
during the development, namely:

i. ATARS/BCAS (Beacon Collision Avoidance System) Interface -
the protocol for ATARS and BCAS operating in the same
environment must be investigated in order to prevent
potential operational conflicts.

2. ATARS/ATC Interface - the operating procedures for
control°led ATARS equipped aircraft must be defined so as
to preclude any possible conflicts that may result
between the two.

The above issues, although more procedural than technical in nature,
will be addressed during the ATARS development program.

Upon completion of the ATARS development a complete Technical
Development Package (TDP) will be handed over to the FAA operating
services for implementation consideration. The TDP will cover single
and multi-sensor operation in both the terminal and enroute
airspace.
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2.3.3 DISCRETE ADDRESS BEACON SYSTEM

2.3.3.1 Introduction

The Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) will provide air traffic
control surveillance and air to ground and ground to air data link

capability needed to support automation of the FAA air traffic control
(ATC) system of the 1980's and 1990's. Evolution from the present
ATCRBS beacon system to the DABS system requires that present
transponders be replaceable with DABS transponders at a cost acceptable
to aircraft owners. Hence, a major concern of the DABS development

program has been a data link design which permits simple, low cost
implementation of DABS message and address processing and which will
also allow a high degree of compatibility in transponder functions
between ATCRBS and DABS transponders (ref ]9).

The increase in the amount of information processed by the DABS

transponders (as compared to the present ATCRBS transponders) and the
requirement for a reliable communication link results in an increase in
overall transponder cost. Major factors contributing to the cost of a
DABS transponder are as follows:

• Possible requirement for diversity (i.e., two transmitters
and receivers in each DABS transponder).

• Cost of RF and video processing components.
• Cost of maintaining the system.

• Cost of the logic required to perform DABS functions.
• Data interface.

• Packaging.

DABS is an advanced aircraft surveillance and data link system under

development by the Federal Aviation Administration. It is designed to
permit an evolutionary upgrading of the civil/military Air Traffic
Control System utilizing advances in ATC automation and offering

significant improvements in safety and communications.

Improved surveillance comes about by the use of a 24 bit permanently
assigned discrete address code for each aircraft, allowing each
aircraft to be interrogated individually by the ATC sensor. Only the
addressed aircraft will reply and each reply is unmistakably associated

with a single aircraft. This will provide the means for a flexible data
link communications capability supporting a number of advanced ATC
automation services.

The DABS system has been designed to be completely compatible with the
existing Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System (ATCRBS). It is
intended to be introduced gradually and will not require significant

operational or procedural changes.

In its role of providing improved surveillance for ATC facilities, DABS
can operate with a colocated radar, providing correlated DABS/Radar
data or it can operate independently, without radar. It is intended
that the DABS sensors operate both as single site (no interconnect)

sensors, or they can be interconnected to operate as an interactive
network.
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The FAA has paid careful attention to the design of the supporting
avionics so that the basic DABS installation will have minimal cost
impact. Data link capability key and basic surveillance is handled by
well defined interfaces. The basic transponder employs essentially the
same RF sections as the mature ATCRBS transponder, with the majority of
changes confined to the digital processing area where cost impact is
minimized thanks to the component impetus provided by the 'Data
Processing Revolution'. The avionics is discussed in sec. 2.4.2.

Development of the DABS system has been in progress for nearly a
decade. MIT Lincoln Laboratories has provided support to the FAA in the
area of systems engineering and has had a DABS ground station and DABS
equipped aircraft employed in system test for about the past three
years. In late 1978 the FAA will install a network of three ground
sensors at NAFEC for more extensive testing. A DABS National Standard
was published for comment in the spring of 1978 and the airline
community has indicated that the next generation airline transponders
will contain DABS capability. Considering all this, the program must
be considered firm with direct impact on next generation avionics.

2.3.3.2 Diversity Transponders

Transponder diversity, one way of combatting the effect of aircraft
antenna shielding to achieve high link reliability, results in a
significant transponder cost increment. Although diversity is unlikely
to be mandated for GA users, if it were it would particularly affect
the acceptability of DABS to this class of user (ref 19). Two
independent receivers and transmitters are required (one for a
top-mounted antenna and one for the bottom antenna) for each diversity
transponder, so that any new technology applied to reducing the costs
of these RF sections (see below) would pay off doubly well. One
particular implementation of diversity is based on the comparison of
the signal strengths received on the two antennas. A major cost
contributor in such a system is the requirement for log - IF
amplifiers closely matched in gain over a 50 dB dynamic range. Such a
matched IF amplifier configuration might be best realized as a single
monolithic chip.

2.3.3.3 Transmitter

A promising area of research for cost reduction is solid-state
high-power transmitters {300 watts peak at 1 GHZ). Transistor junction
and other thermal problems arise due to the short-term high duty cycle
required in DABS transmissions (50% duty cycle for 120 microsec with
]dB droop, but only .5% continuous duty cycle). The present cost of a
suitable microwave power amplifier is prohibitive.- a few thousand
dollars per unit (ref 20). Recent developments in cooling and power
combining (ref 21) may lower this cost, however. The advantages of a
solid-state transmitter are longer life (hence decreased long-term
maintenance costs), increased reliability, and reduced variation in
power output with component age. Where diversity is required, it may
prove economical to use one transmitter in conjunction with a
high-power solid-state switch rather than to use two independent
transmitters (although independent transmitters are desirable for
reliability obtained through redundancy). Thus solid-state switches are
another candidate for research.
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2.3. 3.4 Receiver Components

2.3.3.4.1 General

Due to rising labor costs,the costs of productionand testingof RF
components continue to rise. Automated production and testing
techniques as applied to RF components are a potential means of
reducing costs. As stated above, anothermeans of reducingcosts is in
use of monolithic semiconductor linear devices.

2.3.3.4.2 Differential Phase-Shift Keying (DPSK) Demodulation

One approach to DPSK demodulation is to use a SurfaceAcousticWave
(SAW) device in the DPSK demodulator.Although the presentdevicesare
expensive (S275 each), the prices should be reduced somewhat with
increased productionand investigationof differentSAW materials(Ref.
22). Availability of an inexpensive,yet accurate,DPSK demodulator
could mean savings elsewhere in the receiversection.Also, it could
lead to a betterdiversitytransponderwhere repliesare transmittedon
the top or bottom antennaon the basis of a valid DABSmessagebeing
received on that antenna,rather than basing the decisionon received
relative amplitudes.

2.3.3.5 System Maintenance

Due to low cost of logic circuits,it will be possibleto supplyeach
transponder with built-in test circutry at a nominal cost. Such
designs aid in performancetestingand calibrationand can reducemean
time to repair, thereby significantly reducing life cycle costs.
Automated ground-based test equipment can be used to furtherreduce
repair costs.

2.3.3.6 DABS Logic

The cost of logic has been reduceddrasticallyin the past few years,
and the use of custom LSI is becoming widespread in standard
transponder designs (Ref. 23). It is possible to include
sophisticated data processingcapabilitiesin each DABS transponderat
a nominal cost.

2.3.3.7 Data Interface

2.3.3.7.1 Optical Data Transmission

Recent advances in optical communicationlinks (fiberoptics)should
make high-speed reliable communication aboard aircraft a reality.
Advantages of optical communication between a transponder and its
peripheral deviceswould be isolationand interface rejection,yet the
transmission medium itself (the fiber) is as light-weightas wire and
potentially cheaper.

2.3.3.7.2 Peripheral Devices

The problem of cost reduction of peripheral devices should not be
overlooked. For example,new technologypromisesto reduce the cost of
an encoding altimeter (Ref. 24).
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2.3.3.8 Packaging

Some standard packaging concepts for transpondersshouldbe studied.
Interchangabilitybetween manufacturersand ease of upgradingsystems
are important factorsin user cost. In addition,new packagingmethods
(e.g., a transponder case which is of a 'molded'construction)should
be investigated as a labor-saving means of cost reduction.

2.3.3.9 Summary

Specific items which could lead to futuretranspondercost reductions
and enhanced performance are as follows:

• monolithic realization of video processing
components

• automated production of RF components (it is not
clear that funding of any form wil help solve
the problem of automating RF component assembly.
The problem will be solved by industry when mass
production economics justify the required
capital investment.)

• inexpensive means of DPSK demodulation
• built-in test circuitry and automated ground test

equipment
• use of LSI in transponder design
• communication between transponder and peripheral

dev ices
• the cost of the peripheral devices
• new packaging ideas

2.3.4 TDMA Data Link

Introduction

In order to analyze the state-of-the-art in a reasonable near time
frame for TDMA, the following operationalscenariois envisioned.A
large communicationnetworkfor data exchangeand voice betweenthe Air
Traffic Control Center and en-routeaircraftwithin predefinedsectors
is proposed. Within each sectoraircraft position,movement,weather,
route information, and voice can be exchanged.The availabilityand
accuracy of GPS within this time frame indicates that GPS will
probably be the most suitablesystemto supportthe requirementsof the
ATC system. The potential use of a series of ATC communications
satellites to support the interchangeof informationbetweenATC and
en-route air trafficappearsthe most sensiblemethod to implementthe
ATC TDMA data link at thismoment. Therefore,the postulatedATC TDMA
data link major system elementswould consistof (i) GPS, (2) ATC TDMA
satellites, (3) ATC comm. center, and (4) aircraft data processing
system.

The GPS system is necessaryfor the operationof the proposedATC TDMA
system as it provides the requiredaccurateposition,movements,and
world wide synchronizedtime. A criticalparameterfor TDMA will be the
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accurate time of arrival of the large number of multiplexed remote
data sources (i.e., the air traffic). Without a network synchronization
time reference, data communications within the TDMA network would
become impossible.

A major trade study will be necessary in order to establish a basic
system to derive the critical parameters within the TDMA data and
voice links. This study will include the operational, communication
network, growth capability, and human engineering requirements in
defining the communication network to support the projected traffic of
the future. A state-of-the-art communication system will be needed to
prevent the obsolescence of the communication system architecture.

State-of-the-Art Available

The techniques to handle the data traffic conceived by the ATC data
link are available, but time to refine these techniques to insure

reliable operation may be short. Due to the accuracy requirement of
time corrections required both for GPS and ATC TDMA communications,
intersystem software and procedural algorithms are required. The
synchronous nature of these communications will also force design
requirements on the elements of the entire communications system. These
requirements will manifest themselves in increasing the complexity of
the overall synchronization loops and procedures. A top down structure
for the design of the communications system will be mandatory.
Signal-to-noise ratios, timing jitter, frequency uncertainties will be
of major importance. The reception of data onboard the aircraft
(two-way data exchange) will require a symbol synchronizer. Symbol
synchronizers have been designed to handle a multitude of specific
problems, i.e., low signal-to-noise ratio, rapid acquisition, timing
uncertainties, etc. The state-of-the-art is available once the
requirements have been defined, but the low cost required by the
program is not at hand. A state-of-the-art development is needed to

package and develop the required symbol synchronizer.

Onboard parameter manipulation of specific required data within the

composite ATC TDMA data voice link is necessary. General purpose time
division demultiplex equipment is available but again not at the cost
needed to make the communication equipment competitive. The advent of

microprocessor technology is at hand to allow the development of a
software compatible decommutation system that would be amenable to LSI
implementatin yet allow ease of modifications either by upgrading of
new requirements or dynamic reallocation by ground control.

The concept of TDMA communications is based on accurate timing and the
maintenance of this timing. An accurate assessment of the vulnerability
of the entire comm system to timing errors and loss of synchronization
will be required. The methods of spread spectrum implementation and
timing extraction along with symbol synchronizer parameters such as
transition densities, timing errors, frequency uncertainties, etc., may
require symbol stuffing of supervisory control of data to lessen the
links' vulnerability to timing errors. A realistic analysis of the
threat of intentional interferences to disrupt communications and ways
to combat these effects should also be a mandatory requirement.

The efficient transmission of voice will [equire some method of digital
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encoding. Delta modulation of voice is one method of source encoding to
lower the data rate but yet maintain voice intelligibility. The
state-of-the-art has developed algorithms for reliable source encoding
between 16-48 kb/sec. The selection of a good algorithm at a moderate
rate implemented on a single LSI chip will be required.

Since the data rate of a single voice channel is many times higher
than data, the impact of accomodating a number of voice channels is
severe. Either a separate communication link to service en-route voice
or its incorporation within the data link will be necessary. A
reliability assessment of the two alternatives will be needed. A
separate voice link could require an entirely different method of
modulation and processing than the data link for efficient channel
utilization.

The accuracies of timing thru use of GPS can resolve the timing
acquisition associated with spread spectrum, but the time of arrival
problem can complicate acquisition of a QPSK signal design. The
frequency and phase uncertainties coupled with a rapid acquisition
problem needs to be investigated to allow QPSK as a viable option.

Program Considerations

Development strategy should be based on a top down approach starting
with FAA provided operational requirements for sizing ATC link rates,
voice channels, sectoring, and phase out of existing systems. Initial
studies should include critical analysis of techniques used in the GPS,
DOD JTIDS and NASA Shuttle digital communication systems for
application in the ATC design.

NASA's current Shuttle and relay satellite developments which include
multiplexed digital voice/data systems, channel coding, spread
spectrum and microprocessor based signal processing justify involvement
in the ATC TDMA system conceptual design. A further role would be
specific component developments in source and channel coding, digital
signal processors, communication link synchronization, time division
multiplexing, multiplexing using quadrature modulation and related
areas.

Summary

In summary, much of the state-of-the-art technology is available, but
uncertainties as to the technical approach exist in a number of areas.
It is recommended that the following studies and developments be
conducted:

(i) A data and voice link requirement trade study to size the
basic system capability for entire communications system.

(2) A study of ATC digital data link synchronization for the
overall communications system and the vulnerability to
intentional interference and timing errors.

(3) A study of intersystem software and procedural alogrithms for
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time of arrival problems between GPS and the ATC-TDMA data
link.

(4) Development of a low cost design to maximize commonality among
functional blocks within the communications system with an
emphasis on increased use of LSI for voice channels and symbol
synchronizers.

(5) Development of a microprocessor based parameter handler to
allow dynamic allocation of data and voice channels and to
interface with onboard displays.

(6) A study of the feasibility of rapid acquisition procedures of
QPSK signals for increased bandwidth utilization.
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2.4 COMMUNICATIONS

The currentcivil communicationsis based upon VHF voice communications
using 720 channels in the spectrum between 118.0 and 136.0 MHz. In
addition voice communications are available on HF in the frequency
range from 2.8 to 26 MHz. At the presenttime data link is unavailable
to civil aviationexcepton a commercialVHF channeloperatedby ARINC
for airline operational data transfers.

The DABS system will providea data link capabilitybetweenaircraft
and ATC which will have an effective baud rate of about 2400 for
extended uplink and down link messages.The adventof DABS data link
should reduce the amountof voice 'clutter'duringATC operationsand
provide for unambiguousdisplayof ATC clearancesand acknowledgements
on cockpit and ground CRT (or flat surface) displays.

Section 2.3.4 discusses a Time DivisionMultipleAccess (TDMA)data
link which has some importantpotentialfor futureATC communications.
It should be pointed out that FAA currently has no plans for
implementation of a TDMA data link.

2.4.1 VHF/HF Communications

The VHF Aeronautical Band 108 to 136 MHz provides 720 Voice
Communication channelsfor the GeneralAviationand Air CarrierFleets.
The band is assigned as follows:

]08 - 118 MHz Navigation
118 - 129 MHz FAA ATC Communications
129 - 132 MHz FCC (Operational Control)
132 - 136 Mhz FAA ATC Communications

Prior to the recent introduction of a VHF data link by Aeronautical
Radio, Inc. these frequencies have been used exclusively for Voice
Communications (A3 emission).

Considerable experimentationwas performedby AeronauticalRadio, Inc.,
supported by several airlinesand avionicsmanufacturers,in the late
60's and early 70's resultingin the characterizationof the 'ACARS'
{Automatic Communication and Reporting System) that is now being
introduced into service.

This system uses 'Minimum Shift Keying'Audio sub carriermodulation
(A9 emission) to provide a 2400 bps data rate.

The system is controlled by the ARINC switching network and uses
several frequencies in the ARINC band, operatingin both demand and
polled modes & providing a veriety of services to ARINC users.

The system using 7 bit ASCII provides for 16 mode characters, 86
routing labels, and employs a 16 bit polynomialblock check sequence
for error detection. A single message may be a maximum of 220 text
characters with the average message length now running at 80
characters. The most common messages are out-on-off-on times, fuel
reports, voice circuit requests, & ETA reports.
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It is important to recognize that although the technology has been
available for over a decade, the system is only now being implemented.
It was necessary for airline users to justify the expenditure on the
basis of overall reduction of Air/Ground communication costs, brought
about by the increased automation. The basic data link unit costs about
$5,000 per aircraft and interfaces with existing VHF transceivers.

The general aviation segment can and does use ARINC services (largely
the corporate fleet) and can be expected to use the ACARS data link now
that it is available.

The impetus for using VHF data link for expanded flight services (ATC
information, radar weather maps, etc.) would have to come from the FAA
and there is no indication of this at this time. This is most likely
due to the near term implementation plan for DABS which can also
provide these expanded flight services. It might be expected that the
VHF data link will remain an ARINC service available to all segments of
aviation for automated air to ground and ground to air communications.

Frequency assignments and spectral constraints will likely keep this
system from expanding beyond existing ARINC plans. The technology
employed is straightforward and mature. It does not appear that this
would be a likely area for NASA technology investment.

HF Communications

The HF aeronautical band accommodates voice communication for general
aviation and air carier fleets within the frequency range of 2.850 to
26 MHz. The HF aeronautical band is principally used for air traffic
and company communications in long distance transoceanic routes and
routes over remote areas where VHF (line of sight) coverage is
inadequate.

Worlwide HF communications is provided by various organizations such as
ARINC (Aeronautical Radio, Inc.) and International Air Radio (British
Organization). These service organizations operate HF ground stations
in conjunction with ground communications networks to provide message
handling for air traffic control and private applications. Frequency
allocations are assigned by international agreement according to
geographic locations and airways. Typically, four or five diverse
frequencies are assigned to a particular geographic area in order to
allow selection of the optimum frequency for a given time of day and
atmospheric conditions.

In order to permit automatic channel monitoring by aircraft during long
flight legs a system known as SELCAL (selective call) was developed.
SELCAL permits the ground station to alert a particular aircraft of a
ground inquiry through an audio tone code transmitted over the HF link.
The code is typically assigned to each aircraft by air traffic control
prior to transoceanic crossing.

At present, ARINC is coordinating two concurrent HF data communications
programs. One is termed HF selective signaling system (form of digital
SELCAL). The signal formats and modulation techniques are similar to
the VHF ACARS. The system can provide data link and auto patch, air to
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near the end of 1978. The second program is a direct adaptation of
ACARS to HF. Flight tests will be conducted in 1979 to transmit
meteorological data over company operational control frequencies. It

is anticipated that ICAO will become actively involved as development
proceeds in HF data communications.

In the mid 1950's ARINC began working to develop a specification for
single sideband SSB (A3J) modulation to replace the less efficient AM
(A3H) mode. This specification was completed in 1960 and SSB was
gradually implemented at ground stations throughout the world.

Although SSB provides a far more effective method of communications for

a given amount of power, the HF signals are still subject to
atmospheric conditions affected by storms, temperature, time of day,
and the sun spot cycle. Even today there are certain conditions which
can occur to prevent HF communications during portions of a commercial
transatlantic flight.

One solution to this problem lies in the exploitation of communications
satellites. Three synchronous satellites acting as repeaters could
provide adequate worldwide coverage for the air carriers. The airlines
have conducted extensive research in satellite communications with

rel_able results but to date have not been able to cost justify this
approach.

It would appear therefore that a cost effective approach to
Aeronautical satellite communications to replace HF would be a
promising area warranting further technical development.

2.4.2 DABS Data Link

2.4.2.1 Background

Data link was offically initiated in 1947 when the Radio Technical
Commission for Aeronautics (RTCA) established a special committee
(SC-31) for a Universal Air-Ground Digital Communications System.
During the 50's and 60's interest in data link vacillated between pro
and con by providers of air traffic control services and the aviation
community both nationally and internationally. In the early 1970 era

FAA followed through with the Air Traffic Control Advisory Committee
report to include data link as a system option in the upgraded third
generation air traffic control system and, as a result of later
(1976/77) study and experimental work at the Transportation Systems
Center, MIT Lincoln Laboratory, MITRE and other in-house efforts,
established the Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) data link as the
best technical approach for system implementation.

2.4.2.2 Introduction

The implementation of National Airspace System (NAS) En Route and
Terminal Automation, Central Flow Contol, and National Flight Data
Center automation has provided an enormous data base for considering
sophisticated automatic air traffic control (ATC) techniques. The
forthcoming Flight Service Station and Weather Automation programs
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will provide more current and accurate weather and other flight
information to the pilot for the purpose of planning and executing the
operation of his aircraft. Conversely, information regarding the
environment in which and aircraft is operating and information about
the actual performance of the aircraft is needed on the ground to
improve the tracking and prediction of an aircraft's position and to
aid in determining winds aloft and weather. All of the above
improvements require much more information exchange between the ground
and aircraft than is currently exchanged.

In order to exchange the amount of data suggested above, a digital data
link capability between the ground and aircraft is required to enhance
the voice communication currently used to exchange flight information
and transmit ATC instructions. The Discrete Address Beacon Systen
(DABS) provides a digital data link capable of satisfying the data
communication needs expressed above. Initially, DABS data link will be
used as a parallel link with voice communication to relieve frequency
congestion and reduce pilot and controller workload. Ultimately, DABS
data link is intended to replace most of the voice communication and
increase the automation potential in the ATC system.

2.4.2.3 Development and Implementation Philosophy

Data link is the catalyst which may lead to total automation in the ATC
system. As more automation capability is included in the cockpit of the
aircraft and more ATC functions are automated in the NAS en route and

terminal systems, possible extension of ATC automation is the delivery
of ATC instructions via digital data link from the ground to the
aircraft which directly affect the control surfaces of the aircraft. It
remains to be seen if and when this kind of ATC automation will ever be
implemented. In the meantime, there are real and immediate benefits to
be expected from data link when DABS is implemented. These benefits fit
in the categories of NAS near term (pre 1985), NAS far term (post
]985), and next generation advanced systems development (post 1990).

An overall objective of the FAA development and implementation
philosophy is to provide ATC and flight information digital data link
services to a wide range of users (airlines, general aviation,
military, etc.) equipped with a variety of input/output devices
{cathode ray tube (CRT), light emitting diode (LED), printers,
electronic displays, keyboards and touch techniques) associated with a
DABS transponder. FAA intends to implement near term data link products
when the first DABS sensors are installed.

2.4.2.4 Near Term (Pre 1985)

The NAS near term data link benefits coincide with the DABS
implementation plans begining in the 1982-84 era. The initial data link
implementation philosophy is to exchange information between the pilot
and controller to enhance safety and efficiency of the current method
of air traffic control and flight operations with little or no
involvement on the part of the pilot or controller. The type of
information to be exchanged during this period is that which is

currently contained in the existing data base and that which is in the
process of being added to NAS. It is information which has been chosen
by the ATC and aviation community users, which is needed, will reduce
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the amount of voice communicationbetween the controllerand pilot,
and will promoteDABS avionicsequippage.Specificexamplesof services
to be provided are:

i. Assigned Altitude Confirmation
2. Minimum Safe Altitude Warning
3. Runway Surface Winds
4. Runway Visual Range
5. Takeoff Clearance confirmation
6. Automated Terminal Information Services (ATIS)
7. Selected Weather Data

These services will be technically demonstrated at the Lincoln
Laboratory DABS Experimental Facility (DABSEF) at Hanscomb Field,
Massachusetts, in the fall of 1978, and will be functionallytested and
evaluated in a more realisticoperationalenvironmentat the National
Aviation Facilities Experimental Center (NAFEC), AtlanticCity, New
Jersey, in late fall ]979 with the Texas Instruments DABS system.

Figure 2.4.2.4-1is a pictorialexampleof the method to obtain routine
weather data and other pilot self-briefinginformationvia DABSdata
link.

In addition to testing and evaluating the above stated services at
NAFEC in fall 1979, the Texas InstrumentsDABS sensor and data link
will be used to test an air trafficadvisoryand resolutionservice
(ATAR/IFRS) primarily for VFR air trafficand as a backup to the ATC
system for IFR traffic.

2.4.2.5 Far Term (Post 1985)

The currentATC automationsystemdoes not provideany tacticalcontrol
support to the pilot and controller.The informationcontainedin the
existing system is used for strategicplanningand as a monitorof the
performance of aircraftmovement.The currentplans for enhancementto
the existingen route and terminalautomationprogramsis the inclusion
of automatically generated conflictfreeATC instructions.During the
post 1985 era, the ATC automationsystemswill generateat least the
following ATC instructions:

i. Conflict Alert and Resolution Instructions
2. Holding Instructions
3. Approach and Departure Clearance
_. Metering and Spacing

• Heading
• Altitude
• Speed
• Time to Execute ATC Instructiion

These ATC instructions will be relayedvia DABS data link for those
aircraft which are equipped, otherwise, the instructions will be
relayed via voice. There are also plans to providea situationdisplay
to aircraft equipped with CRT or electronic displays requiring a
digital data link to transmit the appropriate information to the
cockpit. The pilot will observehis situationwith regard to trafficof
his concern and monitor his own performancein the executionof ATC
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instructions received via data link.

In addition to receiving ATC instructions via data link, the pilot will
receive other flight information services such as weather, notices to
airmen (NOTAMS), airport terminal information (ATIS), wake vortex and
wind shear information, and terminal information processing system

_TIPS) data (flightplan, beacon code, active R/W, standardtaxi route,
standard instrument departure and arrival, etc.). This information
combined with the automatic generation of ATC instructions will
certainly require a digitaldata link and well engineered man-machine
interfaces for initiation, receipt display and acknowledgement of
information exchanged over the data link.

The development and functional testing of this phase of ATC system
improvement will be accomplishedprimarilyat NAFEC. Relatedactivity,
particularly in the cockpitarea, is being accomplishedat NASA within
the scope of a joint FAA/NASACockpitDisplayedTraffic Information
(CDTI) program.FAA also has a contractwith ARINC ResearchCorporation
and United Airlines to evaluate pilot performance and commercial
aircraft operation when operatingwith aircraft seperationassurance
avionics.

2.4.2.6 Advanced Systems Development (Post ]990)

Planning for this era of ATC systemdevelopmentbegins to incorporatea
philosophy of using very advancedautomationtechnologyin the air and
on the ground, and voice communicationwill be used only when necessary
or when serving non-DABSequippedaircraft.The existingen route and
terminal automation hardwarewill have been replacedor at least under
consideration for replacement. Digital data link will have been
implemented, the cockpit of aircraft will have been improved with
better displays and flight control systems,and a beginningform of
distributed air trafficcontrolfor pilot self-spacingin the terminal
area, and for pilot arrival merging will have been initiated. ATC
communications at this point will be designedbetweenthe aircraftand
ATC ground system with controllerand pilot in monitoringroles. The
initial implementationof this design will involvethe controllerand
pilot as active observers initiating and acknowledging computer
generated ATC and flight control instructions. The system will
eventually evolve to passivemonitoringby the pilot and controllerfor
the purpose of manual takeover in the event of system failure.

All the functions identified in the pre and post 1985 eras will be
included in the advancedsystemof post 1990. Questionsregardingthe
concept of distributed air traffic control will have been further
addressed and functionaldefinitionand distributionof controllerand
pilot ATC responsibilities will be tested and defined during this
period. FAA and NASA are currentlyplanningsimulationand live testing
of distributed air traffic control (CDTI). Three ATC secnarios are
being developed for 1985, 1990, and ]995, respectively.Simulationand
testing of these scenarios will be completedin the springof 1980.
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This is very timely since test and evaluationof the near term (pre
1985) ATC and flight information data link functionswill have been
completed and the outputof the FAA/NASAsimulationof CDTI will form
the basis of a test plan for subsequenttest and evaluationof data
link applications.

NAFEC will be the test facilityfor the experimentationand evaluation
of the advancedconceptsdeterminedfor this time period. The enroute
and terminal automation systems will have been functionallyexpanded
and the data processing and displaytechnologycurrentlyused in NAS
will be replacedduring the 199Z era. DABS will be expandedbeyond the
single site conceptwhere problemsof multiple DABS sensor coverageand
netting of the sensors will be solved.

2.4.2.7 Design Development and Scheduling Constraints

Data link is keyed to the development and implementation plans for
DABS. Single site DABS will be implementedin the 1982-84era with
multi-netted sites to follow shortly thereafter. Ground to ground
communications of data link applicationsprocessorsis necessaryfor
some near term applicationsof data link. The NationalAirspaceData
Interchange Network (NADIN) may be used to link the applications
processors until the multiple DABS sensorsare implementedand netted.

Another pacing item in the data link program is the development of
cockpit display and associated input equipment for data link. The
airlines and aircraftmanufacturersare workingtogetherwith the help
of FAA/NASAto selectan electronicdisplayfor the cockpitof the next
generation air carrier aircraft (]985).

FAA is working with the industry to determine the availability of
inexpensive input/output equipment to be used with a DABS transponder
for general aviation. Initial data link application tests will be
designed to provide data link information to a complete range of
devices including cockpit printers, light emittingdiodes (LED),CRT
and other electronic displays. The Bendix BX 2000 color CRT and an
inexpensive cockpitprinterwill be testedduring the initialdata link
tests at Lincoln Labs in late 1978. An improved display (includes
graphical input/output) will be tested 1979 at NAFEC. FAA is working
together with NASA to test other electronicdisplayconceptsfor more
advanced functions involving data link such as CDTI, metering and
spacing, and conflict resolution.

Finally, the NAS en route and terminalautomationenhancementplans
impact the advancementof data link. The next generationof automation
enhancements incorporate computer generated ATC instructionsfor the
controller and pilot to exchange. The currentNAS automationsystem
has capacity limitations and there are plans to expand the present
computer hardware and software where it is possible,to off-loadthe
current system using mini-computersubsystems,and finally,to replace
the existingNAS automationhardwareand softwarecompletely. FAA DABS
data link plans are to implementdata link applicationsJn the near
term (pre 1985) era which will not have significant impact on the
limitations of the NAS route and terminalcomputers,and for far term
data link applications(post ]985) to coordinatea system architecture
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design with the NAS en route and terminal system which will allow the
addition of data link functions while supporting the effort to redesign
the NAS system for ultimate replacement of the enroute and terminal
computers.

2.4.2.8 DABS Data Link as a Data Modem

The DABS role in the ATC environment is discussed in general terms
above. This section will briefly discuss the characteristics and
capacity of the avionics as a data modem.

As an evolutionary system, the DABS format is constrained by the need
to perform in the ATCRBS environment in a completely compatible
fashion, and to perform all ATCRBS functions as well as the DABS
function. A primary constraint on message length is the need to
operate within the suppression period (35 +/- 10 microsec) of the
existing transponders.

The DABS interrogations may be divided into ATCRBS/DABS and DABS. The
ATCRBS/DABS interrogations consist of the normal ATCRBS signals with an
additional pulse following P sub 3. This interrogation would elicit a
normal response from an ATCRBS transponder, however the DABS
transponder would reply with a DABS message indicating DABS capability
and address permitting acquisition and 'enrolment' by the DABS ground
computer. Once enrolled, surveillance is maintained with the DABS
interrogation of Figure 2.4.2.8-].

The transmitted DABS interrogation has a message block that is
differential phase shift keyed (DPSK). Notice that a P sub 2 pulse is
included as part of the standard DABS message. This will supress the
ATCRBS transponders while the DABS message is transmitted. Contained
within the interrogation in the parity/address field is a binary code
that corresponds to the permanent identity code (address). of the
desired aircraft. Other aircraft will also receive the interrogation.
However their transponders will 'recognize' that the interrogation was
for another aircraft and not respond. THis illustrates the concept of
'discrete' aircraft interrogations.

The DABS only interrogation may be further divided into long, 112 data
bits, and short, 56 data bits. The short interrogations would consist
of two types of Discrete addressed interrogations and an ALL-CALL. The
ALL-CALL interrogation would trigger a response from any receiving DABS
transponder not already enrolled. This is accomplished by using an all
'0's address in the parity/address field of the interrogation. The
discrete interrogation would use the 24 bit binary address of the
aircraft in the parity/address field. The three different types of
long interrogations are all discrete. The difference is in the kind of
d_ta sent to the aircraft.

The DABS downlink message is shown in figure 2.4.2.8-2. It was
designed to minimize the avionics requirements and to operate in a
heavy ATCRBS interference environment. It is a IM bit pulse position
modulation wavefo rm.

The two data formats are shown in figure 2.4.2.8-3.
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The DABS transponder, of course, performs all the basic Beacon
surveillance functions, but additionallycan act as a modem which has
the capability of interfacing with a variety of display and input
devices.

The majority of DABS transmissions will use the standard message
format, providing a 56 bit message field in additionto the lockout
control and surveillance fields. The ELM - ExtendedLengthMessage-
field is provided for the most efficient transmission of longer
messages. With ELM, sixteen 80 bit messages can be transmitted in
sequence air to ground or ground to air with a singleacknowledgement.

The transponder must accomodate30 normalmessages (56 data bits) per
25 msec beam dwells or 4 sixteensegment (80 data bits per segment)
ELMs. In low to moderate traficdensitiesthis would determinethe
data link capacity per airplane. At higherdensities,capacitywould
be determined by the range azimuthmix of targetsand mix of message
types. Details on link capacity may be found in ref. 25.

At this time there is not a great deal of definitiveinformationon the
use of the capability,other than surveillance,beyond recognitionthat
an automatedseparationassurancefunctionwill be provided. Obviously
though, when the link becomesavailablea considerableportionof the
ATC routine can be automated.

The hardware implementationof the avionicsis quite straightforward.
RF sectionsare quite similarto themature ATCRBS transponderwith the
DABS functionslargelyconfinedto the logic area. The straightforward
well designed DABS processinglends itselfnicelyto custom LSI where
the technology is still moving toward lower cost and increased
performance. Normal industryevolutionand competitionshould provide
DABS transponders for both generalaviationand airlinesat a price of
20 to 30% above currentATCRBSavionics. The higher number would be
called for if diversity transmission and reception(upper.andlower
antennas) was requiredby link reliabilityfor the separationassurance
functions. This would likely affect only the airline hardware.

The avionics have been demonstrated to be straightforward and
relatively inexpensive.

Basic technologyimprovementsin solid state power generationat L-band
would be the most cost effective area for NASA 'seeding'. Digital
processing will nicely take care of itselfdue to competitivepressures
from the data processing and consumer markets.

There might be considerableopportunityfor technicalinvestigationas
the operational use of the DABS functionbecomesbetterdefined,i.e.,
general aviation display technology, input devices, etc.
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2.4.2.9 Conclusion

It has taken more than three decades to satisfy all the basic needs to
provide a digital data link system. The voice link has become congested
for ATC company communication and flight information services. Traffic
is and will continue to grow tending to aggravate the voice link
congestion problem. More ATC, company communication, and flight
information services are needed as airports and airways become more
congested. And finally, technology is rapidly advancing to the point
where costs for improved avionics are within reach of the many varied
users of the system to receive the additional services which can be
provided.

DABS in itself strictly as an improvement to the ATC surveillance
system can be questioned on a cost benefit basis; however, when ATARS

and data link are considered as an integral part of DABS providing
combined services of improved surveillance, aircraft separation
assurance and all the services made available by digital data link;

e.g., weather, ATC, and flight information services, the total system
of DABS/Data Link/ATARS is salable.

2.5 WEATHER AVOIDANCE

2.5.1 INTRODUCTION

The Federal Aviation Administration has primary responsibility for
providing those weather advisory services having immediate application

to aircraft operations. The Aviation Weather Research, Engineering and
development (R,E&D) activity of the FAA is closely coordinated with the
Department of Defense , National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) and NASA to ensure that individual

responsibilities are respected and combined obligations carried out
efficiently. As an operating agency with statutory responsibility for
the development and operation of a common clvil-military system for air
traffic control and navigation, primary emphasis is placed on research
and development problems which would adversely impact the safe and
efficient utilization of the airspace and the National Aviation System
(NAS). The objective is to improve the air traffic control system and
to increase progressively its efficiency and capability to meet the air
traffic demands of the future. The effort to increase air traffic

capacity is based on exploiting the established technology base by the
development and integration of new equipment into the total system.

Weather represents the major uncontrollable variable affecting the
operation of the air traffic control (ATC) system. It is the largest
single causal factor in the delays encountered in the National Airspace
System (NAS), and is a major contributor to aviation accidents. Even
with planned improvements in ATC system capacity, costs attributable to
operating delays may reach $i billion in the next several years. The
safety of flight as well as operating efficiency is highly dependent on
the terminal area ATC system, both in the air and on the ground. The
ATC system improvement and automation programs will include weather
data for use by traffic controllers and for transmittal to pilots.

General aviation is expected to lead growth in aviation activities over
the next decade, the fleet increasing by about 70%. The existing Flight
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Service Station (FSS)system is made up of about 290 facilitiesand is
now a technologicallyobsolete,labor-intensivesystem.The demand for
these services is forecastto more than double by 1990, with a required
staffing level increase from about 5,000 to ii,000positions,if no
relief is provided. Developmentof a nationalplan for automationof
weather aeronauticaldata collection,processingand disseminationwill
help assure a major saving in system resources with a low capital
investment and reduced operating costs.

2.5.2 SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES

To minimize of avoid the impact of weather factors on aircraft
operations requires the capability to predict or forecast weather
conditions for both short-termand long-termperiods.It also requires
the availabilityof sensorsand supportingsystemsto acquire,process,
transmit and display weather data relevant to aviation needs,
especially as related to severeweatherphenomena. To achievethese
capabilities, the Weather Avoidance programshave been divided into
three general categories: wind shear, automation of weather
observation, and weather data processingand distribution. These are
funded under the Research, Engineeringand Developmentappropriation
request, along with related air traffic control, navigation, and
aviation medicine engineering and developmentprograms. Each of the
programs is structured into a number of subprogram areas and is
conducted by FAA personnel, other Government agencies by means of
interagency agreements, or through contracts with qualified
organizations. These programsare describedin the followingsections.

2.5.2.1 Wind Shear

Overcoming the hazardsto aircraftposed by wind shear during terminal
area operations has been one of the FAA's top priorityprograms. Its
objective is to minimizethe dangersof wind shear on aircraftflight
path controlduring takeoffand landingoperationsand to incorporatea
wind shear hazard warning system into the NAS. The program is
structured into three areas, each conductedcooperativelywith DOD,
NASA, NOAA and the airlines.

2.5.2.2 Airborne System

The flight control responsecapabilityrequiredto counterwind shear
occurrences has been investigatedusing both manned and unmannedflight
simulators and in flight under actualoperationalconditions. Wind
shear related avionics subsystems installed as part of the aircraft
cockpit instrumentation were successfully flight tested for
effectiveness to assist the pilot in wind shear detectionduring actual
wind shear conditions. These flightsystemsinvolvedintegratedground
speed and wind differential displaysprototypedfor operationaltest
and evaluation. An AdvanceNotice of ProposedRulemaking (ANPRM)has
been issued to obtain reactionto a proposedrequirementthat certain
airline transport aircrafthave installedan airbornesystem or device
to assistpilots in coping with wind shear during approachand landing.
Standardized wind shear profiles were developed for use in

certificating flight controland on-board flightadvisorysystems.The
results of a comprehensive accident/incident analysis in which
low-level wind shear was a contributing factor were published.
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2.5.2.3 Ground-based Equipment

A dual acoustic doppler and pulsed doppler radar system and a
Continuous Wave Laser Sensor system were field tested for operational
suitability. The range capability of an advanced pulsed laser was
evaluated, to provide full landing approach zone wind shear
measurements. In addition two gust front (thunderstorm shear zone)
pressure-jump sensors were evaluated for suitability as gust-front
warning devices. Feasibility studies of using an advanced wind-shear
detection system capable of monitoring airport arrival/departure
corridors and directed toward providing complete wind shear detection
capability were completed, and prototype development of the system is
scheduled. Full inclusion of the low level wind shear alert system
into the NAS is scheduled for FY 1981.

2.5.2.4 Improved Wind Shear Prediction

A data base of low-level wind shear incidents, categorized by

meteorological cause, severity and frequency has been instituted at
NAFEC for use by interested organizations. As the result of FAA funded
research, the National Weather Service implemented improved techniques
for forecasting low-level wind shear in the terminal area on a
nationwide basis. As a follow-on effort, FAA is supporting additional

work on low-level wind shear prediction for shears associated with
violent thunderstorms.

2.5.2.5 Automation of Weather Observations

This subprogram is directed at providing weather observations
automatically as close as possible to that provided by a human
observer, at lowest possible cost and automatically recorded for
transmission to users. A user evaluation of an automatic aviation

weather observation station (AV-AWOS) was completed sucessfully and
demonstrated the capability to provide weather observation service at
airports where no FAA personnel are available. Development work is
continuing to obtain improved sensors having greater sensitivity and
increased reliability.

A simple, low-cost, automated weather observation system is being
developed by FAA jointly with the National Weather Service (NWS). This
will provide minimum acceptable weather observations at low cost for
more than 900 airports that have instrument approach procedures but no
weather observations at present. Engineering tests of models at user
airports should provide data for design of systems suitable for
demonstration to general aviation user groups, which requested this
effort.

Semi-automated weather reporting capability for limited aviation
weather reporting stations (LAWRS) is under development by FAA jointly
with the National Weather Service. A developmental model has been

procured for operational test and evaluation. This system, intended
to be used when NWS personnel are not available, provides more
up-to-date weather information and better data transmission than
otherwise available, and allows the FAA controller more time for his
ATC function.
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2.5.2.6 Weather Data Processing and Distribution

An effort was undertaken to provide very short-range thunderstorm
forecasts to the terminal controller and the pilots, with sufficient
warning and accuracy to avoid the extreme weather hazard. This should
help minimize aircraft operating delays and result in increased safety
of terminal area operations. Near-term modifications to ATC radars
should permit 0-30 minute forecasts for thunderstorms and severe
weather activity using the past history of the cell, location, size and
intensity and without requiring a weather forecaster's input. In the
future, the application of MTD/pulse doppler techniques will be
evaluated (these MTD/pulse doppler techniques involve advanced signal
processing methods for aircraft detection and would be used to modify
FAA radars for tracking and forecasting movement of individual
thunderstorm cells). This evaluation may lead to the possibility of a
nation-wide doppler weather radar network.

Under FAA sponsorship the National Weather Service (NWS) has undertaken
a program to improve forecasting techniques to provide better forecasts
from 0 to 4 hours ahead. Initial activity will improve thunderstorm
forecasts for the 0 to 2 hour time period with forecasts every 10 min.
for the 0-30 minute period. Major end products will be a short-range
0-4 hours aviation weather forecast plan and implementation of 2 hour
thunderstorm forecasts by NWS.
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3.0 AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY

Automatic control system technology is undergoing a significant rate of
technology turnover which at first seems surprising for such a mature
technology. The technology turnover is caused by several factors which
include:

• A strong trend toward d_gital mechanizations of control

systems brought about by the rapidly decreasing cost and
increasing computational power made possible by micro-
processor technology and other very large scale integration
(VLSI) circuits.

• A trend toward increasing the functions of flight control
systems to include such active control modes as flutter

control, gust alleviation, and ride quality enhancement.

• The trend to fly by wire systems to reduce aircraft weight
is requiring the development of fault tolerant computer
hardware and software to retain the same levels of safety
and reliability as for the mechanical systems being
replaced.

• Digital electronic controls are now being applied to
propulsion controls in order to achieve additional

performance and economy benefits not possible with the
mature hydromechanical technology.

• The integration of propulsion and flight control is a
natural consequence of the digital implementations of
these control loops.

The above cited factors contributing to a high rate of technology
turnover in an area considered mature are applicable to the more
complex aircraft such as airline transports and the emerging
V/STOL aircraft.

An equal rate of technology turnover is made possible in general
aviation aircraft flight control by the availability of low cost
microprocessors. However, this trend has not yet surfaced in terms of
digital general aviation autopilots. Possibly the reasons for the
static technology situation in general aviation control are (i)
relatively low performance requirements for general aviation autopilots
and (2) the fact that GA autopilots are not flight critical.

The emphasis in general aviation flight control has been the
digitization of the outer loop or guidance modes. Also, NASA has been
supporting some important research directed toward providing an ultra
low cost 'wing leveler' type general aviation autopilot using fluidic
and electro-fluidic elements. This ultra low cost autopilot, which has
analog inner loops,is compatible with digital outer loop control
provided by R-NAV systems.

3.1 AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
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Primary flight control systems for aircrafthave evolvedfrom simple
mechanical linkages between the pilot's controllers and control
surfaces to electronic(Fly-by-Wire)flightcontrolsystemswith fully
powered control surfaces. Aircraft flight envelope expansion and
increased response requirements have given impetusto this evolution.
Improvements in reliabilityand miniaturizationof electronics,coupled
with technical advances in hydraulicactuation,have made it possible
to incorporate flight controlsystemswhich can provide significant
aircraft performance improvements. The evolution of flight control
systems is depicted in Figure 3.1-1. Each of the flightcontrolsystem
types illustratedin Figure3.1-1 is presentlyin use or being designed
for use in future aircraft.

Fly-by-Wire (FBW) controls were initiallydevelopedand flighttested
on the MCAIR F-4 SurvivableFlightControlSystem (SFCS)programfunded
by AFFDL and subsequently implemented in production by General
Dynamics on the F-16 aircraft. Sperry suppliedthe redundantanalog
system. FBW technologymakes possiblethe implementationof the active
control capabilities in a more cost effective manner. Digital
mechanization of FBW avionics provides the flexibility and
computational capacity to implementthese capabilitiesin a more cost
effective manner. Digitalavionicswere flown on the LTV A-7 aircraft
in an AFFDL funded programto Honeywell.The mechanicalcontrolsin the
A-7 aircraft were retained. NASA is currently developing a triplex
digital FBW with an analog FBW backup for an LTV F-8 aircraft. In
addition Boeing _s developinga triplexdigitalcontrolsystemwith a
mechanical backup for the AMST using MarconiElliottflightcontrol
electronics. The first productiondigitalsystem is being developedfor
the Navy F-18 fighter/attacker aircraft built by the MCAIR and the
Northrop team with flight controlavionicssuppliedby G.E. The F-18
incorporates a minimal mechanical backup system.

Customized flight control modes can designed and implemented
effectively in a digital FBW flightcontrolsystem to provideenhanced
tactical effectiveness.Modes that optimizevelocityvector controlfor
delivery of ballistic free-fall air-to- groundweaponsand optimize
attitude control for gun aiming in aerial combatmissionsare primary 1
examples. Coupling of the digital FBW system to the fire control
system can providesignificantimprovementsin weapon deliveryaccuracy
and aircraft survivability for both aerial combatand air-to-ground
attacks. Utilization of an aircraft configurationwith direct force
control in conjunction with the digital FBW technology enables the
improvement of maneuvering performance through relaxed static
stability, flat turning, vertical path control,fuselageaiming and
vertical/lateral translation. These direct force capabilities are
illustrated in Figure 3.1-2.
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FIGURE 3.1-1
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3.1.1 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

The Automatic Flight Control System (AFCS) is generally configured to
operate in a number of modes of control. These control modes are
designed to provide stability augmentation, pilot work load reduction,
and aircraft/weapon system improvement. Active control technology can
provide improved aircraft performance through the application of new or
advanced technologies in three general areas; inner loop control, outer
loop control and pilot control steering. The flight envelope can be
expanded using active control technologies. Aircraft stability is
maintained or achieved using inner loop control. Additional control
capabilities can be added for increased performance through both inner
and outer loop control. The pilot and vehicle interface can be
improved to reduce workload and improve performance.

The inner loops of the AFCS include the pertinent rate and accleration
feedback loops to achieve stable, highly responsive, and well-damped
aircraft dynamic characteristics. Conventional outer loop modes are
provided through the AFCS to assist the pilot during peak work load
activity or during extended mission segments for relief of fatigue.
Examples of these modes are attitude hold, altitude hold, ground
track/heading hold, and automatic carrier landing using approach power
compensation to automatically control the throttles during landing.
Special control modes that have been implemented in current AFCS
designs include direct lift control, stall warning, and precise stable
weapon platform control for air-to-air and air-to-ground weapon

delivery.

With the emergence of fly-by-wire and direct force maneuvering
concepts, the utility of the AFCS has increased. Implementing these
technologies will enable multi-mode control, relaxed static stability,
direct force control, maneuver load control, ride qualities
improvement, and active flutter suppression through use of active
feedback control. These emerging technologies require further

development, flight validation, and the establishment of design
criteria for application to future vehicle designs.

3.1.1.1 INNER LOOP STABILITY AUGMENTATION

The development of advanced control concepts for conventional high
performance attack fighters differ from those developed for V/STOL
aircraft due to the unique control and sensors required for the V/STOL
in the very low speed, low altitude and flight regime. Therefore,
conventional fighters and V/STOL aircraft are addressed separately.

I. CONVENTIONAL HIGH PERFORMANCE ATTACK/FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

The inner loop control laws for high performance and short takeoff and
landing aircraft have evolved from basic surface command systems with
stability augmentation (F-4, F-14) to high authority maneuver command
systems (F-15, F-16, F-18). Several key design philosophies are
currently evolving that can provide significant aircraft performance
inprovements through the inner control loops. These include
configurations with relaxed static stability margins, high angle of
attack maneuvering capabilities, ride quality improvement, and active
flutter suppression.
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a) Future research and development needs.
aircraft maneuvering envelope to fully exploit the high angle of
attack capabilities of their aircraft. Configurations are being
developed to provide controllability and satisfactory handling
qualities in angle of attack regime. New aircraft may feature improved
maneuver capability provided by relaxed or negative static stability.
Control systems have been designed and already flown in R&D programs on
aircraft configurations with relaxed and negative stability margins
(F-16, F-4 (PACT)). However, to date, these aircraft with relaxed
static stability have required either angle of attack limiters or
placards to prevent loss of control due to stall induced departures.
Criteria such as C sub n beta dynamic, Lateral Control Departure
Parameter, and Weissman criteria have been developed for predicting
aircraft departure susceptibility. The impact of using active feedback
control on augmented aircraft designs to improve aircraft stability and
controllability in these departure regions should be determined.

In general, aircraft flying in the low altitude, high speed environment
are very sensitive to gust and turbulence disturbances with resultant
ride qualities that can reduce mission efffectiveness because of
degradation in pilot performance. Mission effectiveness can be
enhanced, particularly in those mission segments requiring low
altitude, high speed flight, by designing the vehicle and flight
control system to provide ride qualities which are significantly
improved over those of current fighter aircraft.

Current design guidelines as stated in MIL-F-9490D for achieving
satisfactory ride qualities in the low altitude, high speed regime are
inadequate and need to be upgraded. Programs for developing suitable
gust alleviation systems for aircraft configurations with low
wing-loading and flexible bodies have been undertaken with various
degrees of success. However, a comprehensive design approach
encompassing aerodynamics, structures, and controls features is
lacking. Therefore R&D should be directed to develop ride qualities
design criteria, and analysis techniques for improved ride qualities in
new aircraft. The use of integrated redundant sensor assemblies with
high accuracy capability may eventually supersede the use of
individual sensor sensitivity to gust disturbances.

Flight control design should consider the multiple control capability
now possible with the inherent flexibiliy of digital fly-by-wire
control systems. Pilot performance for tasks demanding accurate control
of the velocity vector or accurate attitude control may be
significantly improved by multimode implementations. R&D is needed to
establish meaningful design criteria for multi-mode control system
design.

b) Emerging Concepts.
Active flutter suppression is an emerging concept that offers
significant potential for aircraft weight saving and performance
improvement. This technology requires development and flight validation
to ensure aircraft safety when flying at supercritical speeds. Further
R&D analysis and refinement are required in the area of estimating the
dynamic charateristics of control effectiveness derivatives.
Aerodynamic derivatives are generally developed for static deflections;
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however, the control effectiveness derivatives need to be defined for
the control frequencies used for active flutter control systems.
Electronic implementation of fail safe control implementation for
flutter suppression applications is a significant challenge.

c) Superseded technologies.

The development of highly reliable digital air data systems may
eliminate the need for complex self-adaptive gain changing. Developing
the digital flight control system with highly reliable air data gain
scheduling may provide a flight control system more nearly optimized
over the flight envelope that can be achieved with the use of rather
complex self-adaptive gain changers.

d) Recommended research.

It is necessary that R&D be directed toward better definition of high
angle of attack aerodynamic characteristics and control systems to
provide post-stall control and to prevent high angle of attack
departures.

II. V/STOL AIRCRAFT

The current trend in the design of some high performance aircraft is
toward the integration of aircraft control and stability functions such
that aircraft stability becomes totally dependent on the flight control
systems. This is particularly true in V/STOL applications where the
basic aircraft has no inherent stability for at ]east a portion of its
flight regime regardless of its aerodynamic configuration. Such total
dependence on the flight control system for aircraft stability demands
a variety of motion sensors with a high degree of reliability.

a) Future Research and Development Needs.
Sophisticated V/STOL flight control systems in the past were on the
traditional angular rate and attitude feedbacks required for stability
and control augmentation functions. Availability of three-axis
inertial velocity information, low airspeed magnitude and direction,
and side force control capability in future V/STOL aircraft will enable
formulation of new concepts in flight control to enhance V/STOL control
precision and flight safety. R&D effort should be directed towards
development of these sensor concepts and the associated control laws.

Sensor technology requirements, levels of redundancy, and signal
quality should be identified, and criteria for design established.

b) Emerging Concepts.
Skewed sensors have received much recent attention because better

reliability can be realized using fewer sensor elements than normally
required with more convential sensors. Arranging rate sensore in a
skewed configuration, and using a digital computer to resolve the
measured rates into aircraft body rates about the orthogonal axes,
reduces the number of sensor elements required. For example, a set of
five skewed rate gyros can provide the necessary rate information to a
triplex computer configuration that would otherwise require nine gyros
in a more conventional orthogonal arrangement. Integration of inertial
and air data information capability into this sensor package can
provide the quantity and quality of sensor signals required for the
full V/STOL flight envelope from hover to maximum speed.
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R&D effort is currently being expended to develop accurate and reliable
low airspeed sensors for applications in V/STOL aircraft, with some
promising concepts reaching the flight test stage. The major problem,
however, is with installation of such equipment on an aircraft which at
low speeds is usually enveloped in propulsion generated or induced
airflows. The need for further R&D in this area is readily evident.

c) Superseded technologies.
The use of integrated redundant sensor assemblies with high accuracy
capability may eventually supersede the use of individual sensor
elements throughout the aircraft, and, thereby, diminish problems
associated with installation and interelement communications.

d) Recommended Research for NASA Sponsorship.
R&D for integrated redundant inertial velocity and low air-speed
sensors and their implementation in V/STOL aircraft flight control
systems is required to provide all weather operational capability.
Implementation of propulsion side force control will further enhance
control precision during the difficult task of a vertical landing in
small space areas in the presence of crosswinds and air turbulence.
V/STOL control concepts based on using these sensors and side force
control are well suited for piloted evaluations using
six-degrees-of-freedom motion base simulators. R&D on criteria for
V/STOL aircraft control power requirements is needed because of the
impact of these requirements on airframe weight, size and cost.

3.1.i. 2 OUTER LOOP CONTROL

The development of outer loop control laws differs for conventional
high performance attack/fighters and V/STOL aircraft, again due to the
low speed, low altitude flight characteristics of the V/STOL aircraft.
Therefore, the outer loop control discussions are also separated for
this reason.

I. CONVENTIONAL HIGH PERFORMANCE ATTACK/FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

Outer loop control implementations have been developed for current
fighter aircraft varying from relatively simple relief modes to highly
sophisticated command modes. Typical relief modes include altitude,
attitude, heading and ground track hold. More sophisticated modes
such as terrain avoidance and terrain following, autoland, and
precision course direction enable improved aircraft system performance.
Additional outer loop control capabilities can be generated by direct
force control derived from non-conventional control surfaces such as
horizontal canards, vertical canards and variable incidence wings.

Digital fly-by-wire technology enables integration of flight control
systems with other primary systems such as the fire control systems and
propulsion systems. Integrated flight and propulsion concepts are
discussed in Section 3.3.
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a) Future Research and Development Needs.
Limited wind tunnel, simulation, and flight test experimental studies
have demonstrated benefits of using non-conventional control surfaces
to generate direct force control capabilities such as drag modulation,
flat turning, maneuver enhancement, fuselage aiming, and vertical and
lateral translation control. These capabilities can be used to
substantially improve and increase firing opportunities and weapon
delivery accuracy.

b) Emerging Concepts.
Four dimensional navigation control can potentially provide the
capability of controlling the air vehicle flight path to enable
aircraft arrival at the desired location (X, Y, Z) at the time required
(t). This capability provides positive control of the aircraft and
should result in (i) more firing opportunities when used on interceptor
missions, (2) reduced pilot workload and increased effectiveness when
used on attack aircraft, and (3) increased safety when used with
instrument approaches. Flight development of a four dimensional
navigation control system and establishment of design criteria are
necessary.

c) Recommended Research.
The development of automatic four dimensional navigation modes for
application on interceptor and attack aircraft should be pursued.

d) Other Research.
Terrain following and avoidance, autoland, and precision course
direction modes have ben developed for specific configurations. Any
further development in these areas is configuration sensitive and
mission critical and therefore, should be sponsored by the specific
user. Integrated flight and fire control provides significant
improvements in weapon delivery accuracy and aircraft survivability.
This development requires detailed understanding of fire control and is

currently sponsored and should continue to be sponsored by the Air
Force Avionics Labs and the Air Force Flight Dynamics Labs.

II. V/STOL AIRCRAFT

The V/STOL crew is equipped with a control stick, rudder pedals, power
lever (in place of the throttles) and one additional control required
to vector the thrust for transition. The transition lever is generally
used less frequently than other controls, and is usually located at the
pilot's left hand. Nevertheless, this additional control further
divides the pilot's attention thereby increasing pilot workload in
transition, particularly as required for precise tracking on approach.

Tracking of a ]ocalizer signal can be performed by banking the aircraft

in the conventional manner. Tracking a conventional glide path signal,
however, is more difficult because the power lever, transition lever,
and pitch control stick inputs all affect the flight path of the

aircraft. In performance of steep or curved path approaches to a
vertical landing, the landing approach is also the transition maneuver.
To track a glide path, particularly under IFR conditions, deceleration
on approach must be performed using the transition lever with certain
precision, which is a difficult task without suitable command
guidance.
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a) Future Research and Development Needs.
Outer loop control is necessary to provide guidance functions and
pilot assistance to reduce workload to within acceptable levels. R&D
is needed in the area of range and range rate sensors, flight director
control laws, command display functions, display formats and display
devices. Development of various levels of outer loop automatic control
designed to function reliably with available equipment aboard the
aircraft and on the ground is also required.

In designing for all-weather landing capability, the ground
installation of landing aids, the automatic landing modes, the primary
flight control systems, and the cockpit displays must be considered as
parts of the overall systems. One of the most important considerations
in the design of the system is the division and coordination of the
control and display functions between pilot, flight control system, and
cockpit displays. This division of functions can range from a fully
automatic landing to one with the pilot as a link in the outer control
loops. The integration of automatic and manual functions into the
design, consistent with the specific landing site requirements,
necessitates a development program which makes extensive use of pilot
participation through pilot-in-the-loop simulation programs.

b) Emerging Concepts.
The steep glide path or curved path approach to a vertical landing is
the planned concept for the future V/STOL operations. The advantages of
V/STOL capability are best realized when the duration of flight in the
powered lift flight regime is minimized to reduced fuel consumption,
noise, and exposure to ground fire.

c) Recommended Research.
Development of piloting techniques, flight director command functions,

display methods and formats, and a definition of automatic pilot
assistance are all required for the performance of the V/STOL all
weather approach and landing task. Design criteria for sensor
accuracy, tracking precision, and overall system performance
requirements need to be established. These research and development
tasks can be effectively accomplished using piloted
six-degree-of-freedom flight simulation programs.

d) Other Research.
The Navy's NAVTOLAND program is an approach for solving many of the

problems associated with V/STOL outer loop control. However, the
technology field associated with the takeoff and landing segments of
V/STOL all-weather operation is so broad that the extensive research
will be required for many years. NASA can assist in promoting the R&D
by funding pertinent studies and and analyses. Flight demonstration of
promising concepts should be pursued.
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3.1.1.3 PILOT CONTROL STEERING

Control stick steeringsystemsfor generatinga pilot input into outer
loop attitude control have been in use on numerous aircraft. The
signals are generated from force transducersat the base of the stick
grip. Other mechanizationssuch as positiontransducerson the control
linkages have been used successfully.As controlaugmentationsystems
were developed, these transducers were used to providethe required
maneuver command signals. The stick transducerwas used to generate
roll rate commandsignalsfor roll control,and it was used to command
blended load factor and pitch rate commandsignalsfor pitch control.
These signals were either a linearor nonlinearfunctionof force or
displacement. These transducershave evolvedinto redundanttransducers
used for generating commands for the multiple channel FBW control
systems.

The center stick has been the primary flight controller on all
operational fighter aircraft. Side stick controllers are currently
being implemented on FBW control systems. The work on side stick
controller development was initiated for the X-15 rocket plane (by
NASA) on a F-101 aircraft.This was a genericstudy investigatingpivot
location, force vs. displacement,and grip configurations.This study
was followed by further NASA sponsoredwork for the Mercury,Gemini,
Apollo, and Apollo Lunar Excursion Module. The first successful
aircraft fighter development of a side stick controller was
accomplished for the F-4 (SFCS). The first production side stick
controller application is on the F-16.

a) Future Research and Development Areas.
Additional R&D is required to identify how control tasks affect
critical controller parameters such as controllerlocation,forcevs.
displacement, grip and pivot location.Currentside stick controller
implementations have significant deficiencies which appear to vary
among individual pilots and control tasks. High gain tasks such as
tracking and landing are particularlytroublesomewith the side stick
controller configurations.

b) Recommended Research.
A generic controller evaluation similarto the early NASA F-101 study
should be performed using a modern high performance fighter test
vehicle. Controllerconfigurationsshouldbe evaluatedfor a varietyof
tasks. Evaluationpilots should includea range of sizes from the fifth
to ninety-fifth percentile.
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3.1.3 FAULT TOLERANT SYSTEMS

The development of fault tolerant systems is one of the most important
efforts in adapting advanced technology to aeronautical applications.
Recent developments, particularly in micro-electronic technology, give
the potential for much more capable and cost effective avionics systems
than the ones currently in use. These systems promise to provide
significant increases in the effectiveness of aircraft operations and
basic aircraft design. Operations can be improved by the increased use
of automated functions including the routine use of low visibility
automatic landing and by automated monitoring of all aircraft systems
which can provide more reliable operations. The basic aerodynamic and
structural design of the aircraft can be made more efficient by the use
of active control technology as will be discussed in Section 3.4.

Basic electronic components, however, do not have the inherent
reliability of many traditional mechanical devices and the basic
aircraft structure. In order to give electronic systems the function
reliability needed for new flight critical functions, they must be
designed to be tolerant of inherent failures. In this area of fault
tolerance , aeronautical equipment has a much greater requirement than
the great majority of other applications of electronic technology. Thus
much of the development of fault tolerant systems must be done
specifically for aeronautical applications without being able to fully
depend on other more generally supported developments.

Fault tolerant systems are made up of several sub-elements each of
which has to have a comparable degree of fault protection for the total
system requirements to be met. One basic element in a fault tolerant
system is a fault tolerant computer complex. The computer complex must
be supplied with data from fault tolerant sensor systems and command
inputs and be able to apply outputs to fault tolerant actuators and
displays. These computers, sensors, and effectors must be integrated
together into a total system by a fault tolerant data communications
system. This entire system must be supported by fault tolerant sources
of electrical power and possibly hydraulic power. An assessment of
current technology and needs for further development will be discussed
for each of these sub-elements.

3.1.3. 1 FAULT TOLERANT COMPUTERS

A basic requirement for most fault tolerant systems is one or more
fault tolerant computers. Fault tolerant computers are necessary to
assure the reliable computation of the flight control commands. In many
fault tolerant system" designs, a fault tolerant computer complex can
have an even more important function than its direct involvement in
the control loop. This function is the management of the total fault
tolerant system.

Once a high degree of confidence has been established in the reliable
operation of a computer, its inherent capability can be used to
maintain the fault tolerance of the rest of the system including the
computer itself. The capability of the computer can be used to assist
in detecting faults in system elements and reconfiguring the system to
assure that the elements that survive are combined into a coherent
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system that is able to perform all vital functions.

There has been a number of development efforts for fault tolerant
computers using several different concepts. There are at least three

different approaches that can be identified. One approachuses fault
tolerant hardware techniques within the computer design. These
techniques such as redundant circuits and error detecting codes would
usually have to be applied at the component level. The continued
increase in the number of components on a chip with LSI and VLSI
technology means that these techniqueswould be appliedwithin a chip.
This means that specialpurposechips would have to be developed.This
could prevent takingadvantageof the lower cost and extensivesupport
facilities available from chips developedfor mass markets.Moreover,
this would violate importantassumptionsof fault independence.The low
cost of mass produced components, however,makes possiblealternate
approaches to fault tolerance,which replicateentire computersto form
a fault tolerant computer complex. Two of these approaches unite
redundant sets of basic computersinto fault tolerantsystems.In one
approach, the fault tolerance is implementedlargelyby software.In
the other approach, judicioususe of some specialhardwareis used to
achieve an efficient balance of hardware and software techniques.

Prominent examplesof these two approachesare the SoftwareImplemented
Fault Tolerance (SIFT) developmentby SRI Internationaland the Fault
Tolerant Multiprocessor (FTMP)developmentby the CharlesStark Draper
Laboratory. Each of these will be discussedbrieflyand the need for
further development will be emphasized.

Software Implemented Fault Tolerance.

The major units of a SIFT system are shown in Figure 3.1.3-1. The
system consistsof a numberof centralprocessingunits with associated
memories and input/output processors and their associatedmemories.
These processors and memories are connectedby a numberof redundant
buses. The numbers of processors, I/O processors, and buses are
variable and depend on both the reliabilityrequiredand the size of
the computational task.

High reliabilityis achievedby havingcritical tasksperformedin more
than one processor. The number of differentprocessorsused for each
task can be variableas a functionof the criticalityof the particular
task. The input for the criticaltask is obtainedby the intermodule
buses from redundant sensor data contained in central processor
memories or the results of previous tasks contained in central
processor memories. These intermodulebuses are unidirectionalin the
sense that they can only read from other memoriesand not write into
them. This restriction keeps a faultymodule from undulyaffecting
other good modules.The redundantinputdata is noted in each processor
and any discrepancy is noted. A global executive program reads the
reports of errors written by the differentmodulesand initiatesa
diagnostic program that identifies the faulty module. The global
executive performs any change in task schedules that must be made
because of the failed module and saves the data necessary for the
maintenance action to replacethe module.The global executiveis also
replicated and its reconfigurationcommandsare noted as is any other
program.
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Fault Tolerant Multiprocessor.

A diagram of the FTMP is shown in Figure 3.1.3-2. This system also
consists of a number of processor modules, memory modules and I/O
access modules connected by a number of buses. Again the number of
modules and buses is variable and depends on the reliability and
capacity requirements. In this system a memory unit is not associated
with a particular processor.

High reliability is accomplished by formingprocessorsand memories
into computer and memory triadsconnectedby a triad of busses.In a
typical installation there will be a number of triads performingas a
multiprocessor. Each member of a single triad executes identical
programs in synchronismwith the other two members.By noting all the
results that appear on the buses,thetriad can mask any failureand
quickly detect the faultymodule.If there is a spare module available,
it replacesthe faultyone. If there are no spare modulesavailableone
triad in the operatingset is lost, but two new sparesare created.The
multiprocessor is designedwith sufficientcapacitythat criticaltasks
can be performed with the remaining triads.

The FTMP is also designed to minimize the effects of any latent
failure. Spare modulesare not allowedto remain unused.The system is
continually reconfiguredso that spare units are includingin operating
triads causing other units to become spares..Testsare also performed
using intentionallygenerated'bad'data to test the operationof error
detection circuits.

The functional reliability of the FTMP is furtherenhancedby the use
of submodulescalled Bus GuardianUnits. These submodulesare contained
in each unit and govern the power-onstatus,connectionof the unit to
the active bus triad and certainself-testconfigurationselections.
Redundant bus guardians are used to bias failuresin a safe direction
as eitherpower-offor disconnectedfrom the buses. The design assures
that the probabilityis extremelylow that any module can fail in such
a way as to disrupt the operation of the computer complex.

An experimental multiprocessor has been constructed at the Draper
Laboratory that demonstratesmost of the basic featuresof the FTMP. It
has been used to simulate a digital autopilot in a Boeing 707
simulator. Both the FTMP and the SIFT are scheduledto be constructed
in prototype form by avionics equipment manufacturers under NASA
sponsorship. It is recommended that these programsbe continuedand
expanded.

These current protype programsemphasizethe computercomplex itself.
It is very importantthat these developmentprogramscontinueto allow
expansion into an entire avionic system. It is essential that the
discipline of being integrated with a completesystembe imposedon
the computers to assure that there are no gaps in the requirementsand
that the computer design is truly compatiblewith the most efficient
overall systemdesign.This integrateddevelopmentis also valuablefor
the design of the other elementsin the systems.It is importantthat
the design of the total system reflectthe advantagesofferedby fault
tolerant computers. The capabilityof the computerscan make possible
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new concepts in redundant sensorconfigurations,equipmentself-test
philosophies, etc. This integratedsystemdevelopmentshould result in
flight to provide operational demonstration of the concepts. This
system demonstration is necessary to prove the usefulness of the
concepts and providethe confidencenecessaryfor the aviationindustry
to apply the results.

3.1.3.2 FAULT TOLERANT SENSOR AND EFFECTORS

For many of the flight critical active control functions being
proposed, the availability of sensor information will have to have as
high a reliability as the computer complex. In most cases it is
unlikely that the individual sensors will have the inherent reliability
needed to meet system requirements. It is necessary that the sensor
system also be made fault tolerant.

Concepts must be developed to determine how to most efficiently achieve
this fault tolerance. Questions which must be answered are how many
sensors are needed, how should they they be arranged, how are failures
to be detected and how should the system be configured after a failure.

The most straightforward approach is to replicate each critical sensor
and use triple angular rate and acceleration sensors in each required
axis for a fail-operational flight control system. These sensors are in
addition to redundant heading and attitude sensors. More effective
sensor configurations are now being developed. The Air Force is
developing a Multifunctional Inertial Reference Assembly which provides
unified inertial data for flight control, heading, attitude and
navigation. Another concept to achieve a more efficient redundant
configuration for inertial sensors is to arrange the sensors in a skew
configuration with respect to each other. It has been shown, for
example, that six skewed single axis sensors have a greater functional
reliability than three independent systems containing a total of nine
sensors. Demonstration systems have been built and tested in aircraft.
Skewed sensors are being used in the guidance system for the Interim
Upper Stage being developed by Boeing for the Air Force for use as an
upper stage for Titan III and the Space Shuttle. Continued development
and demonstration, however, is necessary to evolve similar concepts for
the other types of sensors such as air data and radio navigation.

Another concept under development which can result in more efficient
configurations for fault tolerant sensors is analytic
redundancy.Analytic redundancy uses a combination of dissimilar sensor
data combined analytically to provide a redundant measure of the
performance of a sensor. For example, inertial data can be used to
detect errors in air data sensors and a combination of inertial data
can assist in determining which of two disagreeing radar altimeters is
at fault. One program for developing these analytical redundancy
concepts is a part of the NASA Advanced Flight Control Program. It is
planned to flight test some of these concepts in the Digital
Fly-By-Wire system in a F-8 aircraft.

Considerably more development is necessary to perfect these techniques
for use in commercial aircraft applications. Research is needed to
determine what kinds of sensor data can be analytically converted to
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forms which provide redundant information for other non-similar
sensors. Even more effortwill be requiredto determinewhat accuracy
requirements these techniques place on the sensorsinvolved.These
techniques will have to be demonstratedin an operationalenviroment
before commitmentscan be expectedfor their use in productionsystems.

Development efforts are also needed for fault tolerantactuatorsand
displays. Much of the currenttechnologyfor redundant actuatorscan
be used in more advanced fault tolerantsystems.However,even more
efficient configurations are possible using techniques similar to
analytic redundancy for sensors. The power of the fault tolerant
computer can be used to detect failures in actuators and then
reconfigure the control commands to the other availableactuatorsto
compensate for the failedactuator.Considerablenew effort is required
in this area to determine what constraintsshould be placedon the
design of the actuators and control surfaces to allow the most
efficient application of such techniques.

3.1.3.3 FAULT TOLERANT POWER SUPPLIES

A system will be no more tolerant than the supply of power to the
system. The developmentof the necessarypower systemshas not received
as much attention as computers, sensors and data communications
systems. Futureapplicationsof avionicssystems,however,will require
a reliability of power that is greaterthan is availablefrom current
systems. Research will be necessaryto developthe requirementsfor
redundant power sources and a fault tolerantnetworkto supply this
power to the various components of the system.

The power supplied for most currently envisioned systems is both
electrical and hydraulic. The establishment and maintenance of two
power systems where the completefailureof either one would cause a
complete system failuremay not be the most effectiveapproach.Work is
being done by the Air Force and others on electrically operated
actuators. If these actuatorscanbe developedto thepoint that they
are competitivewith hydraulicactuators,then only one fault tolerant
power system will be needed.

Research is needed to establishthe most effectiveform for electrical
power for aircraft. The current dual system of 28 volts DC and 115
volts 400 Hz may not continueto be the most effectivewith the new
requirements being imposed by advanced systems.There is interestin
using high voltageDC. Considerabledevelopmentwould be necessaryto
compare alternative approachesand specifythe characteristicsof the
system. Any new approach would have to befully demonstratedto have
significant advantages before the aircraft industry is likely to
change from their current standard.

3.1.3.4 FAULT TOLERANT DATA COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

One of the most importantrequirementsof a fault tolerantsystem is a
fault tolerant organizationalstructureand data Communicationssystem
that allows the entire system to be reliably integrated. Fault
tolerant computers and fault tolerantsensorsand effectorsare of no
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value if there is a failure to get the necessary data from one unit to
the other.

There are several approaches to the problem of interchanging data
reliably. The approach taken by the Airline Electronic Engineering
Committee for the generation of digital avionics systems that are
currently being developed for commercial aircraft is independent
broadcast buses. Each unit providesits data on one or more dedicated
buses. Other units have a receiverfor each bus from which they need
data. Isolated buses are used to keep nonflightcriticalusers from
causing a failure on the bus supplyingdata to flightcriticalusers.
This approachallowsconsiderableisolationand fault toleranceto any
common mode failures. However,as future systemsbecome more complex
and more units are integratedwith each other, this organizationcan
become very cumbersomeand inefficient.The most effectivedesign will
probably requireunits to be interfacedwith almostevery other unit on
the aircraft which will require an unreasonably large number of
interface circuits and wires.

Multiplex data buses are anotherapproachto data communicationwhich
are now being developedparticularlyby the Air Force.Multiplexbuses
can be made fault tolerant by using redundant buses, by having
redundant controllersfor the buses and providingisolationbetweenthe
bus and the terminals.Redundantbuses are discussedfurtherin Section
5.3.2.

Another approach that is being developed to achieve reliable data
communications is a fault and damage tolerantnetwork.Communication
within the system is achievedby chainingtogethera set of links which
connect system nodes as shown in Figure3.1.3-3.Each node is connected
to two or three other nodes by fully duplex serialdata links. Each
node is associated with one or a small numberof units which make up
the system. A fault tolerantprocessoris associatedwith one of the
nodes and is responsible for establishing and maintaining the
communications networkthat allowsdata to go to all serviceablenodes
in the system and for data from these nodes to be transmittedback to
the processor. Software programs within the processor 'grow' the
network by sending messages to the nodes which close switches
connecting selectedlinks of the networkuntil paths are establishedto
all functioning nodes as shown by the solid lines in Figure 3.1.3-3.

The network achieves its very high level level of toleranceto faults
and damage by the large number of alternate paths that can be
established which bypass a failednode or link. The fault toleranceis
maintained by programswhich continuallymodify the network to exercise
all links to assure that there have been no latent failures. This
network approach has been demonstrated in breadboard form with a
limited numberof nodes.More effort is needed to apply this conceptto
an operational system and demonstrate its characteristics as a
candidate for further systems applications.

The development of the overall systems structure and data
communications technique may be the most importanteffort needed to
_chieve practicalfault tolerantsystemsfor aeronauticalapplications.
Many of the componentsof fault tolerantsystemsalreadyexist. It is
necessary, however, for these components to be tied togetherinto a
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total system organization.A well planneddevelopmentand demonstration
program for avionics systemorganizationstructurecould also provide
an excellent framework for the developmentrecommendedfor the other
elements of a fault tolerantsystem includingthe computers,sensors,
effectors and power supplies.
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Figure 3.1.3-1 SIFT Configuration

Figure 3.1.3-2 FT~1P Configuration

Figure 3.1.9-3 Example of an I/O NeblOrk



3.1.4 DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL

The implementation of a primary fly-by-wire flight control system

employing digital technology is becoming an increasingly attractive
concept due to the repeatability,flexibilityand versatilityof the
digital computer. This concept is a logicalextensionof the analog
fly-by-wire flight control systems which have been flight tested for
fighter aircraft application in the last few years. Severalof the
major advantages found for a predominantly digital flight control
system are:

• Capability for implementing multimode control laws and
mode related displays for increased weapon system
effectiveness and reduced pilot workload,

• Reduced redundancy requirements and increased failure
monitoring capability due to the high degree of self-
test, and

• Integration of flight control with related avionics
functions such as navigation and fire control.

Multimode control laws which provide significant improvements in
handling qualities and mission effectivenesscan be designed. These
control laws permit design for specificmissionrequirementsand avoid
compromise in systemperformance. Stabilityand controlcan be peaked
for the application area of the flight envelope. Specific mission
maneuvers can be definedand the desired transientresponseprovided.
Coordinating these controllaws with the displayeddata simplifiesthe
pilot's tasks and enhances performance. Digital flight control
provides the means for cost effective implementation of multimode
control systems with advanced displays.

Redundant or multiplechannelsof controlare necessaryin fly-by-wire
systems to achievethe essentiallow probabilitiesof failure,namely 2
x 10exp.-7 failures per flight hour or less. Analog fly-by-wire
systems usually requirequadruplexredundancy,i.e., four sensor sets,
four computers and four actuator channels,to achievethe necessary
level of safety. Digital flight control systems are expected to
achieve the necessary levelof safetyusing a tripleximplementation.
This concept uses the failuremonitoringcapabilitiesof the digital
computer. Control system weight, necessary maintenanceeffort,and
life cycle cost will be reduced using the triplex digital
implementation. Interfacing of a digital flightcontrol systemwith a
state-of-the-art digital avionic systemcan be readilyaccomplished.
Standardization of multiplex bus protocol and interfacinghardware,
presently being developed in the DigitalAvionicsIntegrationSystem
(DAIS) program, will significantly simplify these interfaces.

a) Future Research and Development Needs.
More investment of R&D resources is needed to reap the potential
benefits of digital flight control.

Flight test of a digitalfly-by-wirecontrolsystem to validatetriplex
redundancy management techniques for production application is
essential. Such a flight test program is presentlyplannedas part of
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the Advanced Fighter Technology Development and Integration (AFT)
program being conducted by the USAF.

The use of direct force maneuveringfeaturesto enhancethe multimode
capabilities is potentially rewarding. Research into aircraft
configurationswith controlsurfacesand/or thrustvectoringnozzlesto
achieve direct maneuvering forces, i.e., direct lift, direct side
force, and direct axial force should be accomplished.

Integrated flight and propulsion control could be used to enhance
independent control of the six degreesof maneuveringfreedom. This
capability could be used to reduce runwaylengthneeded for landing,
improve speed control in verticalplane maneuvers,and increaseturn
rate.

b) Emerging Concepts.
Aerodynamic configurations with close aerodynamic coupling between
horizontal canards and wings offer the potentialfor significantdrag
reduction particularly during maneuvers. Direct force capabilities
enabled by simultaneousdeflectionof multipleaerodynamicsurfacesin
each axis of controlcan provideuniquemaneuveringfeatureswith such
configuration.

Digital technology applied to flight control will enable simpler
control system designs. Flight controlsoftware (controllaws) will
tend to be different in each application, but the hardware can be
similar for a wide variety of aircraft. Interfacing of the flight
control system with other avionicswill be greatlysimplifiedthrough
multiplex bus interface standardization.

c) Superseded Technologies.
Mechanical control systems with associated high authority control
augmentation systems will probablybe replacedby digital fly-by-wire
in high performance aircraft. Weight, cost and maintainability of
mechanical control systems will be difficultto justifyafter digital
fly-by-wire systems have been demonstrated. Analog fly-by-wire
implementationswhich must currentlyuse quadrupleximplementationsto
achieve necessary flight safety are also expectedto be replacedfor
similar reasons.

d) Recommended Research.
New concepts should be developed that can provide direct lift and
direct side force capability and will give the designer some choice
for practical integration of this capability into the aircraft and
control system. Configurationdevelopmentshouldbe extendedto obtain
features at high angles of attack that will give confidencethat the
configuration will not have departure tendencies and will be
recoverable from spins.

e) Other Research.
Research into the militaryapplicationof mu]timodeflightcontrollaws
is presently being conducted by DOD and should not be duplicatedby
NASA.
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3.1.5 REDUNDANT FLIGHT CONTROLS

In discussingredundantflight controls,we will concentrateon digital
fly-by-wire (FBW) systemsfor basicallytwo reasons: (i) the digital
FBW control system is the particulartype of redundantflight control
system in which interestis currentlycenteredthroughoutthe aerospace
industry; (2) the principlesand algorithmsused in redundantdigital
FBW systems have wide applicationsto any system in which redundancy
management is used to achievehigher reliability. In fact, some of the
redundancy management techniques involved (computer self-test, for
example) have application to nonredundant systems as well (e.g.,
terrain following, or integrated flight/fire control).

The advantagesof FBW controlsystems (lowerweight and cost, increased
survivability, etc.) over mechanicalsystemshave been much discussed
in the literature. The advantages of digital mechanizations over
analog have also been cited: lower weight, size, power and cost when
the system is a complex one; increased flexibility with changes
introduced by software.

The discussion deals with that importantaspect of digital FBW systems
that must he developedto a high level of maturityif such systemsare
ever to achieve their potential through wide acceptance and usage:
redundancy management. A common thread running throughout the
discussion is the importance of coverage, i.e. the probability of
detecting, isolating and recovering from a failure. Coverage is the
prime figure-of-merit in determining the efficacy of redundancy
management. It impacts all phases of redundancymanagement;in fact,
the design of redundancy managementstrategyis largelydirected at
improving coverage. As coverage is improved,the potentialexiststhat
a given system reliability can be achievedwith a reducedredundancy
level, with an attendantimprovementin maintainabilityand reduction
in size, weight, complexity and cost.

Redundancy management is a process designed into a redundantsystem
whereby:

• System elements are monitored for failure,

• Detected failedelementsare isolatedfrom system operation,
and

• The remaining good elements are reconfigured.

The purpose of redundancymanagementis to make the FBW systemsfault-
tolerant to the degree necessary to yield the required system
reliability.

Techniques for monitoring to detect failurescan be broadlyclassi-
fied as:

• Cross-channel monitoring, and

• In-line monitoring.

Cross-channel monitoring means that signalsfrom two or more channels
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are used to detect failures. A votingmechanismemployingsignalsfrom
three or more channels Js an example of a cross-channel monitoring
technique. In-linemonitoringgenerallyimpliesthat elementswithin a
channel are monitored without reference to other channels. Data

reasonableness check, the use of sensor tracer signals, and the
execution of computer self-test routines are examples of in-line
monitoring techniques. Cross-channel and in-line monitoring techniques
can be implemented in hardware, software or both. They are physically
and functionally distributed throughout the FBW system. They may
operate continuously (compute memory parity) or only on special call
(rate gyro torquing signal).

Fa_led elements are isolated from system operation in various ways. In
the simplest case, a failed element is merely ignored. A rate signal
from a failed rate gyro, for example, can simply not be used in
calculations (e.g., control laws) in which the signal is normally
employed. In other cases, more elaborate action is required. To
isolate failed hydraulic actuator, for example, usually requires that
hydraulic power to the actuator be removed.

Reconfiguring the system frequently involves the same steps as
isolating a failed element: ignoring the signal from a failed sensor or
removing hydraulic power to a failed actuator. Other more elaborate
reconfiguration schemes are possible: substituting computed data from a
secondary data source for a failed prime source (analytical

redundancy); reloading a permanently altered memory with data from a
good computer, are but two examples.

a) Future Research and Development Needs

The potential of digital FBW systems is widely acknowledged. However,
if such systems are to achieve their potential through wide acceptance
end usage, redundancy management must be brought to a high level of
development. Coverage must be raised with better cross-channel and
in-line monitoring techniques and these techniques demonstrated with a
high level of confidence. In particular, better in-line monitoring
techniques must be devised so as to reduce the redundancy level, with
an attendant improvement in maintainability and reduction in weight and
cost. More consideration needs to be given to this inclusion of
in-line monitoring hardware and algorithms in the design of sensors,
computer and ectuators. With today's micro- processors, the potential
exists for sophisticated self-test algorithms that can be embedded with
sensors and actuators.

Two important aspects of analytical redundancy techniques have been
largely ignored and need to be addressed: (i) what are the actual cost
savings achieved by replacing redundant sensors with computer
implemented modeling techniques, and (2)what coverageis providedby
these techniques?

The trend to distribute control systems employing digital bus
structures for each control channel in many ways complicates the
redundancy management problem. The redundancymanagementimplications
of such distributed systems need to be addressed.

b) Emerging Concepts
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Digital FBW is a technologywhich is having,and will continueto have,
a major impact on aeronautics and controls. Because redundancy
management is the key to digital FBW and because the concepts and
techniques are genericand have wide applicationto any controlsystem
in which redundancy is used to achieve higher reliability (and in
nonredundant systems to achievehigher safety),it is not difficultto
foresee redundancy management emerging as a separate discipline.

c) Superseded Technologies.

Contemporary operational FBW systems, whetheranalog or digital,are
predominantly quadruplex. As redundancy management techniques are
improved, these systemswill be supersededby fail-optriplexsystems,
and in some cases, by fail-op duplex systems.

d) Recommended Research.

It is recommendedthat NASA: (i) take the lead in developingself- test
techniques for the variouscontrolsystemelements,(2) extend the F-8
triplex digital FBW system to a dual fail-opcapabilitywithout analog
reversion, and (3) demonstratefailurecoverageand probabilityof loss
of control, to establish a sound baseline for future FBW
designs.
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3.2 PROPULSION SYSTEM CONTROLS

3.2.1 BACKGROUND

Most present aircraftturbineenginesare controlledby rugged,highly
reliable, hydromechanica!devices. These mechanicaldevicesconsistof
cams, linkages, hydraulic servos, etc. They have, over the years,
developed a high level of maturity. In fact, the mean-time-to-failure
for typical units on civilianaircraftenginesis between20000-30000
hrs. Most of today's commercial engines, however, are relatively
simple aero-thermodynamicdevices. Fuel metering and possiblysome
compressor veriable geometry are the variableswhich must be properly
manipulated by the controls. On militaryengines,where supersonic
applications are typical,the number of inputsto the engine increases.
In fact, on future engines where the design emphasizes high

performance for minimumweight,the numberof inputsto be controller
becomes quite large (5-7).

Experience with the multiplicityof inputson today'smilitaryengines
has shown the design of a completehydromechanicalcontrollerto be a
difficult, if not nearly impossibletask. The computationaltask to be
accomplished accuratelyand repeatedlyby the controlleris the reason
for the inadequacies of hyrdomechanicalcomponents. As a result,one
of the more modern military engines, the P&WA F-100 afterburning
turbofan, uses a digital electroniccomputeras a trim controlfor a
rather complex primary hydromechanical controller. Only with the
intelligence of the digital trim control can the F-100 achieve
full-rated performance.

Thus, there is at this time a great deal of attentionbeing paid by the
aircraft propulsion control industry to determining the technology
needs for a more universalapplicabilityof digitalelectronicturbine
engine control.

The current generation of high bypass ratio turbofanenginesrequires
relatively complex systemsfor internalenginecontroland protection.
Consequently, a proliferation of system componentshas occurredto
earlier engine models. For example,the JT9D employsapproximately
twice as many control componentsas does the JT8D. The retentionof
conventional hydromechanicalcontrolmethodswas a major factorin this
trend. Notably, the newly proposed JTIOD and CFM56 engines employ
hybrid electronic hydromechanical methods.

Severa! recentprograms have successfullyaddressedthe applicationof
electronic controls to both the airframe and engine parts of the
propulsion system (Figure 3.2-1). However, only one program has
progressed to a flightevaluationand then only on a single engineof a
two enginemilitaryaircraft. Furtherhardwaredevelopmentsare needed
to establish the technology base necessary for commercial aircraft
application. In particular, a flight test evaluation should be
conducted on a multi-engined aircraft.

These programs and other previously conductedstudieshave produced
many affirmative conclusions as to the advantagesof electronicsin
propulsion control systems. Some of the prominent benefits are:
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PREVIOUSRELATEDPROGRAMS

o JT8D-ELECTRONICPROPULSIONCONTROLSYSTEM

JTSD GROUND DEMONSTRATION OF FULL AUTHORITY
DUAL CHANNEL DIGITAL CONTROL

o IPCS-INTEGRATEDPROPULSIONCONTROLSYSTEM

F-111/TF30FLIGHT DEMONSTRATION OF FULL AUTHORITY
INLET/ENGINE/AFTERBURNER/NOZZLE
INTEGRATED DIGITAL CONTROL LONE ENGINE

0 QCSEE-QUIETCLEANSTOLEXPERIMENTALENGINE

FULL AUTHORITY DIGITAL CONTROL PRESENTLY BEING
EVALUATED ON GROUND TEST ENGINE

o F100-MULTIVARIABLECONTROLSYSTEMPROGRAM

FI00 GROUND DEMONSTRATION OF AN ADVANCED MULTI-
VARIABLE ENGINE CONTROLLER BASED ON LINEAR-
QUADRATIC REGULATOR DESIGN TECHNIQUES AND
IMPLEMENTED WITH A MICRO PROCESSOR

FIGURE3.2-I
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• Increased engine life

• Reduced pilot workload (through improved speed-path
controllability)

• Reduced fuel consumption

• Improvement in on-time departures, reduction in
unscheduled removals and aborted flights

• Improved stability and failure protection

All the above described benefits are of an economic nature and,
therefore, of high interest to the airlines.

These benefits are enhanced for powered-lift aircraft because of the
increased interaction between the engines and flight controls. In
addition, these configurations often involve extensive and variable use
of engine bleed and variable geometry exhaust systems. The associated
engine management and protection functions lead to a significant
increase in control complexity and pilot workload, which can be avoided
with proper application of Electronic Propulsion Control System (EPCS)
technology.

Several programs which have helped add to the technology base needed
for a digitel engine control capable of full-_uthority control of a
turbine engine have been either completed or are in progress. Briefly,
these are:

I) F-III-IPCS (Integrated Propulsion Control System) program
which evaluated in flight a full-authority digital
electronic control for one propulsion system of the
F-Ill E A/C (1975).

2) EPCS - Electronic Propulsion Control System which
was an industry sponsored effort to develop and
evaluate an engine mounted -full-authority
controller for an operational civilian aircraft

engine. System was demonstrated at sea level. (1975)

3) FADEC - Full-Authority Digital Electronic Control
is a NAVY sponsored effort to develop an engine
control using the very latest state-of-the-art
electronic technology. System will be engine
mounted and a sea level evaluation and possibly a
flight evaluation will be performed. (1978)

The major hurdle for the acceptance of a full-authority digital
electronic engine controller is that of reliability. For technical as
well as warranty reasons, the engine manufacturers insist that the
electronic controlling mechanisms be mounted directly on the engine.
Technical reasons are the weight penalty of the wiring encountered when

connecting the control remotely as well as the cable's susceptibility
to noise pick-up. The warranty reason should be obvious. With a
control some distance from the aircraft who will be responsible for a
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control induced failure?

Installation anywhereon the side of an aircraftturbineengine imposes
a severe environmentalproblemupon the digita! electroniccontroller.
Elevated temperature, temperature shock as well as vibrationare the
major problems. For electronictechnologyto operatelong term in such
an adverse environment requirescertaintechnologyadvancements. The
absence of the needed advancedtechnologyis slowingthe incorporation
of full-authority digital electronic propulsion control into new
systems.

3.2. i.1 FLIGHT TEST DEMONSTRATION

The basic lack of flighttest experiencehas delayedthe applicationof
electronic digitalcontrolsystem techniquesin new enginedevelopments
because of the risk involved. The applicationof electronicpropulsion
control systems is seriously affected due to the constraints of a
production program. Prototype design and test phases of EPCS
development would reduce the technical risk of applying digital
controls to propulsion controls.

A program which utilizes the YC-14AMST prototypeas a test bench for
the EPCS research would be one possiblemeans for implementingEPCS
testing. This activity could be a part of the Quiet PropulsionLift
Technology (QPLT) program. The YC-14 EPCS should include a direct
electrical link between the pilot and an electronicfuel controller.
The EPCS should perform the lolling functions:

• Thrust Rating Command

• Engine limiting

• Multi-Engine Management

• Engine Health Monitoring

The YC-14 is a good EPCS test bed for several reasons:

• It's a multi-engine airplane with current technology
engines (CF6-50D). Because the CF6 and its derivatives
will see many more years of transport application, the
results of this research should be of general interest.

• The YC-14 is well suited for flight control system-
propulsion system integration. The airplane has a
triplex digital control system and dual auto throttle
system.

• The YC-14's operational envelope (Mach No, Ve, altitude)
is representative of current transport requirements.
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3.2.1.2 TECHNOLOGY NEEDS

The specific areas of technology which should be pursued for digital
electronic engine control will be briefly stated below. Each of these

is presently being pursued to some extent by either industry or the
government.

i) Sensors for the aero-thermodynamic process which
have electrical outputs suitable for a digital

system.

2) Actuators which will be electrically actuated.

3) Reliable controller software.

4) Control a]gorithms which will accomodate sensor
actuator failures.

5) Hardware/software computing systems as fault-
tolerant controllers.

6) Better definition of the integration needs
between the flight control and propulsion

system.

7) Control methodologies for multivariable
nonlinear systems.

8) Electronic circuit configurations designed for
operation in extremely severe enviroments.

As each of the above technologies gains maturity, the potential
reliability of engine-mounted controls will increase. It is only a
higher level of reliability which will enable digital controls to take
on the critical task of complete control (full-authority) of aircraft

turbine engines.

3.2.1.3 ENGINE SENSORS AND ACTUATORS

Sensor and actuator technologies associated with advanced turbofan

engines (both low-pass and hi-pass configurations) need further R&D.
AFAPL is developing comprehensive methodologies for controls and data
processing technologies which can be used effectively for future
engines such as variable cycle engines. These control methodologies
will be limited only by the availabity of appropriate hardware.

3.2. i. 4 INLET/AUGMENTOR REGULATION

Advanced control methodologies for integrated inlet and/or augmentor

regulation also need further R&D. NASA Lewis is primarily responsible
for pursuing this research now.

3.2.1.5 MICROPROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY

The U.S. Navy and U.S. Air Force are currently supporting developments
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for applying microprocessortechnologyto enginecontrols. The use of
GaAs technology discussed in Section7 is a promisingtechnologyfor
engine controls because of its high temperaturecharacteristics.GaAs
continues to operateat temperaturesin the regimeof 300-400 degrees
C. Si technology is limited to 100 degrees C or more. Sample
quantities of GaAs MSI and LSI IC's are projectedto be availablein
the next two to three years.

3.2.2 FULL AUTHORITY DIGITAL PROPULSION CONTROL

Increased system requirements and functional integration with the
aircraft have placed an increaseddemand on controlsystemcapability
and reliability. To providethese at an affordablecost and weight and
because of the rapid advancesin electronictechnology,hydromechanical
systems are being phased out in favor of digital electronicsystems.
The transition is expectedto be orderlyfrom electronictrimmingof
hydromechanical controls to full authoritydigitalelectroniccontrol.

Future propulsion system controls will be highly reliable full
authority digital electronics with selected component and circuit
redundancy to providethe requiredsafetyand reliability. Redundancy
may include a complete backup controlof a differenttechnologyfor
single engineapplications. The propulsioncontrolwill be requiredto
communicate rapidly with the variousflightand fire controlavionics
as part of an integrated control concept.

Development of the technology for advanced control systems will
continue to evolve in the on-goingprogressionfrom hydromechanical
controls to prime reliable digital electronic control systems for
advanced aircraftin the late 1980s and 1990s. Part of this technology
progression has already taken place with programs supported by
government and industry. Two such programs have been the Full
Authority DigitalElectronicControl (FADEC)programand the Integrated
Propulsion Control System (IPCS) program. The FADEC program will
engine test advancedtechnologycontrolhardware. The IPCS programhas
developed and tested an integrated inlet/engine/nozzle integration
concept in the F-ill aircraft.AplannedNASA program,PropulsionFlight
Integration Technology, will develop a dedicated F-15 flight test
vehicle for integrated aircraft/propulsion control research.

An early step at P&WA was the use of a limitedauthoritysupervisory
digital electronic controland a full functionhydromechanicalcontrol
unit for the FI00 engine. This combinationallowedthe realizationof
some of the benefitsof digitalelectroniccontrolswhile maintaining
the proven reliabilityof the hydromechanicalcontrol. This same kind
of supervisory system is currently being developedfor our advanced
JT9D and JTIOD commercial engines. A full functionhydromechanical
unit is included in these controlsystemsto providethe confidence
necessary to introduce digital electronic controls into commercial
service.

Several research and developmentprogramsare being conductedat P&WA
to evaluate the reliability of full authority digital electronic
systems when subjectedto the environmentof JT8D and JT9D engines.For
mid term transport applications, a dual channel approach is being
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evaluated to provideacceptablesystem failureaccomodation. A single
channel full authoritydigital electroniccontrol in combinationwith a
limited capability hydromechanical backup control is being developed
for advancedFI00 engines. A full authoritydigitalelectroniccontrol
was also tested for an integrated inlet/engine/nozzle system in an
F-Ill aircraft under the IntegratedPropulsionControlSystem (IPCS)
program.

Further development of electronic control technology is being
conducted under the Navy Full Authority Digital Electronic Control
(FADEC) program. The P&WA FADEC design featurestwo processorsin one
box, selected redundancy, parameter synthesis, and built-in-testto
provide a high degree of fault tolerance. Advanced component
technology used in the P&WA FADEC design is based upon projectionsfor
production of a control system in the mid-1980 time frame. For
example, both central processors will be implementedwith three very
large scale integration(VSLI),silicon-on-sapphire(SOS)complementary
metal-oxide semiconductor(CMOS)devices. This design will representa
significant technology improvement over an existingii chip LSI CMOS
processor design, and indicates the rapid trend toward greater
packaging density, higher reliability, and improved computational
capability. Furtheradvancesare requiredto accomplishthe transition
to a full authority digital electronic control system in a single
channel configuration without the need of a backup control for
multi-engine aircraft. Presently at P&WA, a conceptualcontrolstudy
is being conducted under NASA's Energy EfficientEngine (EEE)program
for a single channel system. This program will identify control
technology areas requiringdevelopment. It would be beneficialto the
advancement of propulsionsystemcontroltechnologyfor NASA to support
programs in these areas.

It is important to continuetechnologydevelopmentfor all components
of the complete propulsion control system to make possible the
optimization of performance,weight,cost, reliability,maintainability
and other operating benefits. Important hardware considerations
include the advanced output interfaces, advanced sensors, control
system environment, integration, and electronic and component
reliability. Some hardwareexamplesof technologyareas that need to be
pursued follow.

Further researchis requiredon advancedoutput interfacedeviceswhich
can be incorporated intoactuationsystemsto provideinterfacesthat
are more compatible with digital computers. An example of such an
interface is the pulse-widthmodulatedsolenoid,developedfor a fuel
metering valve under the NASA DigitalOutput Interface(DOI)program.
New sensing devices for propulsion system parameters should be
developed that are compatiblewith digitalcontrolsand wi]l reducethe
input interface hardware requirements.

Optical communication has been proven feasibleand cost effectivefor
aircraft use by the ALOFT study and demonstrationprogram.Presuming
that immunity £rom electromagneticinterferenceis necessary,optical
data links that are suitablefor use in the engineenvironmentmust be
developed. Also, alternate interface configurations such as
multiplexing of feedback signals to the control unit and locating
power switchingelementsaway from the computercontrolunit need to be
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pursued.

E]ectronJt component reliability is adverselyaffectedby increasing
temperatures. Therefore, it is necessary to providecoolingto the
digital electronic control unit. For enginemountedcontrolsystems,
this coolingmay be providedby flowing fuel throughpassagewaysin the
control unit. This approach may not be adequate at the elevated
ambient and fuel temperatures encountered during supersonicflight.
Therefore, research into alternate cooling approaches could be
conducted. Also the use of GaAs technologymay alleviatethe electronic
temperature problem.

System integration of the propulsionand airframewould benefitfrom
cooperative programs in which airframe and engine manufacturers
consider:

i) Supplying data from the aircraft central air data
computer to the propulsion system controls;

2) Supplying electrical and hydraulic power with
acceptable characteristics from the aircraft power
systems to the propulsion system controls;

3) Configuring the control system and intersystem
communication links to accomodate such problems as
lightning strikes, EMI, and common mode failures; and

4) Design of the contro] system to minimize damage
resulting from engine fires.

A single channel digital controlwith selectivecomponentand circuit
redundancy will result in a system of minimumcost and complexity,but
requires considerable substantiation to ensure that acceptable
reliability levels will be obtainedwithoutthe use of a dual channel
or backup control configuration. Technology advancesare therefore
required in the area of digital electronic components to provide
continuing improvement in system reliability. Designstudiesare also
required to determinehow to utilizeadvancedtechnologycomponentsand
features such as selective redundancy and fault tolerance logic to
optimize the control systems reliability.

Software development areas include propulsion and flight controls
integration and the applicationof advancedcontrolmethods. Because
of the flexibility and logic programmingcapabilityof full authority
digital electronic controls, a number of sophisticated control
functions can be incorporatedwhich will promoteefficientpropulsion
system operation,and reduce fuel consumption. For advancedsupersonic
transport and fighter aircraft applications, further technology
development is required in the area of integrated aircraft/inlet/
engine/nozzle control modes. More sophisticated controlalgorithms
should be investigatedto improvelogic capabilityof a digitalcontrol
instead of just implementing control algorithns developed from
classical control theory. Technology development would also be
desirable for performanceseekingcontrolsand integrationwith Engine
Condition Monitoring functions. Performance seeking logic can be
implemented on-line to provide improvementsin propulsionsystem and
aircraft system performance through optimizationof controlvariable
settings. The software capability of the propulsioncontrolcan be
used to providedata to an engine conditionmonitorwhich analyzesthe
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mechanical health and component efficiency of the engine to provide
early identification and prevention of problems, thereby reducing
operating and maintenance costs.

3.2.3 TURBINE INLET GAS TEMPERATURE CONTROL

Advanced propulsion systems operate at, or near, design limitswith
tight control of speed,pressure,temperature,and airflowto achieve
maximum performance while maintainingenginedurability. An accurate
and reliable control system is required to ensure needed engine
performance and operational stabilitythroughoutthe flightenvelope.
The control system must sense pilot commands, airframe inputs, and
critical engine parameters. It must then computethe necessaryactions
and actuate system variables for total enginecontrolover the full
range of criteria. Although these criteria differ for different
propulsion systems, engine protection is usuallyon top of the list,
and temperature is on the top of the protection list. The actual
temperatures that must be maintainedwithin the limits to protectthe
engine are compressor discharge temperature and turbine inlet
temperature. These limits are based on maximum allowable metal
temperatures and the fact that turbinecoolingeffectivenessdecreases
rapidly at high Mach numbers.

Current controls generally limit turbine inlet gas temperature
indirectly by measuring a nearby temperature and utilizing other
measurable parameters to synthesize turbine inlet gas temperature.
These methodstend to be slower and less accuratethan desired for both
protection and performance considerations.

Several techniques are being explored for more direct measurement.
These include many technologiesfrom improvedthermocouplesto digital
optical pyrometry. Even with a wide range of possibilities,no clear-
cut selection has emerged.

In additionto better sensingtechniques,improvedsynthesistechniques
should be developed. These techniques need to be rapid, even
predictive. Temperature controlcould also be utilizedby performance
seeking control modes in future systems.

3.2.4 INLET BUZZ SUPPRESSION

Inlet buzz is a violent propulsion transient that results in large
unbalancing externalaerodynamicforcesand almostalways causes engine
stall and/or flame-out. Its severity increases with increasing
supersonic speed. Fundamentally buzz is causedby a breakdownin the
aerodynamic compression process of the inlet which results in an
unstable characteristic direct for the flow. The consequence is a
violent and cyclic emptying and filling process for the duct. The
development of a technology to suppressor preventinlet buzz (with
100% reliability) would be a particularlyimportant contributionto
the safety of supersonic transports and would result in weight
reductions for all supersonic aircraftby eliminatingstructuraland
other design requirementsthat must be incorporatedto withstand buzz.
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Research is needed to improve the basic aerodynamic stability of
supersonic inlets. However, it is felt that to completely suppress
buzz will require the development of an aerodynamic device such as a
'super shock trap' possibly combined with special inlet control
provisions.

Suppression of inlet buzz will be a challenging research program that
will involve extensive supersonic wind tunnel tests supported by
'inventive' analyses. It is recommended that the research be directed
to the development of a basic technology that is, in general,
applicable to all inlets. It is likely that a buzz suppression
research program would also contribute to the technology for preventing
'unstarts' for internal compression inlets that provides best
performance at speeds above about mach 2.0.

3.2.5 SMOOTH AFTERBURNER TRANSIENTS

Relatively large fan stability margins must be maintained to mInImIze
fan stalls instigated by pressure discontinuities that can occur during
augmentor modulation. New fuel management control systems need to be
developed to provide smooth augmentor transients. Programs need to be
directed toward a wide range of technologies. These include pumps.
metering, actuation, sensing, quickfill, injection and distribution.
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3.3 INTEGRATED FLIGHT CONTROLS/PROPULSION CONTROLS

Flight Propulsion Control Coupling (FPCC) is part of the trend in
advanced aircraft design technology towardmore completeinteraction
and integration of the propulsionsystemand aircraftcontrols (Figure
3.3-1) to obtain increasedperformance. Preliminarystudieshave been
conducted to explorethe benefitsand design considerationsof coupling
airframe and propulsionsystem force producers. From these activities,
it was shown that in the design of an advancedaircraft,controlof the
force production, distribution and management must be addressed
collectively, in order to establishthe overallweapon systembenefits
and risks.

In addition to the performance implications of FPCC, there are
significant design considerationsdealingwith the harmonizationof the
flight control and propulsion (inlet,engine and nozzle) control
systems. A FPCC system uses both conventionaland nonconventionalforce
producers which are blendedto providethe pilot with a manual and/or
automatic flight path control capability. Implementation of FPCC
approach using fly-by-wiretechnologyappearsto be the most practical
means for achieving an effective design.

3.3.1 AIRCRAFT CONTROL

Integration of controls for propulsion and flight is expected to
significantly reduce pilot workload and enhance flight safety.
Coordinated responseof both flightand propulsioncontrolsto a single
pilot commandis desirablefor increasingcontroleffectivenessin more
demanding flight enviroments. Such blendingof flight and propulsion
control has potentialpayoff in severalareas,and is an area for R&D.

a) Future Research and Development Areas.

Thrust reversers have been developedfor commercialaircraftto reduce
landing distance. R&D is requiredto apply this technologyto advanced
fighter configurations _nd to expand this capabilityto includein-
flight operation. In-flight operation will enhancedecelerationand
acceleration capabilities which, in turn, will improve operational
effectiveness.

b) Emerging Concepts.

The entire field of flight and propulsion control coupling is an
emerging technology. Preliminary studies indicate several related
technologies that offer significant performance payoffs. They are:

• Adjustingenginestall marginsas a functionof flight regime,
to improveengine efficienciesin non-maneuveringsteady state
flightmodes.

• Using engine thrustto augmentlift or aerodynamiccontrol
momentsfor extendingthe aircraftflight envelopeand
improvingperformance.

• Using moderndigitalcomputersto optimizeflightpath and
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thrust levels for efficient energy management in various
m_ssion e]ements such as climb, cruise, descent and loiter.

c) Recommended Research.

All of these integrated flight and propulsion control technologies
require further R&D development. Control laws (analysis and
simulation), equipment selection and sizing, aircraft design
modification, and ground and flight testing must evolve in an orderly
manner to insure realization of projected payoffs and to provide the
most efficient transfer of experience to the design of new weapon
systems.

NASA's prime objective for integrated propulsion and flight control
should be to sponsor concept demonstration programs. Theoretically,
the concepts of energy management for aircraft should be significantly
enhanced by such control integration. Similarly, landing and take-off
functions may be optimized by integrated controls. It should be noted
that the payoff for commercial aircraft (transport class) has not yet
been identified, except on the DC-10. Here, the fact that a DC-10 may
be controlled by the engines (in differential modes) has prevented at
least one major aircraft loss, when conventional controls were
inoperable. Extensive trade-offs in this area would be of immense
value to the FAA, for example.

Two topics of flight/propulsion controls integration recommended for
evaluation are speed-path control for minimum fuel burn and
configuration management for powered-]ift aircraft.

• Speed-Path Control for Minimum Fuel Burn: NASA should
investigate the application of speed/path control laws
for cruising flight on the backside of the power required
curve. This flight condition, which minimizes fuel
consumption, is a high pilot workload situation. Control
laws designed for STOL landings could be applied to the
cruise flight task. This study could be sponsored by
either the TCV or EET programs at Langley.

• Configuration Management for Powered-Lift Aircraft:
Automatic configuration management (aerodynamic and
propulsive control) is probably required for a powered-
lift aircraft to reduce the pilot's workload and to
preserve performance margins during transition flight
maneuvers. Transitioning flight is more difficult for
powered-l_ft vehicles because the pilot has a variety
of control devices for changing energy states. The
Ames Research Center should be interested in flight
management system _pplications for both the QSRA and
XV-15 aircraft.

Weapon system delivery may be enhanced by integrated propulsion and
flight controls in two distinct areas. These are (I) bombing, and (2)
missile deployment. The A-10 already has such bombing capability for
subsonic aircraft. Extensive results for supersonic air-to-ground
operation could improve survivability for future aircraft.
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The integration of flight controls with propulsion controls should be a

principal objective of the AFTI program at Dryden. Unfortunately, the
J-85 engine of that aircraft does limit the engine flexibility, but
some progress on thrust level/airframe stability and control could be
attained.

3.3.2 ENGINE CONTROL

The design of propulsion systems has traditionally been based on the
primary objective of maximizing steady state perfomance of the total
vehicle. New aircraft designs and technology advancements are giving
designers a great range of aerodynamic and propulsive capabilities for
interactive/integrated force controls. This requires that the
configuration be visualized in terms of concepts such as force
production, force distribution and force management. Force production
incorporates aerodynamic propulsive interactive force systems such as
in-flight vectored thrust, in-flight reversed thrust, jet flaps and
external blow flaps. Force distribution includes advanced concepts
such as relaxed static stability, canards and maneuver flaps. Force
management includes features such as flight propulsion control,

coupling systems, maneuver load control, direct lift control, direct
side force contro!, energy management and energy maneuverability.

The next generation of aircraft should reflect requirements to
dynamically blend the control functions of the weapon system for
military aircraft. An example would couple flight control, propulsion
control and laser tracker control to the weapon fire control with the
object being to maximize aiming precision or target range. Performance
seeking control actions could be supervised by the mission control
system. Algorithms could be selected to maximize range, minimize time
to target or maximize flight time. Contributing systems (flight,

propulsion, navigation) could optimize performance while simultaneously
observing subsystem limits.

Research to define these blended control modes will require cooperative

'team' studies to assure that each subsystem is properly represented
and modeled with adequate fidelity. The studies should derive data
transmission rates that support the control performance objectives, and
will probably indicate that optical data communication is desired for
speed and noise immunity.
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3.4 ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS

The term active systemhas been used to describesystemsperforminga
wide variety of control functions. It will be used here to describe
only those systems,utilizingforce and moment controls,which are not
intended to directly influencethe flightpath of the vehicle.Active
control systems,specifically,are those feedbackcontrol systemswhich
sense aircraft motion or structuralresponsesand tend to diminishor
limit some variable by introducing counteracting control forces or
moments. The functions performed by active controls include the
augmentation of the inherentaircraftstability,limitingof maneuver
loads, alleviation of gust load, augmentation of the stability of
flutter or other elasticmodes,modificationof load spectrato improve
fatigue life, and alleviationof flightstationand/orcabin motions to
improve ride quality.A relatedterm 'controlconfiguredvehicles'has
been coined to describe aircraftfor which the basic configurationis
derived to include the use of active controlsystems.Weight and drag
savings resulting from the use of active controlswill unquestionably
be greater if the compounding and synergistic effects which can be
realized in a new design are achieved, compared with the use of an
active control system as a 'fix' after the original design is
frozen.

Active control systems are not new. In an article on the first 100
years of automaticflightcontrols,Howard (ref. 26) describesan 1873
experiment in which an unmanned multi-wingglider was fittedwith a
pair of rotatable 'steering' wings operated differentially by a
transverse pendulum to providestabilityin the roll axis. In the test
of this decaplane, the stabilizing wings appeared to operate as
expected, but they were unable to counteract the powerful lateral
instability inherent in the aircraft design.

About 26 years ago, a beautifully simple load alleviation and ride
quality controlsystem was developedfor a DC-3 by Douglasunder an Air
Force program. A cable, fixed to the wing root,was run out each wing
and located off the elastic axis. The far end of these cablesmoved
relative to the local structureto providedeflectionsproportionalto
wing bending. These deflectionswere summedwith the pilot'sinputsto
move the ailerons. As the wing deflected in response to positive
maneuver or gust loads, the resultingupwardmotion of the ailerons
reduced the outer wing lift. Flight test resultsshowed significant
reductions in loads and improvedride qualities,but with relatively
low gains to avoid instability.

NASA's symposium on AdvancedControlTechnologyand Its Potentialfor
Future Transport Aircraft (ref.27) , in July 1974, includeda number
of papers on active controlsystemswhich covered the state of the art
to that point in time. Production applications were described of a
ride quality controlon the 747, a wing load alleviationsystemon the
C-5A, and a relaxed stability system on the F-16. Numerous other
applications on test aircraft, includingfluttermode controls,were
also covered. Authors of several of the papers addressed technical
areas where advancements were needed to facilitate future active
control applications but very few consideredthe economics.Since the
use of active controlsis in most cases simplyan alternativeto larger
stabilizing surfaces, additional structural weight or higher fuel
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consumption, their use should be selected on the basis of value
exceeding cost. However, the difference betweenvalue and cost will
generally v_ry as a functionof the degree to which the activecontrol
is used, e.g., the degree to which stabilityis relaxedor the degree
to which the flutterspeed is reducedbelow 1.15V sub D. For example,
if the active control is not flight critical,the level (andcost) of
redundancy may be low, and the cost of dispatchdelaysmay not enter
the picture. If the active control is flight-critical, the cost of
providing operational and dispatchreliability,in terms of equipment
and maintenance, may be relatively high.

A sample of questionswhich should be addressedin consideringthe use
of an active controlsystem is given in Figure3.4-1. The answersto a
number of these guestions are stronglyconfigurationdependentwhile
others are generic; some depend upon whetherthe aircraftis military
or civil; and they all require a measure of sound engineering
judgement. The set of plots of values and costs versus the degree to
which the active controlmight be designed,shown in Figure3.4-2, is
intended to depict the answersto these questionsfor an application
of relaxed/augmentedstability to a hypotheticalconfiguration.(The
ordinate - the degree of relaxedstability- in each of the nine small
plots is the CG location.)The net plot at the bottom of this figure
indicates that the degree of relaxedstabilitywhich shouldbe chosen
in this case is somewhatless than the 'limit'shown.The designwith
this degree of relaxed stabilitywould involvea fail operative/fail
safe system wherein the flightenvelopemight be restrictedafter the
first failure.

The plots of value versus degree will typically be configuration
dependent. On the other hand, the cost versus degree plots for data and
modeling/analyticaltechniques are basicallygeneric. Synthesisof the
concept and the inflectionsin the design/verificationplots are also
generic in the sense that previouslydevelopedand validated,concept
alternatives, particularly concepts or mechanizations which have
differing failure rates, can significantly influencethese costs or
change the degree at which the inflection points occur.

This scenario of the decisionprocessfor ACT applicationsbrings into
focus those areas where R&D resourcescan most profitablybe invested
to reap the potential benefits. In all cases, the R&D effort should
have the long-rangegoal of increasingthe ratio of value to cost while
achieving the required level of safety. Those areas which are
configuration dependent should generally be covered by Independent
Research and Development fundingby the companyinvolvedor by design
studies sponsored by the customer, e.g., the Air Force or Navy.
Generic areas, with some emphasis on those related to civil
application, are candidatesfor sponsorshipby the NationalAeronautics
and Space Administration. A tabulation of the apparent need and
importance of a number of genericareas for variousACT applicationsis
given in Figure 3.4-3. Commentsand observationsfor each of the five
listed active control functionsare given in the followingsubsections
for the technical areas shown.

3.4.1 RELAXED STABILITY

Flying or handling qualitiescriteriagenerallydo not recognizethat
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stability or control augmentation systems may be 'full time' and
flight-critical or that future aircraft may use back-up controls that
include purposely introduced dynamics and not just direct links between
the pilot and the control force or moment sources. In such cases,
stick-fixed characteristics are meaningless and of no use in setting
performance criteria, even for failure conditions. New handling
criteria are needed. Criteria are also needed for the effects of
turbulence and for failure effects, both with regard to failure rates
and allowable degradation after failures. Total failure rates will
unquestionably be very low. Economical validation methods, for software
as well as hardware performance and failure characteristics, are
required.

The data base for relaxed-stability aircraft and stability augmenting
systems is generally available for conventional designs. However, even
for conventional aircraft, data for large-angle excursions and other
nonlinear cases need to be expanded. Stability characteristics and
control surface effectiveness associated with laminar flow control,
winglets, advanced airfoils, flight in ground effects, and other
configuration factors should be added to the data base.

Math modeling and analysis and synthesis techniques are generally well

in hand, but the opportunity for developing new concepts for augmenting
aircraft stability or control still exists. Simple, highly reliable,
and low-cost concept and mechanization developments deserve support.
Advancements in maintenance methods are also important to reduce
life-cycle costs.

3.4.2 MANEUVER/GUST LOAD ALLEVIATION

Performance criteria are needed by the designer for any particular
application but should be developed on an 'ad hoc' basis; not as
industry or government standards. Failure criteria, however, should be
standardized and would logically include performance limits in their
definition. Economical validation methods are required, especially for
the low failure rates of flight-critical applications.

The data base for computation of loads and the dynamic effectiveness of
aerodynamic controls should be expanded, especially in the transonic
range . Static and dynamic control effectiveness for advanced airfoils,
laminar flow control, and propulsive lift designs should be added to
the data base. Data on the potentials and limitations on 'molding'
bending and torsion strengths in composite structures is also needed so
the optimum integration of strength and loads , including load control
systems, may be achieved.

Modeling techniques and computer programs for the analysis/synthesis of

the combined aerodynamic-structure-control system need to be expanded
to include more accurate results in the higher frequency dynamic
ranges. There is a special need for techniques and programs to handle
the problem of synthesizing the structural characteristics of a
composite wing in conjunction with synthesizing the load alleviation
system.

Considerably more effort is appropriate in developing maneuver and gust

load alleviation systems to minimize their cost. With the cost of
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digital computers going down while their reliability is going up,
distributed load alleviation systems, locatedat the variouscontrol
surfaces used for alleviation, should be seriously considered.
However, alternate concepts and mechanizations, either as the prime
system or a highly reliable back-up, should also be supported. The
DC-3 system,previouslydiscussed,shows how simple a conceptcan be if
the ultimate in performanceis not demanded.Maximumvalue per dollar
is generally the goal, not maximum performance.

3.4.3 FLUTTER MODE CONTROL

As for load alleviation, flutter mode control performance criteria
needed by the designershouldbe the purviewof those involvedwith the
specific application. Failure criteria, however, should be
standardized. Economical methods, including the possibilityof wind
tunnel testing of the complete system as used for load alleviation
systems (ref. 28), are needed for perfomancevalidation.Validation
techniques are aso needed to prove compliancewith failurecriteria.

It should not be assumedthat fluttermode controlswill necessarily
be flight-critical. It is likely that the first production
applications will be to reduce flutterspeedsonly to the dive speed,
with envelope restrictionsbeing imposedafter failures.However,even
these applications will require a data base of unsteadyaerodynamic,
and most likely transonicunsteadyaerodynamics,which is not currently
available. (It should be noted that the unsteadyaerodynamicsneeded
are not simplysteady-stateoscillatorydata unless it can be verified
that superposition applies.) Unsteady aerodynamicsdata are required
for advanced airfoils, wings with laminar flow control, or other
advanced concepts, since these may be includedin the aircraftunder
consideration.

Modeling techniques for the aerodynamics-structure-controlsystem for
flutter mode control applications need to be developedand refined
together with analysis/synthesiscomputerprograms.Unfortunately,it
is probable that the analysis/synthesis techniques and the concept
developments will leap-frog one anotherfor some time. Conceptswhich
use conventional trailing-or leading-edge control surfaces, or
combinations of these,may yield to conceptsusing spoilers,blowingor
other techniques, especially when the flutterfrequency involvedis
considerably higher than the low frequenciesfor which fluttercontrols
have alreadybeen demonstrated.Certainlythe developmentof promising
concepts should be supported.

3.4.4 FATIGUE LIFE IMPROVEMENT

As indicatedby the 'need'and 'Importance'values assignedto this ACT
function in Figure 3.4-3, the data base is the prime technologyarea
identified as insufficient.Again, this requirement is primarily
affected by the need for data defining the system performance for
configurations using advancedaerodynamicand structuraltechnologies.
There is also a need to achieve unanimity in criteria.

3.4.5 RIDE QUALITY CONTROL

The value or motivationin applyinga ride controlsystem is difficult
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to define,except in cases where the missionmight be jeopardized,such
as terrain following.Both performanceand failurecriteriaare needed
for ride quality controls,as well as economicalmeans for validating
the systems. Data-baseneeds are similarto those previouslymentioned
and could extend to relatively high frequencies. It is likely that
dedicated surfaces for this ACT function,as used in severalprototype
and test programs, will continue to be used.

3.4.6 SUMMARY

Active control system use on future aircraft promises to expand.
However, the aircraftmanufacturersmust show these applicationsto be
cost-effective. The availability of sound criteria, economical
validation techniques, the necessary data base, appropriatemodeling
and analysis/synthesis techniques and a variety of sound design
concepts from which to choosewill reducethe cost of these systems.
NASA can contribute significantlyto a realizationof the benefitsof
ACT applications by investingR&D resourcesin these technologyareas.

The techology area where the need is greatest is the data base with
unsteady aerodynamics and the control effectiveness for advanced
airfoils or other drag minimizing concepts deserving prime
consideration. In the concept and mechanizationarea, the normally
experienced cycle from simple to complex to less complex could be
shortened throughNASA's supportof the developmentof genericconcepts
which are potentially less costly and more reliable.
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1. What is the value of applying this ACT systemas a function of the degree to

which it is used.°

2. What is the cost of providing the ACT system,as a function of the degree to

which it is used:

Fromquestion#1 comesthe following subsetquestions:

A. How much drag can be avoided; what is the value?

B. How much weight can be avoided; what is the value?

C. What are the synergesticvalues?

Fromquestion#2:

A. What data base is needed;what is available; what will it cost to obtain;

is there time to obtain it; what are the risksof going with lessthan "needed".'?

B. Are adequatemath modelingtechniquesand computationmethods(programs)

available; what will it cost to obtain them; is there time to obtain them?

C. ls there otherwisea commitmentto fly-by-wire or someother ACT function;

if so, what is the added costof developing the concept for this function;

if not, what is the costof developing the concept; would its usemake

someadditional ACT function economical?

D. What is the costof producingthe detail design, including any software;

what is the costof purchasedequipment;what is the manufacturingand

installation cost;what are the validation costs?

E. What are the other costs, including maintenance, and dispatch reliability

degradation?

Comparingthe value fromquestion#1 to the costfromquestion#2:

To what degree shouldthe subject ACT function be used? Are there any

overriding non-technlcal considerations?

FIGURE 3.4-1 QUESTIONSTO BE ANSWEREDWHENCONSIDERING
ACTAPPLICATIONS
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ACTIVE CONTROL FUNCTIONS

Technolo Areas
"k

Criteria 2/3 3/3 3/3 2/2 2_,/1

Validation Techniques 3/3 3/3 3/3 2/2 2,/2

DataBase 2/3 3/3 3/3 3/2 2/2

Modeling and Analysis/Synthesis

Techniques 1/3 2/3 3/3 2/2 2/2

Concepts and Mechanizations 2/3 2/3 3/3 1/1 2_/'1

* Need/Importance 1 - slight 2 - moderate 3 - great

FIGURE3.4-3 NEED AND IMPORTANCEOF ACT TECHNOLOGYAREAS
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4.0 CREW STATION TECHNOLOGY

The cockpit displays and controls are undergoing a dramatic change as

digital avionics bring more functions and modes, but the control panel
remains limited. A strong trend is emerging in crew station technology
which is pushing toward multi-function, interactive displays to
accomodate the increased functions in the limited panel area.

The increased functional load and attendant multitude of modes are

causing a potential problem of learning how to operate the systems in

an already overly complex cockpit environment. The most promising
system solution to the management of cockpit complexity is the
introduction of hierarchical, prompting menu selections for the many
functions and modes which must be controlled from the limited panel

area. This system technology has been studied and refined by many
investigators in the field, but requires considerable additional
refinement to assure acceptable operation in a busy IFR environment.

A new generation of aircraft will be entering the civil air
transportation system in the last decade of the century - new in
concept to satisfy stringent noise regulations, to optimize fuel
efficiency, and to operate under more severe weather minima. The
aircraft will be highly automated, with integrated flight controls, and
operate in an advanced air traffic management system (ATMS) in which

they will be precisely controlled in space and time, to accomodate the
increased air traffic expected. (Ref. 29)

Within the cockpit the pilot's role will expand to include monitoring
and managing as well as controlling a more highly automated aircraft,
and a more effecient flow of information about the status of the

aircraft and its position in space will be needed. A new cockpit
interface will be required (Figure 4.0-1), with the necessary controls
and displays to allow the pilot to operate efficiently in his expanded
role, and to provide the redundancy to manually back up automated
flight.

A number of aviation experts recently stressed the need for a new
cockpit in testimony before the House subcommittee on transportation,
aviation, and weather chaired by Congressman Dale Milford. The purpose
of the hearing was to review 'Future needs and Opportunities in the
ACT System.'

James E. Gorham, testifying for the AIAA, identified the need for
someone, NASA or FAA, to undertake the complete redesign of cockpit

displays, integrating as many systems as possible to reduce complexity
and save weight. James J. Kramer, Associated Administrator of NASA's
Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology, stressed the necessary
inclusion of human-factors engineering in the design of the cockpit and
proposed the incorporation of advanced electronics to simplify the
pilot's task and to improve safety.

The dramatic advances in electronics technology over the past few years
that Kramer referred to, coupled with an improved understanding of
human factors, provide us with the opportunity to improve greatly the
functional range and performance of these future man/machine systems.
Further, these advances can provide the basis for designing future
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cockpit avionicsto be more efficientin space,weight,and information
and more reliable and economical to own. The field needs a plan,
however, to accelerate, coordinate and integratethe proper related
technologies.

This section examinesthe requirementsfor a new cockpitfor the 1990-
2000 period, reviews emerging related technology,and describes the
benefits of a conceptual cockpit based on projections of this
technology. Finally,we believethat a nationalprogramis requiredfor
the timely developmentof the design tools for the new cockpit,and we
describe such a program.

Cockpit Requirements:

The new cockpit (Figure 4.0-1) should be designed with careful
consideration of the requirements placed on the pilot in terms of
monitoring complex aircraft systems and in managing aircraft
operations. Conventional cockpit design using a large number of
electromechanicalindicators, switches, and warningdevices is simply
not adequate. Essential will be a fresh approachusing multifunction
displays and controls, an intelligentintegrationof information,and
simple and convenient methods for the managementof the system.The
following are some requirements that the new cockpit needs to
satisfy:

• Reduced pilot workload through information integration and
greater display flexibility.

• Higher reliability through functional redundancy and more
reliable parts.

• Easier pilot interface with aircraft and
air-to-traffic-management systems.

• Modular design to increase commonality and to reduce required
spare and system down-time.

• System flexibility to accomodate changes efficiently.

The heavy pilot workloadin GA aircraftduring instrumentflight rules
(IFR) could also be reduced by improvements in the cockpit; and an
initial GA effort is underwayin NASA. In addition,new cockpitsystems
could assist the pilot during such high-workload maneuvers as crop
dusting.

Several technology areas will have a major impacton the design of the
1990-2000 cockpit: digital avionics and electronicdisplaydevices,
already being used effectively in DOD and civil aircraft;simulation
and flight experimental studies providing human-factors data; and
initial advanced-configuration studies.

Cockpit Subsystem Developments:

Digital avionics have made dramatic progress in recent years,
increasingly being applied in aircraft systems. If these trends
continue, the 1990- 2000 aircraft will incorporatean 'alldigital'
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avionics system making extensive use of large-scale integration
electronics and based on a highly reliable,fault-tolerantcomputer
architecture which features distributed microprocessors.The system
will use the latest in electrical or electro-optical data bus
technology for rapid and flexible communicationbetweensubsystems.
Figure 4.0-2 shows one possiblearrangementof this system. (Also,see
the article in this issue on integratedcontrols.)One study has shown
that many of the electronic systems proposed for the ATMS require
additional computation, controls, and displays in the cockpit (Table
4.0-1). It was concludedthat efficientuse of a centralcomputerand
common (or integrated) electronic displays may be appropiate. The
report stressed that the airlines and government should be very
conscious of cost versus benefit in adopting new systems.

Although the basic informationrequirementsin the cockpitare the same
for all classes of aircraft, there are differences related to the
complexity of the aircraft and its operation.In addition,there are
economic considerations, such as initialcost and cost of ownership,
that are especially important to the general-aviation fleet.

NASA has severalresearchprogramsdirectedat providingnew technology
for the civil air transport fleet; they are closely coupled to the
airlines industry and the FAA and include the Terminal Configured
Vehicle (TCV), AircraftEnergy Efficiency(ACEE),STOLAND,and work on
helicopters and general aviation (GA) aircraft. Each program is
producing requirements for new cockpitdesign.The clear thrustof the
TCV program,for example,is to developproceduresand airbornesystems
for more efficientterminal-areaoperations,and a significantpart of
this program will develop new display formats using an advanced
cockpit. Already it provides important early experience with
electronic primary flight-control displays and an excellent
experimental facility for developing requirementsfor futurecockpit
displays.
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TABLE 4.0-1 IMPACT OF FUTURE ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS ON THE COCKPIT

Significant New New
airborne cockpit cockpit

computation controls display
Candidate systems needed? needed? needed?

For better a/c mgmt:
Electronic attitude-
director indic'ator yes yes yes
Electronic horizontal
situation display yes yes yes
Performance computer yes yes yes

For safety:
Collision-avoidance system yes yes yes
Central warning system no no probably
Wind-shear detection yes no yes

For navigation and landing:
Area navigation (RNAV) yes yes yes
Microwave landing system (MLS) yes yes maybe
Global positioning system (GPS) yes yes probably
Category IIIA autoland yes yes yes

For better ATC:
Discrete-address beacon system no no no
Data link no yes yes
Cockpit-displayed
traffic information yes yes yes
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4.1 DISPLAYS

Progress is being made in many areas of displaystechnologywhich can
have significant impact on the design,configuration,and performance
of civil crew stationsof the future.This display technologyhas the
potential to help declutterthe cockpit,reduce pilot workload,enhance
flight management, and, thereby, improve operational safety and
efficiency. In addition,it has the potentialto help reduce the size,
weight, and life-cycle cost of cockpit avionics through improved
display flexibility,reliability,and maintainability.The basic thrust
of many efforts in the crew stationtechnologyarea is to developthe
capabilities for computer-based (or microprocessor-based)electronic
displays to replaceclutteredarraysof electromechanicalinstruments.
:rew station displayconceptswhich are emergingcan be categorizedas
follows:

• Programmable Electronic Multimode Displays

Electronic display systems, used as primary flight indicators,
navigational indicators, engine indicators,and systemsstatus and/or
_arning indicators. These systems can: (i) present information in
pictorial and/orabstractformatswhich can be more readilyinterpreted
Oy the pilot; (2) time-share the preciousdisplaypanel space using
nultimode presentations; and (3) be reprogramedwith new formatswhen
_ircraft are assigned new missions or as new sensor and data link
information becomes available.

• Automated Data Presentation Management

Computer-based displays which presentdata automaticallyto the pilot
_n an as needed (management by exception) basis as determined by
nission phases and/or equipmentmalfunction(s)and yet allow the pilot
Full access to flight and systemsdata for control,monitoring,and
_lanning purposes.

• Advanced Input/Output Techniques

%dvanced display media, used in a multifunctionalswitchingcapacity,
_r, in the form of voice synthesisand recognition(VSAR)devices,to
reduce the number of single-functionswitchesand, consequently,pilot
_can pattern and entry errors.

• Display Data Busing Techniques

_lectronic and electro-optical techniquesappropriateto multiplexing
data between the cockpit equipment bay (displaygenerators)and the
zockpit instument panel (electronic displays) which can reduce the
zlutter, size, weight, and number of avionicscables,while at the same
_ime implementing methods for display redundancy management.

• Display-Based Automatic Checkout Concepts

\dvanced displaymedia and electronicssystemswhich facilitatecockpit
_vionics systems checkout and maintenancethroughcompatibilitywith
_uilt-in test equipment (BITE), thus increasing the safety of
)peration.
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• Display Modularity and Redundancy

Modular electronic displayswhich can be physicallyand electronically
interchanged, with formats being determinedthroughdisplaygenerator
programing or selectionfrom a multiplexeddata bus. These devicescan
provide extensive reversionary capability (in the event of display
failure) and greatly reduce the spares complement required for
maintenance purposes.

The emerging display technology base, which will be necessary for
implementationof the above conceptsin futurecivil crew stations,is
a mixture of military, civil, industrial, and commercialtechnology
developments. Specific technology developments includethe following
areas: (i) electronic display media,such as the CRT and flat-panel
matrix-addresseddisplays; (2)electronicd_splaygenerationtechniques
based on microclrcuit/ microprocessor and/or host microcomputer
technology; (3) integrateddisplayformerand devicedevelopments,such
as the electronic attitude director indicator (EADI) and
electronic/electro-opticalnavigation map indicators; (4) analytical
and experimental tools for measurement and prediction of pilot's
control/display performance and scanning behaviour; (5) display
avionics systems and cockpit display configuration studies. In the
sections which follow,these interrelatedareas of emergingtechnology
are discussed with regard to the impactthat they are presentlyhaving
and are likely to have on future crew station technologies. In
addition, those areas are pointed out in which existing programs
(including NASA programs) should be acceleratedand in which new NASA
programs are needed.

4.1.I ELECTRONIC DISPLAYS MEDIA

4.1. i.1 CRT TECHNOLOGY

The CRT has dominatedthe flat surfacedisplayfor aircraftcockpitsto
date. There is a strong push to find a flat surface technology to
replace the high voltage technology of CRT's with a technologymore
compatible with low voltage VLSI technology which is being used to
drive the displays. The flat surface display technology which is
desired to replacethe CRT must, of course,competewith the desirable
qualities of the CRT display.

The cathode ray tube (CRT) dominates the technology, not only in
aeronautical applications, but in industrial and commercial
applications. This is because it represents a competent,
cost-effective, mature technology (ref. 30). The CRT's originsdate
back from 1895 to 1910with landmarkdiscoveriesof Wehneitand Braun,
and 1935 to 1940 with the first electrostaticallydeflectedCRT's,
invented for oscilloscopes and television (ref. 31). Technological
progress from 1940 through the early 1960's made possible more
sophisticated tubes for oscilloscopes,radar,displayconsoles,and led
to the introduction of shadow-mask tubes for color television.
Continued progress through the presenthas led to the developmentof:
(i) high-resolution shadow-mask color CRT's for industrial
applications, (2) high-resolution, high-brightness,ruggedized,
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monochrome CRT's for aeronauticalapplications,and (3) high-resolution
beam penetration color CRT's for industrial and aeronautical
applications.

The CRT has found application as primary display devices in many
military aircraftand, to a much lesserextent,in civil aircraft.This
device offers a flexible,softwarereconfigurableunit that can replace
most of the electro-mechanicaldisplayscurrentlyused in the cockpit.
The CRT has a number of advantagesover currentlycompetingelectronic
display media such as (ref. 32):

• Addressability
• Resolution
• Brilliance
• Dynamic Response
• Flexibility

• Accuracy
• Environmental Resistance

The above advantages, in conjunctionwith the wide applicationof the
CRT in military programs, would indicatethat the CRT is the primary
candidate for integrated display in crew stations for the 1980's.

The CRT, however, does have certaindisadvantagesthat are leadingto
research on and development of flat-panel display media for its
replacement. These disadvantagesare listed in Figure4.1-1,which also
lists some of the advantagesof electronicdisplaymedia, in general,
and some of the specific problem areas or disadvantages with
present-day flat-panel display media technology.The disadvantagesof
the CRT include its high voltage requirement, form factor (depth),
implosion risk, and (possibly)reliabilityor mean time between failure
(MTBF). This latterarea has been the subjectof hot debate.Proponents
of the CRT point out that it has achievedMTBFs of between 10,000and
15,000 hours in well designedairbornedisplaysystems--14,960hours
MTBF for the CRT type shown in Figure4.1-1 and used in the DC-10 area
navigation system (ref.33)--andthat this exceedsthe 700 to 800 hours
MTBF presently being experienced by electromechanical ADI and HSI
instruments by quite a margin. Detractorsof the CRT point out that
certain military programs have experiencedCRT MTBFs of as low as 17
hours and that often CRTs must be replacedlong before failurebecause
of the reductionof phosphorbrightnessas a resultof having to drive
the tubes at high brightness levels in the high-ambient light
environment (as great as i0,000to 20,000 ft. Candles)encounteredin
the cockpit. A realisticMTBF for a present-dayruggedizedCRT used in
an airborne high-mmbient light environment is in the 3,000 to 5,000
hours range.
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CI~EW STATION TECHNOLOGIES
Figure 4.1-1 . MOTIVATION FOR DISPLAY MEDIA Rand D
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4.1.1.2 OTHER FLAT PANEL DISPLAY TECHNOLOGIES

Flat-panel technology problems at present include (see Figure 4.1-1):
luminous efficiency, matrix addressing complexity, duty cycle driving
problems, uniformity, cost, and a lack of color capability (Ref. 34).
The first problem area is summarized by Figure 4.1-2 (updated data from
Ref. 35), which compares the luminance and luminous efficiency
performance of various flat panel display media with that of
cathodoluminescent phosphors used for the CRT. The low luminous
efficiency indicated leads to problems in the area of display element
addressing and duty cycle. For example, in order to increase duty
cycle, and thereby brightness of the flat-panel display, it is common
practice to address the display a line-at-a-time as opposed to one
picture element at a time as is done with the CRT. The major problem in
addressing flat-panel vectorgraphic and video displays is addressing
the hundreds of thousands of pixels required for a hlgh-resolution
presentation. Taking commercial television (TV) as an example, a matrix
can be set up of 480 rows by 500 columns. To address any given pixel, a
specific row and column must be energized. Thus, the number of
addressing lines must be 980 (as compared to 3 for the CRT).

Since flat-panel display technology is in its infancy, the techniques
used in their production combined with the small quantities produced
have led to costs significantly higher than the CRT. Also, no flat
panel display technology (except for the plasma panel using
ultra-violet plasmas to in turn excite CRT- type colored phosphors) has
demonstrated a color display to date.

The leaders in flat-panel concepts are liquid crystals,
electroluminescence, light emitting diodes, and plasma (gas-discharge)
panels (see Figure 4.1-3). Of these, only the plasma panel (now
available as a military airborne display) has emerged as a product and
is being widely used (Ref. 35). Present panel technology has several
inherent problems at present that will limit its application in the
cockpit: (i) it has a large mask area surrounding the actual display
surface; (2) it lacks gray scale capability; and (3) the panel's upper
altitude limit is 20,000 ft. above sea level. Thin film
electroluminescent panel technology is showing a great deal of promise
with defect-free area video and alphanumeric displays having been
produced and the latter being available commercially as engineering
evaluation units.

While flat-panel matrix-addressed display technology has been
developing, CRT technology has not been standing still (see Figure
4.1-3). Recent developments include narrow band phosphors, such as P43
and P44 (Ref. 31) coupled with both a matched bandwidth restrictive
filter and two-way attenuation filter to achieve high contrast ratios
(10-to-l) under high ambient light conditions (10,000 ft. Candles).
Another important development is that of the beam penetration color CRT
which uses two phosphor layers (normally red and green) in conjunction
with programmed, fast-switching accelerator voltages to produce
color-coded displays having 3 to 4 distinct colors, yet with the
high-resolution characteristics of a monochrome display. Still another
development is that of the high-resolution shadow mask tube color
display having approximately 80 phosphor-dot triad/inch, thereby
doubling resolution capability.
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Figure4.1-2 LUMINANCEANDLUMINOUSEFFICIENCYOFDISPLAYMEDIA
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Figure 4.1-3
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Figure 4.1-4 shows a more detailedcomparisonof leadingdisplaymedia.
Included are the CRT and the two technology areas most likely to
replace the CRT, the thin filmA.C. electroluminescent(EL)panel and
the liquidcrystal (LC) pane].The relativestrengthsand weaknessesof
these technologies are identified in the figure. As can be seen, a
strong point for both the EL and LC panels is the shallowdepth of the
panel as compared with the 10-12 in. of depth requiredfor a 10 in.
diagonal CRT display. The EL panel is implemented using vacuum
deposition technology. Thus, the present panel is not limited by
technology but rather by facilities. EL has the potential for
relatively inexpensiveand uniformproduction.One approachto LC panel
implementation is based on MOS addressingtechnologybeing used in the
implementationof small displaymoduleswhich can be interconnectedto
form large-area displays.The largestmodule that this technologyhas
produced to date is a 1 3/4 in. module (Ref. 36), but the largest
defect-free module that has been producedis a 1 in. module (Ref.37).
NASA has put very limited funding into this approach (interconnect
technology R&D) in conjunctionwith more significantAir Force funding
(Air Force Avionics Laboratory). Figure 4.1-5 shows a summary of
progress to date on this liquid crystal display effort and Figure
4.1-6 summarizes the basic advantages of liquid-crystal matrix
displays. Figure 4.1-7 illustrates the MOS LC display addressing
technique. The Air Force AvionicsLaboratoryis continuingdevelopment
of this technology with the goal of applying it to airbornehead-up
display (HUD) (Ref. 38). (See also Figure 4.1-19).

Another approach to implementationof a large-areaLC displaypanel is
that of thin film transistor addressing of dynamic scattering LC
material (Ref. 39). See also Figure4.1-19.Here, thin-filmtransistor
addressing is used to overcome the multiplexing limitation of LC
material. This effort, supported by the Navy and the Army, has
produced a 6 in. x 6 in. alphanumeric/videopanel,but the technology
at present has a yield problem and has not produced a defect-free
panel.

Returning to a discussionof the relativestrengthsand weaknessesof
CRT, EL panels,and LC panels,one can see from Figure4.1-4 that both
the CRT and LC panel technology are strong in the area of contrast
under high ambient conditions. (Data provided is for ambient light
conditions of 10,000 ft. Candles).The LC technologyachievesthis high
contrast ratio through dynamic scattering rather than emitting of
light. The EL pane] is weak in this area, but has the potential to
improve greatly through appropriate research and development to
increase brightness and contrast. In the area of highest operating
voltage, the CRT is clearlythe poorestin this categorywith as high
as 25 KV requiredand LC panel technologyis clearlythe best with only
35 volts required. EL panels have alreadydemonstratedan extremely
wide temperaturerange of from-40 degreesto +100 degreesC as opposed
to only +15 degrees to +40 degrees C for LC panels. As indicated
earlier, the CRT has the hazardsof high voltageand possibleimplosion
as opposed to none for the EL and LC panel technology.Both the CRT
and EL panel displayscan be viewed from within a cone of vision which
is quite wide relativeto the perpendicularto the screen.The liquid
crystal display viewing angle, however,can be quite small (about15
degrees in Ref. 37). Although power requirementsare not a pressing
issue in airborne displays, it can be seen that the EL and LC panels
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CP.EWSTATION TECHNOLOGIES

Figure4.1-6 Summaryof LiquidCrystalDisplayPotential.
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Figure4.1-7 HUGHESLIQUIDCRYSTALDISPLAYMODULECONSTRUCTION
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are more power efficient. The addressing advantage of the CRT, as well
as the addressing disadvantages of flat panels, have been covered
previously. In actually turning a display element 'on' to emit or
scatter light, several processes are utilized. In the case of the CRT,
simple electron beam bombardment is used causing the phosphor light
emitting process known as cathodoluminescence to occur. In the case of
the EL panel, the most efficient process known is that of applying a
variable AC voltage across the thin-film EL cell and utilizing the
nonlinear or threshold characteristic of the EL cell to control whether
a cell is 'on' or 'off'. Also, the AC EL panel technology provides for
control of 'gray scale' or ]ight emission levels using either applied
voltage levels or pulse width modulation. Element switching within the
LC technology area usually has required thin-film resistor or MOS FET
switching in conjunction with capacitor voltage level storage
associated with each display element. An example of this type of
circuitry is shown in Figure 4.1-7 along with details of construction
of a LC display module. The requirement to include an active switch
associated with each resolution element of an LC display has led to
yield problems in both the thin-film transisand the MOS-FET approach to
addressing. One approach, that uses the nonlinearity of threshold
characteristic of twisted nematic LC mater(Ref. 40), has led to an
essentially defect-free large area display (6 in. Diagonal), however,
the response time of the twisted nematic material is several times
too slow for dynamic displays.

A comparison summary of most major candidate media for use in airborne
displays is shown in Figure 4.1-8. Promising candidates which are not
incuded are (i) electrochromic displays; {2) electrophoretic displays;
(3) PLZT displays; and (4) flat CRT displays. Of the first three
candidates ('solid-state' devices), the most promising technology is
electrochromics since they have demonstrated the capability for
electronically-controlled color coding and image storage (Ref. 41) and
matrix addressing (Ref. 42). Item 4 above, the flat CRT utilizes an
area cathode to emit multiple electron beams with scanning controlled
by a switching stack. It has made excellent progress and a 6 in. x 8
in. color display was recently demonstrated(Ref. 43). The only problem
with technology advances in this area is that they solve only one of
the CRT's disadvantages (form factor) and at the expense of requiring
hundreds of addressing leads for the digitally addressed switching
stack.

As can be seen from the above discussion, the electronic display media
area is filled with many promising and exciting candidates for use in
future cockpits. It should be realized, however, that the forcing
functions for major developments in these areas are the industrial and
commercial applications, such as a flat-panel display that can be
wall-hung for display, of commercial TV. Sales volumes for these
applications can run in the hundreds of thousands or millions of
displays. Unfortunately, this is not the case for aircraft
applications, where sales volumes are much smaller. It is this factor,
combined with the facts that display media R&D is a long-lead-time
high-risk technology area and that airborne displays have uniquee
requirements, that dictate that NASA should support R&D in this area
and should support it strongly. (At present, NASA has a minimal effort
in this area). The aspect of the research and development which NASA
should support is the orientation and adaptation of display media
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Figure 4.1-8 A Comparison of the CR]" witl, Ma_ri_(-Addressed Media
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advances to the cockpit environment,which includes:(i) viewability
under high-ambientlightingconditionsof i0,000to 20,000ft. Candles;
{2) resolution adequate for viewing at 28-30 in. ; (3) gray scale
sufficient for intensity encoding; (4)high-speedupdateand refresh
capability; (5) reduction in size,weight, and volume;and (6) color
coding c_pability. To meet these requirements,performancegoals as
follows should be utilized:

CONTRAST RATIO: 15-40 to 1
GRAY SHADES : 8-16
RESOLUTION : 65-100 lines/inch
UPDATE RATE : 20-30 frames/sec.
REFRESH RATE : 60-100 fields/sec.
COLOR CODING : 5-8 colors

Since it appears that CRT's have been basicallyadequatelydeveloped
for use in flightdecks of the 1980's,it appearsthatNASA shouldput
it's major emphasis in the area of flat-paneldisplaytechnologyfor
the 1990's and beyond.

Since the major investmentin flat-paneldisplaymedia R&D is presently
oriented to industrialand consumerapplications,this is an area in
which NASA should greatlyincreaseR&D investmentin order to reorient
a portion of the effort toward potentialbenefits in U.S. aerospace
programs. Since civil and military requirementsin the area of display
media are similar and since the militaryalreadyhas significantR&D
efforts going in these areas, NASA should strongly consider joint
programs with the military in this fundamental technology
area.
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4.1.2 ELECTRONIC DISPLAY GENERATION TECHNIQUES

Display generation techniques have evolved over the years in
conjunction with CRT technologyand, only recently,in conjunctionwith
flat-panel matrix-addressed display media. The function of display
generators is to receive parametric and mode informationfrom other
aircraft systems, to processthis informationas requiredto generate
the symbologyfor displaysformats,and to convertthe informationinto
addressing and intensity information for use by display units. Two
basic displaygenerationtechniqueshave evolvedfor use in conjunction
with CRT media:

• Calligraphic (Stroke Drawing)

This technique evolved from oscilloscope technology. Addressing
consists of random-access deflection of the electronbeam along the
vertical and horizontal CRT screen axes in the exact shape of the
symbol to be displayed. Addressing signals consist of two wideband
deflection signals and are generated in synchronism with one wide
intensity (unblank) signal.

• Raster Scan Graphic

This technique evolved from televisiontechnology.The electronbeam
traces a predetermined pattern (raster),typically,from left-to-right
(horizontally)and from top-to-bottom(vertically)on the CRT screen.
Symbology is generated by forcing predetermined intensity (video)
levels at appropriatehorizontal- verticalpositionsduring the raster
scan. Addressing and intensitycontrolcan thereforebe combinedinto
one composite wideband video signal which includes synchronization
information to insure that the symbolgeneratorand the displayunit
operate in synchronism.

Stroke-drawn, raster-scan, and combinationgraphicdisplaygeneration
techniques, have been and are being used in airborne display
applications (refs. 44,45 & 47); however, each has its own advantages
and disadvantages. Displaysproducedby stroke-drawingtechniques:(i)
are primarily skeletal in nature, (2) have more estheticsymbolsthan
raster-scan techniques (especially for rotated symbology), (3) are
difficult to prioritize from an overlappingsymbologystandpoint,(4)
are difficult to mix with raster images,requiringscan conversionor
vertical-retrace drawing, (5) can be generatedusing simplercircuitry
than raster-scan techniques, and (6) requirepower-consumingwideband
non-resonant deflection circuitry in the displayunit. Stroke-drawn
displays are especially suited to HUD applications, since their
skeletal characteristics allow the pilot to look 'through'the display
at the real-world visual scene. D_splays produced by raster-scan
techniques: (i) can be of a continuous-tone-photographic nature
employing large- and small-areashadingand 8 or more shadesof gray,
(2) have a bolder symbolqualitythan stroke-drawntechniques,(3) are
easiliy prioritized from an overlappingsymbologystandpoint,(4) are
easy to mix with other raster imagery (suchas low-light-levelTV),
(5) require more complexcircuitrythan stroke-drawingtechniques,and
(6) use low-power resonant deflectioncircuitryin the displayunit.
Raster-scan graphic display techniques are especielly suited for
head-down vertical situation displays (VSDs)and electronicattitude
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director indicators (EADIs), since their capability can include
sky/ground shading, prioritizing of bolder symbology, and mixing of the
symbology with image sensors. Many advanced CRT display systems combine
the capability of stroke-drawing and raster-scan graphic generators
into systems which can service two CRTs simultaneously (an EADI and an
electronic horizontal situation indicator (EHSI)) and in which one of
the two CRTs (the EADI) uses both stroke-drawing and raster-scan
graphic capability (refs. 44, 45 & 47). The advantages and
disadvantages of stroke-drawing and raster-scan graphic techniques are
summarized in Figure 4.1-9.

Rapidly advancing microcircuit/microprocessor technology is impacting
the area of display generation techniques greatly. The technology is
making raster-scan graphics more attractive, even though more complex
circuitry is required than with stroke-drawing techniques. This is
because the size °and cost of the circuitry, including display refresh
memory has been dropping rapidly. Many of the advantages of raster-scan
graphics for use with the CRT have already been mentioned. Additional
advantages are: (i) that this technology has demonstrated the ability
to generate extremely realistic synthetic visual scenes (ref. 48); and
this may prove very important in the generation of displays for.low
visibility landing (already such technology is being used for training
simulator visual scene displays ) (ref. 49); and (2) it provides for
ease of mixing display symbology with the outputs of imaging sensors
such as radar, low-light-level TV (LLLTV) and forward-looking IR
(FLIR), which are candidate sensors for aiding in low-visibility and/or
nighttime landing situations.

Raster-scan graphics are also showing advantages for use with some
flat-panel display media. They offer an organized method for
addressing flat-panel displays in the line-at-a-time method required
for adequate brightness and one which is suitable for driving the panel
through one multiplexed coax cable. Display generation methods other
than raster-scan and stroke-drawn (random addressing) graphics may be
more suitable for driving flat-panel display media and should be the
subject of further research.

Again, in the field of display generation techniques, the majority of
the recent advancements have been in the area of displays for
industrial and commercial applications. Flexibility and programmability
in symbology and display format have been achieved through
microprocessor-based and/or minicomputer-based display generation
techniques. Extensive use of LSI circuitry has been incorporated in
symbol generators, especially for the mass consumer market area of TV
(raster-scan) gains for the commercial or home market and for the
industrial raster-scan display market (ref. 50) of displays for process
control, business computation, and information display such as airline
schedule listing.

Display generation developments for the commercial and industrial
markets generally lack two characteristics necessary for cockpit
application - high-speed update rate and high-resolution capability.
Yet, unfortunately for aerospace applications, commercial applications
constitute the lion's share of recent developments. Notable exceptions
to this are display generator advancements such as those by Sperry
Flight Systems, Hughes Aircraft Company, and Bendix Thompson CSF.
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gure 4.1-9 A Comparison of Stroke-I)rawn and Raster-Scan Graphic Techniques
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Fi gure 4.1-10 ADVANCED FLIGHT DI SPLAY GENERATION CAPABILITY
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Displays produced by these programmable symbol generators are shown in
figure 4.1-10. All of these display generators are programmable and
are based on microprocessors for stored program control and display
generation. The Sperry system is a simulator display system and is
unique in its approach to raster-scan graphic display generation in
that it requires a minimum of display refresh memory and utilizes
high-speed update and refresh rates that result in a display that is
completely flicker-free, both from a small-area and a large-area basis.
The Hughes and Bendix/Thompson CSF systems are both airborne quality
systems. The former is based on the AN/UKY 30 military microprocesser
and is being used in the Air Force Digital Avionics Information Systems
(DAIS) program (to be discussed later). The latter is used in the
generation of stroke-drawn beam penetration color displays, but to date
has not been incorporated in major research programs in the U.S.

It is recommended that NASA should support R&D in the display
generation technology area so that techniques which are matched to
evolving advanced display media, such as flat-panel displays, can be
developed and so that rapidly developing microcircuit/microprocessor
technology can be incorporated to the fullest extent to meet unique
aerospace display requirements including generation of flight displays
with the following characteristics: (I) high-speed update and refresh
rates for flicker-free displays to be viewed in the high-ambient light
environment; (2) resolution commensurate with viewing at 28-30 in. ;
(3) 2-D and 3-D pictorial and abstract formats including large-area
shading, symbology prioritizing, and color coding as necessary to
reduce display clutter; (4) multimode and interactive display
capability as necessary to time-share display panel space; and (5)
reduction of volume, weight, cost, and power while increasing the
reliability and maintainability of display symbology generators.

4.1.3 INTEGRATED DISPLAY FORMAT ADD DEVICE DEVELOPMENT

A number of governmentand industryresearchprogramsare examiningthe
effectiveness of differentdisplaydevicesand formats.One of the more
significant in the civil sector,the NASA TerminalConfiguredVehicle
(TCV) program, uses a Boeing737 equippedwith an experimentalflight
deck locatedin the passengercompartment.A featureof this aft flight
deck is the Advanced Electronics Display System, ADEDS, originally
developed by Boeing and General Electricas part of the DOT/FAASST
technology program,

The ADEDS, a highly flexible research display system, includes an
Electronic AttitudeDirectorIndicator(EADI),an ElectronicHorizontal
Situation Indicator (EHSI), and a NavigationControland DisplayUnit
(NCDU). Figure 4.1-11 shows the three CRT displayscontrolinput units
in the TCV aircraftpilot'sposition.The ADEDS uses a combinationof
raster-scan and random addressing (stroke-drawn) graphics in the
creation of its electronic display formats.

The EADI replaces the conventional electromechanical attitude
indicator, and is the pilot's primary display of pitch and roll
attitude for instrument flight.Symbologyfor velocityvector,flight
path acceleration, vertical guidance,speed error, and thrustcommand
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Figure 4.1-11 TERMINAL CONFIGURED VEHICLE(TCV) RESEARCH COCKPIT SHOWING THREE CRl
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are integratedinto the displayformat.At the pilot'soption,the EADI
symbology can be superimposed on the picturefrom a forward-looking
LLLTV camera.The EHSI, a pictorialnavigationdisplay,gives the pilot
a plan view of points of interestsuch as airfieldsand VORTACS,and
displays the desiredhorizontalflightpath by a solid line connecting
points. A curved trend vector can be added to displaythe predicted
path over the ground.Figure 4.1-12shows detailsof some of the EADI
symbology.

For the TCV program there is a ground-basedreplicaof the aft flight
deck in which display concepts can be developed before flight. The
aft-deck cockpit simulator is a highly efficientresearchtool. When
coupled to the computer,it not only will simulatethe flightdynamics
of the TCV B-737 aircraft, but also all onboard systems and a
computer-generatedterminal area with a realisticaircraftmix, thus
permitting very realistic experiments.

One study using this unique pair of experimental cockpits involved
adding runway symbology (figure4.1.-12)to the TCV baselineEADI for
the approachand landingtasks (ref.51).It showedthat the additionof
a perspective runway image and relativetrack informationsignificantly
improved pilot performance(Figure4.1-12) . In October1977 one of the
research pilots sucessfully landed the TCV aircraftfrom the aft deck
using this display.

The combined use of ADEDS formatscoupledwith the use of advancedTCV
onboard guidance and controlsystemshave demonstratedthe capability
to fly strongly curved, precision approaches and landings under
simulated IFR conditions using the advanced U.S. Microwave Landing
System (MLS) (ref.52). This capability can lead to many benefits
including: (i) noise reduction, (2) greater fuel efficiency, (3)
operations during low minima (schedulereliability);(4) reductionin
terminal area congestion; and (5) improved safety (ref.53).

The TCV will also be used in a plannedFAA/NASAprogramto study the
benefits of providing air-traffic information in the cockpit. This
program calledCockpitDisplayof TrafficInformation(CDTI),would use
the NASA-Langley-Wallops, NASA-Ames, and FAA-NAFEC facilities; and
during flighttests at Wallopsthe CTDI informationwould be displayed
on the TCV aircraft EHSI. The initialphasesof this programwill be
run primarily on ground-based simulators.

Other significant NASA programs from the standpoint of integrated
display format and device developmentare the STOLAND,VTOL Approach
and Landing Technology (VALT),and generalaviation (GA)programs.In
these programs, as well as in the TCV program,NASA is coupledclosely
to the airlines industry and the FAA. Already they are providing
important early flight experience with electronic primary flight
control displays and excellentexperimentalfacilitiesfor developing
requirements for future cockpit displays (ref.44,54 and 55). The
NASA-Langley VALT program, for example, has producedvery promising
display formats for approach-to-landingof helicopters.Each of the
concepts is b_sed on a two-CRTintegratedformatpresentationin which
vertical situation and command/predictiveinformationis presentedon
an upper CRT while horizontal situation and command/predictive
information is presentedon a lower CRT. The first conceptis shown in
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Figure 4.1-12 DETAILED VIEW OF TCVIS ELECTRONIC ATIITUDE DIRECTOR INDICATOR
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INTEGRATEDDISPLAYFORMATS FOR HELICOPTERAPPROACHp HOVER, AND LANDING

Figure 4.1-13 UNDER IFR CONDITIONS
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Figure 4.1-13 and was developedin Langley'sFlightResearchDivision.
The second concept is shown in Figure 4.1-14 and was developed in
Langley's Flight Electronics Division. These conceptsare presently
under evaluation and will be completedprior to the transferof the
VALT program from Langleyto Ames in Octoberof 1978. Many elementsof
these advanced concepts may be applicableto futuretransportand GA
aircraft.

Many militaryprogramsare also developingdisplayformatsand
devices. For the most part, however, these developments may be
applicable to the uniquemilitaryenvironment.Some of the reasonsfor
this are that: (i) military information display requirements are
unique, includingnationalsecurity;(2) cost is not as paramountas in
the civilian sector; (3) the aircraft performance envelope is much
broader than in the civilian sector; (4) unique control/display
requirements are necessitated by weapons systemsmanagementand the
aircraft performance envelope; {5) military displaysoften must be
compatible with a wide varietyof exotic imagingsensors;and (6) the
resulting hardware/software sophistication often exceeds civil
requirements. Military programs should be monitored, however, to
determine if spin-offs from their programs in the area of display
formats and devices could aid civil cockpit technology.

An especially importantarea of militarytechnologyto monitor is that
of head-up display (HUD) formats and devices. The military has had
extensive experiencein this area (Refs.38 & 56) , comparedto limited
experience in the civil area. One importantprogram in the civil area
is a joint FAA-NASA (Ames) programto investigatehuman factorsand
display format requirements £or a civil HUD.

It is recommendedthat the presentNASA programs in the area of display
format and device development be continuedat or above their present
levels, but that they be broadenedto performdisplayformatand device
development in the contextof interdisciplinarytechnologydevelopment
needed for advanced whole-flight-deck systems. For example, NASA
Langley's TCV programshouldbe broadenedto includeengine instrument
and systems displays as well as the primary flight control and
navigation displays presently being studied. Further, the program
should be enriched with more advanced display device and avionics
systems technology.
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4.1.4 ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL TOOLS (HUMAN ENGINEERING
CONSIDERATIONS)

Questions of displey and control configuration in the cockpit and how
the crew interacts with the system must be addressed in
human-engineering terms. A number of important research efforts in this
area are underway in this country. Several NASA programs have produced
significant analytical and experimental tools for measurement and
prediction of pilot's control/display performance and scanning
behavior.

NASA- Ames has an extensive effort focused on the role of the flight
crew, and it makes effective use of simulators (see figure 4.1-15).
NASA-Langley has an important effort tied to the TCV program, and it
has developed a unique research instrument, the oculometer, (ref.57)
which permits nonintrusively finding out where a pilot is looking. The
device has been used in an _irline's training simulator and in flight
experiments. Figure 4.1-16 shows the Langley oculometer as integrated
into a conventional cockpit and an advanced model of the oculometer
presently under development within NASA.

In other NASA studies, the display information and format requirements
have been studied using an analytical (optimal control) model of the
pilot and aircraft to predict pilot/vehicle performance with various
displays and control system sophistication (refs. 58 & 59). The results
of these studies were verified in simulation and/or flight tests.
Figure 4.1-17, for example, shows the predicted performance for a
piloted CH-47 helicopter in the hover mode using two different levels
of control sophistication. Still other NASA studies in conjunction with
Boeing (ref. 60) have utilized a time-line mission analysis approach
for the determination of control display requirements and piloting
workload. The time-line mission analysis tool is currently being used
to develop workload profiles in NASA-Langley's single-pilot IFR program
and will be used in the future evaluation of cockpit display of traffic
information (CDTI) using the Langley TCV aircraft and simulation
facilities. These analytical and experimental tools mark an important
step forward in developing a systematic approach to cockpit design.

FAA human-factors studies have treated optimization of crew
effectiveness in future cockpit designs (ref.61) and assessment of
alert and warning devices to develop criteria for cockpit design (ref.
61). The latter area is important because of the alarming increase in
the number of audio and visual alert signals in the cockpit over the
years.

As mentioned in an earlier section, the use of the HUD in civil
transport aircraft is also being studied in a joint NASA-FAA program.
Head-up versus head-down is a continuing controversy; but the
technology appears to be at hand, and has been used succesfully by the
military in this country and in category IIIa civil operations in
Europe. NASA-Langley is furnishing NASA-Ames with one of its
development oculometers for use in programs such as the HUD program.

Programs in human-factors engineering, such as the ones described
above, must be continued and intensified by NASA as investments in
other aspects of cockpit display technology grow in the future. It is
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important that flight deck technology,includingdisplaytechnology,be
developed in the contextof an interdisciplinaryeffort involving:(i)
human factors engineering; (2) flightoperationsand procedures;(3)
instrumentationand avionicsengineering;and (4) systemsengineering.

4.1.5 DISPLAY AVIONICS SYSTEMS AND COCKPIT CONFIGURATION STUDIES

A number of studiesare underwayin industryand governmentto develop
display avionics systems and to decide how the cockpit should be
configured. The most dramatic technological advances in the civil
sector are appearing in general aviation avionics,which has assumed
the role of innovator formerly held by airline avionics (ref.63).
Examples of this innovationare: (i) the new BendixAvionicsDivision
BX 2000 line of communications/navigation/identification equipment
which uses plasma discharge displays to replace conventional
electro-mechanical indicators and microprocessors and 30 large-array
micro-circuits for system computationand control (ref.63) and (2) the
new Bendix and RCA Avionicscolor digitalweather radardisplays (refs.
65 and 66) with ancillaryarea navigationand checklistdisplaymodes,
(ref. 64). The major reason for this role reversal is that
economy-consciousairline managements are reluctant to purchasenew
types of avionicsbecauseof their heavy investmentin older generation
hardware and their concernover commonality(ref.63). Recent advances
in general aviation cockpittechnologyand some of the reasonswhy GA
has assumed the role of innovator are shown in Figure 4.1-18.

One important activity,a NASA-Ameseffortwith industry,will develop
an avionics package to demonstrateconceptsfor low-costadvancedGA
systems for the 1980'sand beyond (ref.67). Display ideas includean
electronic map displaywith a touch-sensitiveoverlayto permitgraphic
entry of waypoints. Other conceptsincludevoice feedbackwhich would
have a voice synthesizerverballyrepeatkeyboardentries.Early design
studies pointedto two differentbus-basedconfigurations,one in which
a pair of multipurposeflat-paneldisplaysreplaceall instrumentation
and the second in which all IFR-criticalinstrumentsare retainedand
an electronic map displayand integratedcontrol/displaycenter using
CRT technology is added. Cost will be a major driver in the eventual
application of these concepts; they must be affordable.

The design and architecture of cockpitsubsystemswill be influenced
strongly by emergingelectronicstechnology. Traditionally,military
programs have led the way in development of cockpit avionics. An
example is that of the F-18 fighteraircraft (ref. 56). This developing
aircraft uses three ruggedized head-down CRT displays, a head-up
display (HUD) as a primaryflight display,integratedmulti-function
switching for communication, navigation and identification, data
multiplexing throughout, and subsystems with built-in-test-equipment
(BITE) .

Other examplesof advancedmilitaryavionicsprogramsare the Air Force
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS)program (ref.68) and the
Navy Advanced Integrated Display System (AIDS), formerly (AIMIS),
program (refs. 69 & 70).These programsaim mainly at developingthe
necessary digitalcomputation,data-busing,displaygeneration,display
media, and input/output technology for advancedmilitaryflight-deck
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Figure 4.1-18 RECENT ADVANCES IN GENERAL AVIATION COCKPIT TECHNOlOGY
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systems. Expected improvements in capabilityand reliabilityreflect
modern computer-baseddata processingand display-generationtechniques
in conjunction with electronic display media to replace
electro-mechanicalswitches and indicatorswith programmablemultimode
electronic controls and displays. The fast moving technology of
microcircuit/microprocessor electronics and the evolving area of
electronic displaysrepresentkeys to these efforts. The
military developments in the area of display avionics systems and
cockpit configuration studies are almost too numerousto discuss in
depth in a reportof this type. Major configurationstudieshave been
described above. Perhaps the best way to summarizeis with a figure.
Figure 4.1-19 summarizes major militaryprogramswith possiblecivil
cockpit technology spin-offs.

In the civil transporttechnologysector,on-goingeffortsappear to be
more fragmented than in the military and are oriented toward the
near-term derivative aircraft. The next aircraftthat appearson the
world market in the 1980'sto replaceaircraftthat are aging or that
cannot meet noise regulationswill be derivativeswith extensiveuse of
digital systems (Refs. 71 & 72). Airlines, airframes, and avionics
suppliers are working through the Airlines Electronic Enigeering
Committee to define these digital systems. One approach partitions
functions among several computers with some levelsof redundancy.A
Flight Management Computer will be responsible for navigation
calculations, generationof guidancesignals,and map display.A Flight
Control Computer would automatically control the aircraft.

At present, control and displaystandardizationis more difficultto
define. It appears that a generalpurposealphanumericinput control
panel and an integrated frequency-managementcontrolpanel are being
considered. For the near term, the displays will probably be
conventional electromechanical multiport instruments with separate
inputs for each data source;this is considereda logicalstep toward
future use of CRTs or other advancedflat-paneldisplays.The lack of a
certifiable integrated CRT display for the flight control station
prevents early application. It appearsat the moment that the first
extensive use of CRT or flat-panel displays will be in the flight
engineer's station.

Lockheed has proposed a new flight-engineer'sstationfor the L-1011;
information formerly on 28 panelswill be presentedon three multimode
CRT displays. Touch matrix techniqueswould permit switchclosureby
touching the face of the CRT. Benefitsexpectedincludea savingof
over 90,000 ft. of wire and over 200 lb., and a reductionin the flight
engineer's workload.

Recently, Lockheedcertifieda flightmanagementsystem that integrates
performance management with automatic navigation and automatically
controls the airplane's throttles to provide fuel savings of 3-6%.
Control-display units are located on either side of a CRT
area-navigation display. The system is being installedin all Saudia
Arabian L-1011's and is planned for the L-I011-500.

McDonnell Douglas included several CRTs in the modern cockpitof the
DC-10 and they performed successfully in airline operations. These
were not in primary-flight-control applications, but the company's
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Fi gure 4.1-19 MILITARY PROGRAMS WITH POSSIBLE CIVIL COCKPITTECHNOLOGY SPINOFFS
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advanced systems engineers are studyingthe potentialof wider use of
flat-panel displays in the cockpit.

Boeing has gained valuable experience in electronic displays from
development of the TCV aft flightdeck, and has completeda number of
important studies related to futurecockpitconfigurations,including
an advancedsystemsmonitorusing multifunctionCRT displays (ref.62).

As the airline industry evaluates new cockpitsystemsand considers
more advancedones, they always underscorethe importanceof economics.
New systems, such as integrated flat-panelflightcontrol-displays,
will have to be cost-effective before they will be considered for
introduction in the fleet.

The former FAA Administrator, John I. McLucas, has recommended to
Congress an additional annual funding of $15-25 million for an
intensified joint FAA/NASAresearchand developmentprogramon cockpit
displays and controls to bring this technologyinto use much earlier
than would otherwise be the case (Ref. 73). The Air Transportation
Association (ATA) also expressed concern, recently, that the next
generation of commercialtransportaircraftwill be implementedwithout
incorporation of advanced avionics concepts, such as programmable
multimode CRT displays. The 1990-2000time frame will see the addition
of still newer transport aircraft with requirements for even more
advanced technology. In addition,the generalaviationportionof the
civil aeronautics spectrum, which is presentlybooming (ref.74), is
expected to have continued requirements for advanced
low-cost-of-ownership cockpit avionics.

The major problem with civil transportflightdeck displaytechnology
R&D within the U.S. is that the efforts toward development of a
certifiable integrated electronic display system for cockpitsof the
1980's are fragmentedand are coming along too late to be incorporated
in the early derivative aircraftof the 1980's.Such is not the case
for civil flightdeck system R&D in Europe.BritishAerospace (BA)Inc.
is investigatinghow much of the informationand controlfunctionson a
whole-flight-deckbasis could be handledby computer-basedelectronic
flight displays (refs. 75,76,77 &78). This program is the only civil
program in the world, to this writer'sknowledge,that is attackingthe
civil flight deck displayproblemon a whole-system/wholeflight-deck
basis. The BA effort is focused on certifiable CRT display system
technology for the 1980's.It is an interdisciplinaryeffort that has
invested $2.5 million to date. The effort has interested American
Airlines and ARINC and is causingenthusiasmthat could eventuallysway
airline purchases (derivative-type aircraft) from Europe.

There is no program within the U.S. comparableto the BA flightdeck
program. The closest effort is the NASA TCV program.However,the TCV
program is emphasizing primary flight controland navigationdisplay
(format) development only, with a minimumof displayavionicssystems
development. To compete with the BA program, the TCV program would
have to be expanded significantly and to incorporate greater
involvement of the airframe and avionics industry.

The BA program is now developing an A-300 simulator and performing
engineering studies on avionics componentsand systemsarchitecture.
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Three vendors have done detailed studies and one will be selected

momentarily to develop a flight system. The BA future program includes
cost effectiveness studies; analysis of cost, weight, and reliability;
cost-of-ownership studies, installation studies; and investigation of
a]ternate technologies such as color displays. The benefits which the
BA program is now projecting from the use of computer-based electronic
flight dareplay is shown in figure 4.1-20.

The 7 to 9 CRT VC-10 flight deck which the BA program has developed is
shown in figure 4.1-21 along with some other European technology from
Thompson CSF of France. The Thompson CSF program is a joint effort with
Bendix and is aimed at the application of penetration color CRT
technology to integrated cockpit systems.This programhas developed
flight quality head-down color CRT displaysystemsand monochromeHUD
systems. The HUD systemshave been used in categoryIIIa operationsin
Europe.

As the above discussion indicates, civil effortswithin the U.S. on
display avionics systems and cockpit configurationstudiesare: (i)
somewhat fragmented and don't deal with the entire flightdeck; (2)
limited in research and development expenditures; (3) focused on
near-term pay-offs; and (4) minimal on longer-range, higher-risk
technology areas. Thus, it is felt that it is importantfor NASA to
develop a strong program with major investments to develop display
avionics and advanced flight deck conceptsand technologiesfor the
1990's and beyond. Such a programis describedby ref. 29. It is felt
the role that NASA should play is as follows: (i) R&D in basic long
range, high-risktechnologyareas (e.g.,flat-paneldisplaymedia); (2)
development, test, and evaluationof advancedconcepttechnology;(3)
integrated systems development for civil sector using military
developments where appropriate; (4) development of a cooperative
program with the FAA and industry to evolve viable, certifiable
technology.

The benefitswhich such a flightdeck developmentprogramcouldachieve
could be far in excess of those projected by the British Aerospace
Program (figure 4.1-20). To accomplish additional benefits the
technology will have to be based on flat-panel,solid-statedisplays
and extensive use of microprocessor/microcircuit LSI technology to
implement advanced integrated control/displaysystems.Benefitswhich
can be projectedat the componentand subsystemlevel are: (i) improved
control/display integration; (2) improvedmodularity/commonality;(3)
reduced spares complement; (4) improved maintainability (MTTR); (5)
higher reliability(MTBF);(6) numberof indicatorsreducedby up to 70
%; (7) number of switchesreducedby up to 50%; (8)weight and volume
reduced by up to 30%; and (9) cockpitwiring reducedby up to 80%.
Benefits which can be projectedat the cockpitsystemslevel are: (i)
reduced pilot workload; (2) improved performance; (3) reduced
life-cycle cost; (4) greater cockpitflexibility;(5) improvedbackup
capability; (6) improved safety; (7) easierpilot training;and (8)
automation optimization.

Figure 4.1-22 shows an advanced civil air transport cockpit
configuration conceived at NASA-Langley Research Center,that could
lead to many of the benefits projected above. This cockpit and the
program leading to its development are described in Reference 29.
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Figure 4.1-20

BRITISH AEROSPACE BENEFIT PROJECTION

CONVENTIONAL VS. ELECTRONIC (CRT) FLIGHT DECK

CHARACTERISTICS CONVENTIONAL ELECTRONIC

DISPLAY AREA 2,000 Sq. Inches 420 Sq. Inches

NO. OF INDICATORS II0 7 to 9

(+ Backup Indicators)

WEIGHT 250 Pounds 200 Pounds

RELIABILITY ADI/HSI; CRT Display;
MTBF 700 Hours MTBF 2,000 Hours

REVERSIONARY Limited Extensive
CAPABILITY

COST $200,000 $150,000

NO. OF MANUFACTURERS 50 Several

'_ DISPLAY FLEXIBILITY Single-Purpose Multimode Displays
Indicators
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Figure 4.1-21

CREW STATION TECHNOLOGIES

IMPORTANT CIVIL PROGRAMS FROM EUROPE

BRITISH AEROSPACE, INC.
(ENGLAND)

EHSI

INlEGRA1EO ftiGHT DECK BASED ON
MONClCHROI,lE CRT TECHNOLOGY

• PROGRAM AIMED AT INTEGRATING ENTIRE fLIGHT DECK

• EffORT fOCUSED ON CERTifiABLE 1980'S TECHNOLOGY

• PROGRAM COMBINES HUMAN fACTORS, fLIGHT OPS,
AVIONICS & SYSTEMS ENGINEERING DISIPLINES

• 2.5 M INVESTED TO DATE

• EfFORT HAS INTERESTED AMERICAN AIRLINES & ARINC

• EffORT COULD SWAY AIRLINE PURCHASfS TO EUROPE

• THERE IS NO COMPARABlE US PROGRAM

THOMPSON CSF , INC.
(FRANCE)

•fADI

INTEGRATED COCKPiT SYSTEMS BASED ON
,P[NETRAfION I COlOR CRT TECHNOlOGY

• EffORT AIMED AT PRIMARY & SYSTEMS DISPLAYS

• COMBINED PROGRAM WITH BENDIX (U.S.)

• STATE - Of - THE ART STROKE SYMBOL GENERATION
& COLOR CRT DISPLAYS DEVELOPED

• COLOR HEAD-DOWN CRT & MONOCHROME HUD
SYSTEMS HAVE BEEN fLIGHT TESTED

• ONLY COMPANY IN THE WORLD OffERING fLIGHT
QUALIfiED COLOR DISPLAYS
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Figure 4.1-22 ADVANCED CIVIL AIR TRANSPORT COCKPIT CONCEIVED AT LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER

• COCKPIT CONFIGURATION
- REDUCED CREW WORKLOAD. -- --...-..

- IMP~QVeD SAFETY
- REDUCED LIFE - CYCLE COSTS-
- IMPROVED PERFORMANCE AND FLEXIBllIl'Y



4.2 PILOT CONTROLLERS AND DATA ENTRY

Pilot controllers and data entry methods have been a slowly changing
part of crew station technology; however, the increase in digital
avionics functions implemented in civil aircraft is forcing a change in
the traditional approach to controllers and data entry. The
traditional approach has been to use dedicated controls and data entry
means for e?ch function. As the number of functions and modes
proliferate and the amount of cockpit area remains largely fixed, it
becomes necessary to devise means to select many functions and modes.
from an integrated data entry & control center (IDECC). As pointed out
in the previous section the general ~viation segment of the civil
aviation market is leading the way in innovation in this area because
it is less constrained by standards and large investments in older
generation technology equipments than the airline segment.

The first step to providing integrated data entry and controls from a
single control and display instrument (see figure 4.1-15, right side)
utilizes a computer driven CRT (or other flat surface display) with
switches along each side of the CRT. Function selection switches are
provided along the bottom. When a given function is selected, the
corresponding mode or options for that function are displayed on the
screen adjacent to the switches. The pilot selects the desired mode or
option by depressing the switch nearest the mode displayed on the CRT.
This approach retains mechanical switches of the traditional approach,
but defines the meaning of the switches by computer generated displays.

A variation to the above approach which eliminates the mechanical
switches along side the flat surface display is the use of a touch
panel on the face of the display as shown in figure 4.2-1. The touch
panel surface consists of embedded layers of wires that contact for a
'switch' closure when touched by the pilot's finger. In order to
compensate for a lack of tactile feedback, an audio tone is issued when
the closure is made. The modes and numerical keyboard are displayed-on
the flat surface display.under computer control.

Another approach which provides even more flexibility in function and
mode/option selection utilizes a simple keyboard with numbers keys and
a few special function keys. This approach was studied by Systems
Technology, Inc. and Milco International, Inc. for application to
NASA's general aviation avionics programs. (ref. 121 and 122). This
approach is based upon an interactive menu described in section 4.3.

4.3 FLIGHT SYSTEM MANAGEMENT

Flight management is becoming an important function in digital avionics
systems. Flight management includes a number of subfunctions:

• Flight Plan Data Entry
• Avionics Function/Mode Selection
• Data Entry and Display
• Flight System Warning Displays and Annunciators
• Data Rase Management
• Aircraft Performance
• Checklists and Other Handbook Data
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A block diagram illustratingthe flightmanagementfunctionis shown in
figure 4.3-1. Fl_ght management systems inc!ude a control/display
unit, a digitalcomputerwith flightmanagementsoftware,crew station
displ_ys for altitude director indicator(ADI),horizontalsituation
indicator (HSI),and navigationmap displays,and interfacewith system
sensors and elements.

The complexity of the flightsystemsmanagementtask is growingwhich
requires a break in the traditionalapproachof dedicatedcontrolsand
displays for each avionicfunctionsas discussedin section4.2. The
use of multifunctioncontrolsand displaysdemandsa new approachusing
interactive displays which simplifymode selectionproceduresthrough
the use of computerprompts. The new approachis flexible,conserves
panel space, and is easy to learn.

The multifunction selection technique requiresthe use of a multiple
lave! menu concept illustrated by figure 4.3-2 (ref. 123). The
multilevel menu concept utilizes a master menu for the top level
functions. The selection is accomplishedby enteringa singledigit
corresponding to the desired function. The m_stermenu calls up the
next level or functionmenus. The functionmenus in turn call up the
sub function menus.

The !owest level menus presentthe modes and optionsfor selectionby
the flight crew. In such a multi-levelmenu system it is possibleto
get 'lost' in the maze. A 'homing'selectionon each menu allows for
quick return to the functionmenu or the mastermenu to alleviatethe
problem of 'getting lost'.

NASA has already begun sponsoring avionic programs to study and
implement these multi-function controls and displaysutilizingmulti
level menus. Additional human factors and operations research are
required to perfect these techniques for operational applications.
However, the potential payoff of this new approachto flightsystems
management justifies further studies to perfect the concepts.

The electronic displays utilized in the digital flight management
systems can includea lot of data useful to the pilot as pointedout in
section 4.1.

An EADI display is illustratedin figure4.3-3 to detail the types of
information that can be provided by the digital flight management
system. Some of the data shown on the EADI is mode dependentso that
the displayis not quite as clutteredas indicatedon the figure4.3-3.

Another important function of the flight management system is to
provide navigation data base management for the flight plan and
navigation map displaysubfunctions. A typicalnavigationmap display
is shown in figure 4.3-4. The data base for the current and next
generation flight management systems are storedon a read/writemass
memory which is accessed by the avionics digital computers. For
example, a technique for storingthe data base for all VOR's, ILS's,
intersections, NDB's, airports, airways, and associated MEA's is
described in reference 122 and is illustratedin figure4.3-5. These
waypoints stored on the mass memory data base can be used for flight
plan entry and display, navigation computations, as well as the
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FLIGHT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
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MENU CONCEPT FOR FLIGHT SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

FLIGHT MGMT MENU 1--ENTER DATA
2--REVISE ROUTE

I--NAVIGATION 3--DISPLAY FLT PLN
2--FLT PLAN 4--DISPLAY ALTERNATES
3--FREQ MGMT
4--PROPULSION MGMT __ fj%[_v-,'-

FIGURE4.3-2



EADISYMBOLOGY
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NAVIGATION MAP DIGITAL DATA BASE

• CATEGORYOF WAYPOINTSINDATABASE

eWAYPOINTTYPE "TEL"CODE CALLLTRS, FREQ, LAT, LONG, MBA SPECIAL

.VOR 3 NO'S 3LTRS, 5 NO'S 5 NO'S 6 NO'S 3 NO'S AIRWAY(_

e INTERSECTION 5 NO'S 5 LTRS, - 5 NO'S 6 NO'S 3 NO'S AIRWAY(3)

,ILS 4NO'S 4LTRS, 5NO'S 5NO'S 6NO'S 3NO'S DIRFCTION

,AIRPORT 6 NO'S 6 LTRS, 5 NO'S 5 NO'S 6 NO'S 5(ELEv,NO'S)IFRCODE
•NmlBCS 4NO'S 4LTRS, 4NO'S 5NO'S 6NO'S 3NO'S

• EACHMAP SEGMENTHAS VICTORAIRWAYSTABULATEDWITHWAYPOINTS,

• EACHMAPSEGMENTHAS STOREDTHEAVERAGEMAGNETICVARIATION,

• THEMAP DATABASE ISRECALLEDFROMMASSMEMORYBY ENTERINGA 4 DIGITCODE,

• ALLDATAENTEREDFROMTELEPHONETYPEKEYPAD,

• ALPHANUMERICDESI_TORS ARE "ECHOED"BACK,

FIGURE4.3-5



navigation map display. The advantag9 of this navigationdata base
format is that the pilot can designateany waypointin the data base
using a simple telephone type numeric keyboard rather than being
required to enter the latitude,longitude,and other data associated
with the waypoint. The waypointmnemonicsare coded on the keyboard.

An estimate of the amount of memory required to store all the low
altitude waypo_nts in the CONUS (continentalU.S.) is shown in table
4.3-1. The total number of bytes of memory is estimatedto be 279K
bytes.

A candidate for mass memory to use for the data base storage is
magnetic bubble domain memory. Both TI and Rockwellhave announced
256K bit bubble chips in 1978.
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ESTIMATE OF MEMORY REQUIREMENTS FOR

US NAV flAP DATA BASE

TYPE OF WAYPOINT ESTIMATENO, NO. BYTES EACH TOTAL MEMORY

VOR 924 28 25,872

INTERSECTIONS 5000 27 135,000

ILS 500 30 15,000

AIRPORTS 2000 34 68,000

NDB/BCS 580 26 15,080

AIRWAYS 200 100 20,000

TOTAL 278,952

TABLE 4.3-I



5.0 INTEGRATION AND INTERFACING TECHNOLOGY

A significant departure in avionics systems architecture was initiated
by the USAF DAIS which is a distributed system with functions
interconnected by means of a serial digital multiplex data bus. The
trend toward functionally modular, distributed avionic system
architecture has been accelerated by the advent of low cost
microprocessor technology. This distributed, functionally modular
architecture is now being applied to both airline avionic systems and
general aviation avionic systems.

The explosion in airborne information processing capability is
continuing. Knowledgeable technologists in very large scale
integration (VLSI) circuits predict another two to three orders of
magnitude increase in circuit density and gate speed during the next
decade. The mass memory technology is providing a bridge between the
relatively slow rotating magnetic media storage systems and the very
fast but expensive semi conductor memory. This fast, large capacity
mass memory provides the means for storing enormous data bases for
navigation and flight management functions in the next generation
_vionic systems.

The use of fiber optics for electronic system interconnect and for
multiplex avionic data busses is emerging from the laboratory to the
possibility of en economically feasible replacement for copper wire in
the next decade. Such fiber optics interfaces will greatly reduce the
threat of EMI and indirect lightning effects on digital avionics.

5.1 AVIONICS FUNCTIONAL INTEGRATION

The current trend toward modular digital avionics is greatly
simplifying the functional integration problem. Each avionic function
is being implemented with a dedicated digital processor(s) with its
associated software {or firmware). The functional element receives its

required d_ta from the multiplex data bus and supplies its data output
to the bus for other functional users.

5.1.1 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The D_gJtal Avionics Information System (DAIS) is a total system
architecture utilizing digital technology to reduce life cycle costs by
defining and developing modular hardware and software core elements and
standardized interfaces which can be configured and applied to many
_ircraft.

Historically, mission information requirements have been established
along semiautonomous subsystem areas such as flight control,
navigation, communication, stores management, weapon delivery, etc.
The DAIS approach proposes that the various standard modules be common
to all subsystems on an integrated basis. This will not only reduce
costs associated with the current proliferation and nonstandardization
of modules, but will also provide the opportunity to easily share
information between subsystems. This latter feature can enhance
mission effectiveness and also provide functional redundancy for
increased mission reliability.
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The overall DAIS architecture is shown in figure 5.1.1-1. Because of
differing redundancy requirements for safety-of-flight, the system is
partitioned into an avionics section which handles the traditional
avionics functions, and a flight control section which handles the
inner-loop stability functions and other information deemed necessary
for safety-of-flight integrity.

The avionics portion of the system consists of federated processors
communicating with each other and the other system elements (sensors,
weapons, and controls and displays) through a standardized multiplex
data bus. Centralized system single-point control is performed by a
processor resident software executive that can be relocated for
redundancy. Application software is structured to provide modularity,
reliability, and transferability. This system architecture is flexible
to accomodate a wide variety of avionics configurations, missions, and
sensors, which provides redundancy to improve availability, and
accommodate changes in technology.

DAIS is structured as a federated network where component machines are
independent computers that communicate via the multiplex bus. The MIL-
STD-1553A standardized multiplex data bus provides dual-redundant
information paths between the system resources (each computer and other
system elements).

The basic architecture is designed for a broad class of configurations
where the number of processors can be reduced or enlarged depending
upon the avionics and mission requirements. Standardization,
modularity, and application independent executive software allows
adaptability of this architecture to a broad class of different
applications as well as to making mission-to-mission changes in a
particular aircraft.

Sensors, weapons, and other subsystems are selected as required for the
particular mission and connected to the interface modules of the
multiplex system remote terminals or connected directly to the
multiplex bus if the subsystem is compatible with the bus protocol.
Application modules of the software will also be selected as required
by these subsystems.

The basic elements of the DAIS architecture which can be restructured
for various aircraft avionic configurations are called core elements
(or building blocks) and are composed of the multiplex system,
processors, mission software, and controls and displays.

The DAIS architecture and integrated system design results in a special
set of function requirements, designated system and bus control
functions, which include the control of the bus communication and
utilization of redundancy in the event of failures. The system and bus
control functions are distinguished from mission avionic functions that
support the specific mission tasks. The mission avionic functions
could be comprised o f navigation, guidance, weapon delivery,
communications, vehicle defense, target acquisition and track, auto
pilot, stores management, and subsystem management.

A third important group of functions, called on-board test functions,
utilize both hardware and software to isolate inflight failures to
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allow utilization of redundancy, maintain a complete updated status of
all equipment on the system, and provide isolation of failures to the
LRU levels with a minimum of auxiliary group equipment.

The DAIS multiplex provides information transfer between the elements
within the system, including DAIS processors, controls and displays,
and other subsystems. It consists of the bus controller interface unit
(BCIU), remote terminal units (RT), and the multiplex cable assembly
(data bus).

The system Js a time division multiplex (TDM) system and a command/
response system with one BCIU controlling the bus traffic at any given
time. Each multiplex cable assembly consists of a twisted, shielded
wire pair.

The information transfer on the bus consists of messages composed of
command, data, and status words. The information transfer consists of
three modes: bus controller-to-terminal, terminal-to-controller and
terminal-to-terminal transfer.

The BCIU is the interface between a processor and two data buses and
shall operate in either of two modes: master or remote. In master
mode, the BCIU operates under control of the Master Executive, issues
all bus commands, and receives all status words.

In the remote mode, the BCIU monitors both buses for command words and
responds to valid commands containing its own address, provides
transfer of data in both directions between the processor and either of
two data buses, provides status replies on the appropriate data bus in
response to command (and special internal operations), and interrupts
the associated processor upon receipt of certain mode commands or
detection of exception conditions.

The remote terminal provides the interface between the subsystem and
the two data buses. The RT transfers data in both directions between
the multiplex bus and subsystem via the interface modules, based upon
commands received from either data bus, and provides status replies on
the appropriate bus in response to commands. The RT will perform
special operations upon receipt of a mode command.

The DAIS processors are general purpose digital computers of the type
normally referred to as mini-computers. They are specially engineered
for airborne use. Operational features include a vectored priority
interrupt system, interval timers, and floating point arithmetic. All
memory is directly addressable. Indexing as well as single level
indirect addressing is available. A small read only memory (ROM) is
enabled during the startup sequence. A separate port to memory is
provided for the BCIU via a direct memory access (DMA) channel. In a
federated processor configuration, each processor/BCIU can only address
its own memory unit.

Figure 5.1.1-2 shows a view of the DAIS-configured cockpit. The
cockpit is implemented with cathode ray tubes to provide a head-up
display (HUD), vertical situation display (VSD), horizontal situation
display (HSD), and two (2) multipurpose displays (MPDs). The cockpit
also contains a master mode control panel, and an integrated multi-
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function keyboard (IMFK). Only that information which is required for
a particular flight mode, as brought up by the Master Mode Control
Panel, is presented to the pilot. Control of subsystems, such as
communications, navigation, stores management, and flight control
system mode changes, etc. are accomplished through the IMFK. Display
redundancy is achieved by the capability to switch displays among the
various CRTs. Backup electromechanical instruments are included to
provide backup for critical flight parameters.

The mission software resides in the memory of the DAIS processors.
JOVIAL J-73/i higher order language software is being applied as a
standard to implement the mission software including flight control.
The major characteristics of the mission software are structured in a
modular form to allow easy mission-to-mission sensor/weapon changes,
provide flexibility for major modification, and provide transferability
of portions of the software to other aircraft applications. The
mission software consists of the Operational Flight Program (OFP) and
the Operational Test Program (OTP). The OFP is separated between the
executive software and the application software. The latter is
modularly separable into the mission avionic functional capabilities of
navigation, guidance, weapons delivery, communication, vehicle defense,
target track and acquisition, subsystem management, stores management
and autopilot. The OFP application software also supports the
on-board functional test capability. The OTP contains software for use
on the ground (on-board the aircraft) capable of isolating failures to
the LRU levels. In addition to the OFP and OTP, each processor

contains a ROM program to control the startup (cold start) and load of
the OFP or OTP from the system mass memory.

The OFP is organized into the executive software and the application
software. The executive is organized with the master executive and the
local executive. Each processor contains a local executive; the master
and monitor processor (if used) also contains the master executive.
Only one master (normally the one in the master probessor) is in
control of the system at any time.

The DAIS flight control system is also implemented utilizing the
MIL-STD-1553A data bus. A single bus, as shown in figure 5.1.1-3,
consists of a processor, bus controller, and three remote terminals.
The remote terminals provide all input and output for the flight
control system. Sensor inputs (rate gyro and accelerometers) are
provided via direct analog input interfaces, which are centralized
analog-to-digital converters in each remote terminal. Discrete inputs
(mode and trim) are interfaced with the system via discrete input
interface modules. Actuator output commands are provided through the
appropriate output interface modules. Additionally, a serial digital
channel is provided for interface with the avionics multiplex data bus.
This channel passes pilot mode requests, computer mode engagements,
attitude, and air data information. The processor executes the flight
control algorithms in addition to handling the multiplex data bus
traffic.
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As shown in figure 5.1.1-1, the system is presently configured as a
quad-redundant system. The decision for quad-redundancy was made early
in the program and was based on achieving a failure rate of 1
catastrophic failure in 10 exp. 7 operating hours for 2-hour flights.
It was also decided that no sophisticated techniques be employed for
failure detection and redundancy management. However, the capability
does exist to implement more advanced redundancy management techniques
such as second generation fault-tolerant or dispersed/reconfigurable
methods.

Simple comparison monitoring is being used for failure detection.
Redundant sensors are cross-strapped at the input to the remote
terminals and are voted upon in software in the flight control
computers. Actuator commands from the redundant flight control channels
are voted upon in hardware at the actuator. Lower-median select voting
has been implemented in both the software and hardware voting planes.
The software voting provides a check of the sensors, remote terminals,
and the bus controllers. The hardware voting checks the processor, bus
controller and remote terminals. Each primary actuator has four
secondary actuators which are force-summed.

The four channels of flight control processing are all active and are
not synchronized, which simplifies the problem of preventing
single-point failures since fail-operational frame synchronization
requires fairly complicated computer to computer communication. The
offsetting cost of asynchronous operation is that the channels do not
have identical inputs or outputs and the actuator commands are not
updated simultaneously. The problem of errors inherent in asynchronous
operation with no failures present is acceptable and can be lived with.
Specifically, the comparison monitor disagreement due to asynchronous
operation does not appear to be worse than the disagreement among
analog channels with component tolerance error buildup.

Another problem of asynchronous operation is that since integrators
will not have identical inputs, and will have different sampling times
and finite word lengths, they will tend to drift slowly with respect to
each other. This problem is overcome by exchanging integrator outputs
across the flight control channels asynchronously.

Mode management discretes are also passed across the interchannel
interface to verify that all channels are engaged in the same mode.
Mode engagement is voted; otherwise different channels could engage
different modes, issue different commands, and declare a channel
failed.

An integrated test bed ispresently being completed at the Air Force
Avionics Laboratory. This test facility is evaluating the avionics
architecture with regard to development and integration of both the
hardware and software. A Flight Engineering Facility is being assembled
in the AF Flight Dynamics Laboratory to examine the integration of
flight control functions and evaluate pilot effectiveness of the
controls and display system.

To enhance the capabilities of the system, certain areas are noted for
future growth. Since all information from the various subsystems is
available on a common bus structure, and optimal combination of these
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processor. Besides elimination of an LRU, it will also reduce external

cabling requirements. Imbedding the remote terminal function in a
particular subfunction element would also reduce the number of LRUs and
the complexity of the interface wiring.

The addition of fiber optics for replacement of the twisted pair data

bus will substantially increase the bandwidth of the system and allow
the transfer of a broader spectrum of signals on the same bus. This
will allow greater integration capabilities.

The emergence of microprocessors on system integration is an area
worthy of increased emphasis. The impact on system partitioning,
preprocessing of information, redundancy management, and software
structures should have very innovative impacts on future architectures.

5.2 AIRBORNE INFORMATION PROCESSING (DIGITAL COMPUTERS)

PROCESSORS

About five years ago (1973) the first monolithic, LSIC digital
processors appeared on the market. The development and use of this type
of device, which for obvious reasons was called a microprocessor, has
accelerated greatly, and at the present time a wide variety of
microprocessors (and a further development, the microcomputer) are
available commercially.

At this point, it may be well to define the terms 'processor' and
'computer' as they are used here. A computer is an assembly which
contains the following functional elements;

• Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU)
• Processor control/executive
• Input conditioning

• Output conditioning
• Memory (scratch pad and program)

while a 'processor' commonly encompasses only the first two elements
and must be accompanied by additional circuitry which performs the
remaining functions. Both types require an external power supply and in
many cases a separate clock. Figure 5.2-1 illustrates the functional
makeup of a complete computer.

A third type of L_IC device in wide use in digital processors is the
'bit slice' ALU. These bit slices are so arranged that two or more can
be tied together to form an ALU of word length greater than that of the
single bit slice. The other elements listed above are added to form the
complete computer. Most bit slices now in use are 4 bits wide though
there are a few of 2 or 8 bit size.

Most current airborne computersare 16 bit machines.This word length
is required for many applications and is sufficient for almost all
applications. There are situations where an 8 bit processor(perhaps
with some double precisioninstructions)is sufficient.There are also
some applications where a 16 bit machine is not sufficientlyprecise
and double precisionoperationsmust be programmedin. For example,16
bit operations are sufficientfor almostall flightcontrolalgorithms
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but there is considerable use of double precision operation in
implementing a strap down inertial navigation computer in a 16-bit
machine.

5.2.1 MICROPROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY & ARCHITECTURE

Prior to the advent of the microprocessor, digital processors had been
assemblies of many separate electronic logic devices starting with
vacuum tubes and progressing into LSIC logic networks. Physically,
airborne processors in the early 1970's varied in size from one printed
circuit card (about 35 sq. in.) to perhaps i0 cards. Further it must be
noted that the digital processor was, and is, only part of a digital
computer. To the processor must be added the input/output (I/O)
circuitry, the program and scratch pad memory and the power supply. The
end result was (in 1970) a box with 500-1000 cu. in. volume weighing
30-60 pounds. The use of first custom, and later standard, LSIC enabled
discrete component processors of moderate throughput (100-200 KOPS or 5
microsec, add time) to be built on one or two cards by about 1973. The
microprocessors of that time period, while very small in themselves,
required a number of peripheral components to provide control and
interface them with the I/O and memory, Usually resulting in the use of
20-40 sq. in. of card area. Thus the introduction of the microprocessor
itself had a comparatively small effect on the size, weight, and power
consumption of airborne computers; i.e., a computer which required 15
cards using a processor assembled from M- and LSIC elements could be
reduced to perhaps 13 cards by the use of a microprocessor.

During the past five years there has been continual progress in LSIC
technology toward putting more logic and memory elements on one chip to
the point that the latest devices are referred to as VLSIC (Very Large
Scale Integrated Circuits). The capability of producing more complex
chips has resulted in the emergence of the microcomputer mentioned
earlier. These microcomputers comprise all the five elements listed
above, but to date the inputs and outputs are digital only. An@log to
digital, and digital to analog conversions and demodulation must be
handled in separate circuitry. Recent design studies of
microcomputer-based computers suitable for the military airborne
environment indicate that a volume of 300 cu. in. and a weight of 10
Ibs. for a computer with a 1-2 microsec, add time and perhaps 8K
program memory words is reasonable. Hybrid and/or monolithic
converters suitable for many applications such as flight control and
inertial navigation computers have recently become available in 8 and
12 bit form and will soon appear in 16 bits. The use of these I/O
devices and the latest memory chips (16K RAMS & ROMS) could now result
in a total package of approximately 150 cu. in. and 6 Ibs. Typical
examples of currently available and promised processors and
microcomputers are listed in Table 5.2.1-1. The current approximate
prices of these units in the military versions vary from $40 for the
8080 to $500 for the TI 9900.
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_ DEVICE WORD ADD J MULT/ MEMORY I ON-CHIP TEMP J 0N CHIP_ :._.!_UFAC. MODEL SIZE, BITS /_'SPEED_"'_DIVIDE KADDRESSTw0RDSMEMORY_woRDRR_cGE CLOCK

MICRO PROCESSORS

Fairchild F-8 8 ? No 64 S-64 0 No
P-0 70

Intel 8080A 8 2.0 No 64 No -55 No
125

Intel 8085 8 1.3 No 64 No -55 Yes
125

IJational
Semiconductor 16 i0 No 64 No 0 No

IN8900 70

Rockwell/
Synertek 6500 8 2.0 No 64 No 0 Yes

70

Texas SBP/9900
instruments 16 2.0 Yes 64 No -55 Yes

125

Zilog Z80 8 1.6 No 65 No -55 No
125

IU4D4-bit slice
2901A 4 1.0 No NA NA -55 NA

125

TABLE5.2.1-I SUMMARYOFTYPICALMICROPROCESSORS/COMPUTERSCURRENTLYAVAILABLE PGI of 2



DEVICE [ WORD I ADD I MULT/ MEMORY I ON CHIP I TEMP ON-CHIP
SPEED, DIVIDE ADDRESS, MEMORY, RANGE CLOCK

MAI_JFAC. MODEL SIZE, BITS // SEC K WORDS WQRDS oq

MICRO COMPUTERS

Intel 8048 8 2.5 No 64 S-64 0 Yes
P-IK 70

Mostek 3870 8 ? No 2 S-64 0 Yes
P-2K 70

ANNOUNCED FOR 1978

Intei 8086 16 0.6 Yes I000 No O No
Signed 70

Zilog Z8000 16 2.5 Yes 8000 No 0 No
7O

Texas 9940 64
Instruments 16 2.0 Yes S-128 NA Yes

P-2K

_,ID4 bit slice
2903 4 1.0 Yes N/A N/A -55 N/A

125

P - PROGRAM MEMORY
S - SCRATCH PAD MEMORY
? - DATA NOT AVAILABLEco

u_ N/A - NOT APPLICABLE
TABLE5.2.1"ISUMMARYOF TYPICALMICROPROCESSORS/COMPUTERS

CURRENTLYAVAILABLE PG 2 of 2



5.2.2 MEMORY

Definition of Terms

VOLATILE - the stored data is lost when power is removed.

NON-VOLATILE - the stored data remainsintactwhen power is removedand
can be read out when power is restored.

DESTRUCTIVE READ OUT (DRO)- the data word is erased from the memory as
it is read out. Core memory is DRO; this requiresthat any permanent
data (constants or instructions) be read out intoa registerin the
processor and then immediately re_d back into the core.

NON DESTRUCTIVE READ OUT (NDRO)- the data word is not erased from the
memory when it is read.

ROM - READ ONLY MEMORY - the data on a ROM chip is built in during
manufacture and cannot be changed. A ROM is non-volatileand has NDRO.

PROM - PROGRAMMABLEREAD ONLY MEMORY- a PROM can be programmedby the
user _fter manufacture. Once it is programmedit cannot be changed.A
PROM is non volatile and NDRO.

RAM - RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY - a RAM is a read/write memory. The
processor can write in incoming data or intermediate results to a
specific memory location and read out the data at any time later as
long as power is not interrupted.A RAM is volatilebut has NDRO. A
dynamic RAM wi!l also lose its data even with power on unless it is
'refreshed' every few millisecondsby a dummy access.A static RAM does
not require refreshing.

EPROM - ELECTRICALLY PROGRAMMABLE READ ONLY MEMORY- an EPROM can be
programmed/loadedby application of voltageto the bit locations.The
EPROM is non-volatile NDRO and will hold its data until the chip is
exposed (througha quartzwindow in the case) to UV radiationfor 10-30
minutes.

EAROM - ELECTRICALLY ALTERABLE READ ONLY MEMORY - an EAROM can be
programmed/loaded or erased by application of voltage to the bit
locations. The write is rather slow (about5-20 m sec) and the erase is
even slower, currently in the neighborhood of 100 m sec.

Status of Memory Technology

Several years ago magnetic core memorieswere cost competitivewith
semi-conductor memories for use in airbornecomputersand were used in
several production designs. During the past four years,however,the
cost per bit of semiconductor memoriesof all types (RAM,PROM, and
ROM) has decreasedmarkedlywhile the numberof bits per chip has gone
up from 4 to 16 times.In this same time period,the cost of airborne
core memories has remained fairlyconstant.Further,the accesstime
reguirements posed by the newer processorsare exceedingthe capability
of the current core memories. Thus, almost all airborne computers
currently being designed are based uponsemiconductor memory,
particularly in those cases where more than a few units are to be
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built. There are some developmentor limitedproductionapplications
where the convenientwrite/erasecharacteristicsand non-volatilityof
magnetic core makes it a desirableapproach,and there are at least two
manufacturers that can supply8-16K 16 bit word core memory assemblies
suitable for the military eirborne environment. Another form of
magnetic memory, plated wire, has also been used for spacecraft
computers, and at least proposedfor airborneuse. Plated wire memory
can be made faster and lighter than core and like core it is not
vulnerable to r_diation. It is, however, quite expensive, and is
unlikely to see much use in airborne computers unless specific
requirements on speed, weight and radiation resistance justify the
added cost.

Even for development work there are now electronic semiconductor
devices (see EPROM and EAROM above)which can to some degree duplicate
the write/erase and non-volatilitycharacteristicsof magneticcore,
and at the same time offer advantages in power and size/weight.

The memory portion of a currentairbornecomputeris usuallya custom
design in which card assemblies of standardLSIC memory devicesare
designed to meet the specificsystem requirementsfor RAM, PROM, and/or
ROM memory. The choicebetweenPROM and ROM generallydependsupon the
number of production models to be built and the stress on minimum
volume/weight; i.e., ROM memory is usuallycheaperper bit (in terms of
recurring production cost) and has a higher bit density {bits per
chip). Typical examples of currentlyavailablesemiconductordevices
are listed in Table 5.2.2-1.

Using either the 16K RAM or 16K ROM devics shown in Table 5.2.2-1
requires about 1 sq. in. of card space per DIP; thereforea typical
card of about 35 sq. in. area can contain32K words memory.When this
is comparedwith the 16K words requiredfor the computerin an advanced
redundant autopilot or a strapdown inertialnavigatorit is evident
that memory, like the processor, is becoming a minor part of the
airborne computer in terms of weight and volume.

A comparison of memory cost, speech,and capacityfor variousmemory
technologies is shown in Figure5.2.2-1. Note that the human brain is
relatively slow, about i/2 sec. access time.
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O0
O0

ACCESSTIME POWERmW
MEMORYDEVICE MODELNO. ORGANIZATIONnanoseconds VOLTAGELEVELSOPERATING/STANDBYCOMMENTS

4K Static RAM 2141 4096 x 1 120 +5 385/110
4K DynamicRAM 2104 4096 x I 350 +12,+5,-5 441/25
16K DynamicRAM 2116 16384 x I 350 +5
64K DynamicRAM 2164 65536 x 1 350 +5

16K ROM 2316 2K x 8 450 +5 630
32K ROM 2332 4K x 8 300 +5 200/75
64K ROM 2364 8K x 8. TBD +5 TBD

16K CCD 2416 --
64K CCD 2464 -- 285 +12,-5 130_s Latency

8K EPROM 2708 1K x 8 450 +5 800 °
16K EPROM 2716 2K x 8 450 +5 525/132
32K EPROM 2732 4K x 8 TBD +5 TBD

TABLE 5,2,2-1 TYPICAL SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORY DEVICES
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5.3 INTERSYSTEM COMMUNICATION

5.3.1 FIBER OPTICS

Fiber optics is the technology by which light is coupled into and
transmitted from one point via a glass waveguideto anotherpoint.The
light is generatedat the transmitterend by an opticalsourcesuch as
a light emittingdiode (LED)or semiconductorlaser and detectedat the
receiving end by a photodiode (pin or avalanche). The light
transmission is accomplished as illustrated in figure 5.3.1-1 by
control of the difference in index of refraction(n) of the central
core with respectto the cladding.In the step index fiber there is an
abrupt change in the core index (n sub core > n sub cl_dding)with
respect to the cladding index thus confiningthe light ray. With the
achievement of low attenuation loss of the light in the fiber optics
and reduction in the overall cost, fiber optics has become the
forerunner as a transmissionmedium.Listed in figure5.3.1-2are many
of the properties of fiber optics transmission lines that make it
advantageous to use in avionics.

The major advantages, to discuss a few, are no pickup, RFI or
crosstalk, eliminatiion of grounds and shorts in cabling, large
bandwidths for the small size and reducedweight of the cablingas well
as the high tensile strength and high temperature properties for
safety requirements. All of the above properties have been
demonstrated in a variety of telecommunications applications and
experimental system applications for computers and avionics.

Illustrated in figure 5.3.1-3 are the three main types of fiber
waveguides and the variousindex of refractionprofiles.The step-index
has the lowest bandwidth and the singlemode fiber the highest.For
avionic applicationssingle fibersof the multi-modetype will probably
predominate as light waveguidesuntil Gigahertzbandwidthsare required
or optical switching techniques become a major requirement in data
processing and handling.Fiber optics cableswith a numberof fibersof
which each is used as an individualtransmissionline will probablybe
the main cabling technology replacing the high loss multiple fiber
bundles. The multiple fibers in the cables can be used to build in
redundancy, provide multiple transmission lines as well as provide
spare fibers for new systemsor replacements.Currentlythere needs to
be addressed the fiber cablingtechnologyfor the developmentof fiber
optics cables which will meet avionicssystemsrequirementsfor use in
an aircraft environment.As wavelengthmultiplexing(discussedbelow)
becomes of age the problemof fiber opticscabling redundancyin a data
bus system will reduce the fiber optics cable requirements.

In summary (since single fiber sizes are becomingstandardized),it
seems probable that mUlti-modegraded index single fiber bundleswill
be the transmission medium in avionicsystems.Cabling suitablefor
aircraft environment needs further development along with couplers,
transmitters and receivers which will be discussed below. It is
probable that at some futuretime (1990-2000)singlemode fiber systems
and componentswill becomeavailableand be used in avionics.Currently
much component technology (integratedoptics) in the area of sources,
planar waveguides, optical switching and couplersmust,havefurther
development before singlemode fiberoptics technologybecomesviable.
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5.3.1.1 Transmitters and Receivers

Transmitters and receivers are generally illustrated by the comparative
example shown in figure 5.3.1.1-1. As illustrated an LED or
semiconductor laser generates a light pulse due to a current pulse
through the source from some type of electronic driver. The light
output is coupled into a multi-mode single optical fiber wave-guide
and transmitted to a receiver consisting of a p-i-n or avalanche

photodiode (APD). The detector is mated to some type of impedance
matching circuit, a gain stage and some type of comparator (for a
digital link) to get back to the electronic system (computer, etc.).
Also shown in the example is the electronic system with integrated
electronic circuits and coaxial cable and the futuristic integrated
optical circuits using single mode fibers.

TRANSMITTERS - Currently optical sources such as LED's of semiconductor
laser (based on AIGaAs) have projected life times in excess of i0 exp.

6 and i0 exp. 5 hours respectively. This would be entirely suitable for
avionics fiber optics data links and data bus requirements. Much
development has gone into this area and devices are suitable for single
wavelength applications. Some concern exists as to the use of the
devices in wavelength multiplexing. The idea of wavelength multiplexed
systems is such that multiple information could simultaneously be
coupled into and out of a single fiber at discrete stations along a
data bus only identified by a common wavelength selectivity. This would
identify by the wavelength discrimination method which station would be
talking to which, thus eliminating the time sharing, coding and
clocking synchronization between all the stations and points on the
data bus. Currently LED's have light emission spectrums from 300-400
Angstroms while semiconductor lasers have spectrum widths from 20-40
Angstroms. This illustrates that semiconductor lasers would provide
more channels of data due to the narrow spectral width. If such systems
are devised in which one station talks to another through the virtue of
identification of signal by wavelength then more development work needs
to be done in the area of single-mode narrow linewidth semiconductor
lasers. Currently AIGaAs semiconductor lasers could satisfy the
requirements for approximately 12 channels. If a greater number of
channels were required, single mode narrow line width devices need
further development in the AIGaAs semiconductor system or a switch to
InGaAsP laser devices. These latter devices require further development
in the area of lasers and photodetectors as the devices would operate
in a new wavelength region in the 1-1.3 micrometer range. A further
advantage of the latter system stems from the fact that the fiber
optics attenuation loss would be less, data rates could be higher due
to decreased dispersion and the fibers would be more radiation
resistant when operated in a radiation environment. The InGaAsP lasers
and photodiodes have been demonstrated but are not as highly developed
as AIGaAs lasers and silicon photodiodes (silicon response falls off
past 1.0 micrometers).

Many manufacturers are developing the transmitter packages which
consist of an LED or laser with a pig-tail (short length of single
optical fiber) attached to a coupler. The transmitter also consists of
integrated drive electronics which is either compatible to a digital or
analog system and operates at data rates less than 20 MHz. In terms of
the avionics requirements these transmitters are either not
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miniaturized small enough, do not have a standard and low loss single
fiber connector or have not been considered for redundancy (triple or
quadruple) or aeronautics use (with the exception of multiple fiber
high loss bundles). Therefore, miniature transmitters need to be
developed for avionic applications for use in an aircraft environment.

The problem of developing different sources which emit at different
wave lengths for a wave length multiplexing scheme needs to be
addressed as well as the optical mixing and multiplexing techniques and
components.

The assumption that has been made in this discussion is that the data
bus will be digital and that voice communications and sensor input to
analog-digital converters will be the part which has analog
requirements. However, the exact extent of the use of digital and
analog fiber optics in avionics remains to be determined in future
systems anelysis and design. Future development is also required in the
development of integrated optical circuits (sources, switches,
couplers, waveguides, mixers and multiplexers) for single mode fiber
systems of the future.

RECEIVERS - Optical fiber receiver technology is sufficiently developed
where 10-20 MHz receivers can be bought off the shelf. They utilize
silicon p-i-n and avalanche photodiodes as the sensing element of the
receiver. However,, miniaturization of these receivers still needs to
be further developed, especially for avionics. For avionic applications
p-i-n photodiodes are the most desirable from the standpoint of low
voltage requirements. If optical sources above 1.0 micrometers are
considered for use in wavelength multiplexing systems then more
development effort must be provided in this area (as discussed in the
transmitter section). Also the problem of triple or quadruple
redundancy in receivers must be addressed for data busing.

In summary, further miniaturization techniques for redundancy need to
be addressed for current fiber optics receivers. Photodetector
development needs further research and development where wavelength
sensitivity is required above 1.0 micrometers where silicon response
falls off. This will probably require the development of photodetectors
in semiconductor systems such as InGaAsP. Also the technology for
single fiber connectors and couplers needs to be addressed for inputs
to receivers. Integrated optical receivers also need development for
future single mode optical fiber technology where high data rates and
optical switching techniques are required.

5.3.1.2 Couplers

The mating together of sources, detectors, fiber optical cabling and
various optical mixing components is the main source of attenuation in
a fiber optics data link or data bus. Misalignment of the fibers to the
source, detector, and couplers is the main problem. This alignment
feature requires precision parts and active measurements to insure
against unnecessary loss. State-of-the-art butt coupler loss is
approximately 1 dB. However, there is just now beginning to emerge a
standard diameter fiber. Until now there had been a proliferation of
different types of couplers and connectors. At this point, a multi-mode
single fiber coupler design is evolving with techniques for 'field' use
and applications. Methods need to be further refined in which 'field'
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splicing and assembly of fiber connectors can be made with 1 dB loss or
less. Much technology development needs to be addressed in the area
Where 'star' and other versions of multi-port coupling losses can be
further reduced than is now achieved in the conventional 'star' coupler
concept. Couplers and components for wavelength multiplexing and
de-multiplexing need to be addressed as dispersion techniques at
different wavelengths offer methods of reducing coupling loss in
multi-port couplers. Systems analysis needs further refinements and
definition to minimize attenuation loss and reduction in overall
complexity of Coupler and mixing components.

5.3.1.3 Applications of Fiber Optics in Aircraft

Fiber optics are now being experimentally used in a variety of military
aircraft. Examples of these flight tests are discussed as follows:

YC-14 - The YC-14 aircraft is manufactured by the Boeing Company. The
Electronic Flight Control System, which is manufactured by Marconi
Elliott Ltd., consists of three digital computers. The communication
between the computers is via fiber optics. The communications between
computers is a point to point structure with NRZ data on one link and
clock on a separate link. In the flight control system, 12 fiber optic
links with a data rate on each link of approximately 250K bits/second
are utilized. The purpose of the fiber optic communication was to
obtain isolation between the computers. The system has been flown
approximately 660 hours. The YC-14 is the only preproduction aircraft
utilizing fiber optics

A-7 - The Navy tested fiber optics communication aboard an A-7 aircraft
in the navigation and weapon delivery systems. The 115 signals of
coaxial cable and wire pair were replaced by 13 fiber optic channels. A
time division multiple (TDM) was incorporated for the signals in the
optical system. The aircraft was flown for i00 hours and all the weapon
systems on board the aircraft were demonstrated using fiber optic
links. The performance of the fiber optics was satisfactory during the
entire testing cycle.

RC-135 - The Air Force Avionics Laboratory is flight testing two
wide-band fiber optic links onboard a RC-135 aircraft. The system has
been flown over 1600 hours more than any other optical system and has
performed satisfactorily. The two data transfer requirements met by
fiber optics during these tests were a 30 meter link operating at 160
Mhz carrier frequency with a 20 MHz bandwidth and a video link 20
meters in length, operating with a 20 MHz bandwidth. The advantages of
using fiber optics in this system are, primarily, improved bandwidth
and EMC, and reduced EMI susceptibility.

P-3C - The Navy has flight tested a i0 M b/s intercomputer channel, a
30 MHz video channel, and a 40 KHz acoustic channel with a 48dB dynamic
range on board a P-3C aircraft.

C-131 - The Air Force Flight Dynamic Laboratory flight tested a 500K
bit per second fiber optic digital link on board a C-131 aircraft. The
aircraft was used as a total inflight test simulator. The fiber optics
system did not have a lengthy flight test program but it performed
satisfactorily.
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5.3.1.4 Fiber Optic Data Distribution Networks

Fiber optic transmission is emergingas an attractiveconceptin data
distribution on board aircraft. Becauseof the wide bandwidth,light
weight, and immunityto EMI and lightningcharacteristics,fiber optic
transmission is an attractivealternativeto coaxialcable and twisted
pair wire. However, the state of the art of optical technology now
available, limits the applicationof fiber optics in advancedavionic
data distribution networks. All the flighttests as discussedin the
preceding section, except the C-131, utilize point to point
communications and do not employdata distributionnetworks.To data,
no fiber opticaldata distributionbusses or networks,such as MIL STD
1553A have been flight tested.As technologydevelopsfor integrated
optics and for the union of integratedand f_ber optics,many of the
more advancedopticaldata distributionnetworkscan be consideredthat
will meet the reliabilityrequirementsof an advancedaircraftwith a
flight critical data distribution system.Opticalnetworkscould be
implemented similarto ground based computernetworksso signalscan be
routed through the networkvia fibersand integratedopticalswitching
modes. The purposeof the networkwould be to improvedata transmission
and increase reliabil_tyby use of the redundantpath betweenon board
systems. A more advancedtype of opticaldata distributionsystemwould
be the use of wavelengthmultiplexing.Wavelengthmultiplexingwould
have the potential of increasing the bandwidthand improvingsystem
reliability. In wavelengthmultiplexingeach system would transmitdata
in the optical bus at a given distinctwavelength,which is different
from all other transmitters.The receiverportionof the systemwould
receive the incoming light and optically separate the wavelengths
before transforming the light into electricalsignals.In wavelength
multiplexing, each transmitted signal is secure from all other
transmitted signalsgarbling the messagesbeing transmittedon the bus.
The bandwidth can be increasedbecauseall transmitterscan transmit
at the s_me time.

5.3.1.5 Fiber Optics Summary Recommendations for Further Research
and Development

Multi-mode single fibers with graded index profilewill probablysee
use in multi-fibercables for avionics.Developmentwork and definition
of cable types need to be addressedso that fiber optics cablingcan be
developed suitable for use in an aircraftenvironment.Miniaturized
transmitters and receivers still need attention for further size
reduction and where redundancyis required.Sourcesand detectorsneed
further development for wavelengthmultiplexingconcepts.Couplersfor
connecting fibers, 'star' type couplers, wavelength dispersion
multiplexing components and optica! mixers need more developmentas
systems analysis and definitionbecomemore defined. In the long run,
integrated optical circuitsneed much researchand developmentfor use
with singlemode opticalfiberswhere high data rates and sophisticated
optical switching techniquesare required.Systemsanalysisof various
network and data bus conceptsneeds to be more refined.This will help
evolve the component configuration requirements especially where
multiple port couplers and wavelength multiplexing are concerned.
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5.3.2 BUSSING CONCEPTS

The current trend of distributed computation architecture in avionics

systems brought about by the advent of low cost microprocessor
technology has given rise to the problem of intra element
communications. The intra element communication problem is being
solved in today's and the next generation avionic systemby the use of
data busses.

The general philosophy of the data bus is to place all system
parameters or data required by two or more elements of the distributed

syste m on the data bus. The data is transmitted over the bus in a
sequential fashion such that each user element may access that data
needed. The data sequence must be coded in such a way that each user

can determine that a particular data subsequence is that needed by the
user. Also it is necessary for some system elements to supply sensed
data or processed data to the bus. Also it is necessary for one
element of the system to act as a bus controller to control and
synchronize the data traffic on the bus.

The data bus normally includes three elements:

• Physical Transmission Medium
• Bus Interface Units
• Bus Supervisor (or Controller)

The transmission medium in the current generation of systems uses
conductive paths or wires in a cable for the data transmission. The
number of wires in the transmission medium depends upon whether the
data is transmitted bit parallel or bit serial. There is a trend
toward the use of fiber optics for transmission medium as discussed in
section 5.3.1 for future systems.

There is also the possibility of using an RF data link as a
transmission medium. The JTIDS discussed in section 6.3 and the TDMA
data link discussed in section 2.3.4 are examples of using an RF data
link for intra system communications.

There are three specifications which cover digital data busses and
interconnections which are summarized in table 5.3.2-1. The IEEE 488
is a 16 bit parallel bus which has been considered for use in NASA
Ames' Preliminary Candidate Advanced Avionics System Study. The ARINC
419 Spec is a compendium of digital interconnection used by the
airlines. The MIL-STD-1553A is a serial digital bus originally adopted
by the USAF for the DAIS program which is becoming the standard for
military avionics applications.

Table 5.3.2-2 summarizes the key characteristics of the MIL-STD-1553A
Serial Data Bus. Figure 5.3.2-1 shows the details of the 20 bit word
formats for control words and data words. Figure 5.3.2-2 illustrates
additional aspects of the 1553A data bus including interface lines,
timing, and an approach to bus redundancy.

The IEEE 488 bus utilizes parallel data transfer and operates at a data
rate of IM byte per second, consequently it is capable of transmitting
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at 8 times the informationrate of the 1553A bus which operatesat IM
bit per second. The details of the IEEE 488 are shown in figure
5.3.2-3.

INTEL announced in September 1978 a two chip familywhich implements
the IEEE 488 protocoland interfaceswith the microprocessorbus which
eliminates the requirement for special IEEE 488 software by the
microprocessor (CPU). These chips are the 8291 IEEE Talker/Listener
and the 8292 IEEE 488 Controller. This trend towards 'smart'
peripheral chips greatly simplifies the system design and software
development for distributedcomputersystemswhich utilizedata busses.

Harris Semiconductor has also produced a chip which implements a
portion of the MIL-STD-1553Abus interfaceunit (BIU) function. It is
expected that in a short time a chip familywhich implementsall of the
1553 BIU functions will be available.

The next step as VLSI and ULSI chips are developedwill be to integrate
the bus interface unit functionson a microprocessorchip in order to
reduce the number of pins on the chip.
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TABLE 5.3.2-2 KEY REQUIREMENTS OF MIL-STD-1553A SERIAL DATA BUS

I Transmission Rate: 1.0 megabit per second

• Data Transfer: Half duplex

• Multiplex Type: TDM (Time Division Multiplexing)

• Modulation Type: Serial Digital PCM (Pulse Code Modulation)

• Bus Operation: Asynchronous

• Data Code: Manchester Bi-Phase Level

• Word Size: 20 bits, consisting of:

• Sync Waveform: 3 bits
• Information Waveform: 16 bits
• Parity: 1 bit

• Word Types: 3 types, consisting of:

• Command word consisting of:
(i) Sync: 3 bit invalid Manchester waveform
(2) Address of one of up to 32 remote terminals: 5 bits
(3) Transmit/Receive Command: 1 bit
(4) Subaddress or Mode Control Command: 5 bits
(5) Word Count: 5 bits
(6) Parity: 1 bit

• Data word consisting of:
(i) Sync: 3 bit invalid Manchester waveform
(2) Data Transmission: 16 bits
(3) Parity: 1 bit

• Status word consisting of:
(i) Sync: 3 bit invalid Manchester waveform
(2) Remote Terminal Address: 5 bits
(3) Message Error: 1 bit
(4) Status Codes: 9 bits
(5) Terminal Flag: 1 bit
(6) Parity: 1 bit

• Message Formats: 3 types, consisting of:

• Bus controller to remote terminal transfer
• Remote terminal to bus controller transfer
• Remote terminal to remote terminal transfer

• Cable Length of Any Main Bus: Up to 300 ft.

• Electromagnetic Capability: MIL-E-6051 and MIL-STD-461
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DIGITAL DATA BUSSES & INTERCONNECTION
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5.4 EXTERNAL INTERFERENCE EFFECTS

5.4.1 LIGHTNING EFFECTS ON DIGITAL AVIONICS

Both lightning and static electricity constitute a potentially serious
threat to aircraft electrical and electronic subsystems. In particular,
advanced digital avionic systems which in the near future are expected
to perform a variety of advanced flight and mission critical aircraft
functions must be reliably protected against the effects of voltage and
current transients due to directly attached or nearby lightning
discharges. The increasing use of high resistivity advanced structural
materials may complicate these protection requirements.

Attached lightning can conduct very high currents up to 200,000 amperes
or more (ref 79, 82, 90, 91) by direct penetration through thin skin
areas, unprotected navigation light circuitry, antennas, pitot booms,
radomes, etc., into the interior of an aircraft. Such currents cause
serious hazards to crew and electronic, fuel or other subsystems. Even
if penetration does not take place, the 'direct' or physical effects of
burning, pitting, and blasting of structure may occur, constituting a
potential threat to the aircraft, although these are not normally an
immediate danger to avionics. Indirect effects such as induced voltage
and current transients may be caused in the aircraft interior
circuitry and components by lightning currents which couple
magnetically to the interior through electrical apertures such as metal
joints or seams, or windows, canopies, radomes and other high RF
resistivity, low shielding value nonmetallic structures. The detailed
behavior of lightning currents in the aircraft strike process strongly
influences the magnitude of these effects. For example, capacitive
charging current which occurs when the lightning leader first contacts
the aircraft may change quickly enough to induce significant voltages
in the aircraft circuitry. The rapidly rising currents in each of the
microseconds long return strokes which make up a single lightning flash
are the most important cause of induced electrical transients.
Although numerous measurements have been made at the ground end of the
flash, and techniques have been attempted to infer behavior higher in
the channel, very little information exists concerning these important
electrical characteristics of lightning at flash altitudes. Basic
properties of lightning and atmospheric electricity are reviewed in
figure 5.4.1-1 and table 5.4.1-1 and given in detail in ref 77-83, 86
88, and 89.

Recent airborne measurements (ref 86) indicate that near miss lightning
may also produce significant induced effects approaching in magnitude
those from a direct strike. Since these are probably more commonly
encountered than direct strikes, they may comprise a new threat regime
for sensitive digital avionics.

Static electrification due to aircraft passage through precipitation
('p-static'), especially in the high electric field regions found near
thunderstorms, can generate corona discharge effects (ref 77, 88) which
may cause interference, interruption or damage to sensitive
electronics. In extreme cases penetration of canopies has occured.
Furthermore, in the recent past static discharges during military
aircraft in-flight refueling operations have caused digital memory
dumps in on-board avionic systems.
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TABLE 5.4.1-I LIGHTNING CHARACTERISTICS

ELECTRICAL

• TYPES - Intra/intercloud, cloud-ground, positive, negative

• POTENTIAL - 30-100 milliion volts

• CURRENT- 20-200 thousand amps (peak)

• POWER - 10 exp 12 watts nominal (peak)

• ENERGY - 5 x 10 exp 8 joules nominal (200 Ib TNT equivalent per
stroke)

• EXTENT - 3-30 km/stroke (path is frequently predominantly
horizontal)

• SPECTRUM - Peak energy near 10 KHz, some above 10 MHz

• DURATION -

STROKE - 100 micro sec

FLASH - 0.2 sec (1-20 strokes)

OCCURENCE/EFFECTS

• Worldwide phenomenon; 1 flash every 20 sec on average in a storm,
1800 storms simultaneously worldwide; activity varies with climate,
season, hour, location, altitude. Turbulence generally correlated
with lightning activity.

• Aircraft penetration through high electric field region may trigger
lightning strike. Two or more attachment points for each strike.

• Commercial airline data - about one direct strike per aircraft
annually, many nearby strikes.

• Air Force data - fewer strikes shown than commercial due to mission
profiles, avoidance, reporting procedures. Much greater strike
frequency in European Theater due to greater activity and route
constraints. During 1968-1977 USAF aircraft dollar value losses
averaged Sl.5M/year by conservative official estimates.
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Military aircraft are increasinglyemployingrelaxedstatic stability
technology. Correspondingavioniccontrolsand digital flight control
systems are undergoingdesign and test. The plannedintroductionwithin
several years of active aileron load alleviation, (ref 97) digital
flight guidance, (ref98) autoland,and similaravionicsin derivative
commercial air carrierdesignsraisesconcernsfor lightningand static
electricity protectionof digitaland microelectronicsystemswhich are
obviously shared among DOD, NASA, and FAA (ref 95). These concerns
relate to currently existing protection technology gaps which have
inspired several joint DOD/NASA/FAA researcheffortsin the past two
years.

The ultimate concern is to providedesignguides,specificationsand
standards to protect aircraft electricaland microelectronicsystems
installed in advanced structure _irframes against the effects of
lightning and static electricity. This large scale effort,involving
testing and demonstrationof variouspossibleprotectiontechniqueson
a systems basis and formulationof genericdesign guides and standards
should clearly be a joint interagencyundertaking.The most serious
current technology gap affecting this program goal is the need for
additional airbornemeasurementsof the lightningenvironmentto define
the threat parameters with greaterdetail and statisticalconfidence.
These parametersare needed as inputsfor currentand futureanalytical
model and simulated lightning test procedures. Beginning with the
Thunderstorm Research InternationalProgramin 1976 (TRIP-76),several
joint USAF/NASA airborne lightning measurement programs have been
planned and executed on NASA Learjets with contract and USAF/AFFDL
recording instrumentation and analysis (ref 86, 87, 96). The 1978
airborne measurement program includes AFFDL, USN/NAVAIR, and FAA
participation on larger USAF and contract aircraft to continue the
environmental measurement program, examine composite material
electrification effects, and evaluateairbornelightningdetectionand
avoidance equipment. To secure the requiredqualityand quantityof
airborne data, including high resolutionsimultaneousexternalfield
measurements, aircraft skin currents,internaltransientvoltagesand
continuous analog reference measurements, a large scale programwith
expanded scope will be necessaryin order to make a meaningfulimpact.
Such a program is under considerationfor joint Air Force, USN, NASA
and FAA support. The aircraft should be cleared to fly in a
thunderstorm environmentand to take direct strikes.Such environmental
data, including results of aircraftlightningtriggeringefforts,are
prerequisite to development of test specificationsmodel inputsand
lightning avoidance techniques. These two efforts, the in-flight
lightning environmental measurement researchprogram,and the systems
hardening demonstration and design guide development program for
advanced technologyaircraftmerit and requirejoint Air Force and NASA
support (with participation by other concernedagencies,such as NOAA
and FAA).

Toward the goal of providinglightningprotectiondesign guidanceand
standards for new technology aircraft, additional effort is also
required in the areas of direct effects testing techniques and for
induced effects testing and analytical modeling.
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5.4.1.1 Direct Effects

Advances have been made recently in simulation and demonstration of
lightning attachment accoustic shock, or blast effects (ref 93) the
mode in which apparently the majority of lightning energy is
dissipated. Acoustic shock effects can damage structure, spring hatches
and possibly affect jet engine operation.

Advances have also been made in techniques and generators for
simulating natural direct strike attachment conditions for large test
specimens. Although a number of Government and industry facilities are
capable of producing a 200,000 Ampere discharge with the standard 2
microsec rise time and 50 microsec half amplitude decay time this test
is normally limited to aircraft components such as wing sections,
because large structures load the impulse generator. A new high voltage
generator has permitted use of arc lengths in excess of 40 feet,
compared with the more normal 6 to 12 feet. It provides a continuous,
high repetition rate (2000-4000 Hz) electromagnetic field environment,
which promotes streamering and is thought to more closely simulate
actual aircraft lightning attachment phenomena, aiding determination of
the distribution of protection required to prevent aircraft skin
penetration by high currents.

5.4.1.2 Indirect Effects

Although the technology to prevent damage to subsystems from direct
penetration of lightning currents has been rather well developed over
the years, the same is not fully true of the more subtle indirect, or
induced lightning effects. The induced effect mechanisim is illustrated
in Figure 5.4.].2-i. A considerable body of component susceptibility
data, protection methodology and analytical modeling theory and
practice is, however, essentially transferable from research sponsored
by the Defense Nuclear Agency and Air Force Weapons Laboratory for
protection of aircraft and systems against the Nuclear Electromagnetic
Pulse (NEMP) generated by an atmospheric nuclear detonation. In
conjunction with the 1977 in-flight measurement program a contract
effort was undertaken to model the Learjet interaction with nearby
lightning signals and its response to the standard, nondestructive
Lightning Transient Analysis (LTA) ground test performed by AFFDL/FES
personnel. Although limited by low thunderstorm activity, the
analytical model predicted measured transient voltages induced in
aircraft wiring within useful tolerances of about 6dB (ref 96).
Analytical modeling is expected to provide a valuable interpretive
capability and adjunct for lightning susceptibility assessmentwhen
used with traditional laboratory test techniques such as the LTA and
related simulation test techniques. A typical test configuration is
shown in figure 5.4.1.2-2. Originally developed under NASA sponsorship
in the late 1960's, the LTA test technique has been modified and
refined under the sponsorship of the Air Force to include modern
computerized digital multichannel recording and spectral analysis
techniques and fiber opptic data links. A recent experimental and
theoretical investigation (ref 94) has essentially confirmed as valid
several assumptions which had been the source of some concern: (i)
That a ground test can accurately produce the aircraft response caused
by natural lightning, (2) that lightning energy leaks into the aircraft
through electrical apertures, and (3) that the 'system' responds
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linearly to the input, allowing low level, nondestructive test results
to be scaled to any desired threat level. Efforts to define a version
of this test as an industry standard are continuing in the Society of
Automotive Engineers (SAE) committee AE4L on Lightning Test
Techniques.

5.4.2 ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE

The control of interference effects on B-I electronics has been
successful using present technology for integration and interfacing.

Suppression or elimination of conducted or radiated interference has
been the objective at the interference source, in the coupling path and
the receiving circuits. Present technology using filters, shielding,
wire twist and shielding, bonding and grounding concepts have been
successfully applied as part of the normal design process to meet
specified EMI requirements for interference and susceptibility.

One significant design concept used to control EMI was the use of a two
(2) wire power distribution system. Power was provided to the using
system and load currents were all returned to a single point power
ground, thereby eliminating interfering power currents through the
vehicle structure. The signal and chassis grounds for each electronic
system used the immediate structure support and interfacing systems

used differential signals to isolate signal grounds and limit effects
of common mode pulses.

Electromagnetic pulses (EMP) generated from a source external to the

aircraft are being attenuated by shielded electronic bays and conduits.
Additionally, the interfacing circuits contain circuit hardening and
devices which limit voltage and current. Analysis and component testing
have been completed to date to verify the detail design. A total system
aircraft EMP test is scheduled in 1981.

INTERFERENCE BY POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM AND OTHER SYSTEMS. The control of
interference caused by the power system or other systems tied to a
common bus has been accomplished by (i) providing power in accordance
with design requirements and designing the using systems to operate
within the acceptable bands for transients and steady state power and
(2) suppressing interference generated on the power bus by other
systems.

Early program experience caused concern over power system transients
interfering with digital systems, however the transient was usually
caused by a power system failure or a design deficiency that was
identified and subsequently corrected in the using system.

Although transients and related reactions of digital systems have been
corrected, it is clearly evident that the application of digital
mechanizations to critical systems such as flight controls or air
induction controls is an area of concern. If safety is a design
requirement, the power transient must be clearly eliminated as a single
source capable of inducing or inhibiting control reactions in the using
system or power sources must include reliable functions which are free
from transients.
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5.4.3 POWER SUPPLY SYSTEMS

Very little electricalpower technologydevelopmenthas been done with
the main intent of protectingagainstexternalinterferenceeffects.
The Air Force AerospacePower Division,Aero PropulsionLaboratory,is
planning an FY-79 program to investigate the means of protecting
aircraft electrical systems from electromagnetic hazards such as
atmospheric lightning. This is of increasngimportanceas the trend in
aircraft skin and structures moves toward the use of more composite
materials, thereby reducing the metal skin and structureelectrical
interference grounding/ shieldingeffect.Emphasiswill be placedupon
design criteria f.or minimizing the hazard to the electrical power
system from atmospheric electrical disturbancesand compatibilityof
the electrical system with composite structure aircraft. Induced
disturbances will be determinedand protectiontechniquesdevelopedto
minimize the loss of electricalpower.Designcriteriawill be verified
through tests.

The application of fiber optic technology to control circuits for
controlling multiplexed solid state aircraft electrical power
generation and distribution systems needs to be investigated.Fiber
optic technologyoffers a substantialreductionin aircraftcopper wire
costs. Also, the fibers are immune to EMI, EMP, and cross-talk and
offer a greater flexibility in control signal cable routing due to
their nonsparking quality. This technologyis directlyapplicableto
composite materials aircraft for improved lightning protection.

The trend in advancedaircraftelectricalpower generationsystemsis
toward the variable speed constantfrequency(VSCF)system.The high
life cycle cost hydro-mechanical constant speed drive (CSD) is
eliminated and the electrical generator is driven directly off the
gearbox or generator pad varying in speed with the enginespeed. The
generator producedwild frequencyis convertedto a high quality400 Hz
or D.C. for supplyingthe main electricalbus. PresentVSCF converters
using the cycloconverter principle are extremely complex and are
severely penalized in weight, volume,and reliability.A pulse width
modulated converter for permanentmagnetgeneratorVSCF systemscould
potentially minimize those penalties.There is a need, also, to develop
high voltage transientresistantsiliconcontrolledrectifiers(SCR's)
for application in the permanent magnet generator variable speed
constant frequency converters. Present SCR's lack sufficientvoltage
transient capability - resulting in excessiveweight,size and power
dissipation in the converters.

Most recent development activity in advanced electrical power
distribution systems has emphasized solid state distribution and
electrical multiplex (E-MUX) technology. Work is underwayto develop
the technology necessary to maximize solid state techniques in
electrical power distribution systems. Advanced solid state power
controllers are under development with specialemphasisbeing placed
upon high current aircraft power controllers.

In a future plannedprograman electricalsystem will be designed for
an advanced fighter/attackaircraftwhich ties togetherthe electrical
power control functionwith an avionicsdata system.The E-MUX control
system will be integratedwith _ centralaircraftintegratedavionics
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data bus and will incorporate advanced concepts such as microprocessor
controlled multiplex remote terminals. An electrical system simulator
will be used to demonstrate the design performance by conducting 'real
time' tests of the electrical system including generators, control
systems and loads.
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6.0 MILITARY TECHNOLOGY

Military Avionics Technology has an indirect connection to the NASA
role which couples through common mechanization elements such as
digital processing components and through common system technologies
such as modern software development methods.

This SOAS report has included selected military technology areas
because of the potential technology transfer from the military to the
NASA mission.

6.1 SURVEILLANCE DETECTION AND WARNING

6.1.1 RADAR HOMING AND WARNING

The original requirement, filled by the RHAW systems, was the need for
a warning to pilots that they were being illuminated by a threat radar.
These radars initially included the Soviet SA-2 surface-to-air missile
radar system (i.e., FAN SONG) and the FIREWHEEL triple A's, plus other
types such as FIRE CAN and WHIFF. As the Soviets expanded their SAM
and AAA capabilities, the U.S. military and the electronics industry
updated the RHAW systems to include recognition circuits, expanded RF
coverage and improved the pilot displays mostly using analog
processors.

The first RHAW installed in aircraft were intended to alert the pilot
in a timely fashion, such that he could maneuver his aircraft out of
"harm's way". The following generations of RHAWs have included very
sophisticated digital processors, RF determination circuitry and angle-
of-arrival capabilities. These were in response to requirements to

• Perform very precise maneuvers to avoid worst threat
environments

• Attack and suppress air defense radars and networks
• Provide electronic order of battle updates to

defensive ECM subsystems
• Effect power management in active counter measure

subsystems.

Tomorrow's problem is being demonstrated today in Soviet maneuvers and
training excercises. These improvements are based on yesterday's
results of tests conducted in Vietnam, the Middle East, and during the
Czechoslavakian invasion. Based on DoD's current assessment and
forecasts, we will be operating against (without adjectives) a massive
number of threat emitters; extensive netting of fixed and mobile
resources; improved, mobile, radiator and weapon combined systems;
passive alternate sensors; emitters with advanced conceptual
innovations (monopulse, multiple, simultaneous frequencies with
agility, PRF agility, polarization diversity, etc.); and a protected
command, control and communication capability.

The RHAW designer of tomorrow must consider the density of friendly
emitters and their contribution to the dynamics of the RF environment.
In addition, in the hot war scenarios which have been forcasted, he
will find the so-called friendly emitters being utilized by non-
firendly forces. The current RHAW systems and those well into
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development are ill prepared to operated under these conditions.
Additional processing time and filtering to address this problem will
be detrimental to the response time (crew and aircraft response time)
or a decision to maneuver and/or jam and attack.

The studies of the future requirements and their determination
resolution have been focusing on the complexity of the environment and
the other forementioned concerns. However, a most significant problem
is the silence modes. Such as, when the threat radar remains passive
using E-O of netting data from other radars. An additional problem is
the latest SA-2 modifications which are still not fully understood, but
the U.S. systems must be flexible enough to adapt to these innovative
improvements in the Soviet systems. Such as remoting the transmitter
from the receiving subsystems, a bistatic technique being developed by
the DoD. The requirement for our penetrating strike aircraft to remain
silent introduces a requirement £or passive ranging to locate the
threat emitters for avoidace in a dense environment. Passive

deployment of weapons, such as the need on the "Wild Weasel" type
missions, sets a second requirement for passive ranging. Air-to-air
combat is a third.

However, depending on our aircraft weapon's integrated sensors, the
overall RF and DF accuracy may not be extremely tight parameters for a
RHAW-type system. The RF coverage, however, must be assessed again at
th_s time. The trend forcasted is pushing the limits up and down, but
for different reasons.

The RF utilization movement into the K-band regions (20,000 to 40,000
MHz) is anticipated because of the operational advantage in its short
range effectiveness. Here, it is bel_eved that the Soviets will have a
target acquisition equipment capability prior to the DoD and the
industry RHAW designer's sensing the need to cover that portion of the
band. Soviet GCA radars are already operational in this spectral
region, but only a few of the U.S. intelligence collection systems have
been expanded to cover the 20 to 40 GHz regions. The Yom Kippur War
exposed many innovative weapon systems and surprises in their efficient
use. When the U.S.-USSR confraontation starts, we must be ready for
new innovations and surprises.

It is not clear to the writer if NASA interests lie in this area of

equipment developemnt. However, it is recommended that the techniques
for passive ranging could be and should be considered. The need for RF
silence (keep the radar, communications, altJmJter and DME equipment in
the off mode) is a very pressing requirement, but very difficult to
implement. As the RF band becomes more dense, the more difficult it
will be to have positive air control and to find a safe solution in
emergencies when one's emitters have failed.
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6.2 IFF & ECM

6.2.1 IFF INTERROGATORS AND TRANSPONDERS

IFF SYSTEM OPERATIONS

Identification, Friend or Foe (IFF) systems were originally developed
for military use, for the purpose the name implies, i.e.,
identification of targets, depicted on a search radar, into categories
of friend or foe. Since the original concept, the technique has also
been applied to air traffic control. The IFF Beacon System is becoming
the primary means of aircraft location for the Air Traffic Control
(ATC) system. In the major traffic areas, the radar beacon system is
the prime input to fully automated ATC surveillance systems. Automation
of ATC for both civil and military use has focused attention on all
performance characteristics of the system. Where performance
deficiencies have been identified, a considerable amount of effort has

been expended to upgrade system performance. Coordination of the effort
for both civil and military requirements has been under the direction
of the DoD AIMS program office.

AIMS PROGRAM BACKGROUND

The term AIMS is anacronym of acronyms. The A stands for ATCRBS which
is taken from Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System; I stands for
IFF, Identification Friend or Foe; M represents the Mark XII
identification system; and S for Systems reflects the many diverse AIMS
configurations.

In 1961 President Kennedy directed that the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) set up 'Project Beacon' to 'conduct a scientific,
engineering review of our aviation facilities and related research and
development;' and also to 'prepare a practicable long-range plan to
ensure efficient and safe control of all air traffic within the United

States.' Upon receipt of the Project Beacon report, the President, in
November 1961, asked the FAA Administrator to 'begin at once to carry
out those recommendations of the report which you believe will move the
airways program forward rapidly and efficiently.' Recommendations
included automatic aircraft altitude reporting to the ground
controllers and an increase of identity coding capability . As a result
of Project Beacon, FAA initiated a comprehensive long range system
program for improving the utilization and control of the Nation's
airspace.

In 1963, the Department of Defense (DoD) joinedwith the FAA in the
implementation of ATCRBS for attainment of 4096 code and altitude
reporting capabilities. The DoD AIMS Program, as directed for
implementation by the Secretary of Defense, satifies two primary
requirements - improved air traffic control (ATCRBS) and a secure
military identification system (Mark XII). The ATCRBS portionof the
program required DoD participationin the first phase of the FAA plan
to upgrade peacetime operational use of the nationalairspace.Under
ATCRBS most military aircraft are equipped with new electronic
equipment which gives additional identificationand altitudedata to
ground air traffic control stations. It also results in a major
improvement of militaryair trafficcontrol, includingthose facilities
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in overseas areas. Mark XII was designed to satisfy the military
operational requirements for a positive identification system through
the use of special military equipments.

The DoD AIMS Program was the first major equipment/subsystem program
involving tri-service implementation managed by a single department.
DoD designated the Air Force as Executive Agent for the AIMS program.
Other participating organizations incuded the Army, Navy, National
Security Agency (NSA), and the FAA.

The DoD AIMS system functions in accordance with the U.S. National
Standard for the IFF Mark X (SIF) Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon
System (ATCRBS) characteristics. The most significant program

objectives were: standardization of essential system characteristics,
generally improved IFF equipment, common specifications for equipment
procurement, tri-service coordinated time phase implementation plans, a
minimum number of models of equipment (commonality), a maximum use of
existing facilities and resources of all services, and a coordinated
development program to eliminate unnecessary duplications.

SYSTEM EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

The AIMS system consists of IFF transponders, IFF interrogators,
altitude computers, servoed altimeters, controls, and other associated

equipment. Interrogators are included in most AIMS equipped ground and
surface sites, in tactical ground and surface systems, and in certain
special task aircraft . Interrogators may or may not be associated
with, or slaved to, a primary radar. A typical AIMS interrogator
subsystem consists of a: Receiver-transmitter; synchronizer, data
processor, displays, controls, antennas, and special military equipment
as applicable. The transponders are utilized primarily on aircraft and
perform the reply or 'answer' function to the interrogations. A typical
AIMS transponder subsystem consists of a: receiver transmitter;
control, in-flight test set, associated mountings, antennas, and
special military equipment as applicable. A typical AIMS altimetry
subsystem, working in conjunction with the transponder set to provide
altitude reporting, would include a servoed altimeter, an altitude
computer/encoder or central air data computer (CADC), and compensated
pitot static tubes. Appropriate test equipment to service the airborne
and ground/surface equipment are also provided as a part of the AIMS
systems.

In system operation, the ground-based equipment transmits a train of
interrogation pulses, through a directional antenna, which are received
by an airborne transponder. Upon determination of proper coding, the
aircraft automatically retransmits a coded identity signal. The signal
is received by the directional antenna, and is transmitted to the
receiver which processes this return and displays it either on the
radar scope or on a separate indicator.

A system of this type provides accurate aircraft position with respect
to the ground site.

NEW IFF BEACON SYSTEM DEVELOPMENTS

The USAF has recently initiated two major radar development programs to
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replace the existing surveillance and early warning radar sites in
Alaska. These programs are titled Seek Frost and Seek Igloo,
respectively. The main thrust of these programsis to achievea very
low life cycle (LLC) for the new systemsby increasingreliabilityand
reducing maintenance requirements and personnel.Each of these radar
development programs contains requirements for IFF functional
performance that necessitate the generationof an advancedIFF ground
interrogator system design.Each advancedIFF systemwill provideboth
civil and military MARK XII interrogation capability and other
functional performance, in accordance with DoT FAA and DoD AIMS
requirements. Other operational requirements for each of the two IFF
systems are vastly different.At the presenttime, however,neitherof
these systems operational specifications contains a requirementfor
DABS compatibility for future implementation of the new IFF system
concept.

The Seek Frost program is for the developmentof a 2D short range early
warning unattended radar (UAR) system. Its associated IFF radar
subsystem must be an extremelyreliable,fault-tolerantdesign capable
of operatingwithoutmaintenancefor extended periodsof time. A major
constraint on the total UAR systemdesign is that the maximumprimary
input power must not exceed 500 watts. The IFF systemwill be allotted
only a portion of the input power to perform its functions.
Consequently, it is anticipated that both the main UAR and IFF radar
antennas will be electronically scanned in azimuth to conserve the
primary input power. All circuitdesign techniquesutilizedin the IFF
system must be fault-tolerantand extremelyefficientfor the system
to achieve its goal of unattendedoperationfor long periodsof time.
BITE will be used in this IFF system to automaticallysense performance
degradation, activate standby redundant modules and report system
status to a remote location.

The Seek Igloo program is for the development of a 3D long-range
surveillance, minimallyattendedradar (MAR) system.Its associatedIFF
subsystem does not have a restrictionon primaryinput power,but it
also must be a very reliable (MTBFmore than 50,000hours ) and easily
mantained configuration. High system availabilitywill be providedby
fault-tolerant design with self-correcting redundancyat the system
and subsystem levels. Extensive use of the microprocessorcontrolled
BITE for automatic switchover and fault isolation to minimize
maintenance time is required. The IFF signal processor for the MAR
system is required to perform target extraction and correlation
functions for all modes, including the secure military mode, in a
severe signal environment that includes ECM and multipath. The IFF
processor will also quantize and digitizethe IFF target information
for correlation with the surveillancetarget informationin the main
radar processor.

Figure 6.2.1-1 shows a modern IFF interrogatorblock diagram that is
typical of those proposed for the MAR and UAR programs.This system
includes the secure military (Mode 4) operational capability. The
total IFF Beacon system consists of two complete interrogatorswith
BITE monitoring and automatic switch-over.
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IFF TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES

Several technology advances are expected to result from the development
of these two IFF systems. Common to both systems is the requirement for
a transmitter that can operate for a long period of time without
failure. To achieve this, a solid state, fault-toleranttransmitter
design will replacethe unreliableand inefficient tube design that is
presently being used on older equipment. Solid state transmitterswill
utilize modular arrays of identicalRF power moduleswith independent
DC power sourcesthat are inherentlyfault-tolerant.When an RF module
fails, and a reductionin total transmitteroutput is not allowed,the
array will contain M active modulesand the N standbymodules.BITE
circuitry will monitorindividualM/N module status _nd activatethe N
standby modules as required,to restorefull transmitteroutput power.
The BITE circuitry will also report module status for maintenance
action to replace the failedmodule,thus restoringthe originalM/N
module ratio and maintaining a constant confidence level in the
operational availability of the transmitter subsystem.

An additional area where BITE-controlled M/N architecture will be
utilized is the IFF digital signal processor.The digitalprocessor
will incorporate M + N identical redundant channels of hardware to
effect specificsignalprocessingfunctions.Only M channelsare needed
for full function performance,with N additionalchannelsprovidedas
standbys and which can be switched on line in case of M channel
failures. This approach in the extreme,can providean infinitesimal
probability of function failure The actual number of N channels
employed, however, would be selectedto yield the requiredreliability
at minimum cost.

Figure 6.2.1-2 shows a typical modern IFF beacon processor block
diagram incorporating microprocessor architecture for signal
processing, BITE processingand I/O control.This subsystemis designed
to interface with the main radar signal processingcomputerfor target
correlation.

ADVANCED IFF BEACON SYSTEM ANTENNA DEVELOPMENT

The performance of the IFF Beacon system has until recently been
limited by the use of conventionallineararray antennasand associated
omnidirectional antennas utilized for sidelobesuppression(SLS).The
conventional lineararray (thehogtroughor boom antenna)has a serious
performance limitation due to its limitedverticalaperture.The small
vertical aperture provides a broad vertical pattern that strongly
illuminates the ground in front of the antenna.As a result,at many
sites located in flat open areas, there is very pronounced vertical
lobing which causes signal loss in the lobe nulls and excess
interrogations in the lobe peaks.

To avoid signal loss in the deep nulls, the system power and receiver
sensitivity must be increased, thus resultingin more false targets
from hills, buildings, fences, and other reflecting structures.

An additional problem with the conventional IFF beacon antenna
configuration is the use of an omnidirectionalantennafor SL£. The
problem arises due to the proximityof the omnidirectionalantennawith
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respect to the directional antenna. When the omnidirectional antenna is

mounted above the directional one , the two antennas yield vertical
lobing patterns having different periodicities. The result can be
improper operation of the SLS system at particular low angles. There
is no way to avoid this differential vertical lobing with one antenna
above the other. The differential vertical lobing can be avoided if
the two antennas are placed side-by-side, but this either causes
blocking, if the antennas are close to each other, or causes pulse
timing differences, reflection zone differences and siting problems if
the antennas are far apart. A basic solution to the problem is to
radiate the SLS pattern from an aperture integral with that of the
directive pattern.

A recent antenna development, called the open planar _rray, has
characteristics that significantly reduce these effects and improves
IFF beacon system performance. The open planar array has a large
vertical aperture that yields an elevation pattern with a sharp cutoff
at the horizon. This provides a major increase of the signal strength

in ]obing nulls at the critical low elevation angles and substantially
alleviates the problem of missed targets in the nulls. A corresponding
decrease in the lobing peaks reduces the beacon system interference
problem that occurs when several interceptors are operating in the
same region.

Another significant benefit resulting from the sharp cutoff elevation
pattern is the major reduction of false targets that are caused by
reflecting obstacles near the horizon. Additional benefits are a major
reduction of multiple, in-line false targets caused by reply
reflections from distant rising ground and a major reduction of azimuth
splits and angle errors caused by reflections from hilly terrain or
laterally sloping ground. The open planar array antennas use a sum and
difference pattern technique.

The open planar array antennas provide a sum and difference monopulse
pattern for increased azimuth accuracy. The open planar array antennas
also have monopulse difference patterns that are excited independently
from the normal directional sum pattern. This allows the formation of
an optimum difference pattern with high angular accuracy and very low
sidelobes. The monopulse difference pattern also provides the means of
implementing an integral SLS pattern. The integral SLS pattern avoids
the differential vertical lobing, blocking and timing problems that
occur when a separate omnidirectional antenna for sidelobe suppression
is used.

DEVELOPMENTS

A design and development program to replace the AN/APX-76 IFF
air-to-air interrogatorwith a new design,designatedAN/APX-104(V),is
also in process. A significantportionof this program is the design
and development of a solid state transmitterarray to replacethe tube
version used in the APX-76. Siemensof Germanyand Hazeltinein the
U.S. are each developingcompetitivedesignsfor the APX-104.Hazeltine
has developed its own solid state transmitterarray and is presently
involved in qualification testing of its version of the APX-104
receiver-transmitter (R/T) unit, including the array. Teledyne
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Electronics, in the U.S., is presently designing and testing the solid
state transmitter for the R/T of APX-104 that Siemens is developing.

Figure _.2.1-3 shows a typical modern IFF beacon interrogator R/T unit
containing a solid state transmitter array. This unit is designed to
operate with a sum and difference antenna array for improved sidelobe
suppression performance in a ground interrogator system. The same basic
transmitter array is being utilized in the R/T unit of the Hazeltine
APX-104. The modular array technique was also recently used by Teledyne
Electronics in their space diversity IFF transponder, the AN/APX-101,
for use on the USAF F-15 Aircraft.

IFF SYSTEM INTERFERENCE AND DISCRETE ADDRESS INTERROGATION TECHNIQUE

The present IFF Beacon System utilizes a discrete pulse spacing code to
designate its interrogation mode, and a multiple pulse on/off code in
the reply format of the airborne IFF transponder. Transponders receive
and transmit from a single omnidirectional antenna and will respond to
all valid interrogations. Since the IFF system was designed to operate
at a 200-mile range, with a safety margin in the signal strength for
both the uplink and downlink paths, a single transponder will reply to
all interrogators from ground stations in excess of 200 miles in all
directions.

At a given IFF beacon ground station, the received transponder signals
consist of synchronous replies and non-synchronous repl_es that result
from all other interrogations that trigger the transponders. In a high
density air traffic area, a considerable amount of interference is
generated by these non-synchronous replies. This interference can cause
serious degradation of IFF beacon system performance.

To alleviate this problem, interference blankers have been developed to
sort the synchronous repl_es by comparing all replies to the exact PRF
of the IFF beacon ground interrogator. Interference blanking techniques
have provided improved system performance, but the technique has
inherent limitations that become more pronounced as the density of the
IFF signal environment continues to increase.

The present IFF Beacon System utilizes a discrete pulse spacing code to
designate its interrogation mode, and a multiple pulse on/off code in
the reply format of the airborne IFF transponder. Transponders receive
and transmit from a single omnidirectional antenna and will respond to
all valid interrogations. Since the IFF system was designed to operate
at a 200-mile range, with a safety margin in the signal strength for
both the upl_nk and down ]ink paths, a single transponder will reply to
all interrogations from ground stations in excess of 200 miles in all
directions. A new IFF
system concept is evolving that includes an interrogation signal format
designed to eliminate the problem of non-synchronous replies. The new
concept is called Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS). DABS utilizes
a unique interrogation code for each transponder, thus greatly reducing
the number of non-synchronous replies that are generated.

MARK XII SECURE IFF

The military uses the IFF Beacon systems in tactical airborne, seaborne
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and ground combatsituations,to separatelyidentifyfriendlyand enemy
vehicles or other potentialtargets.The accuracyand stand-offrange
of modern weapons makes it extremelyimportantto correctlyidentify
the enemy before an attack begins.The Mark XII secure interrogation
(Mode4), was designed for this purpose.The developmentof Mark XII
began in 1963. Under the directionof DoD AIMS, specialsecuremilitary
equipments were developed to satisfy the military operational
requirement for a positive identification system. These special
equipments were made compatiblewith, and subjectto the limitationsof
the standardATC Beacon systems.Becauseof the extremeimportanceof a
positive and secure identificationsystem in a combat situation,itis
necessary to investigate advanced techniques that can be used to
evolve an identification system that completely satisfies the
requirements.
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6.2.2 ACTIVE COUNTERMEASURES

In reviewing the state-of-the-art in Active Electronic Countermeasures
(ECM), it was interesting to reflect that the start of today's EW
capabilities was first seen in 1897 before the turn of the century. One
could reflect that there was an earlier start than this. But suffice to

say, the Braun tube, built by Professor Ferdinand Braun in Germany in
that year, set the stage for the birth of radar which fostered the need
for radar defeating capabilities.

Summarizing some of the historical scene, Christian Hulsmeyer's

invention, patented in 1904, of the 'Telemobiloscope' consisted of an
emitter and receiver colocated, the infant to become radar. The German
inventor dreamed of his device aiding ships at sea to sail safely
through fog and darkness. Fleming's diode and then DeForest's triode
were further prerequisites for radar. Both were announced by 1907. By
1924, pulsed radio transmissions by Americans were being generated. The
Japanese professor, Hidetsugi Yagi, in 1928 wrote of the ability to
control and direct radio beams.

During the 30's, the Germans appear to be dominant and move the infant

into maturity. Using a Holland company's new tube (radio valve),
capable of 70 watts at 600 megacycles, the German head of the Navy's
Signal Research Department implemented Hulsmeyer's Telemobiloscope
successfully. The growth and integration of radar into World War II and
later weapon systems led us to today's offensive Electronic Warfare
systems.

These are the systems which detect the presence of, or provide tracking
information for the purpose of weapon guidance and control. There are

many possible descriptions of the EW concepts - guidance and data links
between offensive stations, radar used solely for early warning, others
used for target acquisition and tracking. One could consider that even
SONAR could be defined as an offensive Electronic Warfare Bystem.
However, it is not, but the data ]ink of intelligence derived from
SONAR to command and control centers is indeed included in the
offensive EW consideration.

Before we proceed to the areas of defensive Electronic Warfare or
active countermeasures, a brief review of one other aspect of radar's
maturity is appropriate. That area is Electronic Cou
nter-Countermeasures (ECCM).

Radar systemsare categorizedin three generalclasses- search,single
target trackingand multipletarget tracking.Within these areas, there
are two basic approachesused - low duty cycle incoherentpulse systems
and continuous wave/high duty cycle coherent systems.

The trackingradarsare used for missileguidanceand fire control.The
pulse radar generally uses a range gate to reduce the noise from
objects other thah the target of interest. The CW systems obtain target
position from doppler effects.Angle is derived from beam positioning
either mechanica]ly, electrically or both. All are implementedin a

variety of ways to further classify the radar types.

Conical scan (CONSCAN) radars mechanically rotate their antenna beam
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around boresight, comparing return signal amplitudes against the
_nstantaneous antenna angle. Sequential lobing radars obtain angle data
by sequentially switching their antenna beams in discrete positions and
obtain angle data similiar to the CONSCAN types.

One example of an ECCM technique is where the radar illuminates the
target with a fixed (non-moving) beam and scans with the receive
antenna only. Depending on implementation, this technique could be
either Lobe-on-Receive- Only (LORO), Conical-Scan-on-Receive-Only
(COSRO), Track-While-Scan-on- Receive-Only (TWSRO), etc.

Other types of ECCM and therefore problems which are encountered by
active countermeasures are frequency agility, PRF agility, a Soviet
concept defined in open literature as Scan-With-Compensation,
burnthrough, leading edge tracking, etc.

The Defenses Electronic Countermeasures (DECM) are the active

countermeasures. These systems attempt to deny the enemy data and
intelligence which would allow him the ability to detect and destroy
our offensive weapon systems. The two major groupings of active CM
(jammers) are primarily divided into noise and deception. The noise
jammers operate on a principle of outshouting the echo signal sought by
the threat radar. In general, the DECM equipment radiates non-coherent
energy in a sufficient band of the electromagnetic spectrum to mask the
radar echo or, in the case of a data ]ink, to disrupt the transmission
of intelligence.

The deceptive jammer accomplishes confusion, masking and denial by
using the characteristics of the victim radar system. This is achieved

by receiving emissions, modifying them and reradiating in the direction
of the victim emitter, thus creating errors in the opponent's data
sufficient to render his offensive systems ineffective.

The numbers and types of ECM systems are numerous and not limited to
radar and data link emitters as described here. However, communication,
navigation and any distance measuring device operate on similar
principles and are countered with similar techniques. The following
tables summarize the state-of-the-art in ECM techniques versus the
current radar types.

Each technique used in ECM equipment requires a countering technique,
as outlined above, in ECCM techniques. The DECM must respond with an
ECCM capability which may include associated RF, signal processing and
control circuitry. Constraints on equipment location, size, weight and
power consumption reduce the flexibility and use of the CM equipment.
Each ECM, ECCM incorporation must be done at the expense of aircraft

payload or range. There is a tendency to anticipate the worst case
conditions and to carry more ECM equipment than needed, or not to carry
anything and take fatal chances.

The most insidious problem in the offensive versus defensive equation
is change. New developments of electronic weapons must result in a
technique evaluation by the opposing forces to obtain in-depth
knowledge of the weapon electronic characteristics in order to obtain a
counter which is practical and effective. Thus EW is a battle of time,
as well as control of electro- magnetic spectrum. Time to understand a
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NEW DESIGN INFORMATION

TABLE 1-1

Target Tracking Radar Systems

Doppler/
Missile Range
Beacon Angle Tracking Tracking

Search Tracking Conical Sequential
ECM Technique Radars Systems Scan Loblng TWS

Monopulse
Active Loro or SWC (6) Active Loro Active Loro Pulse cw

Range Obscuration
Spot noise x x x x x x x x x
Jog detector AM spot noise x

Range Deception
Cover pulse x x x x x x x x
False targets (1) x x x x x x x x
RGPO (noise or

repeater) (2)
RGPI transponder (3) x x x x x x x x
Range gated noise x x x x x x x x

Angle Obscuratlon
Instant inverse gain x x x x

Buddy Mode Noise or x x x x x x x x x x
Transponder

Cooperative CM x x x x x x x x x x
Noise or Transponder

Angle Deception
Inverse g_Jn x x x x
Wobbulated AM x x x x x x x x
SSW (5) or SS (4)
Jog detector AM (SSW) x x x x x x x x

or SS
Countdown x x x x x x x
Second Harmonic x

Velocity Deception
Serrodyne x x
Swel_tCW or VGPO (7) x x

Key:.
(1) Via either noise or repeater (4) SS = Swept Spot
(2) RGPO = Range Gate Pull Off (5) SSW ,= Swept Square Wave
(3) RGPI = Range Gale Pull In (6) SWC = Scan With Compensation

(or RANRAP - Random Range Program) (7) VGPO = Velocity Gate Pull Off

TABLE 1-2

RECEIVER
JAM-TO-SIGNAL SENSITIVITY

RATIO INCREASE
TRACKING JAMMING REQUIRED REQUIRED

RADAR TYPE TECHNIQUE (JSRR) (RSIR) COMMENTS
PULSED Noise _0-6 dB 0 dB

RGPO Range 0-6 dB 0 dB Technique usually used to pull radar off target
Gate Pull Off signal and provide infinite jam-to-signal ratio for

angle jamming techniques. JSRR varies with split
or contiguous tracking gates, gate widths, gate
separation, tracking servo response, pull-off
rates of jammer. Relatively ineffective technique
against manual operator.

RGPI/RGPO n0 dB 0 dB Technique requires predictive gates. More effec-
RANRAP tive against manual operator. However, requires

more duty cycle from jammer.

COVER PULSE, _0 dB 0 dB Technique uselul to supply noise type response
also useful (defeat radars range resolution capability for
against leading techniques like Buddy Mode.)

: edge tracking
ECCM

450 ICH: JUNE 1977
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NEW DESIGN INFORMATION

TABLE 1-2--Continued

I RECEIVER
JAM-TO-SIGNAL SENSITIVITY

RATIO INCREASE
TRACKING JAMMING REQUIRED REQUIRED

RADAR TYPE TECHNIQUE (JSRR) (RSIR) COMMENTS

CW RADARS VGPO replaces 0-6 dB 0 dB Technique usually used to pull radar off the
RGPO velocity target signal and provide infinite JSRR for angle
gate jamming techniques.

PULSE DOPPLER VGPO combines 0-6 dB 0 dB Technique usually used to pull radar off the
with RGPO target signal and provide infinite JSRR for angle

Jammingtechniques.

PULSE CODED RADARS Frequency Time JSRR dependent upon ambiguity diagrams and
Chirp, etc. Ambiguity coding of signal.

Jamming

Angle Tracking Inverse 10-25 dB for 10-15 dB for JSRR & RSIR vary with squint angle and radar
Conical Scan or Gain Sca_ break lock break lock angle tracking time constants
Active Lobe
Switching

TWS Auto Main Lobe 10-15 dB 10 dB JSRR for breaklock varies with angle tracking
Radar Track Blanking gate widths, gate separation, and tracking time
Track while scan constants.

TWS Manual JETS 10-13 dB 10 dB JSRR & effectiveness vary greatly with each
Radar Track specific operator.

Instantaneous _20 dB _20 dB JSRR & RSIR depend upon depth.of radar nulls
Inverse Gain and the desired angular width of the jamming

signal.

TWSRO JETS 10-13 dB 10 dB JSRR for breaklock varies with angle tracking
Track while scan gate widths, gate separation, and time constants.
receive only

COSRO Swept Audio or 10-25 dB 10-15 dB See CONSCAN & the sweep rate of the audio
Multiplexed
Swept Audio

Above, with jog 10-25 dB 10-15 dB These techniques are used to reduce uncertainty
detection of threat scan rate. PSD places strigent added

requirements on signal processing.
Passive Scan 10-25 dB 10-15 dB

Detection (PSD)

Monopulse Cross- 20-40 dB 20-40 dB JSRR & RSIR vary with Condon Lobe (Cross-
& other passive Polarization Polarized) response of victim antenna. The
Iobing radars Condon Lobe response varies with F/D ratio,
with CAM type of feedhorn, illumination taper, and use of

polarization screening.

Cross-Eye _20 dB at 80' _ 20 dB JSRR & RSIR varies with antenna separation on
spacing at 20 aircraft in radar angular mils. To jam at maximum
NM at 1.0° BW range requires maximum JSRR.
threat antenna

Buddy Mode 0-3 dB 10 dB JSRR will vary significantly only if A/C spacing
Radar Angular exceed 1 radar beamwidth. Requires multiple
Resolution Cell A/C
Jamming

Cooperative 0-3 dB 10 dB - Same approximate requirements as Buddy Mode
Counter- but requires communication amongst aircraft for
measures technique coordination. Generates larger errors.

Countdown 10-30 dB 10 dB JSRR varies with AGC time constants and
receiver instantaneous dynamic range.

Range and/or RGPO. etc. and VGPO may be used in
Velocity combination with any of the Angle Techniques

ALTERNATE MISSILE 0-6 dB* Requires a C/D JSRR quoted here will work but requires new
LINKS BEACON band receiver definition from other JSRR's quoted and must be

TRACKING carefully implemented. Technique is effective
against command guidance missile systems that
use radar to track a beacon in the missile and is
effective countermeasure to optical target track.
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system and respond is currentlymeasured in months and years,whereas
safety of movement in battle conditions will, in the next major
engagement of nations, be measured in micro- or milli-seconds.

Through techniques sometimes referred to as passive ECM, ELINT
{Electronic Intelligence), SIGINT (Signal Intelligence),etc., early
development testing of future enemy weapon systems is detected.
EXploitation of this data allowsthe Allied and FreeWorld nationsto
be prepared for such systemsas surprisedthe Israelisduring the Yom
Kippur War. In that confrontation,the extensiveuse of mobile systems
with integrated offensive EW capabilities causedgreat setbacksfor
Israel before modified tacticaland DECM equipmentswere innovatively
upgraded and used. After that conflict, the DOD convened a Joint
Technical Coordination Group for Aircraft Survivability. These
government and industry people generated and publisheda two-volume
document titled,'CountermeasureHandbookfor Aircraft Survivability',
published in February 1977 - a very comprehensive coverage of the
current technologyused to defeat offensiveEW weapons.That classified
documentation is a comprehensivereviewof history,currentcapability
and trends.

The following summary of the Soviet air defense SAM and AAA
capabilities highlights their wide use of the microwavespectrumand
their push toward the higher frequencies.This trend is believed to
include millimeter, infrared, visible, ultra-violet portionsof the
spectrum.

Lethal
Priority Threat Radar Frequency Radius*

Mobile systems:
1 SA-6 missile Straight Flush 7.85-8.01 GHz 13 nmi
2 SA-8 Land Roll 14.2-14.8 GHz 6nmi
3 ZSU-234SP Gun Dish 14.6-15.6 G_z 1.5nmi
4 S-60(57mm) Flap Wheel 9.13-9.85 GHz 3nmi
5 SA-4 Pat Hand 6.44-6.68 GHz 4nmi

Fixed systems:
6 SA-3 Low Blow 8.9-9.6 GHz 9nmi
7 SA-2 Fan Song 2.94-3.06 GHz 9nmi
8 SA-5 Square Pair 6.62-6.94 GHz 9nmi

* Avoidance radius when operating at or below 500 ft.

This Soviet weapon systems summary is as itemizedin the Electronic
Warfare magazine, dated May 1978. The priorityis set as to our need
for countermeasures against them.

New technical challenges posed by the probabilityof Sovietdeveloped
and deployed monopulse radar systemsare causingDOD plans to include
investigation of such techniques as Cross Eye, TerrainBounce,Cross
polarization, Buddy Mode as well as new concepts in sub-audio/servo
response loop CM. These techniques when placed in operational use,
could operate against such systemsas the Ground ControlledIntercept
(GCI) Squint Eye and Barlock.

The Cross Eye technique involvesthe use of retrodirectiverepeaters
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installed on the wing tips of the penetrating aircraft, which transmits
signa]s out of phase at the victim target. This causes distortion in
the received signals, which the radar attempts to minimize by turning
off in angles, thus tracking away from the target direction on an
imaginary target in space.

Terrain bounce CM i]luminates the ground or terrain surrounding the
victim radar. Reflections from this surface cause a distribution of

targets across a large angular region. The radar is unable to resolve
true target returns in this distributed target signal. This is
effective against early warning, GCI and tracking radars. Also a

semi-active missile may (hopefully) home-in on the energy reflected
from the terrain illumination.

These technigues and others are also needed to defeat, if necessary,
our own and our allies missile systems. As mentioned in Section 6.1.1,
it is feasible that the domestic and allied systems will be used for

non-friendly countries. Modern systems like Rapier and Crotale use ECM
signals as a beacon for their home-on-jam (HOJ) seekers. This
indicates the need for active countermeasures which are deployable and
expendable. The Georgia Tech Tactical Expendable Assessment Study
supports feasibility and simplicity of expendables as a DECM system.
The arguments for an anti-ARM missile are convincing _nd realistic
except for the space-weight-power _rguments. That is, the stores are
all taken up by self-protection weapons.

Realistic trades must always be made when seeking self-defense of the
air platform. However, certain trades and studies are still needed. The
avionics industries have developed for commercial aircraft the
integrated navigational-communication concept into operational
equipment. That expertise is needed in the development of avionic
suites for the military aircraft of today and tomorrow.

6.2. 3 PASSIVE COUNTERMEASURES

There are two divisions in this area - Electronic Support Measures
(ESM) and passive jammers which utilize reflectors and reflective
materials to return spurious and confusing signals to the transmitting
radar set. It is not readily apparent that the passive type jammers
would have any identity with the roles and missions of NASA, whereas
the Electronic Support Measures, which is basically receiver
technology, is the most pervasive element of Electronic Warfare and
carries over to the NASA charter.

The ESM, for purposes of discussions here, can be referenced in certain
genetic receiver types: crystal video, IFM, compressive (microscan) and
superheterodynes. There are also tuned RF receivers and combinations of
the types listed above, but these will not be reviewed here.

Missions, more than any other factor, dictate the receiver type or
types. A second dominant factor is cost. In 1976, the U.S. Air Force
Avionics Laboratories convened a conference for Low Cost EW. Working
panels were selected to study a number of critical EW system elements;
primary interest was focused on low cost receivers.
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A synoptic view of the AFAL conference was included in the Third
Edition of the International Countermeasures Handbook, plus a summary
review of seven receiver types and concepts. This review, with its
comparison charts, was prepared by Mr. Ronald G. Brown, formerly of
GTE-Sylvania, and presently employed by Antekna, Inc. (Ref. 99).

In addition to the recommendationsof the overview,it is appropriate
to point out that there are some basic technology developments
currently fundedby the DOD and other governmentagencies.The research
and development in basic compositions includes such categories as
Gallium Arsenide, Indium Phosphide and the super-cool Josephson
Junction which promisehigh performance,small packagingand low power
consumption. The promotion of these research_nd developmentefforts
could preclude the need for dispersivedelay lines and providegigabit
logic for signal processing. The February 1978 issue of Microwave
System News summarizes the state-of-the-artand the potentialof InP
and Josephson Junction.

The future requirements for ESM systems include: smaller size plus
lighter weight, lower power consumption, reasonablecost and higher
reliability. In addition,the NASA receivers,as well as the DOD future
units, must be capableof handlingdenser environmentsand more complex
waveforms.
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6.3 JTIDS: AN UPDATE (Reference 100)

6.3.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the Joint Tactical Information Distribution System

(JTIDS) is to provide an advanced communication, navigation and
identification (CNI) system that will serve a wide variety of users.

The system uses a low duty cycle, spread-spectrum waveform and advanced
coding techniques to provide secure, jam-resistant and low probability
of exploitation (LPE) CNI functions. The system will implement Multiple
Access Techniques to provide various levels of connectivity (access) to
user elements for simultaneous distribution and receipt of digital

information. This presentation will describe the potential of JTIDS,
and how it may impact philosophy, concepts and operations for a variety
of users. Also new generic channel types which have been synthesized
with the flexible structure of the JTIDS waveform to provide a variety
of access techniques will be described.

Over the past decade several independent research and development
programs were demonstrating features that were part of the total
capabilities identified in the Joint Operational Requirements. The

Integrated Tactical Navigation System (ITNS) Program was a Navy effort
to demonstrate a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) System that would
perform relative navigation, position reporting, station keeping,
vectoring and geographically referenced navigation.

Another Navy program, the Integrated Tactical Air Control System
{ITACS), was pursuing the development of a system that would provide a
modular group of programmable hardware elements with multifunctional
capabi] ities. The ITACS program emphasized secure, jam-resistant
digital data transmission.

Concurrently, the Air Force was developing a secure, jam-resistant
digital TDMA information distribution system, SEEK BUS. The development
emphasized user connectivity. The system capability was demonstrated in
an operational environment during E-3A Airborne Warning and Control
System (AWACS) interoperability evaluations in Europe.

The results of these developmental efforts were pooled and a common
waveform was adopted to form the basis of the system that would address
the requirements that were subsequently approved by the Joint Chiefs of
Staff as the Joint Operational Requirements. Consequently, in April of
1975, the Director of Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E)
established a joint service program, with the participation of all U.S.
Military services under the executive leadership of the Air Force, with
a charter to develop and acquire a Joint Tactical Information
Distribution System (JTIDS). Therefore, JTIDS is defined to be an
advanced Integrated Communications Navigation and Identification (ICNI)
System. The system design is responsive to the following goals:
Connectivity; Identification; Survivability and Reconstruction;
Relative Navigation; Flexibility; Message Format; Crypto Security;
Compatibility with other RF Systems; Jam Resistance; Joint Operations;
Low Error Probability; Orderly Transistion; Low Probability of
Exploitation; Mutiple Netting; Ready Net Entry; Multi-function; Passive
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Operation; Capacity; Range; Unformatted Digital Data; and Relay
Capability.

Intrinsically JTIDS will providedigitalICNI services;i.e., digital
voice, precision ranging, secure identificationand real time digital
data functions. As an added featureconventionalTACAN and IFF will be
integrated into the systems. Figure 6.3-1 illustratesa tota]JTIDS
configuration with representative user elements.The users consistof
tactical elements from all services. To name a few; surface and
airborne command and control, surveillance, intelligence, surface
ships, ground vehiclesand combat support.Currently,for development
purposes, three classes of terminals for varioususer elementshave
been categorized based upon the potentialapplication,link functions
Class 1 - Providesthe highestlevel of capabilityfor use by large

scale airborneand surfacecommandand controlsystems.

Class 2 - Has a moderatelyreducedcapabilitycomparedto Class 1
and is intendedfor use by force elementssuch as fighter
aircraftand smallerships.

Class 3 - Compact,low cost versionsto performlimitedfunctions
for use in missiles,RPV's and manpacks.

The classes of users describedabove and their subsetsrequirevarying
CNI functions to perform their missions. Therefore, to provide
flexibility and functional growth potential,the system has a modular
building block structure.The basic JTIDS terminal,which will have the
full capabilities of the Class 1 type, will consistof the six major
function areas shown in Figure 6.3-2.The antennafunctionmust provide
omni-directional radiation. An optional provision is a directional
antenna capability to enhance jam-resistance and low error of
exploitation. The transmission/receptionfunctionwill consistof the
RF and associatedcomponentsnecessaryto providetransceiveroperation
and interface with the signal processor.

The secure data functionwill providethe system encryption/decryption
pseudorandom number sequences. The signal processing function will
provide the data modulation/demodulation,encryption/decryptionand
encoding/decodingas well as all timingand controlfunctions.The data
processing function will Jncudemessagebuffering,message formatting,
net-entry and synchronization algorithms, navigation algorithms,
message acknowledgement algorithms and performance monitoring
activities. A terminal will includecontroland displaysufficientto
permit operationand monitoring.This structuralconceptis intendedto
permit a specificclass of terminalto be configuredby adding/deleting
some of the CNI functionalmodules,whichare subsetsof the six major
function areas.

The continuing progression of technologicaldevelopmentsin the areas
of automatic data processingand componentminiaturization(i.e.,LSI
and MIC) are permittinga system of this magnitudeand complexityto be
developed and designed for implementation on current and future
tactical vehicles.

In order to meet currentoperationaldemandsand all design goals, the
Joint Program Office is proceeding with two concurrent development
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Figure 6.3-1 Joint Tactical Information Distribution
System (JTIDS).

_m
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I

Figure 6.3-2 JTIDS Terminal Functions

Figure 6.3-3 Basic JTIDS pulse
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phases; Phase I includes development of the basic digital,
jam-resistant, Time Division MultipleAccess (TDMA)architecturewith
emphasis on connectivityfor all users. TACAN and relativenavigation
capabilities are also included in the design of the Class 2 Tactical
Terminal hardware. Phase II is intended to extend the JTIDS
capabilities beyond that of Phase I in areas of system capacity,
including information rates and number of simultaneous,independent
data and voice nets, improvedjam-resistanceand the incorporationof
additional CNI capabilities. The Phase II efforts consist of
definition and the design of advanceddevelopmenthardwareto validate
concepts intended to enhance the performance of Phase I with the
provision that equipment developedduringPhase II will be capableof
interoperatingwith that developedfor Phase I. The common elementsof
both phases are:

I. Pulse Timing.
2. Carrier Modulation.
3. Data Modulation.
4. Data (Symbol) encoding: Reed-Solomon Encoding-Decoding

(RSED).
5. Spread-Spectrum Frequency Hopping.

Since the features of Phase I TDMA have been well publicized,(ref.
I01) this paper will highlight the TDMA Architecture features and
describe in greaterdetail the currentNavy effortto developthe Phase
II Distributed Time Division Multiple Access (DTDMA) System.

6.3.2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The program is proceeding in two concurrent phases of development. The
key difference in concept achieves an increase in versatility and data
capacity for Phase II via an innovative, variable time structure, In
general, JTIDS has adopted a low duty cycle, spread-spectrum waveform
implemented in concert with advanced coding techniques in an effort to
provide a comprehensive ICNI system in accordance with the Joint
Operational Requirements.

The basic element of information common to both phases is a pulse of
6.4 microsecond duration, spectrum spread by a pseudorandom (PR) phase
code modulation of thirty-two, 200 nano-second chips illustrated in
figure 6.3-3. The system pseudorandomly selects the center frequencies
of these pulses, on a pulse-by-pulse basis, for transmission in the Lx
band, 960-1215 MHz. Guard bands have been designated for the 1030 MHz
and 1090 MHz IFF frequencies to preclude interference problems.

The advanced coding techniques selected for JTIDS use an inner code
M'ary channel which provides £ive bits per transmitted pulse (M-32).
The inner channel decoder uses a maximum-likelihood detector modified
to permit a no decision condition, termed an erasure (E). For certain

channel implementations where no additional coding is used, performance
is limited by the inner channel code capabilities mentioned above. For
higher performance functions, additional inner channel code patterns

are added. The additional inner code is a polynomial code used for
post correction error detection. TDMA uses a (237, 225) polynomial
code, while DTDMA uses a (75, 70) polynomia!'code. The outer code
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(Reed-Solomon) is an error correction technique used with M'ary
channels which can correct for isolated as as well as clustered errors

and is both practical and economical. Briefly, each code word of the
Reed-Solomon (R-S) code is a sequence of characters of the 32-ary inner
channel. The consideration of code efficiency indicates half-rate

operation. The most powerful half-rate code requires the largest
minimum distance (a measure of code power). The code parameters
selected are (n,k) = (31, 15). For a 15 character data word, a set of
16 parity characters is added; resulting in 31 characters in the
encoded word. For this R-S code, any combination of errors (e) and
erasures (E) such that 2e+E<16 or 2e+E=16 will always be perfectly
corrected.

The choice of signal structure was based on detailed analyses and
considerations, which developed the interrelationships between the
parameters of jam-resistance, intra/inter mutual interference, access,
and low probability of exploitation (LPE).
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6.3.3 PHASE I

The basic JTIDS Phase I system, with its TDMA architecture, permits all
users within line of sight and relay range of one another to be
interconnected via a time orthogonal net. Time sharing of a single net
is accomplished by assigning each user 'certain times to transmit'
information. When not transmitting the user monitors the transmissions
of others and extracts only the information required and selected by
him. A single net, within the JTIDS-NTSA context, is defined to be the
collections within a recurring block of time. The block of time is
known as an epoch which is illustrated in Figure 6.3-4. The 'certain
times to transmit' mentioned above has been termed a 'Time Slot' and is

the minimum interval (7.8125 millisecond duration) assigned to each
user for information distribution; i.e., to transmit, receive and relay
messages. The time slot assignments can be changed to meet the
tactical situation, and any user will be assigned time slots in
accordance with net management procedures. To ease the Phase I System
Net Management problems the number of recurring time slots per epoch
have been reduced by dividing the epoch into three time slot sets (A, B
and C) -- illustrated in Figure 6.1-4. For example, a fighter aircraft

performing a combat air patrol (CAP) mission may require 32-64 time
slots per epoch; while an E-2C would require on the order of twice as
many to perform an airborne early warning (AEW) mission. There are
98,304 time slots per epoch. The 12.8 minute epoch represents a Phase
I net and defines the cyclic period of information distribution
structure. Therefore, a time slot which has been assigned to a
particular user must recur at least once every 12.8 minutes. Since an
active net user must be assigned at least one time slot in an epoch,
this establishes an upper boundary for system capacity and the number
of active net participants.

The epoch has also been subdivided into 64 twelve second 'frames' which
represent 1536 t_me slots. Frames are important for certain system
timing operations, such as how often a Net Time Reference (NTR) must
transmit to ensure a common time standard for the system. To acquire,
net time terminals shall synchronize on messages received from the Net
Time Reference or on messages received from other terminals that have
synchronized to system time. For any given operation, all terminals
will enter the system using the common time standard established
initially by the Net Time Reference. However, it is important to note,
any user can be assigned the duties of a net time reference without the

use of any special equipment; but, at any g_ven time, only one net time
reference will be assigned for each synchronized netted system
structure. Each user will maintain synchronization with the other net
users after initially entering the net.

The Phase I system, as a minimum, can provide the capability to

operate 15 simultaneous nets within a common area of coverage. The
Phase I equipment implements an eight bit code for a maximum possible
net selection of 128 nets; but, the number of nets that can be operated
in a given geographical area is limited by th_ statistical probability
of mutual interference to approximately 20. A synchronized multi-net
structure, illustrated Jn figure 6.3-5, consists of the stacking of
individual nets, with all nets synchronized such that a time slot of
each net is coincident in time with the corresponding time slot of
every other net. This results in a total of 98,304 time slices per
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Figure 6.3-4 Phase I JTIDS time division format

Figure 6.3-5 Phase I JTIDS netting structure

Figure 6.3-6 Phase I TDMA versus
Phase II DTDMA
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12.8 minute epoch.

Phase I terminals will be able to participatein up to five; but, in
only one net in a given time slot. Therefore,if desired a terminal
could shift from one net to anotherin a time slot by time slot basis.

An individualtime slot consistsof the followingthree parts shown in
figure 6.3-4; a synchronizationburst;a messagesection;and a guard
period, which allowstransmissionto propagateto the user within line
of sight of the transmitterbeforeanothertransmissionbegins. The
message section is comprised of several basic pulses.

The system utilizesstandarddigitalmessagesto achievehigh capacity
and accuracy in the distributionof information. A typicalstatusand
position message is exemplified in figure6.3-4. The followingfour
types of digital messages have been defined for JTIDS:

i. TYPE 'O' (Free Text) Non-Error Coded: Facilitates
several types of digital equipment interfaces, such
as digitized voice and teletype.

2. TYPE 'i' (Fixed Format) Error Coded: Facilitates
active interchange of formatted messages.

3. TYPE '2' (Round Trip Timing - RTT): Facilitates
active synchronization procedure.

4. TYPE '3' (Free Text) Error Coded: Same as Type
'0' only error coded.

The typical position and status message contains a message label,
originator's code, identification of the reporting user, fuel and
ordnance status, position, speed, heading, altitude, etc. (figure
6.3-4).

The position reported in the typical JTIDS message, uses a best
estimate of the user position, as an important ingredient to the
relative navigation feature of JTIDS. The other ingredient is the
time-of-arrival of a transmittedmessage;because,with every message
starting time being known by all net participants, the message
time-of-arrival represents direct range to the participantsas they
receive the message. With the range and reportedpositionsof several
net participants the community of JTIDS users can determine,without
external references, their relativepositionswithin line-of-sightand
relay range of one another. This situationis often encounteredin
open ocean tacticalenvironmentswhere true positionis not available.
Position information added to the net from sensors onboard user

platforms within the relative grid, such as radar and sonar, also
becomes part of the grid. This informationcan be processeddon user
platforms to achieveaccuratefire controlsolutions,even if the fire
control information is incomplete from an individual user.

A geodetic common grid can be established for a JTIDS community of
users if two or more communitymembershave fixed,surveyedpositions,
or accurate geodetic positionsfrom an independentnavigationsystem,
such as the Global Positioning System (GPS) (ref. 102). Every
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community member shares in the maintenanceof the grid'sorientation
and his own locationin the grid to the degree requiredby his mission
and the support of missions of other community members.

This relative navigationfeature,which is derived from the Integrated
Tactical Navigation System (ITNS) concept, requires no additional
radio hardware, however, additional software is required.

6.3.4 PHASE II - DTDMA

Several candidate systems for Phase II are currently being
investigated; but, the Distributed Time Division Multiple Access
{DTDMA) development is the only one being implemented into hardware.
This advanced development effort was undertaken by the ITT Avionics
Division with the Naval Air Development Center as the contracting
Agency.

A comparison of the DTDMA and TDMA signal structure is illustrated in
figure 6.1-6. The time ordered, time sequenced nature of the Phase I
structure is represented by a continuous stream of user message
transmissions comprised of bursts of pulses. The DTMA signal structure
takes the same basic pulses used in TDMA and pseudorandomly
distributes them over a longer time interval, making it an orthogonal
system.

The lines shown in the composite DTDMA diagram in figure 6.3-6
represent the transmit/receive opportunities for the DTDMA pulses.
These opportunities have been termed 'basic event intervals' and occur
every 12.8 microseconds (78,125 per second). Each of the basic event
intervals is uniquely associated with a pseudorandom code word which is
generated at the same time by all users whose terminal clocks are
synchronized. Also, the pseudorandom code word uniquely defines all
signal and channel parameters. Periodic transmission patterns are not
exhibited by any users. Referring again to figure 6.3-6, the time for
each user's pulse transmission is pseudorandomly selected from these
opportunities, and user's transmissions are interleaved in time. Note
that the guard time required in the TDMA structure no longer exists.
Consequently, a message uses only the portion of the system capacity
which is actually required; thereby permitting system resources to be
used and real]ocated with a high degree of efficiency. This low duty
structure of any one message, together with the pseudorandomly varied

pulse patterns of the interleaved messages, reduces coincident pulse
interference from different transmissions to a negligible level.

The contiguous stream of all Basic Event Intervals forms the
Meta-Channel, which can support a data rate in excess of 300K BPS. The
meta-channel is further divided into 512 Basic Channels (BC). This
equates to a recurrence rate of approximately 150 Basic Event Intervals
per second per Basic Channel {78,125/512). The Basic Channel is the
fundamental element of the channel structure in JTIDS II - DTDMA. Each
Basic Channel can service a data rate of approximately 750 bits per
second. As data rate demands increase, a number of Basic Channels
serve a specific function and are designed as Function Channels (FC).

Each Function Channel is supported by two types of subchannels, one for
data and one for synchronization. The synchronization service for most
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function channels is supported by one or part of one basic channel.
Each function channelis capableof supportinga strong communications
net, providinga net-entry procedureand data transferbetweenseveral
users. The relationshipbetweenevents,channelsand meta-channelsis
shown in Figure 6.3-7. This figure illustrates that the channel
architecture will accommodate the introduction of new functional
channel structures in response to user developed operational
requirements. Therefore, terminals can be tailoredin both overall
capacity and functionalcapabilityto specificuser requirements. The
system in generalcan be consideredas a set of differentmeta-channels
supporting all of the active channels. Meta-channelsdiffer in their
time/frequency patterns and may or may not be synchronizedin time to
one another. The superposition of the TACAN and IFF channels is
depicted at the bottom of the figure. Three narrowbandTACAN channels
appear as one overall time/frequencypatternto the system. The IFF
channel is simply a wideband channel whose events occur on a fixed
center frequency.

The versatility of this channelstructureis exemplifiedby the fact
that DTDMA is accommodating the diverserequirementsof the airborne
Tactical Data System and the Naval TacticalData Systemsby linking
basic channels to achieve the requireddata rates and structuresfor
both Link 4A and Link ii.

Four typesof functionalchannelshave been categorizedin terms of the
access each affords to the users:

i. Demand Access: The information subchannel is shared in an
unrestricted manner and used on a first-come, first-served
basis.

2. Scheduled Access: The information subchannel is shared but
messages are transmitted according to a prearranged schedule.
Categorizes a classical TDMA Channel.

3. Command Access: The information subchannel can be shared
or dedicated but messages are transmitted on command from
a controller. In a function channel this requires either
a dedicated information subchannel for the controller or
a portion of a shared information subchannel dedicated to
to controller.

4. Assigned Access: The information subchannel is used by
only one terminal for its transmissions.

In order for a communityof users to form a DTDMA net for extractionof
the CNI information,the usersmust performa net entry procedure,as

did the Phase I users; but, DTDMA introduces some new concepts in
synchronization.The synchronization process takes place on a basic
channel(s) specially designed for that purpose. Once synchronization
is achieved the principal channel function is performed on other
associated basic channels. The following phases must occur
sequentially to achieve synchronization:

• Net entry Synchronization
• Source Synchronization
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Figure 6.1-7 DTDMA channel architecture

Figure 6.3-8 DTDMA synchronization

requirement

Figure 6.3-9 Navy concept of JTIDS employment
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• Fine Synchronization
• Message Start Opportunities

The purpose of initial net entry is to reduce the initial time
difference between the terminal's estimate of time and actual net time

to one way propagation. In figure 6.3-8 terminal 2 is transmitting a
Net Entry Signal referenced to time A. The reception of this signal by
terminal 1 at B permits it to determine the net time to within the
range offset, R sub 12. Fine net entry is then required to determine R
sub 12. Clock offset, N sub 12, will be the error in this range
measurement.

The range measurement required for the fine net entry can be

accomplished by passive or active techniques. Terminal 1 can compute
range, R sub 12, from position information transmitted by terminal 2.
Alternatively, terminal 1 can interrogate terminal 2 and request a time
offset measurement from terminal 2. In this way, two-way range can be
determined, and thereby the magnitude of R sub 12.

Source synchronization is used to maintain the type II servo tracking
of the relative offset. This very limited tracking is accomplished by
assigning a synchronization subchannel to each terminal operating on a
Function Channel within a net. In figure 6.3-8, time A represents one
of a series of time marks associated with the synchronization pulse.
The rate of transmission is on the order of 5Hz. After net entry has
been accomplished; i.e., when the relative offset between the
receiving terminal's timing sequence and all sync subchannels is less
than or equal to the maximum relative offset which equals the maximum
clock offset plus the range offset, the receiving terminal searches for
the source sync pulses to obtain the offset to all terminals. Once
these pulses are detected, the relative time offset (0 sub A) to each
transmitting termina], is tracked using a Type II digital tracking
loop. This now permits a terminal to reduce the time of arrival
uncertainty of all data channel transmissions from a terminal to a
value which is sufficient to obtain fine message synchronization.

Fine Synchronization involves the correction of propagation delays and
usually involves the use of the transmitter. In certain cases where
the geometric distribution of active terminals is favorable, fine sync
can be achieved through trigonometric algorithms on the basis of
received signals only. In order to achieve fine sync, the terminal
transmits interrogations and receives replies which indicate absolute
time error distance to the transponder. Repetition of this process
permits the terminal to reduce time error and establish absolute
channel time. After fine sync is achieved, quasi one-way range
measurements can be enabled. In the latter case, the two-way signal
exchange rate is reduced to a level consistent with on-board clock
drift rate. Interpolated time-of arrival measurements are interpreted
in terms of errors in tracked range.

It is important to note that in the DTDMA system there is a basic
independence provided between the basic rate for coarse sync, message
start sync (which is essentially the access opportunity rate) and the
primary function provided on the main channel. High access low data
rate users can now be efficiently accommodated.
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A specific basic channel is used to designate unique message start
times. That is, on any pseudorandomfrequencyhopped channel,message
start opportunities are constrainedto specifictimes which are known
to both parties and which are selected to accommodate operational
requirements (for example, opportunities to initiatevoice messages
occur at least 4 times per second). Having achieved coarse
synchronization, a terminal examinesthe specificmessagestart basic
channel at those times and frequencieswhich are designatedfor message
start signals. If a valid message start signal is recognized by a
terminal, the terminal resources for processingthe functionchannel
are activated. If no messagestart is detected,the terminalresources
are shifted elsewhere.

Since the JTIDS system is designed with one-to-one correspondence
between the net time and transmitted signals, multi-net operation
requires a knowledgeof the time differencebetweenterminalclock and
net time. Once this is achieved,throughthe net entry prodedure,the
terminal then creates a net time base for each operating net
(metachannel), either by arithmetic operations on the bits in its
terminal clock or by presettingmultiplenet clocks and driving them
from the terminal clock. These net time bases are now availablefor
generating the correct pseudorandom bit stream for each net, which
determines the transmission parameters of signalsand the time mark
sequences. The design of the systemmessagesynchronizationis such
that sync is achieved by sync preambles so that all precise time
measurements are made relative to the terminal clock. The DTDMA
terminals being developed are capable of sustaining simultaneous
communications on up to 15 nets.

The preceding paragraphs have describedthe salientfeaturesof DTDMA
that will increase the data capacity, improve LPE, and allow
simultaneous time independentnetting,etc., over that of TDMA; as well
as provide the ability for growth.
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_.3.5 EMPLOYMENT CONCEPT

The unique communications needs of the Navy are established by
analyzing its basic internationalmissionresponsibilitiesof Strategic
Deterrence, Sea Control,Projectionof Power Ashore and Naval Presence.
The Naval TelecommunicationsSystem Architecture (NTSA)1975-1985,
points out that a high capacity, secure, real time, relative
navigation, information transferand identificationsystem-- such as
JTIDS -- is needed just to fulfill the essential communications
requirements for intra-task force/groupoperations. JTIDS as an ICNI
system has addressed the requirementsand will significantlyenhance
the users' capabilities for all levels of tactical effectiveness.

A Projection of Power Ashore scenariois illustratedin figure6.3-9.
This type of tacticalsituationdepictsa conventionalwarfarescenario
that exemplifiesthe diverseand complex ICNI requirementsof the Navy.
Five typesof missionorientedgroups can easilybe identifiedin this
scenario: AEW, ASW, Amphibious Force, Carrier Task Group and Air
Support Group. Each of these groups requirea unique independentnet
to support their specific mission. Also, current, real time status,
targeting and position reports from each group commander would be
invaluable to a force commanderin his effort to stay currentand keep
control of all factors affecting his operation. Many if not all of
these events are occuring simultaneously; therefore, reliable
(jam-resistant),simultaneous information access/distributionto all
affected units is a must in order to synthesize a cohesive and
comprehensive battle force.

JTIDS will remove previous limitson how thoroughlyand speedilythe
information can be matched to the tacticalrequirements;becauseJTIDS
will permit the simultaneousflow of informationto all memberswith a
high degree of reliable connectivityin a hostileelectronicwarfare
environment. Also, JTIDS has the capabilityto operatewith a very low
probability that the transmission signals can be intercepted
sufficiently to provide targeting informationor be exploitedin any
other way. The rings in figure6.3-9 representsome of the JTIDS nets
that would be establishedfor an operationof this type. Note that all
the participants share a common user net for exchangeof information
such as identification and precise position reporting of all force
elements (friend or foe). In addition,specificmissionorientednets
have been establishedas requiredwith the common user net information
still available as needed. All JTIDS net memberswill contributeto
the information pool. Therefore,the commandercan simultaneouslybe
in contact with as many or as few actualdata sourcesas he desires.
With this free, simultaneousinterchangeof informationon positionand
status of deployed elementsand known targetsmade possibleby JTIDS,
timely and effectiveresourceallocationswill be realized. Also, with
information simultaneity, force control will not be disrupteddue to
the loss of one of many elements,even a force commander. Another
element in the JTIDS net can sustaincontrolwith minimaldisruption
since he will be aware of current and developing situations.

With the adventof JTIDS,many new scenarioshave been postulatedwhich
involve the use of futureClass 3 terminalsfor missile/RPVguidanceas
well as currentapplicationof the Class 1 and Class 2 terminals. One
example is called 'forwardpass'. Forwardpass involvestwo friendly
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interceptors with multi-target capabilities,one of which is far from
friendly forces and heavily engaged with enemy aircraft but has
expended all of its air-to-air missiles. The second friendly
interceptor is fully armed and has been vectoredto assist the first
but is still enroute and too far from the battle area to engage the
enemy using its own sensorsand fire-controlfacilities. It could, in
coordination with the first interceptor, launch missiles in the
direction of the battle. Guidance of the missiles would then be
assumed by the first interceptorwhich would, in the meantime,have
acquired targets and calculated appropriate fire-controlsolutions.
The first interceptorwould thenguide the missilesinto the targets in
the normal manner as though it were the firingplatform. These and
many other such tactics will be made possibleby the high capacity,
superior reliability and precise relativenavigationcapabilitiesof
JTIDS.

All of the capabilities afforded by JTIDS refine and extend the
commander's power and span of control,while at the same time giving
him more flexibility. These capabilitieswill be providedwith only
one major suite of equipment for each user. The next step is to
provide these enhancements at a reasonablecost. With this in mind,
the Joint Program Office is having several terminals developed.

6.3.6 CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS

The JTIDS program has been taking advantage of the collective
background and technology bases that have been established through
previous and continuing developments of the individual U.S. Military
Services both inhouse and within industry. Current planning is
oriented toward development, acquisition, operational testing and
evaluation of the Advanced Development Model (ADM) terminals and

interface devices for user system/platforms. Additional efforts will
focus on transition and implementation plans, net management
procedures, protocols and technical control plans and software.

The Naval Air Development Center (NADC), Warminster, Pennsylvania, has
been assigned the responsibilities of the Navy's lead laboratory for
JTIDS. This responsibility includes system engineering, procurement,
test and evaluation and integration of JTIDS terminals into Navy
platforms. These efforts are in direct support to the Joint Program
Office, Navy Deputy Program Manager. The Joint Program Office is
located at the Headquarters of the Electronic Systems Division (ESD),
L. G. Hanscom Air Force Base, Bedford, Massachusetts. NADC is being
assisted by several other defense facilities and various contractors.
Currently, NADC is the contracting agency for the development, design
and fabrication of two classes of terminals.

Several Class 2 terminals with a Phase I architecture are being built

by the Singer Corporation in Little Falls, New Jersey. These terminals
are to be delivered to the Navy and the Air Force for testing in the
last quarter of 1977.

The terminal will provide TDMA digital communications, a relative
navigation function and a TACAN function. It has a 5 net capability
and will handle a maximumdata rate of 57.6K BPS. A simplifiedblock
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diagram of the Singer terminal which has the nomenclature AN/ARQ-40, is
shown in figure 6.3-10.

The filter directly after the antenna is notched at 1030 MHz and 1090
MHz to prevent IFF interference. The receiver block represents two
independent superheterodyne receivers. These two receivers are time
shared between TDMA channels and TACAN. The TDMA channels are single
conversion and employ RF gain, tunable RF filt.ers, wide band double
balanced mixers, linear-limiting IF amplifiers and surface acoustic
wave (SAW) correlators. The IF amplifier, IF converters and SAW
correlators are located in the IF processor. The TACAN design
satisfies the requirements specified in MIL-N-81207A. The transmitter
exciter accepts baseband digital signals from the signal processor and
converts to Continuous Phase Shift Modulation (CPSM), which is a
modulation technique similar to Minimum Shift Keying. This signal is
then upconverted' to on Lx band frequency. The signal then exits the
exciter and is amplified to 800 watts peak power in the solid-state RF
power amplifier. The synthesizer is a digital phase-locked loop
capable of switching from any Lx band frequency to any other in
microseconds. The signal processor provides TDMA synchronization,
ranging, position location, data processing, error detection and
correction (Reed-Solomon encoding-decoding) and all other housekeeping
functions. The mode control unit contains functional controls for the
terminal, TDMA mode control, TACAN channel select and control and
necessary controls for the pseudorandom code generator.

The ITT Avionics Division has been contracted to develop Phase II
terminals. Class 1 and Class 2 terminals are to be delivered to the
Navy for test and evaluation during the first quarter of 1979. The
terminals will use the DTDMA signal architecture as previously
described which provides the advanced flexibility and increased system
capacity and independent multi-net capability in response to the Phase
II objectives.

The terminals have been designed to be fully compatible in operations
with the Phase I terminals. Additionally, this terminal will provide a
mUltiplicity of concurrently processed functions. These include a
number of jam-resistant functions; transparent Air Tactical Data System
Link (Link-4A), transparent Naval Data System Link (Link-II), wideband
(16K BPS), and a narrowband (2.4K BPS) digital voice, relative
navigation and TDMA-JTIDS Phase I; as well as conventional TACAN and
MARK XII IFF functions. A simplified block diagram of the ITT Avionics
Division Class I terminal (AN/USQ-72) is shown in figure 6.3-11, which
shows the five major blocks of the terminal, Power Amplifier (PA), and
the Receiver/Transmitter (R/T), Signal Processor (SP), Terminal
Processor (TP), and the Control and Display Units.

The Power Amplifier (PA) provides the power gain and modulation control
for all transmitted pulses. The broadband low-noise front end of the
receiver is also included in the PA unit.

The Receiver/Transmitter is a single unit. It provides the transmitter
RF drive and amplitude modulation signals to the Power Amplifier,
switches the output of the Power Amplifier to the selected antenna, and
provides four channels of received signal correlation outputs to the
Signal Processor. The Receiver/Transmitter receives digital data from
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the Signal Processorfor the controlof each transmissionor reception
event. This data specifies the frequency,PN code, SAW code, pulse
type, (JTIDS, TACAN, or IFF), transmitpower level or receivergain,
etc., as applicable. Status monitoringsignals (VSWR,Output Power,
Synthesizer lock-on) are also sent to the Signal Processor by the
Receiver/Transmitter. The Signal Processor provides all digital
signal processing for the terminal, controls the function channel
structures, and implements the various communication nets using
configuration command data from the TerminalProcessor. The Signal
Processor provides all control and interfacingwith the pseudorandom
code generator.

The Terminal Processor's primary functions includethe provisionof
terminal mode and configurationcontrol,messagebuffering,man-machine
interface processing, TACAN navigation processing,and built-intest
(BIT) control and diagnostics. The TerminalProcessorroutesdigital
messeges to the Signal Processorfor transmission,specifiestime of
transmission, and receives digitalmessagesfrom the SignalProcessor
for buffering and forwarding to other platform subsystems.

The Display Unit (DU)providesthe direct man-machineinterfacein the
form of an alphanumericdisplay,a queued keyboardfor data entry,and
several control selector switches. The alphanumericdisplayis also
used to display status information, TACAN data, and malfunction
isolation information.

The Control Unit (CU) provides the basic TACAN and IFF control
functions and is made up of a conventionalAN/ARN-84and APX-72 TACAN
and IFF control panel.

The broad applicability of the JTIDS System is assuredby the various
classes of terminals being developed. Laboratoryand field tests of
the first JTIDS AdvancedDevelopmentModelsbegan in late 1977. When
operational in the 1980'sthe Joint TacticalInformationDiskribution
System will assure instantaneous and reliable communication,
information distribution, navigation and unambiguous user
identification during t_ctical operations in any theatre.
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6.4 WEAPONS GUIDANCE AND CONTROL

6.4.1 AIR-TO-AIR GUIDANCE

The overall objective of this technologyarea is to developguidance
subsystems, components, and techniques for application to advanced
tactical air-to-air missiles. Technology pursuits must take into
account several factors, some of which are listed below.

q.4.1.1 Target Discrimination.When the missile is in a look-down
mode, the threat aircraft must be distinguished from background
clutter. Whether the missileseeker operatesin an RF or IR band, the
clutter problem is particularly severe when the threat is at low
altitudes.

6.4.1.2 Countermeasure Immunity.During the acquisitionor tracking
phase, the threataircraftcould deploy countermeasuressuch as flares
against an IR seekeror chaff againstan RF seeker.The seekermust be
capable of recognizing and ignoringthe countermeasuredeployedwhile
maintaining track on the true target.

6.4.1.3 Launch and Maneuver.The missilemust be independentof the
launch aircraft after missile separation.

_.4.1.4 All-Aspect Acquisition and Track. The missilemust be able
to acquireand track the target aspect.For example,long range nose-on
acquisition is difficult since the radar cross sectionof the threat
aircraft is minimum, and plume IR energy is masked by the aircraft.

6.4.1.5 CounterA ManeuveringTarget.The missilemust be capableof
a successful intercept on a highly maneuverable threat°aircraft.
Technology programs being pursuedincludedevelopmentsrelatedto both
short and medium range air-to-airmissiles.Thoughsome requirements
are common to both classes of missiles, there are also significant
differences. The differences affect the supporting technologies
associated with each and are discussed separately below.

6.4.1.6 Short Range Missile.The short range air-to-airmissile is
primarily a dogfight missile, i.e., it is used in close-in air
engagements against highly maneuverable enemy fighter aircraft.
Consequently, it must have capabilities of rapidly acquiring the
target at any aspect, of being launchedoff- boresight(relativeto
launch aircraft centerline), and flyinga successfulintercepton the
maneuvering target.State-of-the-artseeker technologyincludespassive
IR (imaging and nonimaging), active laser, active radar, and
combinations thereof. The passiveIR conceptsare fundamentallybased
on collectinga sufficientamountof IR energy radiatedby the aircraft
plume/tail pipe onto the IR detector (ordetectorarray for imaging
systems). After target acquisition, the seeker enters a track mode
whereby commends are generatedto drive the seekergimbal to keep the
target within the seeker field-of-viewand simultaneouslycommandsare
generated to control the flightpath of the missile.The active laser
and active radar seeker concepts are similar in that the radiating
source is containedin the missile.The beams _severalmilliradiansfor
the laser beam and a few degreesfor the RF beam) are radiatedfrom the
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missile in a predetermined search scan pattern and when the reflected
energy from the target exceeds a pre-set threshold, the seeker enters
a track mode.

A particular area requiring more investment of R&D resources includes
development of a low cost (less than $2,000) laser capable of high
pulse energy (200 millijoules), narrow pulse width (10-20 nanoseconds),
and variable repetition rate (20 pps to 200 pps) and packageable in a
4-4 inch cylinder less than 12 inches (approximately) long. Another
area requiring additional resources is in the development of low cost
focal plane arrays for use in imaging IR systems. Though the number of

elements cannot be precisely defined, an array of i000 x i000 elements
could make possible a strapdown (no gimbal) imaging seeker. Additional
efforts are also required in establishing a d_ta base of long
wavelength (8-12 micrometers) airborne measurements of targets and
various terrains.

6.4.1.7 Medium Range Missile. Efforts related to medium-to-long
range missiles include technology and development efforts to
demonstrate the capability of acquiring a radiating airborne target,
launch of the missile and accomplishing a successful intercept. It is
also required to maintain track on the target if, after the missile is
launched, the target shuts down its radiating source. A concept under
consideration is to use a dual mode seeker in which the acquisition
mode is performed by passive radar with the capability to hand-over to
an active radar if the target ceases radiating. An alternative for the
active radar mode is a passive IR mode.

An area requiring additional R&D resources is to develop the capability
of establishing, by passive means, the range to the target. This would
be a great aid in determining whether the target is within launch
limits. Accuracy of the range measurement is not critical; i.e., 20-30%
is acceptable.

Another area requiring added emphasis, and which would enhance
performance of active radar seekers,is to investigatethe methods of
obtaining longer acquisition ranges with lower transmitted power.
Innovative techniques of signal and data processingare among some of
the possibilities in achieving this goal.

6.4.2 AIR-TO-GROUND GUIDANCE

The overall objective of this technology area is to develop the
terminal guidance su6system and component technologies and demonstrate
their feasibility for application to advanced air-to-surface weapons.
The technologies which will provide or improve our adverse weather
capabilities are being emphasized along with those that have the
potential for lowering or reducing the cost of ownership. The goals of
the terminal guidance area are the successful demonstration of low cost
millimeter-wave and infrared seekers for possible application in small
independently guided antiarmor weapons. Expansion of the data base in
the millimeter-wave and infrared area is an additional near term goal
to permit proper evaluation and application of this technology.

6.4.2.1 & 2 Millimeter Wave (MMW) and Infrared (IR) Guidance
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Technology

The objective of currentMMW guidancetechnologyprogram is to provide
an adverse weather guidance capability for direct hits on tactical
battlefield targets. Current emphasis is placed on two major
objectives: (i) demonstration of an autonomouslock-on-after-launch
(LOAL) capability and (2) demonstrationof terminalguidanceaccuracy
necessary for a direct hit weapon.In order to meet these objectives
extensive target and background signature measurement programs are
being pursued to establish the necessary data base. In addition, a
comprehensive modeling and analysis effort is underwayto evaluate
expected performance of currenthardwareimplementationsand provide
technical direction for further sensor/seeker development. This
technology program is specifically structured to address adverse
weather terminal guidance technology as applicable to conventional
weapons and does not promiseto significantlycontributeto the NASA
mission.

6.4.2.3 Map Matching Update Guidance.

The use of positionupdates,generatedby an inflightmap matching or
correlation process, to correctinertialnavigatorerrors is a viable
means of guiding a tacticalweapon to high-value,stationarytargetsin
adverse weather. Successful correlation has been demonstrated with
optical, radiometric, radar, and altimetersensingsystems.Although
good midcourse guidance accuracy has been attained, and with some
systems which can map-match on the terminal scene, good terminal
accuracy, one or more operationallimitationshas thwartedthe systems
implementation in operational tactical weapons. The two biggest
limitations are cost and quick-strike capability. The cost of an
inertia] system, scene sensing system, in some devices pointing
capability, correlator, processors, and core avionicsto distribute
information is high for a midcourse guidance capability. For the
systems that also provideterminalguidance,the cost of ineffective
weapons lost to ECM at high-value,highly defendedtargetsenters in.
Map matching update guidance systems lack a quick-strikecapability
against targetsnewly found throughreconnaissance.Hours could be lost
referencing the recce back to a data base (assumingthe data base was
available) and then loading the referencedata into the weapon for
strike.

In view of these limitationsand others such as seasonalchange,highly
adverse weather, availability and cost of source data, altitude
limitations, and ECM, the emphasisin map-matchingguidanceis turning
to real-time target/scene acquisition. This 'snapshot'approachhas
been demonstrated with opticalcorrelatorsand seems feasiblewith the
high resolution radarsbeing developed.Real time acquisitionallows a
high probability of kill and thus extends utility to lower-value
targets. Resolution may be sufficient to perform terminal guidance
without the need for a seeker. This type of technology will have a
major impact on weapon guidance in the mid 80's.
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7.0 FUNDAMENTAL TECHNOLOGY

The fundamental technologies form the basis for the other technologies
by providing the analytica! tools, the software development methods,
and the emerging new components. This technology area covers
Information and Control Theory, Device Technology, Fluidics, System
Analysis and Software Methodology, and Flat Surface Display
Technologies.

7.1 INFORMATTON AND CONTROL THEORY

The theoretical foundation for information and control theoryas used
in modern control today is approxlmate]y 20 years o!d. The
mathematical formulationswere consJderablymore sophisticatedthan the
classical control methods that had been used previously. As a result
there was a longer learning time before the system application
implications were fully understoodand therewas an adequatelyeducated
community to accept the modern approsch. In some cases, the classical
designs have continued to be the designsof choice,appropriatelyso
because of their simple structure, and Jn many cases, easier
accessibil_ty for checkout, and trouble shooting Jn the field.
Inevitab]y, we have progressed in our challenge to control more
complicated systems so that we must rely on the formalism on the
multi-input multi-output control theory.

The most significantdifferencein modern controlis the use of a cost
function as the criterionfor developingcandidatedesigns. The ideas
first appeared coherently in theory of servomechanisims by James,
Nichols, and Phillips. More detail and applications appeared in
Newton, Gould, and Kaiser's book. A quadratic cost function for
control which minimizedthe integralof weightedsquaresof statesand
controls provided a sufficiently general criterion that has proved
quite successful as a design tool. The physical interpretation of
weighting factors to use with such a control design criterion were
developed by Bryson when he observed that for systems in which the
contro! dominated, the states and controlseach contributedcomparab]e
amounts in the cost func£_on.As a result,the weightingfactorshave
the interpretationsof the reciprocalof the maximumallowablestates
and controls respectively squared.

The similar transition to minimizingthe variance in the estimatesof
states has provideda scalar criterionfor the developmentof filters.
This method is very powerfuland when used Jn combinationwith a filter
structure which models the plant _s accuratelyas is needed,there is a
maximum rejection of sensed information which is inconsistent with
possible physical behavior of the system.

Techniques have developed to extendthe original formulationsand to
use specialized design tools for specialcases,e.g., when the system
can be described by a set of linearconstantcoefficientdifferential
equations. The eigenvector decomposition avail_ble under these
circumstances leods to extremely rapiddesignson a digitalcomputer
which many times can provide insight to first guesses in a truly
nonlinear control problem.

In both the control and filter design problems, the evaluation of
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candidate designs is still performed with simulations. These
simulations attempt to verify with more exact models of the plant
including nonlinearities and other effects which are expected to be
unimportant and more sophisticated models of disturbances. Ultimately
the evaluations in the field find hardware and mechanization

difficulties which cause performance to be different than expected.
Trouble-shooting at this level is aided considerably by having both
physical state models and eigencoordinate representations so that the
trouble can be identified as hardware vs. mathematical more easily.

7.1.1 OPTIMAL CONTROL

NASA should investigate methods of designing robust optimal contro]

laws. These control laws would either be passively insensitive to
plant variation or would actively adapt to variations. Passive
insensitive controllers may be more pratical that the active adaptive
methods. In general, filters and state estimators, essential
components of a complete optimal feedback control scheme, tend to be
more sensitive to unmodeled plant variation than state feedback

controllers. This phenomenon should be studied. Applications which
will require optimal controllers which function well despite plant
uncertainties include:

(a) control of flexible structures (e.g. solar power
satellites)

(b) Light-wing-loading STOL ride quality control
(c) reliable automatic landing under operational variations

in system models
(d) helicopter handling quality (e.g. vibration, gust,

response time) and fuel efficiency improvement
(e) ii flight envelope autopilots

Optimal feedback control laws for nonlinear systems should be
investigated. Simple and extremely fast optimal trajectory calculation
algorithms might actually be solved in real time by an on-board
computer. An important application is the control of a short range
air-to-air missile tracking a maneuvering target.

Minimum fuel optimal flight paths for commercial aircraft become more
important as fuel costs rise. Problems here include accurate modeling
of the aircraft/propulsion system and the incorporation of all hardware
and large sale system constraints in the design algorithm. An important
element in the acceptance of optimal control methods is their variation
on real vehicles under controlled test conditions.
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7.1.2 KALMAN FILTER AND STATE ESTIMATION THEORY

Implementation of this technology presents the greatest technical
opportunity at this time. NASA should investigate the application of
modern identification techniques to the task of optimizing !oad and
ride control system performance. The ability to correctly predict
structural mode shapes during the design of an airplane is presently
poor. Identification techniques can be used to generate high fidelity
airload/structural models from flight test measurements. These models
could then be used to fine tune the load/ride control system. The key
requirement here is provision by NASA of flight hardware -- including
computers -- to allow researchers to further algorithm development and
functional checkout. NASA should sponsor this research either through
Langley's EET program or Ames' QPLT program.

NASA should reevaluate fault detection technology in light of the F-8
digital fly-by-wire program. The philosophy should again emphasize
implementation and experimentation. Too much emphasis was placed on
algorithmic approaches as opposed to operational or hardware issues.
In particular, transient fault detection logic is but one small part of
the requirements: more research should be placed on steady state
system diagnosis and a detailed trade-off made of 'customized' versus
'common' base-line data. (Most aircraft systems are usually in steady
state.)

The key issue of fault detection, for both transient and steady state
operation, is the concept of fault tree search. Other competing ideas
are 'banks of Ka]man filters' and 'system identification approaches.'
These should be further evaluated, through NASA-sponsored studies, in
light of potential computer architectures and sensor technologies.

Theoretical studies are recommended in the arees of nonlinear and

adaptive controllers. Modern control theory methods which do not
account for system parameter variations do not seem to work well in
practice. Adaptive control laws are usually too complex. Special
attention has therefore been directed toward parameter insensitive
controllers. Many new structures for parameter insensitive
controllers have been developed and are being evaluated. These
controller forms are linear and allow for large variations in
parameters without significant degradation in performance.

Nonlinear identification methods have been used in several applications
but need further development in the area of model structure
determination. Advanced methods are requiredfor state estimationand
parameter estimation with non-gaussian non-white noise. Of equal
importance is the developmentof efficientgeneralmethods for treating
large-scale nonlinear systems by analysis or simulation,to predict
such phenomena as limit cycles and jump resonance.

States are the variables chosen to express a mathematical model
describing dynamic behavior of the aircraft, the kinematics of approach
to an airport,or the dynamicsof an instrument,etc. Until recently,
states that were needed were measured and filtering was done
spectrally. Estimators use the model of the dynamicsto infer other
states from the measurements of one or more and in doing so provide
more sophisticated possibilities for filtering signal from noise.
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The estimator is like a simulation of the dynamics. It may be in error

initially and it lacks the true noise and disturbance of the physical
world. To correct for this, the expected measurement (from the
estimated states) is compared with the real measurement and the
difference is weighted (by gains) and fed to each estimated state to
correct it. In some cases the initial conditions require large gains

for quick settling but if sensor noise is the principal contribution to
error in the steady state the gains must be small to isolate the
estimator from the noise. In these cases a Kalman filter may be used

or gains can be stepped discretely during initialization. The concept

may be applied to nonlinear as well as linear models though the design
is easier to develop and to troubleshoot when a linear model is
acceptable.

A low order model of the system is important. The minimum order model

which acceptably represents the dynamics for the purpose for which the
estimated states are needed will be least sensitive to modeling errors,

for example, errors in parameters. No systematic method exists for

choosing an acceptable low order model so the modeling becomes part of
the iterative process of design.

The states must be observable with the measurements available if they
are to be determined, but this may not be a sufficient criterion.
Unobservable but well damped states cause no problem if there is no
interest in them; but to be determined, additional measurements are

necessary. Representation of the mode] in eigencoordinates makes it
possible to identify the unobserved mode and thereby see which states
participate and are candidates for sensing. The optimum choice of
sensors is not a science since there may be many adequate combinations

-- the proper choice depends on cost, reliability, etc., as well as
performance.

Estimator gain selection may be done in design or an algorithm may be
used on-line. Criteria vary and include: specified estimator error

equation eigenvalues (for linear, constant coefficient models), minimum
variance in the steady state, or on-line as in a Kalman filter.

The Kalman filter will assume it can estimate a steady state perfectly
if there are no disturbances because the mechanization is based on an

assumption of a perfect model. Since all measurements have noise, a
Kalman filter will set the estimator gains to zero for modes which are

undisturbed to prevent sensor noise disturbing its 'perfectly
estimated' states. If the undisturbed mode is neutrally stable (has an

eigenvalue with zero real parts) the filter will diverge. This problem
may be prevented by a variety of techniques (ref 103) (SUNDAR 505):
constrain the real part of the eigenvalue of a minimum variance design,
artificially introduce noise in the model though it has no physical
meaning (it becomes a design tool not part of the physical modeling),
destabilize the system model (unstable modes produce roots with real

parts reversed in sign so they do not diverge), and for a Kalman filter
restarting periodically resets the gains for the estimated initia!
conditions which are typically nonzero for the undisturbed mode too.

One of the most important criteria is sensitivity to model errors.
Quadratic cost function criteria for control gains have been extended
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to include sensitivity terms and a similar process is needed for
estimator gains and sensor selection criteria. At the present this
process is most frequently done by the designer by iteration during the
simulation.

The design of estimators therefore is not a direct process but like all
designs involves iterations. A systematic approach to this process is
shown in Figure 7.1.2-i where individual steps have been explained
briefly in the text above.
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7.1.3 DIRECT DIGITAL SYNTHESIS

The trend to digitalmechanizationshas fostereda re-examinationand
extension of techniques for discretesystemsanalysisand synthesis.
Most of the control problems of interest involve a continuous
controlled element and a hybrid controller which may contain both
continuous and discreteelements. Since a major portionof the system
may be continuous, and because many system design criteria and
procedures have been developedfor continuoussystems,one very popular
approach is some form of emulation.

In general, emulation starts with a continuouscontrollerdesign and
then converts this controJlerto a digitalequivalent. The emulation
approach is illustr_ted in more detail in figure7.1.3-1. The major
part of the analysisprocedureis accomplishedin the continuousor s
(Laplace transform} domain. The resultingcontrollaw is convertedto
a difference equation by, for instance,the Tustin transform. This is
accomplished by replacing s in the control laws by:

2 (z- 1)

T (z+ 1)

where z = e exp. Ts. The advantagesof an emulationprocedureare that
insights, computer programs, rules of thumb, etc., useful in the
familiar continuous system analysis procedures transfer into the
discrete domain. The discreteversionof the continuouscontrollaw
is evaluated on the basis of some fidelitycriterion,i.e., indicating
how closely it approaches the continuousdesign. The nature of the
_pproximations involveddeterminingthe discretecontrollerare such as
to result in a degree of overdesign. In particular the frame rate
requirements appear larger than necessary.

The main alternative to emulation is some direct digital design
process. This can be reviewed with the aid of figure7.].3-2. The
procedure begins with the discretizing process which places all
elements, continuous and discrete,into a discrete format. The use of
zero-order holds to couple the outputof the digitalcomputerto the
control actuatorsis usuallyimplied,althoughother couplingforms can
be included explicitly.

After the equations of motion have been made discrete, the direct
digital design can be carriedout using a wide varietyof design aids
and tools. Conventional sampleddata design using the z-transformis
one possible procedure. It has awkwardfeaturesin that the stability
boundary lies only within the unit circle ratherthan on the entire
left half plane, _nd in complexsystemsmany roots tend to come quite
close to this boundary. In fact, an extraordinary number of
significant figures must often be carried in calculationsto separate
the roots which are close to the unit circle. While this has
computational burdens, these are relativelyinsignificantcomparedto
the loss of insight which accompanies the design in the continuous
domain. That a design is stable is easy to see; that it will perform
well under al] circumstances is somewhat difficult to envision.

Because many of the available design proceduressuffer from similar
problems, especially those involving design insight,a good deal of
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attention has recently been devoted to direct design procedures which,
like emulation, have fruitful connections with the continuous domain

and are readily related thereto. The w' transformation has proved to
be an exceptionaly usefull domain because it permits the carryover of
many continuous system procedures, techniques, and insights into the
digital world without introducing any approximations. The w' transform
is a scaled version of the familiar bilateral w-transform (figure

7.1.3-3). It is given by

2 2 (z-I) 2 Ts
w' =---w - --tan h--

T T (z + I) T 2

This equation for w' is similar to the equation for the Tustin
transform. The former, however, is used as a direct substitution for

s; whereas to transform from the continuous to the w'-domain requires a
valid discretization of the continuous equations of motion.

One immediately observes a nice feature of the w' domain, in that as
the sampling period goes to zero, w' approaches s. In other words, at
frequencies well below the folding frequencies, system characteristics
in the w' domain closely approximate those in the frequency domain. In
fact, numerical values o_ gains and time constants in the w' domain are

very similar to their s domain counterparts for those modes which are
well below the folding frequency.

In the w' domain, the transfer function has the same number of zeros as

it has poles, even though the s domain transfer function ordinarily has
an excess of poles over zeros. The excess zeros associated with the w'
domain approach infinity as sampling time approaches zero. Thus, the
continuous transfer functions can be thought of as special cases of w'
domain transfer functions as T approaches zero. The excess zeros come
about due to the nonminimum phase effects of sampled data and data

holds. They thus clearly indicate the effects of these elements in the
discrete system. It is, in fact, these additional zeros that are the
major 'new' features needed to be considered in the discrete design.
Becouse of the neat analogies between the continuous and w' design
domains, conventional multiloop analysis, Bode plot, root loci, and

other procedures are useful and valid in the w' domain even in the
presence of significant folding. The control]er designer can thus
synthesize digital controllers using considerably lower sampling rates
than are required when an emulation design approach is used, while
still retaining insights adapted from the continuous domain. In fact,
it is not too much to say that an 'analog' system designer can use the
w' domain to literally 'transform himself' into a digital designer.'

The combination of the w' domain with vector switch decomposition

furnishes a powerful tool for the direct digital synthesis of multirate
systems. It also serves as a basis for extending the concept of
frequency response from merely being the magnitude and phase of the
sine wave that fits the sample points at the sampling instances to the

case of fitting N sine waves to the sample points and N-I inter-sample
points. It thus permits the assessment of a continuous frequency
response for a discretely excited system. This then makes a clear
distinction between the sampled spectrum, which is commonly but

incorrectly understood to be the frequency response of a discretely
controlled system, and the actual continuous frequency response.
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A comprehensive review of direct digital synthesis procedures which
emphasizes, elaborate, and illustrates the above points is presented in
'Analysis of Digital Flight Control Systems with Flying Qualities
Applications,' R. F. Whitbeck and L. G. Hofman, Systems Technology,
Inc., TR-II01, June 1978 (forthcoming AFFDL TR).

Extensions to the above theory are desirable to include nonsynchronous
data and distributed architecture. Also, as is always the case with

new analysis and design procedures for complex systems, specialized or
modified software packages to support the design efforts are needed.
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7.2 DEVICE TECHNOLOGY PROJECTIONS

7.2.1 ELECTRONIC DEVICES

This section presents a review of the current status and projection of

the trends of various technologies to 1985-1988. A 3- to 5- year time
lag is assumed at that time to incorporate this new technology in
production hareware.

7.2.1.1 Silicon Semiconductor Technology

Circuit Technology

Advances in semiconductor state of the art over the last 5 years have
been impressive. The basis for much of the recent progress in
integrated circuit (IC) technology has been advances in
photolithography, semiconductor cell isolation, and ion-implantation
processing schemes. Semiconductor chips with the equivalent of 80,000
transistors are available as off-the-shelf items, and microcomputers,
microprocessors, programmable hand-held calculators, and complex memory
chips are readily available. Development of newer methods, such as
electron-beam and ion-beam implantation pattern generation, promise
more improvement. To prevent mask damage due to contact printing,
efforts are also underway in projection printing and 'near-contact'
printing. Feeding these developments is an array of technologies
remarkable for their diversity and ability to enhance circuit
performance.

As shown in figure 7.2.1.1-1, most of these technologies still use
silicon as the base material and are primarily of two basic types:
bipolar and metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET).
The bipolar technologies can be broken down into many different
circuit forms, based on three approaches to circuit construction:

• Epitaxial collector techniques
• Triple-diffusion techniques
• Oxide-isolator techniques

The epitaxial collector device structure is the most common bipolar
processing method in use today. It has resulted in a large number of
unique circuit forms as shown in figure 7.2.1.1-1. One promising
technology for future applications is IIL (integrated-injection logic).

The size and low-power advantages of IIL come directly from shrinking
the old direct coupled transistor logic (DCTL) into a single
complementary transistor equivalent. By this arrangement, packing
densities similar to those of MOS can be obtained. Other names used for
logic types that are basically IIL are:

• CHL -- Current-hogging logic
• CCCL -- Complementary constant-current logic
• SFL -- Substrate-fed logic

IIL devices fabricated by conventional bipolar processes are presently
limited to a delay of i0 to 30 nanoseconds per gate. If the process is
optimized for IIL, it is felt that delays of 2 to 3 nanosec, can be
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achieved. IIL devices can be included on the same chip with Schottky
TTL, emitter-coupled logic (ECL), linear circuitry or other circuit
forms because of process similarity. This feature can be very useful
in the reduction or elimination of special interface circuit
requirements.

MOS is being fabricated on both bulk silicon and insulating substrates.
While MOS has historically been classified as a very dense and
low-power but slow circuit form, new developments are making M0S
faster, approaching today's most popular bipolar circuit forms.

Another promising silicon technology is CMOS/SOS. Most of the attempts
at circuit improvements have been concerned with improved device
isolation. With silicon-on-insulated substrate MOS (SOISMOS), no bulk
silicon is used; instead, a thin film of silicon is grown on an
insulating substrate, and silicon islands are formed by selective
etching. The transistors are then formed in the standard way except
that no guardband diffusions are required. To date, almost all efforts
in this technology have used sapphire as the insulating substrate.
Some work was done using spinel, but it appeared to be inferior to
sapphire.

The benefits of this approach are the size reduction and the lower
capacitive characteristics that are achieved by the air isolation
between devices. This isolation results in improved speed and lower
power. A ASOISMOS chip would be roughly 20 to 30 % smaller than an
equivalent N-channel MOS (NMOS) silicon-gate chip. Memories built with
this process have access times that rival bipolar parts.

SOIS has been limited thus far to MOS circuit forms, with the highest
emphasis on complementary MOS (CMOS). This process will provide
high-speed and low-power memories.

One important offshoot of the basic MOS device structure is the charge
coupled device (CCD) announced by Bell Telephone Laboratories in 1970.
The CCD is a MOS integrated circuit shift register, which is made in
the form of a string of MOS capacitors. The initial work was in
surface channel devices, where metal electrodes were placed on a
silicon dioxide insulation layer over a P-type silicon substrate. No
diffusions are required for surface channel devices. However, because
of the noise caused by the trapping of charge at the silicon/silicon
dioxide interface, most effort is now in buried layer CCDs.

Buried layered devices are formed by selective diffusion or
implantation of N-type silicon into a P-type silicon substrate. In
comparison with MOSFET structures, CCDs are very simple to process, and
thus result in good yield over a very large area. No isolation is
required between devices, making this a very high-density technology.

CCDs operate as shift registers or delay lines, where the mobile charge
stored within a semiconductor element is transferred to a similar,
adjacent storage element. Thus CCDs can represent analog as well as
digital data by the external manipulation of voltages, the quantity of
the charge can vary widely, depending on the voltage applied and the
capacitance of the storage element.
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The potentiallow cost and fast accessof CCD serialmemoriesmake them
candidates for replacing random access memories (RAM) where random
access is not a requirement. The latencytime of a large memory is
reduced by creating smaller blocks of stored bits circulatingas if
they were enclosed in pipelines,with each pipelinebeing capableof
separate access.

Progress in Integrated Circuitry Technology

Until the early 1970's,the only implementationtools availablefor the
digital portion of a system consistedof integratedcircuits,which
contained an average of about four logic functionsper package. As a
result, the cost, size, weight,power and reliabilityof a system were
almost direct function of the number of logic gates in the system.
Thus, a heavy emphasis was placed on minimizingthe numberof gates.
Because the logic complexityper packagewas so limited,the design of
standard multiuse devices was a simple task.

With LSIC, hundreds of logic functionscan be containedin a single
package. Designing functional elements of this complexitythat have
universal appeal is difficult. Nevertheless,from 1975 through1977
many complex, but standard LSIC devices that perform significant
digital computingfunctionshave appeared,and it has become relatively
easy to assembleefficientdigitalprocessorsusing standardLSICs. In
1978, the completemicrocomputeron one LSIC chip has becomeavailable.
Now with the adventof electronbeam x-ray patterning,the integrated
circuit area required by a transistorwill be reducedby hundredsof
times. This reduction will result in VLSIC (very large scale
integrated circuit), where a processorwould take up a trivialportion
of a chip and the rest would includeperhapsa millionbits of memory.

Microprocessor/Computer Projectiion

The latest microprocessingdevicescontainthe equivalentof about 8000
gates on a singlechip; currentdevelopmentwork indicatesthis may be
doubled by 1980. Further, the fundamental optical and electronic
considerations indicate that the practicalcomplexityand speed limit
for CMOS devices is many times that predictedfor 1980. This means
that by the mid 1980's single chip computerswill have capabilities
considerably exceeding today'sbest minicomputersand at a fractionof
the cost. The question will not be "how to get" the computing/
processing capability but "how to use it." Some currentthoughtson
how to efficiently utilize the coming wave of powerful computing
hardware are described in the next section.
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7.2.1_2 Computer Architecture and Software

One probable approach to utilizing the new computers will be a move to
much greater use of parallel architecture arrangements. Until recently

the most economical way of increasing computer throughputwas to build
faster singlemachinesbecauseall computerswere expensive,and it was
cheaper to increase the speed,throughuse of improvedlogic than to
build two or more similarslowermachines. Increasingly,however,the
software cost was becoming greaterin relationto the hardwarecost,
largely due to th increase in softwarecomplexitynecessaryto take
advantage of the faster hardware. More recentlyattentionhas been
focused on architecture in which the software is divided into more
easily manageable 'modules'each of which handles a particularpart of
a larger overall computing task. Eachmodule can be processedby an
independent computer (having its own dedicated memory) which then
communicates by a bus with other computershandlingother parts of the
overall problem. Perhaps one computer will be assignedthe task of
initializing the problem and controlling bus traffic. Such an
arrangement would, by subdividingboth softwareand hardware,offer two
advantages. One, the total software taskwould be lessenedbecause
software design time is an exponential function of the total
instructions involved;two, the computerswould be identicalexcept for
program memory and perhapsI/O conditioningand thus the designwould
be that for one less complex unit. Further,the severalcomputerscan
probably be assembledfrom the standardVLSIC deviceswhich will be in
production in the next few years.

Another probable effect of inexpensivecomputingcapacitywill be an
increase in the use of higher order languages for writing software
programs. Up until now the cost of the memory requiredto accommodate
higher order language programs and the decrease in net output has
required almost all programs for productionairbornecomputersto be
written in an assembly language. This has resulted in efficient
machine language programs which minimized the recurringcost of the
hardware needed to process them. This efficiency in hardware was
gained at the cost of more programming work by software designers
intimately familiar with the processor being used. Further, each
computer required specialized code-writing techniques even when the
instruction sets were similar. With processingand memory hardware
becoming a minor portion of system cost it becomes feasible and
desirable to increase the hardware content somewhat in order to
minimize the software design and validationcosts. Obviously,this
effect will be noted first in relatively complex systems with low
production potentialbut as the hardwarecosts decreasethe effectwill
extend to high production systems. The greatest impedimentto this
trend may be the lack of any standardizationin higher order languages.
The widely used languageslike BASIC,COBOL,and FORTRANare not well
suited to real time processing of control law and navigation
algorithms, while none of the more specializedlanguageshave
gained wide enough usage to become defacto standards.

ARPA is currently funding two contractors to develop prototype
compilers for a new real time programminglanguagedesignatedDOD I,
which was designed and specified under prior contracts. After the
prototype compilers are evaluated it is plannedto have operational
compilers developedfor some computersof the Militarycomputerfamily.
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The target date for the operational compilers is 1980. Presumably
after this time it will be requiredto have compilersfor all computers
designed into militaryvehicles. Eventuallythis will result in a few
languages becoming standards and in the developmentof compilersfor
the higher level microprocessor/computers.

7.2.1.3 Gallium Arsenide Technology

Gallium Arsenide is an emergingtechnologywhich promisesto bring a
further revolution to circuit technology beyond that possible with
silicon technology. The basic physicalcharacteristicsof GaAs provide
an electron mobility (mu) five times that of Si which means GaAs has a
great potentialfor smallerpower-delayproductsthan for equivalentSi
devices. Furthermore, GaAs has the potentialof operatingabove 400
deg Celsiusand will sustaingreaternuclearhardeningthan with Si (i0
exp. 15 to 10 exp. 16 neutronsper squarecm. and I0 exp. 5 to 10 exp.
6 rads of gamma radiation).Currentlythere are three GaAs technologies
being exploited for circuit application:

• Enhanced Junction Field Effect Transistors (E-JFET)
• Metal Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors (MESFET)
• Transfer Electron Devices (TED)

The E-JFET has the potentialfor the smallestpower-delayproduct in
the area of 10 femptoJoules (fJ), MESFET/SDFLhas the potentialfor
the highest circuit densities (i00,000to 1,000,000),and TED has the
potential for the shortestpropagationdelays, 30 to 50 picosec,but at
relatively low power-speed product (i.e.,high power) approximately2
picoJoules (pJ).

The relation of the three GaAs technologies to the competing Si
technologies is portrayed in figure7.2.1.3-1. The MESFET technology
divides into two branches: Schottky Diode FET Logic (SDFL) and
MESFET's which do not use SDFL. The SDFL technologyis being pursued
vigorously by Rockwell Science Center for applicationto Very Large
Scale Integration (VLSI) and Ultra Large Scale Integration (ULSI).
Hewlett Packard is pursuingMESFET technologyfor applicationto Medium
Scale Integration (MSI) circuits.

McDonnell Douglas AstronauticsCompany is developingE-JFETtechnology
and has produced3 microndeviceswith a power-delayproductof 100 fJ
and a delay of i000 ps (i ns).

The Rockwell SDFL MESFET technology has produced small scale
integration (SSI) devices having a power-delayproductof about 50fJ
and a gate delay of about 80ps.

Hewlett Packard MESFET (depletion mode) technologyhas producedSSI
devices with gate delays of 250 ps and a power-delayproductof I0 pJ
(i0,000 fJ).

As may be seen from table 7.2.1.3-1 a number of devices have been
produced and tested as of September1978. Rockwellhas produceda 30
gate CCD device, but the performancefigureswere not publishednor
available. However,Rockwellis projectinga CCD capableof operating
at a gigabit/sec, within a few years.
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The GaAs device technology is currently utilizing ion implant
techniques and optical lithography for the circuitchip mask layout.
The resolution limit for optical lithographyis about 1 micronline
width which means the minimum logicgate length is also about 1 micron.

Both Dr Zuleeg of McDonnellDouglasand Dr. Liechtiof HewlettPackard
indicated that their companies are projectingthe use of sub-micron
lithography using electron beam technology in order to increase
circuit yield.

Projections made by Drs. Eden, Zuleeg,and Liechtiare presentedin
table 7.2.1.3-2. Dr. Eden'sprojectionis a dramaticexampleof what
can be expected of the new GaAs technology when ultra large scale
integration (ULSI) is achieved. The super chip (firstitem of table
7.2.1-2) has the capabilityof the Amdahl470v super computercentral
processing unit (CPU) which is packaged in a unit about 0.9 m in
diameter utilizing ECL LSI. The Amdahl CPU utilizes10KW of power and
has an instruction time of 10 ns.

The GaAs super chip which emulates the Amdahl 470 super computer
utilizes 20 watts of power, is 1 cm square,and has an instructiontime
of INS. This means the GaAs super chip

• uses 500 times less power
• is ten times faster
• uses 6000 times less area

than the Amdahl 470 super computer.
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GALLIUMARSENIDEDEVICESAVAILABLESEPT. 1978
P PTD

TD POWER/ PWR DELAY SIZE CHIP/ PWR SPLY
TECHNOLOGY NO. GATES GATE DELAY GATE PRODUCT LITHOG, VOLT TYPE

ROCKWELL1978
SDFL (MESFETs) 9 141psec 450_W 47fJ 7mmx7mm lu 1.7V 9 stage ring OSC

ROCKWELL1978
SDFL (MESFETs) 4 120ps 3351_W 47fJ 7mmx7mmI0_ +2V,-2V NOR GATE CHAIN

ROCKWELL1978
SDFL (MESFETs) 7 82ps 3049_W 50fJ UNK 20_ UNK 7 stage

ROCKWELL1978
SCHOTTKYBARRIER
GATE 30* UNK** UNK UNK UNK 1.4u 15V CCD

MCDONNELLDOUGLAS
1978
E JFETs
(Enhancementmode) 9 1000ps IO0_W 100fJ 2.3x2.3mm3u 1.2V 9 stage ring OSC

HEWLETTPACKARD
1977
MESFETs
(Depletionmode) 20 250ps 40mW 10pJ O.2xO.2mm1_ 4V Binary Freq.

Divider

TABLE 7.2.1.3-I
E JFET = EnhancedJunctionField EffectTransistor
MESFET = Metal SemiconductorField EffectTransistor
SDFL = SchottkyDiode FET Logic

* Chargetransferefficiency 97% at 1_z
** Expect 1GHz,Unit operatedat IMHz



GALLIUMARSENIDETECHNOLOGYDEVICEPROJECTIONS

SOURCE/ AREA/ POWER/ PWRDLY CHIP LITHO
TECHNOLOGY NO. GATESGATE GATEDELAYGATE PRODUCT SIZE GRAPHYYEAR

ROCKWELL(Eden)
SDFL (MESFET) 105 300p2 lns 200pW lOOfJ 1 cm2 Ip =1985

MCDONNELLDOUGLAS
(Zuleeg)
E JFET 2000 2250p2 200ps IOOpW 20fJ 2.25mm2 I_ UNK

HEWLETTPACKARD
(Liechti)
MESFET
(Depletion mode) 102-103 -- 200ps IO00_W 200fJ -- 0.25_ 1983

HEWLETTPACKARD
(Liechti)
TED I0 -- 67ps 14.9mW 1000fJ -- 0.25p 1983

TABLE 7.2.1.3-2



7.2.2 MEMORY TECHNOLOGY

been characterized by an almost insatiable appetite for larger and
faster memories.

The technology of digital storageis perhaps the most rapidlychanging
sector in all microelectronics.Over the past decade,operatingspeed
and reliability have increased by at least an order of magnitudeas
physical size, power consumption,and cost per bit of storagehave been
reduced by factorsrangingfrom i00 to i000. Improvementof comparable
magnitude can be envisioned for the near future before fundamental
physical limitations enforcea slowdown. Importantcharacteristicsof
memory in addition to size, power, and cost per bit are speed of
operation (access time), cycle time, and data transfer rate.

Today, memory devices can be convenientlyclassifiedinto two basic
categories of either moving-surface devices or entirely electronic
devices, with subdivisions in each category. Moving-surfacememories
have the information stored in magnetic mediums and are usually
nonvolatile. Moving-surface memories usuallyserve as mass (or file)
memories in computer systems where the informationstored is changed
much less often than it is read. Today's cost per bit of moving
surface storage is lower by one to four orders of magnitude than
storage in electronic memory (roughlyi0 exp. -5 cent per bit for the
moving-surface storage as compared with I0 exp. -i cent per bit for
microelectronic memory, with both being based on the least-expensive
mechanism). Moving-surface memories are serially accessed and
generally transferblocksof data. Storagecapacityand access time of
today's typical moving surface memories are:

• Cassette:
* Storage: i0 exp. 6 to i0 exp. 7 bits
* Access: 10 to 100 seconds

• Disk:
* Storage: i0 exp. 9 to i0 exp .i0 bits
* Access: 20 milliseconds (typical)

Microelectronic memories now have access times in the tens of
nanoseconds, which is six to eight orders of magnitude faster than
moving surface memories. Between these two basic categories is a
large memory accesstime gap. Work is continuingto bridge this access
time gap. Figure 7.2.1-1 comparesthe price and accesstimes of the
two categories. The price shown is estimatedto be reducedby a factor
of 10 or more in the next 5 to 8 years.

There are a great many technologiesthat are suitablefor fabricating
storage systems. This discussion will not attemptto evaluatethem
all, but will be limitedto those consideredto be most applicableto
civil airborne use.

The moving surface memories previously mentioned for background
information probably will not be used in future airborne systems
because of the slow access time and large volume.

The memory categories previously mentioned can be broken down as
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follows:

• Electronic devices:
* Bipolar memory
* MOS memory
* CCD memory

• Magnetic/Electronic
* Magnetic bubble

Semiconductor Storage -- Semiconductor storage is primarilydivided
into three technology areas:

• Bipolar for high speed
• MOS for low cost
• CCDs for serial memories

Both bipolar and MOS technologiescan be used to fabricateRAMs with
fast read/write characteristics,or ROMs where data are not alterable.
In either technology, read-onlydevicescan be programmedat the mask
level or by the user in the field. With MOS technologiesit is also
possible to fabricateelectronicallyalterableROMs (EAROMs). An EAROM
is a non-volatile memory device that is meant to operate in a
read-mostly mode, but can be alteredwhen desired. Alteringan EAROM
is a slow process and is seldom performed on line.

Approaches are presently under developmentin MOS which may result in
high speed read-write RAMs that are nonvolatile. All currently
available semiconductor RAMs will lose data if power is interrupted.

Bipolar Semiconductor Memories -- As in the case of semiconductor
logic, bipolar technology offers highestspeed in memories. Bipolar
memories consume more power and have less device complexitythan other
semiconductor approaches and can be fabricated using a number of
circuit forms to providesome speed/powerflexibility. At the present
time, bipolar RAMs are available with up to 4096 bits per chip and
access times in the range of 50 to 125 nanoseconds. RAMs with 16K bits
will probablybe availableearly in 1979. Presentday bipolarROMs are
available with up to 16K bits per chip with mask programmingand 4K
bits in field programmable form. These devicesoperate in the 30 to
140 nanosecondsaccess time range and will achievespeed and complexity
improvements in the future. The power dissipationat presentis about
0.5 milliwatsper bit. Bipolarmemoriesare used only where high speed
is required.

MOS Semiconductor Memories -- In addition to volatile RAMs, MOS
technology is used to produceROMs, EAROMs,and nonvolatileRAMs. MOS
ROMs of 32 and 64K bits per chip are availablein today'stechnology,
and field programmableMOS ROMs are availablewith capacitiesup to 16K
bits per chip.

Three semiconductor approaches have been used to produceelectrically
alterable ROMs. Two of these, floating avalanche MOS (FAMOS) and
amorphous semiconductors, have not as yet received the emphasis of
metal nitride-oxide semiconductors (MNOS). Data alterationdiffers
from a conventional RAM in that an erase is requiredprior to write.
Some EAROMs erase on a block basis and the entire memory must be
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rewritten to change a single bit. The erase/write cycle is much slower
than the read cycle (millisec. versus nanosec.), and a fatigue
phenomenon limits the number of erase/write cycles to the range of i0
exp. 6 to i0 exp. i0. The main advantage of EAROMs over RAMs is
nonvolatility; over ROMs, it is alterability. It is expected that
EAROMs will be used for microprogram store, and for program and secure
data areas of main memory.

In addition to RAMs, CMOS is being used to realize content addressable

memories. A 64-bit chip is presently available that can perform a
number of search operations in 200 nanosec. The large number of pin
outs required may limit growth in this area.

Charge-Coupled Device Memories -- Although a CCD memory can be

configured in a number of ways, all are basicallyserial in form and
hence are block oriented rather than word oriented. The CCD is
characterized by high packing density, low power dissipation,and a
structural simplicity that will lead to low cost.

Present day CCD memory devicesoperatein a digitalmanner where charge
represents a 'one' and lack of charge representsa 'zero'. Chips are
available today with 64 bits of storage. CCD memoriesare strictly
serial and exhibit access times in the 300 nonosec,range and latency
time in the 130 microsec, range. Typical power dissipation is 20
microwatts per bit at 10 MHz and 4 microwattsper bit at idle speed.
Because of transfer inefficiencies,repeaters(sense/injectcircuits)
are required about every 64 bits. Becausethe devicesare dynamic,a
minimum clock rate of 50 to 100KHz is required to ensure data
retention_ Refresh rate is a function of operating temperature.

CCDs offer significant speed, power, and reliabilityadvantagesover
today's disks and drums. Because of the volatile of CCDs, some
applications may require magnetic bubble memory for mass storage.

Magnetic Storage -- For years, magnetic storage has been the most
common type of memory in use. Magnetic storage has had the cost
advantage over semiconductor approaches until just recently,and is
nonvolatile and inherently radiation hard. The main problems with
magnetic storage in the past have been the difficultyand inefficiency
in interfacing with the semiconductor devices with which they must
communicate. This factor, and now access time, has almost completely
forced magnetic memories into large capacityapplicationssuch as main
memory and beyond.

Memory Technology Projections -- This subsection describes the
characteristics of memory technologiesexpected in the 1985 time frame
with applicability to avionics.

Bipolar Semiconductor -- It is expectedthat a 32 bit bipolarRAM with
access times in the 20 nanosec,regionwill be availableby 1985. An
IIL 4K bit memory array with 100 nanosec, access time is presently
available. The present power dissipation of 0.5 milliwattsper bit
will most likely be cut to one third by 1985. It is expected that
nonvolatile semiconductorRAMs could be developedwith 2 to 4K bits per
chip and read/write speeds in the 200 ns range by 1980.
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CMOS Semiconductor -- CMOS RAMs with access times as low as 80 ns and
complexities of 4K bits per chip are availablenow, by 1985, 8K RAMs
with 50 ns access time should be available.

MNOS EAROMs -- MNOS EAROMsof 8K bits per chip are currentlyavailable
and extension to 16k bits should be possible by 1985.

Charge-Coupled Device -- A 128K bit CCD should be available for
military applications by 1985. CCDs operating at 20 MHz and with
access times in the 200 ns range (latency time in the 80 microsec.
range) should also be available for high speed mass storage
applications.

Magnetic Bubble Memories -- Magnetic bubble memories have been
constructed using single crystal garnet films and amorphous cobalt
films. The amorphous material is currentlymore difficultto process
but promises higher speed and can be put on almost any substrate
material. Two manufacturersare currentlyreleasingthe crystalgarnet
bubble memories in sample quantities. One is designateda 92K bit unit
and the other a 256Kbit unit. Both have minimumaccess time of 4-6
millisec., and at presentare restrictedto operationin the commercial
temperature range (approx. 0 to 50 deg. C).

7.2.3 DATA BUSSING AND MULTIPLEXING

Bussing and multiplexing techniques for interconnecting separate
computers within a system and for connectingI/O terminalsto computers
are now common in all types of real time control systems.

A major considerationis to minimizebox pin-outs. To accomplishthis,
data transmission between boxes and systemswill have to be in serial
form. Because of the large amount of data to be handled due to
redundancy management and more sophisticated operation, the serial
transmission then dictates the use of high frequencyclockswhich in
turn dictates low signal levels in order to minimize power. Fiber
optic transmission lines will meet the requirementsfor transmission
speeds (wide bandwidth) in additionto offering the following:i) low
cross talk betweensignals (i.e.,betweenmultiplefibers);2) relative
immunity from electromagnetic interfaces (EMI) and radio frequency
interference (RFI); 3) reduced conductor weight and size; 4) with
regard to cable faults,eliminatesthe failuremode of 'shorts'and 5)
elimination of ground loops and voltage shifts caused by common
grounds.

Fiber optic transmission between boxes and other systemscan provide
the following advantages to each interfacing box:

• The Receiving/Transmitting (R/T) terminals in the box
require less power to operate than the present MIL-STD-1553A
multiple data bus.

• The R/T terminals require less volume than the present
MIL-STD-1553A terminals which require isolation transformers.

• The fiber optic receiver (PIN diode detector) can be easily
coupled to a CCD mass memory cell when the transfer of blocks
of data is required.
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7.2.4 LOW COST SENSORS

Perhaps the most important impact on the cost of low cost sensors may
be the information processing technology that has just been discussed
in the previous sections. This will make it possible to use fewer
sensors since there is a great deal of duplication in the panel
instruments presently used today, and sensors which do not directly
measure quantities that a pilot would like to have displayed. The
combining of information computationally, and the calculations
necessary to put it into a desirable form of display for the pilot are
functions which can be increasingly carried out at small cost and high
efficiency.

As a result, the first considerations in reducing the cost of sensors
is the removal of sensors. Recent studies to see whether the gyros
could be removed have resulted in mixed results. It is not Clear at
the outset that any one sensor can be removed and the information,
though inferred by others, supplied adequately by them. Though
adequate accuracy may be available from an alternate source, the
bandwidth of this information may be inadequate. Reciprocally, the
high frequency parts of desired information may be adequately presented
but the low frequency parts might be important enough that the sensor
cannot be replaced unless the full spectrum is available.

The second major effect on cost is the reduction of cost through
improved engineering, or the introduction of new technology.
Improvements in engineering have continued to take place in all
sensors. Improved manufacturing technology, the introduction of new
materials -- particularly plastics, and improved alloys --have in the
past and will continue to drive costs down. The dramatic changes are
more likely to come from new technology. Two areas are already making
their appearance as important candidates: silicon technology, and the
introduction of fluidic sensing. The silicon technology has grown as a
fallout from the manufacturing requirements of integrated circuits.
National Semiconductor introduced a pressure transducer nearly ten
years ago and it was the first of what we can expect to be a series of
transducers using the silicon techniques. Silicon is a very good
mechanical material with virtually no internal loss in hysteresis, and
it can have its properties changed with varying amounts of doping or
with overlays. Strain measurements can be made by either of these two
techniques and is the method for reading deformations produced, for
example, by pressure. More recently, accelerometers are taking
advantage of the silicon technology and costs in both cases are
promising to be dramatically lower as the basic silicon elements can be
produced by the mass production techniques developed for electronic
devices.

The fluidic rate sensors include at least two types: the vortex, and
the laminar jet rate sensor have been experimentally demonstrated in
general aviation aircraft (ref. 104).

One can entertain the sensors that are needed to obtain various
aircraft states. Pressure measurements, both absolute for altitude and
differential for airspeed, are fairly straightforward. The use of a
magnetometer to develop magnetic heading, however, is complicated by
the fact that the magnetometer in body axes is a vector device and
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therefore the north component of the measured magnetic vector can only
be interpreted if the orientation of the aircraft in pitch and roll is
known. This leads to the ever-present problem associated with
establishing vertical on a moving base. This has been solved in
aircraft with artifical horizons that isolate the vertical through
gimbals and carry a memory of the vertical in a vertical gyro. A
variety of nonlinear erection techniques are used to maintain the
vertical so that a satisfactory compromise of speed of erection and
isoloation from maneuver accelerations is obtained. There is a
temptation to assume that the very inexpensive accelerometers that may
become available could be used to replace the vertical gyro. The time
constant for filtering out accelerations based on incremental velocity
changes is of the order of a minute or longer. It is therefore
necessary to remember the orietation during this filtering process and
therefore some angle information is necessary during the filter of
gravity from the acceleration environment. Gimbals are nice in that
they isolate the instrument and it becomes a nulling device rather than
one that requires dynamic range and accurate scale factor. If angular
velocity or its high frequency equivalent, the integration of an
angular accelerometer, are to be used, the memory needs to be of the
order of 0.01 deg/sec, while the maximum rate of the aircraft may be
100 deg/sec. Thus, the use of body mounted rate measuring devices
places an extraordinary dynamic range on the instrument if it is to
work directly with the accelerometers and filter out accelerations
spectrally.

The hope that one can realize the good potential of these low cost
instruments, and possibly drop the use of some of the more expensive
devices, must be based on some modeling of the aircraft behavior
itself. If assumptions about coordination are accepted, then needle
ball airspeed and magnetic heading are an adequate basis for
determining the necessary information to fly an airplane. Furthermore,
the magnetic field vector and the gravity vector represent four
components where only two are needed, and the proper correlation of
these two quantities improves the information processing. However too
much reliance on aircraft behavior must have additional information
from the controls and power setting which brings us full circle to
requiring more sensors again.

There is little question that the conventional panel sensors will
experience a reduction in cost and may take on the first revolutionary
change since aircraft was first flown in the next few decades. New
displays will be the key to permitting the freedom in evaluating what
sensors will provide the necessary information. Many of these sensors
will be less costly because they will not have to have integrated
displays but can give information directly to a information processing
center. In other cases, some instruments may be omitted but it is not
entirely clear at this time which those will be.
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7.2.5 ELECTROMECHANICAL DEVICES (ACTUATORS)

Significant advances in aircraft systems technology, in the form of
new, efficient electromechanical actuation devices, will lead to
improvements in performance, guidance, and control for many types of
aircraft, including rotorcraft. The extension of the use of

electromechanical devices from their present role as servo devices and
actuators for secondary control surfaces, to that of providing
actuation for primary control surfaces, has been made possible by
recent developments in electrical and materials technologies and is the
subject of numerous investigations at the present time. Both new and
improved systems capabilities will result.

The basic feasibility of new electric motor actuators has been

demonstrated, and if progress continues in actuator power and
reliability the replacement of some aircraft hydraulic systems with
electric, 'power by wire' systems is likely. Progress thus far has
been made possible by: (a) new magnetic materials yielding lighter,
more powerful electric motors; (b) improved solid state circuitry to
control brushless DC motors; and (c) microprocessor computer capability

to obtain improved control of motor firing circuitry. Similar
developments are being pursued for applications in the industrial
controls field.

The development of these devices could be accelerated by certain NASA
activities, including the following:

(i) Sponsorship of criteria development relative to the
application of these new devices to current and future
aircraft types, particularly light aircraft and rotorcraft;

(2) Sponsorship of a review of the broad spectrum of actuator
technology, including DOD and other industrial applications;

(3) Basic R&D in materials technology to seek improvements in
system reliability;

(4) Sponsorship of system refinement activities: modeling,
controller design, overall design optimization; and

(5) Provision of flying testbeds to prove out elements of this
technology, and general laboratory facilities for component
R&D efforts.

Modeling, in particular, is a difficult task for these discrete
devices, but is essential to solving certain control problems, such as
RPM limit cycling, that have been observed.

This new technology is particularly well suited to take advantage of
recent advances in microcomputer technology. Over the next decade, one
of the most active areas of R&D may well be the joining of actuator and
computer technology to develop actuation systems that are precise and
optimally fast and function as satellite elements in a distributed
flight control system. Full exploitation of actuator capabilities will
be made for improved structural load relief and flight control tasks.
Sponsorship of system R&D in this area -- the combining of computer and
actuator devices -- is an additional area in which NASA support, in the
form of funded analyses and experimental laboratory facilities, would
be very effective.
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For maximum effectiveness, NASA should not directly undertake the
development of hardwareor systemsother than to supportbasic R&D, but
rather should fund selectedactivitiesin these areas, particularly
including criteria development, on the part of contractors.

In attempting to identify emerging concepts in the area of
electromechanical (EM) devices one is immediatelystruckby the fact
that m_ny of the advancements are electronic in nature, having the
objective of eliminating EM devicesfor reasonsof cost, reliability,
life, size, maintenanceand performance. This is particularlytrue in
the case of EM displays,gyros, air data systemsand stableplatforms.

However, there are areas where it appearsthat mechanicalelementswill
be present in the 1980 timeframe. Followingis a listingof some of
these areas:

• Pliot Tactile Interface Devices such as Cockpit Controllers
and Control Panels

• Actuation
• Certain Sensors as Accelerometers
• Electrical Power Supplies
• Control Moment Generation

7.2.5.1 Pilot Tactile Interface Devices

Cockpit controllersare changingas a resultof the trend towardFly by
Wire (FBW) flight control. The greatest change is toward sidearm
controllers instead of centersticks in high performanceaircraftto
permit better pilot performance under high 'g' flight and better
viewing of displays.Although this trend has not been started in
transport aircraft, it is very likely to follow in the future.

Thrust controllersfor FBW engine controlsand direct lift controlsfor
VTOL aircraft are areas where developmentis needed. In both of these
areas a great deal of work is needed in human factors to define
performance characteristics for good 'feel'. At this point, criteria
and specifications for controller design are non-existent.

Most operational cockpit display devices and instrumentation are
electromechanical. However, the trendsare toward electronicdisplays
in the form of cathode ray tubes, light emitting diodes, liquid
crystals, etc., for reasons of cost, multimodecapabilityand human
factors. In the future it does not appear that there will be
significant use of electromechanicaldisplaysexcept as possiblebackup
or in small general aviation aircraft.

7.2.5.2 Actuation

Most modern aircraft employ fully powered hydraulic actuators, a
practice started over 20 years ago. Prior to that time, one of the
techniques used to augmentthe pilot'sforce capabilitywas the use of
servo hinge tabs as aerodynamic power boost. Unfortunately, hinge
moments and tab effectiveness are highly nonlinearand functionsof
Mach and Reynold's number,making it difficultto design satisfactory
servo tab control systems. The arrival of hydraulics presented a
convenient solution to a difficultdesign problemwith the resultthat
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servo tab systems for primarycontrolhave been virtuallyabandoned.
However, in the interimtherehave been tremendousstridesin the field
of feedback controls. Servo tab systemsshould be reexaminedwith the
use of electronic feedback in mind, to reduce the effects of
tab/surface nonlinearity. This should be particularlyeffectivefor
subsonic airplanes. If so, the actuationwould be a small fractional
horsepower tab hinge actuatorreplacingthe presentlyused hydraulics
resulting in improvements in cost, reliability, survivability and
maintenance.

In an additional area, presenthydraulicactuatorsachievevirtually
all the power gain hydromechanically.Torquemotors acceptingall the
power inputs under a watt in power are used in conjunctionwith jet
pipe or flapperfirst stage valves to controlflow to a hydraulicservo
actuator which in turn strokes the main power control valve (PCV).

With the advent of rare earth magnets it is now possibleto drive the
PCV directly thus replacing the low power electrohydraulic control
valve and servo actuator. Using electric power amplification to
replace the contamination sensitive low poweredvalves is desirable
from a reliability viewpoint. It also simplifies the
electronic/hydraulic interface by reducing the required number of
hydraulic power suppliesfor those instanceswhere redundantsecondary
actuators are used.

High pressure hydraulicsis an emergingtechnologywhich shows promise
for reducing actuation size and weight. For many years 3000 psi has
been standard for aircraftsystems. Recent work in the 6 to 8000 psi
range has shown a trend toward higher pressure systems.

7.2.5.3 Sensors

For years EM gyros and accelerometershave been essentialto control
and navigation instrumentation. Although laser gyros have made
significant inroads there still continues to be a need for high
accuracy EM gyros using electrostaticallysuspendedrotors. At the
present time there appears no way to eliminate the proof mass of
accelerometers so this type of instrument will be with us for the
foreseeable future.

Inertial platforms have been one of the more important users of EM
technology. These devices are feeling the impact of electronic
technology with the resultof strapdownconfigurationswhere the gimbal
structures are replaced with analytic representations.

Air data systems have also felt the pressure of electronic
mechanization. In addition to the computations even the pressure
transducers themselves are more electronic than mechanical.

The availability of high strength rare earth magnets and their
application to sensorscan be identifiedas an area where furtherwork
should be carriedout. Magneticsuspensionscan eliminateconventional
bearings for increased life, reliability and performance.

7.2.5.4 Electrical Power Supplies
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Aircraft electrical power generation and distribution systems have
provided 400 Hz power generated by constant speed generators utilizing
EM constant speed drives. A number of significant changes have been
taking place recently.

Efforts are being made to eliminate the constant speed drives by
allowing the generator to run at speeds proportional to engine speed
and constructing the 400Hz output using cycloconverter principles. The
objective is to increase reliability and life by eliminating the
constant speed drives.

Permanent magnet generators using rare earth magnets are being
developed to replace the more conventional wound rotor machines in

order to eliminate slip rings. This has brought about a number of
interesting problems such as magnet containment and a resettable shaft

disconnect required to shut down the permanent magnet generator.

High voltage DC systems are being considered for aircraft use to

replace the 400Hz systems. Although attractive from the viewpoint of
generation and distribution, there still remains work to be done in

efficient inexpensive conversion from the high voltage, i.e., 270
volts, to user levels.

7.2.5.5 Control Moment Generation

The most common method for aircraft control moment generation is
through use of control surfaces. Alternate moment generation techniques
are emerging and should receive attention for further development.

VTOL aircraft require non-aerodynamic control in the form of reaction
jets or thrust vectoring of various means as proposed by the
organizations developing VSTOL B concepts. This technology is in its
infancy and will require considerable innovation before suitable
operational concepts are available.

Considerable work has been done in the control of flow fields by
control of boundary layers using various blowing and suction

techniques. A relatively new field is that of Electroaerodynamics along
the lines described in the April 3, 1978 issue of 'Design News'. Flow
is controlled using magnetohydrodynamic principles. An extension of the
work into control would have interesting results.
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7.2.6 HIGH POWER ELECTROMECHANICAL ACTUATORS

Recent advances in rare earth permanent-magnet materials and in high
power semiconductors have made the electromechanical (EM) actuator an
attractive alternative to the e]ectrohydraulic actuator for use as

primary flight control actuators. The use of rare earth permanent-
magnet material in brushless d.c. motors results in a lightweight and
highly efficient design. Such motors output a high torque, have a low

rotor inertia and are highly responsive. Simple logic sequences high
power semiconductors to control both motor torque and velocity. This
technology is of immediate interest to the space program where fue&
cells and batteries are the primary sources of power. It is expected
that the use of high efficiency battery powered flight control
actuation systems will result in a lightweight system with reduced

maintenance requirements. However, it will be necessary to develop a
high voltage power distribution and control systems along with the high
voltage electromechanical actuation systems. The Naval Air Defense
Center is currently working on high voltage d.c. distribution and
control systems for use on advanced fighter aircraft.

The development of EM actuator systems should result in the
displacement of electrohydraulic actuators in many flight control
applications. Low power EM actuators, using brushless d.c motors as the
prime mover, are already used to gimbal the Space Shuttle Orbital
Maneuvering System rocket motors and as flight control actuators on the
CRUISE missile.

The Air Force is looking at using EM actuators in flight control
applications. A contract is being managed out of Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base for the development of a hinge line actuator for use in
fighter and transport aircraft.

In general, the basic feasibility of using EM actuators as primary
flight control surface effectors has been established; however,
additional work remains to be accomplished to update the design base in
terms of system and program considerations.

The interaction of the aerodynamic loads and the EM actuator as a power
system should be studied to develop ways to take maximum advantage of
the regenerative capability of the EM actuator. The EM actuator system
should be analyzed in terms of system parameters to identify the most
promising areas of weight reduction and performance improvement, and to
identify those technologies with the most potential for significant
payoffs.

Power switching components are of particular significance. Such
components should be developed specifically for use in EM applications
and should have minimum base-drive requirements, should be lightweight,
should have low conduction and switching losses, etc.

A high-power linear mechanical actuator should be developed and tested
to establish the characteristics of linear actuators under dynamic
conditions and to identify any potential problem areas.

Since the EM actuator is a unique power system, potentially capable of
significantly reducing energy storage requirements because of its high
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efficiency and regenerative capability,it shouldbe flight-testedto
evaluate hardware performance againstdesign specifications(basedon
operational requirements) and thereby to demonstrate hardware
feasibility in e flight environment.

7.2.7 ANALOG TO DIGITAL AND DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTORS

The rapid trend towarddigitalprocessingis forcinga new look at the
old problem of the interface betweenanalogdevicesand the digital
processor. The currenttrend is to provideanalog to digitalconvertors
(ADC'S) and digital to analog convertors (DAC'S) on dual inline
packages (DIPS) which are compatible with microprocessorbusses and
packaging methodology. These ADC and DAC DIPS are eithermonolithic
devices or hybrid thick film devices.At the presenttime hybrid thick
film devicespredom°inatebut the trend is towardsmonolithicdeviceson
a silicon substitute.

A trend expected in ADC/DAC's in the futureis the incorporationof
these analog conversiondeviceson the microprocessorchips.The first
step in this directionwas taken with the announcementin the SprinG of
1978 of the Intel 8022 singlechip microcomputerwhich includestwo
multiplexed 8 bit ADC'S on the chip. Figure7.2.7-1shows two families
of hybrid ADC/DAC's which have become available recently. The TRW
Hybrid ADC's fill the needs for very high speed conversions often
needed in high speed signalprocessingsystems.For example,one 6 bit
ADC provides a conversion in 2.5 n sec.

The Beckman family of ADC/DAC's (announced in 1978) utilize CMOS
technology for low power dissipation and are compatible with 8 bit
microprocessor data busses. The units provide12 bit resolutionand
excellent linearity (.012%)and costs are in the range of $50 per unit
in small quantities. These devices utilize32 pin and 36 pin DIP's.

A more mature set of ADC/DAC converters exist which in general are
longer and more expensive than the new devices, but span a wider
spectrum of types for a varietyof applications.Illustrativeof the
mature categoryADC/DACdevicesare the analogicdevice characteristics
shown in Table 7.2.7-1.

Integrating analog to digital conversion devices provides the most
resolution, linearity, and noise rejectionfor a given cost but these
devices ere slow. Successive approximation ADC devicesprovidehigh
speed but are more costly than the integrating ADC's.

In addition to the ADC/DACdevices it is also necessaryto use sample
and hold circuits, amplifiers, multiplexers and filters.

Data acquisition modules are available which provide multiplexing,
sample and hold, and ADC/DAC conversions.

Two sample data acquisition module characteristicsare summarizedin
Table 7.2.7-2.
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TABLE 7.2.7-1 Analog to Digital & Digital to Analog Converter
Device Characteristics

DEVICE TYPE RESOLUTION CONV. TIME SIZE APPROX. COST

ADC Integra. 12 bit 2.5 m.sec. 1.4x0.6 24
ADC '' 16 16-100 m.sec. 2x4x.4 210

ADC Succ.Approx. 8 16 mic sec. '' 161
ADC '' 10 30 '' 99
ADC ' 12 24 '' 199
ADC ' 12 4 2x4x.44 250
ADC ' 14 10 '' 419
ADC 16 25 3.1x5x3.1 1395

DAC 8 '' 5 2x2x.4 85
DAC 10 '' 10 '' 99

DAC 12 '' 1.8 24 pin DIP 42
DAC 14 '' 15 2x2x.4 136
DAC 16 '' 20 2x4x.4 485

TABLE 7.2.7-2 AD Data Acquisition Module

ANALOG CONVERSION TABLE RESOLUTION AQUIS.TIME APPROX.COST

16 Channel ADC 12 bits 10 mic.sec. 500
16 Channel ADC 12 bits 30 mic.sec 300
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7.3 FLUIDICS

The field of fluidics was organized, in the early sixties, by
personnel at the Army's DiamondOrdnanceFuse Laboratoryto embracea
class of devices which employedthe flow of fluids in aerodynamically
shaped passages and chambers to perform the functions of signal
amplification and processing,logic operations,phenomenasensing,and
mechanical actuation, traditionaly assigned to electronic and
electromagnetic devices. Ideally these functions were performed
without the use of moving parts other than the motion of the fluids
themselves.

In the following decade, considerable effort was expended by many
different organizations in the developmentof fluidiccomponentsand
systems. Most of these fluidicdevelopmentswere in directcompetition
with existing electronic technology, which, in general,offeredmore
acceptable solutions to the various problems,eitherbecauseof its
intrinsic suitabilityor becausethe more advancedstate of development
of electroniccomponentsresultedin overwhelmingadvantagesin economy
or physical size. This situationhas led to a generaldisenchantment
with fluidicsand the relegationof effort to certainspecializedareas
where thermal or radiation environments precluded the use of
conventional electronic devices.

NASA's current effort in fluidictechnologyhas been directedtoward
certain carefullychosen avionicsapplicationsin which fluidicdevices
would appear to offer some real advantage over more conventional
systems in terms of reliability,economyand simplicity.Some low cost
fluidic elements for general aviation are shown in Figure 7.3-1.

7.3.1 WING LEVELERS

The existence of several fluidicangularrate sensors,which offer a
low cost, no moving parts substitutefor the rate gyroscope,has led to
a considerabledevelopmenteffort,both at a componentslevel"and at a
systems level. This work has resultedin the developmentof a simple
wing leveler type lateraland directionalautopilotsuitablefor light
aircraft, which has the potential for low cost manufacture, and,
because of the deletionof all gyroscopicinstruments,should have an
almost infinite, maintenance free service life (ref. ii0 and ii]).
Much of the technologyfrom thisprojecthas been used in the Air Force
RPV program.

Current systems employfluidicrate sensors,but use electronicsignal
amplification and processing. Some work has been done on an all
fluidic wing levelerpoweredby ram air, which would have the advantage
of complete independence from the aircraft's power supplies and,
possibly, a higher reliability potential. Developmentwork done at
Langley on the all fluidic wing leveler has resulted in a quantum
improvement in the state of the art of low noise,high gain fluidic
amplifier technology (ref. 112).

7.3.2 MAGNETIC HEADING REFERENCE

A spin off from the electrofluidic autopilot has been a gyroless
magnetic directional referencewhich utilizesa fluxgatemagnetometer,
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compensated for northerly turning error by signalssuppliedfrom an
electrofluidic rate sensor, so that it can supplyusableheadingdata
during maneuvering f]ight (ref. 113).

7.3.3 FLUIDIC CONTROL SURFACES

An off shoot of the all fluidic wing leveler program has been the
development of fluidic controlsurfaces,in which controltorquesare
applied to the airframe by means of fluidicallyregulatedair flows
from slots in the aircraft's control surfaces without recourse to
conventional servos or mechanicallyarticulatedcontrolsurfaces (ref.
114 and 115). These slot flows are strategicallylocatedto maximize
changes of lift with airflow. The optimizationof airfoiland slot
geometry is especiallycriticalto the currentprogram,as this work is
directed toward small, piston engineaircraftwhich provideno source
of pressurized air other than ram air.

Although this work was initiatedas a logicalinterfacebetweenfluidic
control systems and the dynamics of the airframe, the low time
constants achieved have suggestedthe use of fluidiccontrolsurfaces
in conjunctionwith more conventionalelectronicstabilityaugmentation
systems. Rather than use an expensive, high performance hydraulic
servo to position a conventional, mechanical control surface, the
interface could be made at a very low power level by means of a simple
electromagnetic torque motor driving some sort of air deflector to
provide an input to a fluidic control surface.

7.3.4 FLUIDIC DIGITAL TRUE AIRSPEED TRANSDUCER

Work is currently in progress,via a universityprogram,on a fluidic
true airspeed transducer operating on the principle of the vortex
whistle (ref. 116). This device produces an acoustic note, in the
audible frequency range, which is a direct functionof the volumetric
flow of fluid through the instrument,and thus a direct functionof
true airspeed,if the device is properlyexposedto the airstream. The
relatively high level of acoustic power in the output of this
instrument promisessimple,inexpensivedata pickup and processing,and
the digital outputof the device recommendsit as an airspeedinput to
various navigational computers.

7.3.5 FLUIDIC ARTIFICIAL HORIZON INSTRUMENT

A gyroless artificial horizon indicator is being developed under
contract to Flightcraft Inc. This instrumentderivesroll attitude
from a differential pressure signal supplied by wingtip mounted
aspirating nozzles and pitch attitude from airdata signals. The
absence of high speed moving parts and the independencefrom external
power supplies should offer a substantialimprovementin reliability
over gyroscopic horizons, and the simplicityof the mechanisimshould
result in reduced manufacturing costs.

7.3.6 COMPONENTS AVAILABILTY

One of the greatestproblems relatedto fluidicsystemsdevelopmentis
the availabilityof fluidiccomponents. Althoughseveralmanufacturers
have engaged in the productionof individuallogic devices,amplifiers,
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sensors, etc., these have generallybeen of a rathercrude nature --
more suitablefor breadboardarraysor industrialapplicationsthan for
avionics systems.

Certain successfulavionicsapplicationshave been produced,especially
in the field of gas turbine engine controls and helicopter flight
controls. These systemshave requiredthe closestcooperationbetween
the system designer and the fabricationpersonnel,and the resulting
hardware has been highly specialized and extremely expensive.

This situation is inevitablein the early stages of applicationof any
new technology,and about all that can be done at this time to ease the
problem is to develop techniques for the simplification and cost
reduction of components fabrication.

Several production techniques have been used: photoetching in both
metal and ceramics, electroforming, fine blanking in metals, and
injection moldingand lost wax casting in plastics. All of these,with
the possibel exception of the photoetchingprocesses,requirelarge
investments in tooling for each new componentconfigurationand all
require tight dimensional controlsthroughoutthe productionprocess.

Langley, in cooperation with the Harry Diamond Laboratories, has
investigated several of these processes in an attempt to choose an
optimum approach. Considerable work has also been done on a related
problem -- that of reducingthe sensitivityof the performanceof the
device to production variations in geometrical tolerances. One
approach to this has been 'verticallamination',in which the profile
of the device lies at right angles to the plane of the laminations
rather than parallelto it. By this stratagem,the criticaldimensions
of the fluidiccomponentare definedby the thicknessesof the various
laminations, ratherthan by the fidelityof reproductionof the pattern
machined into the lamination.

Langley is also investigating another approach to the easing of
dimensional tolerances, 'megalithicconstruction,'in which the device
is simply scaled up in size -- tolerances and all. In the case of
light aircraft applications, size is not necessarily a problem,
especially in wing sections and the tail cone area, if weight can be
kept down. The presentconceptcalls for the fabricationof components
from foamed plastics with suitable surface finishes.

It should be noted that the rate sensor employed in the current
electrofluidic wing levelerutilizessuch simple,non-criticalgeometry
that fabrication has not been a problem,even with the most primitive
of tooling. In fact, these sensorsare being successfullyfabricated
in home workshops by many amateuraircraftbuilders,resultingin the
first practical homebuilt autopilots (ref. 117 and 118).

7.3.7 PROJECTED APPLICATIONS

Since air data is, in general, derived from pressure signals, and,
since control torques are appliedto the airframeby manipulatingthe
pressure distribution on control surfaces, fluidic instrumentation
offers a most attractivelack of interfacingproblemsin many aircraft
control concepts. Some examplesof such schemes,which take advantage
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of this natural interface situation,but which currentlylie outside
the budgetary and personnel limitations of the fluldics group at
Langley are as follows:

7.3.7.1 Angle of Attack Indicator

There has long been a need for an angle of attack indicatoras simple,
rugged and inexpensiveas the airspeed indicator.Angle of attackcan
be derived from differential pressure taps on a fixed cylinder or
sphere exposed to the airstreamor from taps on the leadingedge of the
airfoil itself, avoiding the usual delicate vane or servoed probe.
Since the resulting differential pressureis also a functionof q, a
computation must be made to obtain a pressuresignal proportionalto
attack, only, which can be used to position an indicator. It would
appear that this computation could be effected by state-of-the-art
fluidic variable gain amplifiers or through the mechanical
characteristics of the indicator itself, resulting in a simple
instrument, not subject to damage by routineground handlingof the
aircraft.

An extension of this conceptwould tie the angle of attacksensor into
either a fluidic elevator surface or a servo-posltioned elevator
travel- ]imiting mechanism to prevent elevator motion resulting in
stall conditions. Many 'stall-proofing'systemshave been developedin
the past, but a fluidicimplementationwould appearto offer decided
advantages in simplicity and reliability.

7.3.7.2 Autothrottle

The safety and convenience of an autothrottle system is presently
foregone in light aircraft because of cost and weight penalties.
Coupling pitot pressure into a vortexvalve in the intakemanifoldof
the engine via a suitablefluidicamplifierchain could providethis
service at a low cost in a self-powered,no-moving-partspackageof
minimum weight.

7.3.7.3 Fluidic Propeller Pitch Control

Circulation control airfoils are currently being developed for
helicopter rotors (ref. 119). An extensionof this techniquecould be
applied to aircraft propellers,to providea simple,no-moving-parts
variable-pitch propeller for light aircraft. Speed controlcould be
provided by fluidiccircuitryfeedingthe slots of the airfoilthrough
a pressure seal at the hub.

An interestingcharacteristicof this type of airfoilis the relatively
small effect that angle of attackhas upon coefficientof lift within a
large operating range.This effectwould resultin a certaindegree of
inherent self-regulation,and might allow for satisfactoryperformamce,
with no additional regulating devices.
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7.4 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

A great many facetsof systemsanalysishave alreadybeen coveredunder
other headings in previoussectionsof this report.For many guidance
and control and other avionicspurposesthe availablesystemanalysis
theories are completely adequate.

However, for the stability and performance analysis of complex
high-dimension nonlinearand time-varyingsystems,the supporttools of
computation and data presentationare, at at best, treatedas separate
special cases. Approacheswhich can be used to classify,arrange,and
bring order,clarify,and perspectiveto vast masses of data are simply
not available.Thus, we can analyzealmostanything,yet can appreciate
and fully comprehendvery little.To addressthese problemsrequiresa
hierarchical approach at the one extremeand a limitedcase/simplified
approximation at the other.

Because the de_,elopmentof _nsightso often dependsupon establishing
connections between easilyunderstood,but simplifiedand approximate,
near solutions to a problem and the exact, but much more complex,
actual solution, it is pertinent to emphasize approximation and
simplification procedures in this connection.In addition,a numberof
systems analysisand synthesistechniques,such as Kalman filteringand
optimal control problems, require a detailed knowledge of the
controlled elementcharacteristics,and in many cases these can or must
be simplified. Consequently, for reasons of design appreciationand
assessment and for practicality in optimal procedures, means to
simplify the dynamicdescriptionof system elementsto their essentials
when viewed in a given contextare extremelyimportant.To this end,
much work remains to be done on the approximationof higher order by
lower order systems. In the frequency domain this leads to the
equivalent system conceptin which a lower order system is an adequate
representation of a completesystem over a limitedfrequencyband. In
the time domain,the methodsof variabletime scalesoffer great appeal
to accomplish similar purposes.

Another practical aspect involved in systemsanalysisis associated
with various optimal controlprocedures.Here the fundamentalproblem
is to interpret system requirementsinto the specificsof performance
indices such that 'good' (as opposed to optimal) controllers are
induced in the analyticaldesignprocess.This problemhas been with us
since the dawn of optimalcontroland has been graduallyattackedby
practitioners on on iterativebasis for each specificcase. It is, in
fact, an art rather than a scienceand shouldbe addressedon a more
systematic basis. Studies of correlations between the controller
(induced) and the performance index weighting (assigned), for both
simple and complex systems offer a good starting point.

An associated, but higher level,problemin systemsanalysisis that
which confronts the designeras opposedto the analyst.The designer
has a number of criteria to consider, some quantitative and others
qualitative, which are in general incommensurate.Thus, the optimumor
best system in a practical case is determined on the basis of
judgements involving combined criteria. A hierarchical approach in
which intermixes of decision theory, Bayes' rule,and specifically-
stated designer-evaluation-factorsand judgementsoffers a great deal
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of promise. For this to be useful,any theoreticalconstructshouldbe
exemplified with specificexamplesdrawn from past practice in what is
currently the 'art £orm' of system optimization.

In connection with digital systems we do not at presenthave a good
analysis tool for assessing the tradeoffs between data rate, word
length, and limit cycles. All present theories show that digital
modeling problems disappearas the frame time gets shorterbut this is
of course not the case with finite word lengths. The modeling of
quantization effects,roundoff,etc., as edditivenoise does not reveal
what happens in actuality.

7.4.1 ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

NASA should sponsor research on improved analytical techniques for
predicting the overallperformanceof systemsrelativeto operational,
user-defined criteria. Present techniques to achieve this involve
system simulation and the calculationof error covarianceor density
function propagation, often using a Monte Carlo approach.

The areas for which these techniquesare most appropriateare of great
importance to avionics systems designers,and includethe following:

• aircrafttouchdownpoint dispersionfor automaticlandingsystems;

• missileor projectileimpactcircularerror probability
(C.E.P);

• navigationalwaypointerror magnitudes;

• human operatorperformancemodels,and optimaldisplay/
warningsystemsdesign;

• effectsof system failuremodes.

Further, such analyticalcapabilityis particularlyapplicableboth in
the early system design stage, to select among candidate system '
configurations, and in the final design evaluationstage,to augment
experimental verifications of system capability.

7.4.2 EXPERIMENTAL INTEGRATED SYSTEM EVALUATION

A requirement exists for NASA to construct a flight control system
laboratory which would be used to assess the performanceof new flight
control systems.This laboratorywould supportNASA's role in the field
of aeronautics research. As NASA (and NACA) built wind tunnels to
evaluate the aerodynamic performance of new aircraftdesigns in the
past, a control system laboratory is required for aircraft of the
future.

The proposed flight control system laboratory would complement the
development of new powered-liftaircraftand rotorcraft.These vehicles
will have flight control systems that use digital processors and
electrical reduction, flight envelopeexpansion,mission reliability,
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mission efficiency and mission flexibility. These systems may be
designed with fault-tolerant, reconfigurable flight control system
architectures. The control laws will be designed for a broad spectrum
of functional requirements: e.g., stabilityand controlaugmentation,
structural load control, automatic landing,and specialpilot assist
modes such as air-to-airrefueling.In order to achievemaximumdesign
benefit, some of these functionsmay be flight-critical,where total
loss of a functioncould destroythe aircraft.Because flight-critical
applications will be considered for future research and production
rotorcraft and VTOL aircraft, it is necessary to eva]uate their
performance and failure modes in the laboratory. Specifically, the
flight control system laboratory would be used for:

• Consideration for integrated system performance in simulated
missions;

• Assessment of _ailure modes and effects during critical
mission phases in terms of degraded performance and flight
safety, pilot roles and pilot acceptance;

• Prediction of reliability;

• Generation of validation and certification methodology and
data for certification criteria;

• Development and evaluation of advanced sytstems architectures
and concepts;

A NASA flight control systems laboratory would also complement
industry's development of f]ightcontrol systems.The laboratorycould
be used by industryto validatecontrolsystemsdesignsbefore they are
committed to production and to validate vendor components. In the

past, industry has built 'iron birds' to validate the mechanization of

a flight control system after it has been committedto production.
Thus, NASA's laboratorycould be used to supportdesigndecisionsat a
time when management still has some leverage on program
costs.
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7.5 AVIONICS SOFTWARE

The trend in avionics is to increase the number of functions
implemented in digital processors. As a result,the avionicssoftware
complexity has continued to increase. The trend towarddistributed
processing architecture is alleviatingthe problemsof large software
programs by dividing both the hardwareand softwareintomanageable
modules.

The use of large real time softwareprogramsin large centralcomputer
complexes as exemplified by the FIll Mark II avionicsand the Shuttle
avionics gives rise to difficultsoftwarevalidationproblems.However,
this type of architecture is diminishing in its applications.

The proportionof softwarecosts to hardwarecosts is growingwith each
new generation system as low cost digital microprocessor/memory
technology is introduced.

Most current generation avionic and control systems have utilized
assembly language programming for the software. There is a strong
trend toward the use of higher order language, (HOL) for software
development. The use of HOL increasesthe programmingproductivity
considerably and reducesboth the initialsoftwaredevelopmentcosts as
well as softwaremaintenancecosts. A comparisonof HOL with assembly
language programming is presented in figure 7.5-1.

The efforts to reduce softwarecosts has resultedin a collectionof
technoques referredto as ModernSoftwareProgrammingPractices(MSPP).
The key features of MSPP are summarizedin figures7.5-2 and 7.5-3.

These simple steps, if followed,can significantlyreducethe efforton
software developments. The emphasis in MSPP is to eliminateclever
tricks in favor of straightforwardsoftwaremoduleswhich are easy to
understand.

7.5.1 The Software Problem

SYMPTOMS:

Software almost always takes longer to develop and costs more than
originally estimated. Furthermore, it is difficult to obtain
meaningful completion status information,e.g., there is the 90% done
but 90% left to be done syndromein attemptingto assess the schedule
status.

Software is unreliable. Software often fails to meet the
specifications and containsundetectedcoding errorswhich appear later
after more thorough system testinghas taken place. Softwarecauses
limitations on system performance.

Software is fragilein that a validatedsoftwareprogramis vulnerable
to modifications often in an unpredictablemanner. Softwareoften has
a poor tolerance to off nominal use of the system,particularly,in
regions which were not tested during validation.
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MODERN SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING PRACTICES
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CAUSES:

Software development is an intellectual process which is resistant to
an orderly structure, is difficult to document clearly, and requires
special disciplines to accomplish.

Software is complex which makes it difficult to understand and to
communicate its features to others.

Software requirements are usually not adequately explicit, which means
programmers must interpret the meanings of the requirements which gives
rise to mismatches between the system requirements and the first pass
at the software code.

There are often hardware dependencies of the software not fully

understood by the programmer or the system architect in the beginning.

Avionics systems require real time avionics usually with multiple level
interrupts which give rise to many system states which are difficult to
test thoroughly.

SOME SOLUTIONS:

Structured programming which is an element of MSPP provides some help
in solving the software problem. Structured programming utilizes
single function modules which have single entry and single exit
routines. The use of GOTO's are avoided to prevent unexpected paths as
modules are linked. Single page programs are used to keep the modules

manageable in size.

Structured programming utilizes the discipline of functional
decomposition and top down design and construction of the single
function modules. The use of top down design permits the delay of the
detailed programming of some functions without impacting other
functions. The validation and testing of the modules as they are
completed provides a continuous testing environment during software
development which reduces surprises during system level testing.

The use of problem oriented HOL compilers simplifies the development

process by making the source easy to express and comprehend. Such HOLs
deal in problem constructs which include both operations and the
associated data. Problem oriented HOLs reduce machine dependencies and

enforce structure in the development as well as provide diagnostics and
statistics for the programmer.

Software development methodology and tools include:

• Static code analyzer such as cross reference lists and
flow charts generators

• Dynamic code analyzer such as debuggers and functional
simulators

• Software configuration control
• Use of simulation to provide real time testing and

exercise of all functions in a dynamic environment.

REMAINING PROBLEMS:
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Avionic and control system software demand a discipline in real time
design including the control of concurrent processing; sharing of code,
data and other resources between modules; prediction of duty cycles and
response times; selecting sampling times which are adequate for closed
loop stability and response quality but which do not over tax the
available throughput; defining satisfactory test procedures which
exercise as many system states as possible within the test constraints.

A continuing problem in avionics software is the management of the data
bases. Many problems with the avionic software originate in data
management not in the software code per se.

WHAT HOL SHOULD BE USED:

There are a number of HOL's which are available to use in avionics and
controls software development. Probably one of the most widely used
HOLs is FORTRAN, although it has not been widely used to date in real
time avionics and controls software. The advent of microprocessor
versions of FORTRAN IV compilers is making this possibility a reality
for the next generation systems. Other higher order languages which
are widely available for microcomputer based systems include PL/M and
PL/Z, which are microprocessor adaptations of PL/I. PASCAL is becoming
available and is a language with a simple yet powerful structure.

HAL/S is a HOL developed for avionics and used on the shuttle avionics
by Intermetrics since 1973. This language was standardized by NASA in
1977 and has been utilized on a number of computers including the RCA
CMOS COSMAC microprocessor. The HAL/S compiler is available and is
supported by a number of development tools including debuggers,
functional simulators and compiler statistics.

DOD has an interim list of approved HOLs (ref. 126) which include:

@ FORTRAN IV, ANSI version
@ J3 JOVIAL
@ J73 JOVIAL
• TACPUL
• SPL-I
• CMS 2
• ANSI COBOL

At the present time four companies are working on a PASCAL derived
common language for DOD imbedded computer applications including
Intermetrics, Honeywell Bull, SRI International, and SofTech.
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GLOSSARY

ACT active controltechnology
ADC analog to digitalconverters
ADM advanceddevelopmentmodel
AEW airborneearly warning
AFAL Airforce avioniclaboratory
AFAPL Air Force AvionicspropulsionLaboratory
AFCS automaticflightcontrolsystem
AFFDL Air Force Flight DynamicsLaboratory
AFT advancedfightertechnology
AFTI advancedflighttechnologyintegration
AGC automaticgain control
AIMS an acronymof acronyms

A = ATCRBS air trafficcontrolradar beaconsystem
I = IFF identificationfriendor foe
M = MARK XII identificationsystem
S = SYSTEMs many diverseAIMS configurations

AM amplitude modulation

ANPRM advanced notice of proposed rulemaking
ANSI American National Standards Institute

APD avalanche photodiode (p-i-n)
ARINC Aeronautical Radio Incorporated
ARM semi activemissile
ART III enroutecontrolsautomated- terminalareas -
ASCII AmericanStandardCharacterIdentificationIndex

(digitalcode for alphanumericcharacters)
ASDE airportsurfacedetectionequipment
ASTC airportsurfacetrafficcontrol
ATARS automatictrafficadvisoryand resolutionsystem
ATC air trafficcontrol
ATCRBS air trafficcontrolradar beacon system (transponder)
ATCSF air trafficcontrolsimulationfacility
ATIS AutomatedTerminalInformationServices
ATR air transportrating
AV-WOS automaticaviationweatherobservationstation
AWACS airbornewarningand controlsystem

BCAS beacon collisionavoidancesystem
BCIU bus controllerinterfaceunit
BIT built in test
BITE built in test equipment
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CADC central air data computer
CAP combat air patrol
CCD charge coupled device
CDTI cockpit dislayed traffic information
CEP circular error probability
CG center of gravity
CLGP cannon launched guided projectile
CMOS complementary metal oxide semi-conductor
CMS2 a higher order language
CNI communication, navigation and identification
COBOL a business orientated higher order language
COMM communication
CONSCAN conical scan (radars)
COSMAC complementa_y MOS microcomputer
COSRO conical scan on receive only
CPSM continuous phase shift modulation
CPU central processing unit
CRT cathode rav tube
CSD constant speed drive
CTOL conventional take off and land
CU control unit
CW continuous wave

DABS discrete address beacon system
DABSEF DABS experimental facility
DACs digital to analog converters
DAIS digital avionics integration/information system
DDR&E director of defense research & engineering
DECM defenses electronic countermeasures
DF direction finding
DFBWS digital fly by wire systems
DIP dual inline packages
DMA direct memory access
DME distance measuring equipment
DOD Department of Defense
DoD Department of Defense
DOT Department of Transportation
DoT Department of Transportation
DPSK differential phase shift keying
DTDMA distributed time division multiple access
DU display unit
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E erasure
e errors

EADI electronic attitude director indicators

EBAM electronic beacon access memory
ECCM electronic counter-countermeasures

ECL LSI emitter coupled logic large scale integration
ECM electronic countermeasures

EEE energy efficient engine
EHSI electronic horizontal situation indicators

EJFET enhanced junction field effect transistor
EL electroluminescent

ELINT electronic intelligence
ELM extended length message
EM electromechanical

EMC electromagnetic compatibility
EMI electromagnetic interference
EMP electromagnetic pulses
E-O electro optical
EPCS electronic propulsion control system
ESD electronicsystemsdivision
ESM electronicsupportmeasures
ETABS electronictabulardisplay
EW electronicwarfare

FAA FederalAviationAdministration
FADEC full authoritydigitalelectroniccontrol
FBW fly by wire
FLIR forwardlookingIR
FORTRAN formulatranslation(a higher order language)
FPCC flightpropulsioncontrolcoupling
FSS flightservicestation
FTMP fault tolerantmicroprocessor

GA general aviation
GaAIAs gallium aluminumarsenide
GaAs gallium arsenide
GAO general accountingoffice
GCA ground control approach
GCI ground controlledintercept
GPS global positioningsystem

HAL/S HOL for avionicslanguage/space
HF high frequency
HOJ home on jam
HOL higher order language
HSD horizontalsituationdisplay
HUD head-updisplay
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ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization
ICNI integrated communications navigation and identification system
IF intermediate frequencies
IFF identification, friend or foe
IF2 intermediate frequency No. 2
IFR instrument flight rules
IIL integrated injection logic
ILS instrument landing system
IMKF integrated multi function keyboard
IMU inertial measuring unit
InP indium phosphide
INS inertial navigation system
IPC integrated propulsion control
IR infrared
ITACS integrated tactical air control system
ITNS ntegrated tactical navigation system

JFET junction field effect transistor
JOR joint operational requirements
JOVIAL a USAF sponsored higher order language for avionics
JTIDS joint tactical information distribution system

LAWRS limited aviation weather reporting stations
LC liquid crystal
LCD liquid crystal displays
LED light emitting diodes
LLLTV low light level TV
LOAL lock-on-after-launch
LORO lobe-on-receive-only
LPE low probability of exploitation
LRU line replaceable unit
LSI large scale integration
LTA lightning transient analysis

M active modules
M&LSIC medium and large scale integrated circuits
M&S metering and spacing
MAR minimally attended radar
Mark XII a secure military identification system
MESFET metal semiconductor field effect transistor
MIC micro-integrated circuit
MLS microwave landing system
MMW millimeter wave
MNOS EAROM metal nitride oxide semiconductor electrically alterable

read only memory
MOS metal oxide semiconductor
MOSFET metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor
MPD multipurose displays
MSI medium scale integration
MSPP modern software programming practices
MTBF mean time before failure
MTD moving target detector
mu electron mobility
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N standbymodules
NACA NationalAdvisoryCommitteefor Aeronautics
NADC Naval Air DevelopmentCenter
NADIN NationalAirspacedata interchangenetwork
NAFEC NationalAviationFacilitiesExperimentalCenter
NASA NationalAeronauticsand Space Administration
NAS NationalAirspacesystem
NDRO non-destructivereadout
NEMP nuclearelectromagneticpulse
NOAA NationalOceanicand AtmosphericAdministration
NOTAMS noticesto airmen
NRZ non returnto zero
NTR net time referenceBC basic channel
NTSB NationalTransportationSafety Board
NWS NationalWeatherService

OFP operationalflightprogram
OTP operational test program

PA power amplifier
PCV power controlvalve
PL/M programminglanguage/microcomputer
PL/Z programminglanguage/Z-80
PL/I programminglanguage/one
PR pseudorandom
PRF pulse repetitionfrequency
PSK phase shift keying
PWI proximitywarning information

q symbol for dynamicpressure
QPLT quiet propulsionlift technology
QSRA quiet researchaircraft
QPSK quadriphasephase shift keying

RAM random accessmemory
RBX radar based transponders
R,E&D aviationand weatherresearch,engineeringand development
RF radio frequency
RFI radio frequencyinterface
RHAW radar homing and warning
RNAV area navigation
ROM read only memory
RPV remotelypilotedvehicles
R-S Reed-Solomoncode
RSED Reed-Solomonencoding-decoding
RT remoteterminalunits
R/T receiver-transmitter
RTCA radio technicalcommissionfor aeronautics
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SA-2 surface to air
SAW surface acoustic wave
SDFL Schottky diode field effect transistor logic
SELCAL selective call
SFCS survivable flight control system
Si silicon
SIGINT signal intelligence
SLS side lobes
SOS silicon on sapphire
SP signal processor
SPL-I a higher order language
SSB single sideband
SSI small scale integration

TACAN tactical air navigation
TACPUL a higher order language
TAGS tower automated ground surveillance
TCV terminally configured vehicle
TDM time division multiplex
TDMA time division multiplex access
TED transfer electron devices
TIPS tower information processing system
TLM telemetry message
TP terminal processor
TRSB time reference scanning beam
TWSRO track while scan on receive only

ULSI ultra large scale integration
UHF ultra high frequency

VAS vortex advisory system
VHF very high frequency
VLF very low frequency
VLSI very large scale integration
VNAV vertical navigation
VOR visual omni range
VORTAC visual omni range and military TACAN system
VSCF variable speed constant frequency
VSD vertical situation display
V/STOL vertical/short takeoff and land
VTOL vertical takeoff and land

WVAS wake vortex avoidance system
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